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THE    SILVER    POPPY 

CHAPTER   I 

THE    VOICE    IN    THE    NIGHT 

From  her  dark  towers  she  lightly  threw 

To  him  three  roses  red ;  - 
He  spake  no  word,  but  pale  he  grew, 

And  bowed  his  troubled  head. 

John  Hartley,  "  The  Broken  Knight." 

To  make  your  heart,  you  must  first  break  your  heart ! 
"  The  SUver  Poppy." 

It  was  a  warm,  humid  evening  of  early  September, 

and  every  window  and  skylight  of  Repellier's  huge 
studio  was  open  its  widest.  Between  the  muffled 

rhythm  and  beat  of  an  orchestra  the  sound  of  laughter 

and  merriment,  and  the  murmur  of  many  voices,  floated 

out  on  the  hot  night  air. 
Of  a  sudden  the  throb  of  the  music  and  the  hum 

of  voices  ceased,  expectantly,  for  it  had  been  whis- 
pered from  group  to  group  that  the  supreme  event  of 

an  evening  of  surprises  was  about  to  occur. 

Then  out  from  its  hiding-place  behind  a  bank  of 
azaleas  there  floated  into  the  crowded,  hushed  studio  a 
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THE     SILVER     POPPY 

Venetian  gondola  of  black  and  gold.  Three  slim 

young  girls,  in  the  brightest  of  red  and  yellow  silk,  re- 

clined with  studied  languor  on  the  boat's  curved  prow, 
and  to  the  music  of  guitars  suddenly  broke  out  into 

an  Italian  boat-song.  The  strange  craft,  piloted  with 

much  skill  by  Hanchett,  the  portrait-painter,  glided 

slowly  up  and  down  the  great,  high-ceilinged  room 
with  its  rows  of  canvases  and  tapestries  and  Daghestan 

rugs,  with  its  methodic  litter  of  small-arms  and  casts 
and  trophies  and  costumes,  cruising  cautiously  in  and 

out  over  a  flashing,  many-tinted  course  of  applauding 
men  and  women. 

It  was  not  until  the  barcarole  had  all  but  come  to 

a  close  that  the  gondola  was  discovered  to  be  nothing 

more  than  Mrs.  Alfred  Spaulding's  motor  runabout, 
deftly  enclosed  in  a  canvas-covered  framework.  And 

although,  at  the  last,  something  went  wrong  with  the 

steering-gear  and  the  automobile  had  to  be  shouldered 

ignominiously  back  into  its  corner,  it  was  unhesita- 

tingly agreed  that  its  short-lived  cruise  had  been  a 

triumph  of  novelty.  The  patter  of  a  hundred  clap- 

ping hands  showed,  indeed,  that  the  bizarrerie  of  Re- 

pcllier's  entry  acte  was  a  success,  and  a  success  with 
an  audience  sadly  used  to  novelties. 

For  of  those  who  stood  about  and  approved  so  ap- 

plaudingly  many  had  that  day  come  down  from  New- 
port, or  reluctantly  forsaken  the  coolness  of  Sound 

and  seashore,  while  a  diplomat  or  two — who  chanced 

to  have  been  friends  of  Repellier  abroad — had  even 

journeyed   up  through   the   heat   from   Washington. 
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THE    VOICE    IN    THE    NIGHT 

Yet  no  one  who  knew  Repellier  cared  to  miss  one  of 

this  old  artist's  birthday  gatherings.  Many  among 
the  crowds  that  swarmed  and  buzzed  about  the  studio, 

it  is  true,  were  artists  and  workers  whom  the  fall  of 

the  first  leaf  had  brought  flocking  back  to  the  city, 

and  actresses  and  leading  men  whom  the  rise  of  the 

first  curtain  had  brought  scurrying  back  from  Eu- 
rope, though  that  vaguely  denominated  element 

Society  itself  was  not  averse  to  come  panting  up 

Repellier's  long  stairs  with  a  secret  sense  of  bravado 
in  what  seemed  a  decorous  enough  ascent  into  the  be- 

wildering freedom  of  Bohemianism. 

"  But  poets  are  my  penchant !  "  a  florid  woman 
with  a  mannish  but  kindly  face,  that  blossomed  incon- 

gruously out  of  a  gown  of  turquoise-blue,  was  de- 
claring to  John  Hartley,  who  as  a  young  man  fresh 

from  Oxford  had  been  brought  over  to  the  corner 

wherein  she  held  sway.  It  had  startled  her  a  little, 

obviously,  to  learn  that  this  wide-shouldered  young 
giant  was  a  disciple  of  what  she  knew  to  be  an  exigent 

master,  the  ink-pot. 

"  But  not  in  the  wild  state,"  parried  the  young 
man,  who  still  wore  his  metrical  spurs  somewhat  awk- 

wardly. That  night  he  had  felt  for  the  first  time  that 

poetry  was  a  thing  to  be  lived  down. 

"  That's  just  it!  "  lamented  the  lady  in  turquoise- 

blue.  "  We  can't  get  at  you  wild — you're  all  as  un- 
satisfying as — as  the  caribou  up  in  the  Park.  You 

either  get  blue-penciled  out  of  existence  or  pink-teaed 

and  petted  out  of  decency  !  " 
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THE     SILVER     POPPY 

The  group  of  men  clustered  about  Miss  Short 

laughed  encouragingly,  for  she  was  both  well  known 

and  well  liked,  a  personage  most  outspoken  of  opinion 

and  most  prodigal  of  epigram,  relishing  not  a  little 

her  undisputed  reputation  for  bluntness,  lamenting 

even  more  her  lapses  into  a  quixotic  soft-heartedness 

which  left  her  the  easy  prey  of  those  fellow -workers 
in  a  profession  where  mendicancy  is  not  unheard  of. 

Yet  among  those  who  knew  her  best  her  flashing  wit 

seemed  to  save  her  to  the  last,  for  it  was,  to  her,  a  sort 

of  spade-bayonet  with  which  she  in  some  way  en- 
trenched herself  when  not  piercing  her  enemy. 

"  You're  like  our  California  plums,"  she  went  on 

genially ;  "  you  have  all  the  bloom  rubbed  off  before 

we  can  get  hold  of  you." 

"  But  that's  the  trouble  with  genius  in  our  age," 
interrupted  Henry  Slater,  who  declared  himself  to  be 

a  publisher  and  therefore  to  know  whereof  he  spoke; 

"  it  has  to  be  picked  green,  like  watermelons,  so  as 

not  to  spoil  on  the  market." 

"  Still,  I  don't  believe  you're  spoiled  yet,  Mr.  Hart- 

ley. That's  why  I  believe  I'm  going  to  like  you," 
Miss  Short  added,  with  even  more  disconcerting  can- 

dor. "  And  that's  why  I'm  going  to  take  you  off  and 

give  you  some  good  advice."  There  was  a  murmur  of 
simulated  jealousy. 

"  The  first  of  which  should  be  a  word  or  two  about 

irearing  the  hair  longer,"  said  a  tired-looking  young 
man  with  a  Turkish  cigarette. 

"  Right  enough,  Wheelock,"   said  the  publisher. 
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THE    VOICE    IN    THE    NIGHT 

"  Heaven  has  given  the  snake  his  rattles,  and  the  poet 
his  hair.  So  that  when  we  hear  the  one,  Miss  Short, 

and  see  the  other,  we  all  know  what  to  do !  " 

"  And  you  might  drop  a  hint  about  the  Mills 

House  often  being  the  avenue  to  the  Hall  of  Fame." 
It  was  Clive  Hodge,  the  dramatist,  speaking  in  his 

startlingly  thin  and  girlish  voice. 

"  And  why  not  a  word  about  sneaking  back  to 
London  and  landing  on  us  again  in  velvet  and  ruffles 

and  a  pre-Raphaelite  get-up — with  a  hint  to  the  re- 

porters beforehand?  " 

"  And  a  warning,  a  sorrowful  warning,  Miss  Short, 
to  cultivate  the  camel-like  capacity  for  hoofing  the 

Desert  of  Dreams  on,  say,  three  square  meals  a  week." 
Miss  Short  turned  and  looked  at  them  scornfully. 

"  All  acidulated  nonsense,  my  dears — and  there 

are  too  many  little  home-made  Aristophaneses  running 

around  America  already." 
Then  she  turned  back,  good-naturedly,  to  Hartley, 

who  had  been  puzzled  just  how  to  take  it  all.  It  was, 

in  a  way,  the  first  time  he  had  seen  Celebrity  on  parade. 

There  was  a  self -consciousness  and  a  somewhat  be- 

wildering flashiness  about  it  that  he  had  not  counted 

on.  He  was  most  eager  to  appear  among  them  any- 
thing but  ponderous,  yet  he  felt  some  insurmountable 

paling  of  prejudice  to  be  shutting  him  out  from  them. 

"  I  guess  that's  what  you  Oxford  men  call  rag- 

ging," his  champion  went  on  conciliatingly.  "  But 

I  suppose  you've  been  taught  not  to  take  New  Yorkers 
too  seriously  long  before  this.     You  see,  we  Americans 
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have  never  learned  to  irrigate  the  alkali  out  of  our 

humor." 
She  bore  him  away,  like  a  harbor-tug  swinging  out 

a  liner,  and  looked  with  him  from  one  of  the  broad- 

silled  studio  windows.  Hartley  was  half  afraid  of 

women ;  they  saw  it,  and  liked  him  for  it.  "  It's  so 
much  keener  chasing  the  bee  than  having  the  bee 

chase  you,"  the  Dean  of  Worcester's  daughter  had 
confessed  one  afternoon — for  now  and  then  the  chil- 

dren of  wisdom  are  given  to  wilfulness — after  four 

fruitlessly  challenging  hours  with  him  in  a  punt  on  the 
Cherwell. 

"  Mr.  Repellier  tells  me  he  knew  you  in  Oxford — 

he  hopes  you're  going  to  do  something  worth  while." 
Hartley  flushed  youthfully.  He  was  becoming  de- 

anglicized  with  difficulty;  he  was  still  of  that  nation 
where  reticence  is  a  convention. 

"  Yes,  I  believe  I  was  pointed  out  to  him  by  the 
master  of  my  college  as  the  man  who  was  sure  to  make 

a  mess  of  life." 

Miss  Short  raised  her  bushy  eyebrows  interrog- 
atively. 

"  He  said  I  had  an  overdose  of  ideality  to  work 
off,  and  was  hard-headed  enough  to  declare  that  epi- 
cureanism  on  one  hundred  and  fifteen  pounds  a  year 

was  ai)  absurdity." 

"  And  to  show  him  how  wrong  he  was  you're  fling- 
ing yourself  into  this  silly  settlement  work  over  hero? 

Well,  I  don'i  see  why  you  crawl  into  America  by  our 
back  door!  " 
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THE    VOICE    IN    THE    NIGHT 

Hartley  hesitated  about  explaining  that  to  the  des- 

titute this  back  door  came  cheaper,  for  even  the  one 

hundred  and  fifteen  pounds  were  now  a  thing  of  the 

past. 

"  I'm  not  really  doing  settlement  work,"  he  cor- 

rected, however.  "  It  turned  out  that  I  wasn't  ortho- 

dox enough  for  our  East  London  Anglican  Order  to 

make  room  for  me.  Your  own  university  settlement 

shut  its  doors  on  me  as  an  outlander,  and  the  only 

public  institution  that  offered  to  take  me  in  was  a  con- 
valescent home  in  Harlem ;  they  wanted  a  janitor.  It 

would  never  have  done,  of  course,  to  turn  tail  at  the 

last  moment,  so  I  made  the  plunge  alone.  And  now 

I'm  simply  trying  to  look  at  life  in  the  raw;  to  get 
near  it,  you  know ;  and  understand  it ;  and  make  the 

most  of  it." 

He  spoke  lightly,  but  there  was  an  undertone  of 

bitterness  in  his  words,  a  hint  of  the  claws  under  the 
velvet  of  unconcern.  For  the  first  time  Miss  Short 

forgot  the  broad  shoulders,  and  noticed  the  unlooked- 

for  sternness  about  the  young  man's  mouth,  the 
hitherto  uncaught  thin  chiseling  of  the  ascetic  nose 

and  the  puzzling  dreaminess  of  the  calm  eyes.  He 
was  a  man  who  had  not  found  himself. 

"  But  I  could  never  see  the  use  of  going  about 

being  a  student  of  evil,"  she  said  gently  enough. 

"  For  I  assure  you  you'll  never  do  our  East  Side  any 

good — though,  perhaps,  in  another  way,  it  may  do 
you  a  lot  of  good.  Tell  me,  though,  what  started  you 

at  it?" 
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"  Repellier,  more  than  any  one  else,  I  think.  He 
told  me  to  get  Americanized,  to  come  out  of  the  mud- 
pond  and  get  into  the  rapids.  He  suspected,  you 
know,  that  all  I  did  was  loaf  about  Oxford  and  write 

radical  verse." 

"  Well,  perhaps  it's  best  you  did  give  up  your 

poetry,  and  all  that.  We  haven't  much  time  for 

mooning  over  here,  and  if  you'd  come  among  us 

with  the  writing  habit  you'd  soon  have  seen  what  a 

pitiful,  pot-boiling  lot  we  are,  and  you'd  have  got 
soured,  and  gone  on  one  of  the  dailies,  or  dropped 

into  translating,  or  drifted  into  a  syndicate,  and  ended 

up  by  being  still  another  young  Israelite  looking 

for  an  impossible  promised  land  of  American  liter- 

ature !  " 
Hartley  winced  a  little  and  remained  silent. 

"  It  wouldn't  have  taken  you  long  to  find  out  what 
a  lot  of  fakirs  we  are.  Don't  look  shocked — 

fakirs  is  the  only  word ;  I'm  one  myself." 

"  But  a  fakir  never  confesses,  does  he?  " 

"  Fifteen  years  ago  I  was  earnest,  ambitious, 
penniless,  and  proud-spirited.  I  imagined  I  was 

going  to  write  the  great  American  novel.  Now  I'm  a 
silly,  egotistical,  spoiled  old  woman,  writing  advertise- 

ments for  a  Brooklyn  soap-maker,  publishing  Sunday- 
school  stories  under  seven  different  names,  grinding 

out  short  stories  and  verses  that  I  despise,  and  con- 
cocting a  novel  now  and  then  that  I  abominate !  That 

is  the  crown  of  thorns  the  city  puts  on  your  head.  If 

I'd  only  stayed  out  in  my  little  Wisconsin  village,  and 
8 
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gone  hungry,  and  been  unhappy,  and  waited,  some 

day  I  might  have  written  my  great  book !  " 

"  Then  why  not  go  back,  and  wait,  and  be  un- 

happy, and  hungry,  even,  and  write  it?  " 

"  It's  too  late ;  I  can't.  And  that's  the  worst  of 

it  all.  You  see  that  bent,  tired-looking  old  man  sit- 

ting by  the  woman  in  gray?  Well,  he's  the  editor  of 

■  The  Republic'  For  twenty  years  now  he's  been 

talking  about  the  little  peach-farm  he's  going  to  buy 

somewhere  back  in  the  New  Jersey  hills.  He's  never 

done  it,  poor  old  fellow!  And  he'll  never  do  it. 

That's  only  his  fata  wnorgana,  for  he's  foredoomed  to 

die  in  harness.  He  couldn't  break  away  from  this 

life  if  he  wanted  to ;  he'd  get  homesick  for  the  glare 
and  noise  and  rush  and  rattle  of  it  in  a  week,  and 

perish  of  loneliness.  But  still  he  goes  grinding  away, 

dreaming  about  his  peach-farm  among  the  hills,  and 
putting  it  continually  off  for  one  year  more,  and  then 

still  one  year  more.  But  there — you're  beginning  to 

think  I'm  a  regular  Jeremiah  wailing  in  the  desert  of 

American  mediocrity,  so  I'm  going  to  leave  you  here 
alone  to  think  it  all  over." 

From  the  shadowy  quietness  of  his  window-seat 
Hartley  looked  out  on  the  shifting,  bewildering  scene 

before  him,  a  panorama  of  movement  and  color  and 

energy  that  seemed  to  lose  none  of  its  unrest  as  mid- 
night approached  and  waned.  The  young  Oxonian 

felt  that  it  was  all  a  more  or  less  disturbing  glimpse 

of  a  new  world  that  was  opening  up  before  him.  He 

seemed  able  to  catch  at  no  order  or  meaning  in  the 
9 
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trend  of  it.  At  his  Old  World  university,  and  in  Lon- 
don itself,  he  had  come  more  or  less  in  touch  with 

many  of  the  great  men  of  his  age.  About  these  Old 

World  men  there  had  always  seemed  to  be  an  atmos- 

phere— an  almost  repellent  atmosphere — of  academic 
calm,  of  intellectual  reserve.  When  need  be,  they 
seemed  able  to  surround  themselves  with  a  cuttlefish 

cloud  of  austerity.  At  that  late  day,  a  little  to  his 

distress,  he  was  learning  that  eminence  was  not  always 

august,  that  now  and  then  even  a  lion  could  gambol. 

He  wondered,  in  his  perplexity,  if  it  was  some  un- 
expected and  belated  blossoming  of  American  humor, 

of  that  American  humor  which  still  so  puzzled  him. 

He  did  not  condemn  what  seemed  the  eternal  facetious- 

ness  of  the  American — he  was  still  too  avid  of  im- 

pression and  too  open-minded  for  that — but  it  dis- 
quieted him,  and  made  him  feel  ill  at  ease. 

Yet,  disturbed  as  he  was  in  spirit,  Hartley  felt  not 

altogether  unthankful  for  being  thrown  in  with  Repel- 
lier  and  his  friends.  As  he  looked  out  on  them  he  even 

forgot,  for  the  time  being,  how  he  had  first  come  to 

Repellier,  a  forlorn  and  somewhat  shabbily  dressed 

young  foreigner — forgot  how  the  two  of  them  had 
first  met  in  America,  by  accident,  under  the  maples  of 

Madison  Square.  It  was  the  very  morning  that  Hart- 
ley had  lost  the  Piatt  interview  for  the  United 

News  Bureau,  and  after  his  polite  ejection  from 
the  crowded  committee  rooms  in  the  Fifth  Avenue 

Hotel,  when  lie  walked  hot  and  indignant  up  and 

clown  the  shade  of  the  open  square.     There  the  two 
10 



THE    VOICE    IN    THE    NIGHT 

friends  had  met,  and  Hartley  had  grimly  confessed 

that  his  first  week  on  a  New  York  newspaper  had  re- 
sulted in  prompt  dismissal,  that  his  efforts  as  a  literary 

free-lance  had  been  equally  disastrous,  and  that  he  had 
finally  drifted  into  one  of  those  literary  syndicates 

which  dispose  of  news  and  delectable  sensation  in 

copper-plate,  by  the  column,  gratuitously  typed  and 

boxed  for  the  rural  reader.  He  also  dolefully  con- 
fessed that  he  had  been  sent  out  to  pick  up  interviews 

— "  With  any  old  guy  worth  while,  only  put  ginger 

in  'em,"  were  the  somewhat  disconcerting  instruc- 
tions to  the  young  man  to  whom  New  York  still  stood 

as  a  sealed  book.  Repellier  had  thought  the  thing 

over  for  a  moment.  "  Why  not  come  and  interview 

me?  "  he  had  asked,  though  Hartley  little  dreamed 
the  old  artist  in  doing  so  was  breaking  a  lifelong 

principle  of  reticence.  It  was  this  interview  which, 

in  the  words  of  his  managing  editor,  had  saved  his 

scalp. 

Hartley  had,  accordingly,  reason  to  be  drawn 

toward  Repellier,  and  to  nurse  as  well  a  vicarious 

affection  for  the  numerous  enough  friends  of  the  old 

artist  now  gathered  about  him.  The  humiliating 

memory,  too,  of  his  own  ignominy  and  the  meager- 
ness  of  his  own  accomplishments  prompted  the  young 

scholar  from  Oxford  again  and  again  to  tell  himself 

that  he  was  a  lucky  beggar,  that  he  ought  to  be  only 

too  glad  to  rub  elbows  with  these  obviously  successful 

men  and  women  of  the  world,  even  though  they  did 
chance,  at  that  particular  moment,  to  be  frolicking 

about  like  a  band  of  undergraduates  after  a  bump- 
11 
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race,  and  variedly  shocking  his  youthful  sense  of  pro- 

priety. 

For  the  old  artist's  army  of  friends  had  brought 
along  with  them  armfuls  of  gifts,  many  of  them 

costly,  many  of  them  ingeniously  grotesque,  and  the 

traditional  formality  of  presenting  these  tokens,  with 

many  cheers  and  shouts  of  laughter  and  much  clap- 
ping of  hands,  again  left  Hartley  puzzling  over  a 

phase  of  American  humor  which  is,  perhaps,  always 

incomprehensible  to  the  outlander. 

The  proceedings  began  when  a  slip  of  a  girl — ■ 
who  had  been  pointed  out  to  Hartley  as  the  author 

of  no  less  than  three  lugubrious  historical  romances 

— timidly  approached  the  old  artist,  and  blushingly 
thrust  her  great  armful  of  Jacque  roses  into  his  hands. 

"  There's  one  for  every  year,"  she  said  prettily 

enough,  "  and  one  over,  sir,  to  grow  on."  Then  the 

white-haired  old  editor  of  "  The  Republic "  came 

marching  up  with  a  toy  drum,  beating  a  vigorous  tat- 
too thereon,  and  with  even  more  solemnity  bestowed 

it  in  turn  upon  the  artist.  After  him  came  an  atten- 
uated novelist  in  spectacles,  bearing  an  old  horseshoe 

and  a  chocolate  pig.  A  stout,  florid-looking  man, 

with  all  the  earmarks  of  the  musician,  soberly  pro- 
duced a  huge  tin  trumpet,  and  a  demure  and  quite 

shy-looking  young  lady,  who  had  been  pointed  out  as 

Frolmian's  new  leading  woman,  tripped  over  to  her 
host  with  a  bag  of  pink  candies  and  a  jumping- jack. 

Of  the  agility  of  the  jumping- jack  she  gave  a  sober 
and    conscientious    exhibition,    after    which    came    a 12 
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Noah's  ark  from  some  one  else,  with  a  solemn  caution 
that  the  paint  was  not  to  be  sucked  off,  and  then  a 

portrait  of  Repellier  himself,  done  in  yellow  and  indigo 

blue,  with  cotton-wool  hair  attached  to  the  canvas 

and  eyes  that  roiled  automatically. 

Then  the  entire  gathering  lined  up  in  a  final  laugh- 
ing procession,  and  the  horn  was  tooted,  and  the  drum 

was  beaten,  and  the  orchestra  struck  up  For  he's  a 
Jolly  Good  Fellow,  and  Repellier  himself  was  taken 

possession  of,  and  carried  triumphantly  off  on  the 

shoulders  of  the  men.  They  hoisted  him  bodily  up 

into  a  chair  on  the  studio  table,  and  all  joined  hands 

and  danced  round  him,  men  and  women  alike,  as  chil- 

dren dance  about  a  May-pole.  Then  they  crowded 
in  on  him  and  clamored  for  a  speech.  It  was  not  a 

very  good  speech,  and  it  had  many  interruptions, 

but  it  was  delivered  in  time  and  agreed  to,  point  by 

point,  and  vigorously  applauded.  The  great  depleted 

punch-bowls  were  brought  over  to  the  table,  and 
glasses,  cups,  vases,  and  steins  were  seized  on  for  a 

final  toast,  in  which  the  artists  themselves  led,  with  up- 
poised  glasses,  singing  the  while  the  reminiscent  lines 

of  a  Parisian  cabaret  song.  Then  the  men  filed  past, 

one  by  one,  all  wringing  his  hand,  some  patting  him 

familiarly  and  affectionately  on  his  stooping  old 

shoulder.  Then  a  body  of  women  and  girls  suddenly 

seized  on  him,  and  amid  hostile  demonstrations  and 

much  mockery  of  envy,  fluttered  up  boldly,  one  by  one, 

and  kissed  him  fearlessly.  Then  back  behind  its  bank 
of  azaleas  the  muffled  orchestra  once  more  broke  out 

13 
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with  Auld  Lang  Syne,  and  they  sang  it  together, 

with  joined  hands,  till  there  was  just  the  suspicion  of 

a  tear  or  two  in  Repellier's  kindly  gray  eyes  as  he 
turned  to  the  bewildered  Hartley  and  said  it  was  all 

very,  very  nearly  worth  growing  old  for. 

Then  somebody  discovered  a  way  to  the  roof,  and 

nothing  would  do  but  every  one  must  go  climbing  and 

scrambling  gaily  up  a  rickety  old  ladder  to  the  fresh 

night  air,  where  Hartley  noticed  that  a  number  of  the 

women  were  taking  advantage  of  the  gloom  of  the 

housetop  to  steal  a  quiet  puff  or  two  at  a  cigarette. 

And  while  he  was  noting  this  lamentable  lapse  from 

what  was  fit  and  proper  somewhere  in  the  half  light 

behind  him  he  heard  a  woman's  voice  say :  "  Mr. 

Repellier,  won't  you  introduce  me  to  that  nice,  big, 

clean-looking  boy  you  have  here?  " 

There  was  a  moment's  silence,  while  Repellier 
seemed  to  be  looking  down  at  her. 

"  If  you  promise  not  to  break  his  heart,  Miss 

Vaughan." 
A  woman's  low,  quiet  little  laugh  drifted  softly 

through  the  night  air.  Hartley  tried  to  look  at  the 

Great  Bear,  and  not  listen  to  more. 

"  Here's  my  hand  on  it."  Then  the  jesting 

voice  grew  suddenly  serious.  "  But  women's  hearts 

never  break  nowadays,  do  they?  They  only  wither." 
J  Iartley,  who  had  grown  hot  and  cold  through  his  six 

feet  of  embarrassed  bone  and  nerve,  was  dimly  con- 

scious the  next  minute  of  Repellier's  leading  over  to 
him  a  slim-looking  figure  in  yellow. 

14 
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Women  accept  the  confusion  of  stalwart  manhood, 

it  has  been  said,  as  the  prof  oundest  tribute  to  their  own 

power;  and  after  Hartley  had  murmured  something 

about  the  honor  of  meeting  so  eminent  a  novelist  and 
in  his  honest  embarrassment  blurted  out  that  he  had 

often  seen  her  name  on  the  city  ash-barrels,  Cordelia 

Vaughan  forgot  her  hazily  indefinite  yet  deep-rooted 
hatred  of  everything  English,  and  waited  a  moment 
for  his  next  words. 

"  They've  dramatized  a  book  of  mine — that  ex- 

plains the  ash-barrels,"  she  explained  deprecatively, 
seeing  that  he  stood  silent,  laughing  at  her  contempt 

of  the  ash-barrels.  Hartley  liked  her  the  better  for 
that  touch  of  modesty. 

Her  eyes  had  followed  Repellier's  retreating  figure 

through  the  gloom.  "  Do  you  know,  I  always  felt 
half  afraid  of  Mr.  Repellier,  in  some  way?  I  wonder 

why  it  is?  " 

"  We  always  are  half  afraid  of  great  men ; 

they're  so  apt  to  be  rugged  and  lonely." 

"  Yes,  rugged  and  lonely,  like  lighthouses — but 

very  useful." 
Hartley  waited  for  her  voice  again.  By  moon- 

light all  waters  and  all  women  may  look  the  same, 

but  Luna  had  no  such  leveling  power,  he  knew,  with 
voices. 

"  He  confessed  to  me  you  were  the  Hartley  who 

wrote  a  study  of  slum  life  for  Stetson's,"  the  flute- 

like  contralto  was  saying  again.  "  Then  you  do 

write?  " 15 
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The  darkness  of  the  night  made  it  impossible  for 

him  to  catch  even  the  slightest  outline  of  her  f  av^e,  but 

as  he  listened  to  her  gloom-encompassed  voice  he  won- 
dered, in  a  sudden  inner  fury,  just  what  she  had  meant 

by  calling  him  clean-looking.  He  had  a  sense,  never- 
theless, of  losing  himself  in  the  sweep  of  eddying 

breakers. 

"  It  always  seemed  to  me,"  the  soft  contralto  was 

murmuring  once  more,  "  that  writers  and  artists 

should  never  be  viewed  at  close  range.  They're  like 
sugar ;  they  should  be  left  to  sweeten  life,  without  be- 

ing put  under  the  microscope,  to  show  all  their  poor 

little  writhing  realities.  So  in  one  way  it's  just  as 
well  that  we  two  will  never  know  each  other  when  next 

we  meet." 
He  felt  certain,  as  she  ended  with  her  warm  little 

laugh,  that  she  was  looking  up  at  him  through  the 

darkness,  and  he  vehemently  asked  himself  if  she  was 

still  making  fun  of  him. 

"  I  wonder  if  we  two  will  know  each  other  again?  " 

"  I  want  to,  so  much !  "  said  Hartley.  He  was 
very  human. 

"  Then  you  may  interview  me,"  she  said  gaily, 
infecting  him  with  the  sudden  romance  of  the  situa- 

tion. "  Then  you  can  tear  me  to  pieces  afterward." 
And  they  both  laughed  youthfully  as  he  told  her  of 

hid  last  assignment,  a  request  to  demand  five  of  New 

York's  most  eminent  men  to  draw  a  pig  with  their  eyes 
shut,  for  an  illustrated  page  of  the  United  News 
Bureau. 16 
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They  grew  serious  once  more,  and  he  asked  if  there 

was  nothing  in  which  he  could  help  her. 

"  Couldn't  I,  in  any  way?  "  he  begged,  the  dark- 
ness helping  him  out. 

"  Would  you?  "  she  said,  quite  gravely  now,  lean- 
ing imperceptibly  closer  to  him  in  the  muffling  twilight. 

Her  flash  of  woman's  intuition  had  not  misled  her; 
there  was  much  about  him  that  she  liked. 

"  Won't  you  let  me  ?  "  he  asked  again  even  more 
earnestly.  He  was  still  half  afraid  it  was  all  mere 

play,  but  his  artistic  soul's  sense  of  dramatic  values 
chained  him  to  the  part. 

"  Yes,"  she  said  simply,  "  I  will."  Her  voice  car- 

ried with  it  a  timorous  and  tacit  something,  a  some- 

thing which  flashed  over  the  heads  of  a  hundred  dan- 
cing maskers  in  the  hall  of  the  Capulets  when  a  young 

Montague  first  met  the  glance  of  his  Juliet. 

They  shook  hands  in  parting,  and  brief  as  that 

hand-clasp  was,  it  appeared  portentous  to  both  of 
them.  To  Hartley  himself  it  seemed  almost  as  if  his 

fingers  had  pressed  the  hidden  button  of  an  incan- 

descent light,  for,  at  the  moment,  he  noticed  the  fleet- 

ing, half-phosphorescent  luminousness  of  the  other's 
eyes,  even  through  the  dusk  that  clung  about  them  and 

divided  them.  Then  the  young  woman  gathered  up 

her  rustling  yellow  skirts  and  Lurried  down  the  ladder 

to  join  the  others,  taking  themselves  off  by  twos  and 
threes. 

17 
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THE    SPIRIT    OF    THE    CITY 

All  clad  in  mail  he  rode  for  Christ, 

And  his  strait  pathway  trod  ; 
Nor  scorned  he  to  be  sacrificed 

For  his  most  jealous  God. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Broken  Knight." 

Our  Manhattans  of  the  mind  always  have  their  Boweries  of 

the  blood. — "The  Silver  Poppy." 

"Wonderful,  isn't  it?"  cried  Hartley,  leaning 
out  of  the  wide-silled  studio  window  where  Repellier 
sat  smoking  wearily.  He  sniffed  eagerly  at  the  warm 

night  air,  with  its  mingled  odors  of  asphalt  and  dust 

and  cooling  masonry. 

The  last  of  the  evening's  guests  were  gone.  Hart- 
ley had  been  only  too  glad  to  linger  on  for  a  while 

with  Repellier  alone,  seizing  as  an  excuse  the  chance 

for  one  last  look  at  his  Motherhood  picture,  which 

was  to  be  carried  off  to  Paris  by  the  next  steamer.  It 

was  a  canvas  in  the  artist's  newest  style,  a  Hester 
Street  mother  suckling  her  child  in  the  dusk  of  a  little 

shaded  doorstep,  brooding  there  grave-eyed,  deep- 
bosomed,  and  calm-souled,  while  the  turgid  life  of  the 
slums  flowed  back  and  forth  about  her,  unfelt,  urn 
thought  of,  unseen. 

18 
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Now  they  both  looked  down  in  silence  to  where  the 

city  lay  beneath  them,  a  garden  of  glimmering  lights 

— pearl  and  opal  and  amethyst,  with  a  flickering  ruby 
or  two  in  the  remoter  velvety  blackness. 

"  Yes,"  said  the  older  man,  "  it  is  wonderful." 

"  And  what  a  place  you  have  here  to  work  !  Where 
one  can  be  alone,  and  yet  dip  into  life,  just  as  one 

would  dip  one's  wrist  into  a  stream." 
The  dull  sounds  of  the  midnight  streets,  broken,  as 

they  looked,  by  the  sharp  clanging  of  an  ambulance 

bell,  the  rumbling  of  car-wheels  mingled  with  the  rattle 
of  a  pavement  sweeper  and  the  intermittent  patter  of 

hoofs  on  the  asphalt  came  up  faintly  through  the 

odorous,  calm  air.  There  was  a  mysterious  charm 

about  the  great,  incongruous,  huddled  city,  pictur- 
esque in  its  very  defiance  of  symmetry  and  beauty. 

"  That's  Broadway,  isn't  it,"  said  Hartley,  point- 

ing with  his  finger,  "  still  looking  like  a  Milky  Way 

of  lights?" 
"  Yes ;  and  those  glowing  crowns  of  light  are  the 

roof-gardens ;  and  there's  Fifth  Avenue,  spangled  with 
its  twin  rows  of  white  electric  globes,  for  all  the  world 

like  a  double  thread  of  pearls  hanging  down  the  breast 

of  the  city.  Those  crawling  snakes  with  the  golden 

scales  are  the  L  trains.  That  cobweb  of  light  is 

Brooklyn  Bridge,  and  those  little  ruby  fireflies  are  the 

ferries  on  the  North  River." 

"  And  that  crown  of  old  gold  and  rose  stands  over 

Brooklyn,  I  know,  and  the  lower  bay." 
An  unknown  city  had  always  held  vague  terrors 19 
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for  Hartley ;  once,  even,  as  a  child,  he  had  burst  into 

sudden  tears  over  an  old  atlas  of  the  world ;  "  it  was 

so  big  and  lonesome,"  he  had  tried  to  tell  his  uncompre- 

hending nurse.  But  now,  as  he  followed  Repellier's 
finger  with  his  eyes,  he  was  dimly  conscious  of  that 

sense  of  fugitive  terror  lifting  and  drifting  away  from 

the  sea  of  scattered  lights  beneath  him.  For  a  mo- 
ment he  felt  more  drawn  toward  the  city  than  of  old, 

though  his  first  vivid,  photographic  impression  of  it 

floated  mockingly  back  through  his  mind. 

The  smell  of  the  willows  of  the  Isis  and  the  hya- 
cinths of  Holywell  had  scarcely  fallen  from  him  as  he 

walked  those  first  few  miles  of  the  New  World — a 
New  World  which  seemed  to  his  timid  and  homesick 

eyes  to  be  but  streets  of  chaotic  turbulence  through 

which  pulsed  the  ceaseless  cry  of  Hurry !  Hurry ! 

Hurry !  He  recalled  the  blind  beggar  with  his  quick, 

shrill  cry  of  "  Please  help  the  blind !  Please  help  the 

blind !  "  tapping  hideously  along  the  crowded  pave- 
ment. He  remembered  the  groups  of  sallow-faced 

men,  young,  yet  already  old,  lounging  about  the  en- 
trances of  what  seemed  countless  hotels ;  the  cluster 

of  swarthy,  foreign-looking  workmen  tearing  up  the 
asphalt  under  the  strong  glare  of  gasoline  torches; 

the  cars  and  hansoms  that  rattled  past ;  the  two  ex- 

press-wagons that  crashed  together  and  locked  wheels 

amid  curses  and  loud  cries;  the  pedlers  and  news- 

boys and  fruit-venders  barking  and  crying  through 

the  streets;  the  bilious-hued  moon  shining  brokenly 
down  through  air  heavy  with  dust;    the  serrated  line 

20 
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of  the  distant  sky-scrapers  that  seemed  to  bite  up  at 
the  darkness  like  teeth ;  and  the  white  glare  of  the 

electric  lights  bunched  so  alluringly  about  the  gilt- 

lettered,  gaudy-faced  corner  saloons.  It  was  not  until 
afterward  that  he  found  he  had  traversed  but  one 

rough  rind  of  the  city  itself ;  but  it  had  all  seemed  so 

glaring,  so  blatant,  so  hopelessly  unlovely  to  his  be- 
wildered eyes,  that  with  the  bitterness  of  a  second  Job 

he  had  asked:  Is  this,  then,  the  soul  of  their  repub- 
licanism? Is  this  the  America  of  which  the  Old 

World  had  dreamed  such  envious,  foolish,  happy 
dreams  ? 

Leaning  there  out  of  the  lofty  studio  window,  the 

young  alien  sighed  with  the  burden  of  his  youthful 

disappointments  and  his  great  things  still  undone. 

He  looked  less  hopelessly  down  at  the  lights  of  a  city 

which  he  had  grown,  in  a  softer  mood,  to  think  of  as 
more  beautiful. 

Then  he  glanced  at  Repellier  once  more.  This 

quiet  man  beside  him,  he  felt,  must  have  dreamed  his 

way  even  more  slowly  into  the  heart  of  that  turbulent 
life.  For  from  a  withered  old  hack  writer  on  his  news 

bureau  Hartley  had  picked  up  a  fragmentary  story  to 

the  effect  that  Repellier  had  first  come  to  New  York  a 

broken-hearted  man,  in  search  of  a  runaway  sister. 
She  had  killed  herself,  he  remembered  the  story  went, 

when  Repellier  had  tried  to  take  her  home,  for  she  had 

passed  through  things  that  are  seldom  forgiven,  and 

never  forgotten.  Recalling  this,  Hartley  peered 

through  the  gloom  at  the  other  man,  as  though  to 
21 
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read  his  face  more  closely.     But  the  past  seemed  to 
have  left  no  trace. 

"  That  disorderly,  happy-go-lucky  tangle  and 

snarl  of  lights  on  your  left,"  his  companion  was  say- 

ing quietly,  "  is  your  East  Side,  and  that  sinister  scar 

of  brighter  light  across  it  like  a  sword-gash  is  the 
Bowery  itself.  You  can  see  how  different  they  are  to 

these  prim  rows  on  the  West  Side !  " 

"  Which  stand  for  happiness,  and,  accordingly, 
more  or  less  for  dulness." 

"  There's  a  good  deal  of  nonsense  talked  and  writ- 

ten about  the  slums,  Hartley,  and  they're  wept  and 
prayed  and  shuddered  over,  through  lorgnettes,  but, 

after  all,  you  hear  about  as  much  laughing  on  Hester 

Street  as  you  do  on  West  End  Avenue." 
Hartley  recalled  the  sounds  that  crept  up  to 

his  little  tenement  room  of  a  hot  midsummer  night, 

"  And  quite  as  much  weeping." 

"  Perhaps  a  little  more,  for  the  Submerged  Tenth 
has  never  been  taught  to  nurse  its  sorrows  in  silence, 

But  it's  all  taught  me  one  big  lesson — it's  a  truth  so 
obvious  that  it  puzzles  me  to  think  it  should  come  so 

late  in  life.  Wherever  it  beats,"  and  here  the  older 

man's  voice  dropped  into  a  sudden  deeper  tone  of 

earnestness,  "  the  old  unchanging  human  heart  runs 
with  the  same  old  unchanging  human  blood,  and  aches 

with  the  same  old  unchanging  human  aches.  It's  such 

a  simple  old  truth,  though,  the  world  never  accepts  it." 
The  younger  man  shook  his  head  in  vague  dissent. 

The  even,  dispassionate  tones  of  this  man  who  had 

22 
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looked  deep  into  life  fell  like  a  cold  hand  on  the  throat 

of  his  lighter-pinioned  ideality. 

"  The  slum  sins  most,"  he  protested,  "  and  there- 
fore suffers  most." 

"  It  sins  openly,  and  suffers  openly." 
The  younger  man,  looking  down  over  the  dim  city, 

with  his  chin  on  his  hand,  did  not  reply.  He  was  say- 
ing to  himself  that  they  had  not  taught  them  these 

things  over  in  Oxford,  and  was  wondering  how  often, 

ages  and  ages  ago,  in  old  Athenian  gardens,  some 

young  Platonist  and  some  aged  Aristotelian  had 

wrangled  over  the  same  ancient  problem.  Through 

the  murmurous  night  air  he  dreamily  noted  the  creep- 

ing hansoms  and  the  crawling  L  trains  and  the  street- 

cars, the  minute  corpuscles  of  the  now  languid  life- 
blood  with  which  the  huge  city  would  soon  run  so 

feverishly. 

The  unrest,  the  haste,  the  movement  of  the  mo- 

mentarily lulled  life  beneath  him  took  on  a  strange- 
ness, a  mystery,  an  inscrutable  element  that  filled  him 

with  a  wordless  disquiet.  What  was  the  end  of  it  all? 
And  what  did  it  all  stand  for?  And  whither  was  it 

trending  ?  His  mind  went  back  to  one  calm  night  when 

he  and  another  stood  under  the  white  Italian  stars,  up 

under  the  olives  and  chestnuts  of  Fiesole,  and  asked 

the  same  questions  of  life.  Then  his  thoughts  drifted 

again  to  his  last  days  in  Oxford,  when  he  and  a  young 

scholar  of  Magdalen  went  out  by  night  to  Boars  Hill 

to  listen  to  the  nightingales.  From  the  shadowy  hill- 
side of  the  quiet  wood  they  had  watched  the  lights  of 
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Oxford  swarming  luminously  in  the  dark  little  valley 

of  the  Isis  below,  glimmering  through  the  humid  Eng- 
lish spring  night  like  pearls  in  a  goblet  of  wine.  How 

strangely  full  and  deep  and  good  life  had  seemed  to 

them  that  lyric  night,  as  they  walked  home  through  the 

moonlight,  with  all  the  world  before  them ! 

But  to  Hartley  the  great  restless  New  World  city 

seemed  so  bewilderingly  different.  The  spirit  of  it 

was  so  elusive !  It  so  engulfed  one  with  its  passionate 

movement !  It  made  man  such  a  microscopic  unit !  It 

held  life  so  cheap,  and  youth  so  lightly  !  He  had  been 

nearly  four  months  in  New  York;  it  had  swallowed 

him  up  as  a  maelstrom  might,  and  he  had  accomplished 

nothing,  or  what  stood  as  good  as  nothing.  He  re- 

membered half  bitterly  how  he  had  broken  discon- 
solately away  from  the  twilight  languor  of  his  sleepy 

old  university  town,  and  with  his  few  carefully  hoarded 

pounds  had  turned  to  America,  young  yet  already  old, 

hopef ul  and  yet  already  heart-weary,  in  search  of  more 
strenuous  effort  and  struggle.  That  London  evening 

paper  which  at  times  printed  his  copy,  he  recalled,  had 

rather  grandiloquently  announced  that  Mr.  John 

Hartley,  M.A.,  was  to  do  for  the  East  Side  of  New 

York  what  Besant  had  done  for  the  East  Side  of  Lon- 

don, and  even  ventured  to  prophesy  that  a  great  num- 

r  of  Mr.  Hartley's  friends  and  admirers  would  await 
lils  book  with  interest.  From  the  first  he  felt  that  there 

had  been  something  ominous  in  that  initial  deception. 

And  now  lie  had  foundered  in  the  very  sea  from  which 

he  was  to  sweep  both  gold  and  glory — even,  as  lie  told 
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himself,  after  tossing  overboard  his  jetsam  of  under- 
graduate dreams.  Now,  indeed,  he  was  thankful 

enough  for  his  daily  bread ;  and  there  were,  he  knew, 

hundreds  and  thousands  like  him — thousands  of  aspir- 
ing men  and  women  whom  the  great  city  had  called 

from  the  towns  and  farms  of  the  West,  from  the  wide 

Dominion  above  the  Lakes,  from  the  South,  from  the 

Old  World  itself. 

As  he  gazed  wonderingly  down  through  the  dark- 
ness he  thought  of  the  friendlier,  more  intimate  voice 

that  had  groped  out  through  the  housetop  gloom  to 

him  that  night.  He  wondered  into  what  corner  of 

the  sleeping  vastness  of  the  city  that  wistful  voice  had 

crept.  The  mere  thought  and  memory  of  it  seemed  to 

give  a  warm  spot  to  the  meaningless,  shadowy  solitude 

beneath  him,  like  one  small  ember  in  a  waste  of  ashes. 

He  turned  to  Repellier. 

"  Who  is  Cordelia  Vaughan  ?  "  he  asked. 
Repellier  drew  back  from  the  window  and  stood  in 

the  dim  light  of  the  studio  lamps. 

"  Miss  Vaughan — Cordelia  Vaughan — is  a  young 
Kentucky  woman  who  writes  books,  and  I  understand 

one  of  her  dramatized  novels  is  soon  to  be  put  on  the 

stage.  People  are  petting  her — petting  her  a  good 

deal  too  much,  this  season — but  still,  she  seems  to  stand 

it  well." 

"I  suppose  she  has  written  quite  a  bit?  "  Hartley 
casually  inquired. 

"  I've  known  her  only  since  last  year,  and  I  don't 

read,  you  know.     But  they  tell  me  she's  clever — when 
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she  writes,  I  mean,  for  most  of  these  bookish  women, 

unfortunately,  are  trimmed  back  and  stunted  for  the 

sake  of  the  fruit." 

Hartley  looked  round  at  Repellier,  missing  from 

the  other's  voice  some  note  of  enthusiasm  which  he  had 

expected  to  be  there.  The  older  man's  succeeding 
question,  however,  bridging  as  it  apparently  did  some 

disrupted  line  of  thought,  adequately  accounted  for 

his  judicial  coldness  of  tone. 

"  Are  you  getting  broken  in  to  work  over  here, 

Hartley — to  good,  hard  work?  " 
The  younger  man  smiled.  With  him  Euterpe  and 

Eros,  obviously,  must  not  house  together. 

"  Jolly  well  broken  in,"  was  all  he  answered. 

"  Work  is  our  eternal  redemption,"  Repellier  said, 

with  his  hand  on  the  younger  man's  shoulder.  Then 

he  sighed  wearily.  "  But  to  a  good  many  of  us 
Americans  a  life  of  hurry,  I  guess,  has  become  the 

only  life  of  ease." 
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AN    INTERLUDE    OF    ENLIGHTENMENT 

The  lute  forgetful  of  its  note  ; 

The  wing  remembering  not  to  fly 

In  some  sweet  flight's  mad  ecstasy ; 
The  heart  that  failed  to  carve  the  form 

Since  once  the  musing  soul  grew  warm 
With  love  for  her  who  sat  for  him 

Of  too  alluring  moonbeam  limb. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Lost  Voice/' 

"The  defeated  heart,"  sighed  the  woman  in  black,  "has  the 

habit  of  burying  its  own  dead  !  " — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

For  one  virtue  alone  Cordelia  Vaughan  was  looked 

on  as  a  rare  acquisition  by  Mrs.  Alfred  Spaulding. 

That  virtue  was  her  young  ward's  punctilious  atten- 
tion to  all  those  social  duties  with  regard  to  which  she 

herself  was  prone  to  be  deplorably  careless.  With  the 

accession  of  Cordelia,  therefore,  she  reveled  in  a  vicari- 

ous ceremoniousness  that  wiped  out  many  discomfort- 

ing memories,  ranging  all  the  way  from  forgotten  din- 

ners to  neglected  dentist's  engagements. 
It  was  but  a  little  after  eleven,  on  the  morning  fol- 

lowing Repellier's  birthday  gathering,  when  Cordelia 

Vaughan  alighted  from  the  Spauldings'  brougham 

and  once  more  climbed  the  long  stairs  to  the  old  artist's 
studio.  Both  she  and  Mrs.  Spaulding  had  begged  to 

come  and  help  Repellier  "  clear  up."     Mrs.  Spauld- 
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ing,  however,  no  longer  dazzled  by  the  glow  that  radi- 
ated, to  her  eyes,  from  the  brow  of  that  great  artist, 

found  in  the  depths  of  a  soft  pillow  and  a  darkened 

room  that  the  spirit  was  willing  but  the  flesh  lamentably 

weak.  She  told  Cordelia  to  run  along  by  herself ;  she 

had  a  headache  to  sleep  off. 

And  as  Cordelia  mounted  lightly  to  the  upper  re- 

gions of  Repellier's  workrooms  she  felt  in  no  way 
sorry  for  the  promise.  Some  rudimentary  simplicity 

in  her  character  could  always  blithely  sweep  away  the 

cobwebs  of  either  propriety  or  impropriety — cobwebs 
so  potentially  tantalizing  to  one  less  ingenuous.  Her 

late  hours,  too,  seemed  to  have  left  no  depression  of 

spirits,  no  reaction  of  ennui,  and  she  floated  in  before 

Repellier  bright,  buoyant,  smiling,  like  a  breath  of 

the  open  morning  itself,  a  confusion  of  mellow  autum- 

nal colors  in  her  wine-colored  gown  and  hat  of  roses 
and  mottled  leaves. 

But  before  she  had  so  much  as  drawn  off  her  gloves 

— and  they  were  always  the  most  spotless  of  white 

gloves — she  glanced  about  in  mock  dismay  and  saw 

that  the  last  of  the  righting-up  had  already  been  done. 
There  w.is  not  even  a  book  for  her  to  replace,  or  a 

plaque  to  tuck  away.  She  pouted  at  this,  prettily  and 

girlishly;  she  had  hurried  away  from  her  coffee  and 

rolls  just  to  help  him. 

Repellier,  in  his  lighter  moods,  had  an  affection- 

ate  and  quite  fatherly  way  about  him  that  was  all- 

conquering.  He  penitently  pinned  a  long-stemmed 

American  Beauty  rose  on  her  wine-tinted  gown,  and 
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shaking  his  head  dolefully  over  the  color  combination, 

replaced  it  with  a  cluster  of  gardenias.  She  fluttered 

femininely  to  a  mirror,  to  view  the  result  of  the  added 

touch,  and  then  bowed  her  gratitude  with  arch  solem- 
nity. She  was  not  slow  to  realize  the  lighter  mood  in 

Repellier,  and  was  glad  of  it.  Then,  talking  the  while 

of  the  night  before,  she  went  over  to  his  book-table, 

and  hovered  restlessly  over  the  different  volumes  scat- 
tered about,  scarcely  knowing  just  how  to  wear  the 

conversation  through  its  tides  of  change  into  that  par- 
ticular slip  where  it  was  to  be  hawsered.  To  Repellier 

she  seemed  like  a  humming-bird  darting  about  a  little 

high-walled  garden,  ready  to  be  off  like  a  flash  when 
the  last  flower  had  been  rifled. 

He  watched  her,  smiling,  while  she  hovered  on  from 

topic  to  topic,  looking  up  at  him  now  and  then ;  now 

and  then  nervously  turning  over  the  books  on  the  table 

before  her,  and  wondering  within  herself  just  why  it 

was  this  man  had  always  vaguely  intimidated  her.  She 

was  about  to  open  her  lips  when  he  suddenly  stopped 
her. 

"  Did  you  know  that  that's  Hartley's  book  you 
have  there?  " 

For  one  quick,  searching  second  she  looked  up  at 

him,  and  then  casually  opened  the  little  volume  upon 

which  her  hand  had  fallen  by  accident.  Repellier 

had  once  thought  her  the  sort  of  woman  that  never 
blushed. 

" "  Atalanta  and  Other  Poems,  by  John  Hart- 

ley,' "   she   read   aloud   idly,   with   raised   eyebrows. 29 
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"  And  a  dedication  as  well :  '  To  C.  M.'  Did  he  leave 

it  last  night,  or  is  he  the  kind  that  always  sends  them 

round  next  day?  " 

"  Hartley's  not  that  sort  at  all." 
The  woman  slipped  into  a  chair,  and  with  her  chin 

on  her  hand,  meditatively  turned  over  a  page  or  two. 

Then  she  closed  the  book  nonchalantly,  almost  dis- 
dainfully. She  confessed  that  she  had  no  particular 

love  for  poetry. 

"  Tell  me  about  him,  though,"  she  finally  said 

quite  seriously  and  quite  openly.  "  I'd  like  to  know 

something  about  him — all  about  him." 
Repellier,  who  had  been  adjusting  a  great  paint- 

besplattered  easel,  came  over  and  took  up  the  thin, 

green  volume. 

"  This  is  what  I  want  to  knock  out  of  him,"  he 

said,  tapping  the  little  book,  "  for  a  while,  at  least. 

And  I  think,  Miss  Vaughan,  you  are  the  happy  pos- 

sessor of  a  lot  I'd  like  to  pound  into  him." 
"And  that  is   " 

"  Oh,  I  mean  poise  and  balance — good,  practical 

judgment." 
"  Thank  you."  She  caught  up  her  skirts  and 

courtesied. 

Repellier  raised  a  deprecating  hand,  and  laughed. 

*  Well,  you  know  what  I  mean.     And  that's  why 

Pan  glad  you  like  him." 

"  I  hardly  said  that." 

'  I  mean  all  lie  wants  is  ballasting  with  a  little  of 

that  business  spirit  which  we  call  American  push." 
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"  Thanks,"  she  murmured.  "  But  tell  me  about 

him." 
"  Well,  there  isn't  much  to  tell — at  least  not  much 

that  I  know." 

"  But  you  knew  him  abroad  ?  " 

"  Yes,  I  met  him  two  years  ago  at  Lady  Meredith's 
— those  were  the  Woodstock  Merediths  of  Meredith 

Hall.  I  was  doing  a  portrait  of  Connie  Meredith — ■ 

that's  the  *  C.  M.'  of  the  book — and  he  used  to  tramp 
over  from  Oxford  now  and  then.  His  father  was  Sir 

Harry  Hartley,  who  was  killed  in  the  Dunstable  Hunt 

four  or  five  years  ago.  Hartley  himself  was  wasting 

his  time  about  Oxford,  unsettled,  unsatisfied,  impecu- 
nious, and  unrecognized.  As  I  said,  I  saw  a  good  deal 

of  him  at  the  Merediths'.  He  was  to  have  married  the 

girl — it  was  she  who  gave  me  that  volume — but  she 
was  always  delicate.  In  fact,  they  had  to  pack  her  off 

to  the  south  of  England,  and  then  to  Italy.  She  died 

at  Fiesole.  On  my  way  back  from  the  Continent  I  ran 

across  Hartley  again,  and  asked  him  why  he  didn't  try 

America." 

"  And  will  he  ever  do  anything — anything  worth 

while,  I  mean  ?  " 
She  still  held  the  thin,  green  volume  of  verse  in  her 

hand,  almost  contemptuously — suddenly  depressed  in 
spirits,  she  could  not  fathom  why. 

"  He  has  already  done  something  worth  while." 
"What  is  it?" 

"  Small  things,  I  mean,  but  of  the  right  sort." 
" 1  never  heard  of  him  before,"  murmured  the 
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woman,  closing  the  volume  with  a  gentle  little  snap  of 

finality. 

"  But  you  will,"  said  Repellier  as  his  guest  slowly 
drew  on  her  white  gloves  and  arranged  her  hair  before 

his  mirror  as  she  passed. 

"  You  will,"  he  repeated  as  he  swung  his  easel 
around  to  the  light,  and  opening  a  door  on  his  left 

called  his  model  in  for  what  was  to  be  a  morning  of 
work  for  both  of  them. 
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THE  WORLD  AND  THE  WOMAN 

Leave  not  thy  slumbering  melodies 

To  dream  too  long  within  thine  eyes ; 

Let  not  all  time  thy  bosom  hold 

Song  in  that  overfragrant  fold, 

Lest  thou  a  tardy  gleaner  prove 

And  thy  reluctant  hand  but  move 

The  overgoldened  sheaf,  to  find 

Thy  tenderest  touch  can  never  bind 

These  thoughts  too  long  unharvested — 
Lest  on  some  byway  stern  be  shed 

That  golden,  sad,  ungarnered  grain, 

"When  thou  canst  sow  nor  reap  again. 
John  Hartley,  "The  Lost  Voice." 

These  souls  of  ours  are  like  railway  bridges — they  can  be  re- 

constructed even  when  the  trains  of  temptation  and  trial  are  creep- 

ing over  them. — "The  Silver  Poppy." 

Hartley's  first  impression  of  Cordelia  Vaughan 

was  a  happy  confusion  of  yellows.  Her  hair,  luxu- 
riant and  heavily  massed  on  the  small  head,  was  a  sort 

of  tawny  gold.  Her  skin,  which  more  than  once  had 

been  described  as  like  old  ivory,  was  in  truth  neither 

ivory  nor  olive,  but  almost  a  pale,  rose-like  yellow  with 
a  transfusing  warmth  to  its  pallor,  as  though  the  lights 

of  an  open  fire  were  playing  upon  it.  The  eyes  them- 

selves seemed,  at  times,  a  soft,  jade-like  yellowish 

green,  muffled,  unsatisfied,  often  mournful,  with  a  la- 
tent hint  of  tragedy,  shading  off  in  strong  lights  to  a 
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sea  gray ;  by  lamplight  showing  a  deep  violet.  In 

moments  of  excitement  or  exaltation  they  were  slightly 

phosphorescent,  glowing  with  an  almost  animal-like 
luminosity  that  temporarily  relieved  and  illumined  the 

ascetically  cold  chiseling  of  the  face  itself,  suggesting 

a  possible  emotional  power  that  might  be  stronger  at 

times  than  the  shell  which  housed  it.  Yet  they  were 

eyes  that  looked  out  on  the  world  with  quiet,  brooding 

melancholy,  wistful  in  repose,  with  some  fugitive  sad- 

ness— eyes  that  suggested,  to  the  young  poet  at  least, 

some  wayward  note  of  autumn,  of  twilight,  of  wood- 
land loneliness.  They  seemed  to  betoken  the  dreamer 

in  life  more  than  the  pioneer  and  the  actor,  in  periods 

of  weariness  taking  on  a  heavy,  languorous,  indolent 

look  of  half-careless  defiance,  like  a  tired  and  wilful 

child's. 

At  one  moment,  indeed,  Cordelia  Vaughan  re- 

minded Hartley  of  an  old-fashioned  tea-rose,  quaintly 

anachronistic  in  her  modish  twentieth-century  gown ; 
at  another  moment  she  brought  insistently  to  his  mind 

the  thought  of  a  piece  of  fragile  chinaware  with  which 

the  slag  of  evcry-day  life  had  not  yet  been  infused, 
sadly  to  convert  it  into  the  ironstone  of  ordinary 

mortality. 

"  I  find  I  am  not  very  strong,"  she  had  confessed 

to  him.  "  My  work  seems  to  take  a  great  deal  out  of 

inc."  And  the  thought  that  some  great  internal  fire 
was  burning  away  both  the  youth  and  beauty  of  a  pale 

priestess  of  Mnemosyne  seemed  to  give  to  her  pallor  a 

new  and  redeeming  touch  of  poignancy.     For  in  Cor- 
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delia's  days  of  weariness  envious  women,  lacking  her 

own  strange  resiliency  of  vigor,  now  and  then  mali- 

ciously declared  that  on  such  occasions  she  "  looked 

her  age." 

"  I  am  sure  I  can  help  you  a  little,"  she  was  saying 

now,  looking  up  at  Hartley.  "  But  first  you  must  tell 

me  something  about  yourself  and  your  work." 
He  was  but  four-and-twenty,  and  accustomed  to 

the  coldness  and  the  reserve  of  his  own  older-fashioned 

countrywomen.  So  the  open  warmth  and  directness 

of  his  companion's  manner  at  first  embarrassed  him  a 
little. 

"  That's  jolly  good  of  you ;  but  really,  you  know, 

I  haven't  done  anything  worth  talking  about." 

"  But  you've  got  it  in  you ;  I  can  see  you  have," 
said  the  other,  on  her  cushion  of  Princeton  orange, 

looking  back  unhesitatingly  into  his  searching  eyes. 

"  And  then  Repellier  says  so,  too,"  she  added  en- 
couragingly. 

For  a  releasing  moment  or  two  the  young  man 

basked  in  the  sunlight  of  the  tawny  gold  hair  and  the 

half-pleading  eyes,  wondering  the  while  why  her 
face  should  be  so  wistfully  melancholy.  It  had  its 

allurements,  this  finding  in  a  great  city  a  strange  girl 

ready  to  take  an  interest  in  one's  secret  aspirations, 
a  being  willing  to  repose  in  one  such  immediate 

woman's  faith.  Hartley's  four  months  of  loneliness 
and  solitude  had  been  weighing  heavily  on  his  exuber- 

ant young  soul.  His  first  impulse  was  to  pour  out  his 

heart  to  her,  little  as  she  might  understand,  and  drain 
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the  momentary  cup  of  new-found  comradeship  to  its 

last  dregs.  He  fumbled  irresolutely  with  his  note- 
book, then  finally  decided  that  the  doctrine  of  silence 

was  best.  He  preferred  men,  he  told  himself,  who 
could  consume  their  own  smoke. 

"  You're  very  kind,  and  all  that,"  he  said  almost 

stiffly,  smiling  an  embarrassed  smile,  "  but  we  have  this 

promised  interview  of  ours  to  finish,  you  know." 
He  took  up  his  note-book  again — which  he  was  still 

reportorial  amateur  enough  to  lean  on  in  such  cases. 

"  I  have  your  first  book,  and  its  title,  and  that  you 
are  a  Southerner.  Your  girlhood  was  spent  in  Ken- 

tucky, but  you  say  your  family  is  really  a  Virginia 

one.  I  have  you  here  as  passionately  fond  of  horses 

and  hunting,  and  all  that.  Am  I  right  in  saying  that 

it  was  your  mother  who  rode  through  the  Northern 

lines  on  a  Kentucky  thoroughbred  to  save  that  Con- 

federate captive's  life  you  spoke  of?  Good;  I'll 
jot  down  a  note  of  his  name  here!  I  think  that  will 

make  an  excellent  little  story.  Then  I  have  the  anec- 
dote about  Judge  Wilder  and  The  Silver  Poppy; 

and  I  can  make  a  paragraph  of  your  New  York  suc- 
cess, and  about  the  novel  being  dramatized.  Oh,  yes, 

you  would  like  the  social  element  brought  out,  of 

course.  There's  just  one  other  thing  our  editor  usu- 

ally asks  for — if  you  don't  mind — the  age,  you  know," 
he  added  tentatively. 

"  I  am  almost  twenty-three,"  answered  the  woman. 
The  young  Oxonian  buried  himself  in  his  note- 

book. SO 
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"  Yes,  twenty-three,"  he  repeated,  as  he  penciled 
a  note  of  it.  He  felt,  as  he  wrote,  that  for  some  un- 

known reason  she  was  laughing  at  him. 

"  Why  have  you  never  written  a  second  book  ?  " 
he  asked  her. 

"  I  am  writing  one,"  she  answered  quietly?  he 
thought  rather  wearily,  as  the  smile  faded  from  her 
face. 

"  Then  I'd  better  put  that  in." 

"  If  you  like,"  she  added,  as  if  uninterested.  He 
liked  her  better  for  that  second  touch  of  diffidence. 

"  Now  there  is  just  one  point  I'm  not  clear  about. 
You  mentioned  the  fact  that  you  and  Mrs.  Spaulding 

were  about  to  give  a  series  of  receptions — er — literary 

receptions,  I  think  you  called  them — during  the 
coming  season.  Pardon  my  asking,  but  is  Mrs. 

Spaulding  also  devoted  to  the  writing  of  books  ?  " 

"  Oh,  dear  me,  no !  "  she  answered.  "  She's  only 
devoted  to  the  people  who  happen  to  be  doing  the 

writing." 

"  Then  you  are  her  guest  at  present?  " 

"  Mrs.  Spaulding  has  asked  me  to  live  with  her, 
for  the  winter,  at  any  rate.  She  was  more  than  kind, 

when  I  came,  about  fixing  up  this  little  den  for  me  to 

work  in.  You  can  see,  she  has  made  me  only  too  com- 

fortable." 
Hartley  looked  at  her,  puzzled. 

"  It's  hard  to  work — in  some  places."  She  walked 
to  the  window  and  was  looking  out  when  next  she  spoke. 

"  And  I  want  to  be  free." 37 
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He  thought  that  he  understood,  and  he  would  have 

drawn  back  from  any  more  intimate  prying  into  an  un- 
fortunate environment,  but  Cordelia  herself  spoke  on: 

"  Mrs.  Spaulding,  of  course,  has  not  exactly  the 
artistic  temperament,  but  she  is  the  soul  of  goodness, 

and  has  wealth  and  position,  and  when  she  asked  me 

to  come  with  her,  I  was  only  too  glad  to  have  a  real 

friend,  and  a  friend  who  could  be  a  sort  of  social  pat- 

roness as  well." 

"  After  all,  the  patron  is  not  the  poor  figure  that 

history  has  made  him  out  to  be,  do  you  think  ?  "  asked 
the  young  Oxford  man,  busy  with  his  note-book.  Yet 

it  seemed  one  of  life's  keenest  small  ironies  that  out  of 

such  pale-tinted  atmospheres  should  come  the  volumes 
which  the  turgid,  hurrying,  surging  world  was  so 

ready  to  devour.  It  was  no  wonder,  he  felt,  that  she 
wanted  to  be  free. 

"  It  sounds  odd  to  you,  I  suppose?  "  she  went  on. 

"  But  that's  because  you're  an  outsider.  Here  in  New 

York  you'll  find  plenty  such  persons,  anxious  enough 
to  shine  in  the  reflected  light  of  the  real  workers.  Mrs. 

Spaulding  is  different  from  the  rest — she  would  be  as 

true  as  steel,  I  know.  But  the  ordinary  kind  are  not 

easy  to  hold.  Their  whims  change,  and  you  have  to 

change  with  them.  They  take  you  up  just  as  they'd 
take  up  a  new  design  in  foulards,  or  a  novelty  in  their 

stationery,  or  a  new  breed  of  Pomeranian.  We  all 

have  our  hobbies,  you  know,"  she  added,  with  just  the 
slightest  touch  of  bitterness  in  her  voice. 

"  But  you  have  been  particularly  happy,"  said  her 38 
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visitor,  sweeping  the  expensively  and  tastefully  fur- 
nished study  with  his  quick  eye.  Then  he  wondered, 

as  he  looked  at  her,  if  already  she  was  tired  of 

publicity. 

"  It's  nice  to  be  free,"  she  sighed,  as  in  answer  to 
his  glance. 

"  The  road  that  leads  to  freedom  is  always  beauti- 

ful," agreed  the  young  Oxonian.  "  But  your  cage 

seems  rather  a  golden  one." 

"  It  has  to  be,  or  I'd  eat  through  the  bars^  You 
see,  there  was  really  a  Waterloo  fought  over  me.  Mrs. 

Simpson-Burgess  wanted  to  capture  me — yes,  isn't  it 
flattering? — and  Mrs.  Spaulding  wanted  me,  so  they 

had  to  fight  it  out." 

"  On  which,  some  day,  I  should  like  to  congratulate 

Mrs.  Spaulding." 

"  Oh,  thanks,"  sighed  the  other. 
There  was  a  moment  of  constrained  silence.  The 

young  man  felt  that  they  had  been  treading  on 
thin  ice. 

"  You  must  be  sure  to  meet  Mrs.  Spaulding,"  went 

on  Cordelia.  "  I  know  she'll  be  interested  in  you. 

She'll  probably  be  able  to  help  you,  too,  in  more  ways 
than  one.  Oh,  by  the  way,  does  your  syndicate  pub- 

lish portraits  at  all?  " 

Hartley  explained  that  it  did ;  two  pages  a  week — 
one  of  People  of  the  Hour,  and  the  other  of  Beautiful 
Women. 

As  the  woman  on  the  orange  cushion  said  nothing 

for  a  moment  or  two,  Hartley  rose  to  go. 39 
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"  Some  day  you'll  have  to  do  Mrs.  Spaulding  for 

me,"  she  begged.  "  She  would  really  be  at  home  on 

your  Beautiful  Women  page." 
Then  she  looked  up  and  saw  that  he  was  standing. 

"  But  don't  go ;  please,  don't  go !  "  she  cried  with 
the  winning  ingenuousness  and  command  of  a  child. 

"  I  want  you  to  stop  and  drink  a  cup  of  tea  with  me, 

at  least." 
There  was  something  infectious  and  pretty,  he 

felt,  about  her  wayward  little  pout,  a  momentary 

mental  rejuvenescence,  as  though  her  mind  had  been 

caught  in  the  undress.  Hartley  had  been  almost 

ready  to  declare  that  his  time  was  not  his  own — which 

was  true  enough — but  he  pulled  himself  up  on  the 
brink  of  this  bruskness  as  he  looked  down  in  her  eyes 

and  wondered  which  was  her  truer  side.  With  a  sud- 

den return  of  good-nature  he  took  his  seat  again,  and 

amiably  remarked  that  it  was  not  often  he  drank  after- 

noon tea  in  New  York — that,  in  fact,  afternoon  tea 

would  take  on  the  nature  of  a  Dionysian  festivity  in 

the  neighborhood  of  Chatham  Square. 

"  Then  your  home  is  England  ?  "  asked  the  other. 
He  confessed  that  his  English  birth  was  one  thing 

he  had  yet  to  live  down. 

"  Oh,  no,"  cried  the  young  authoress ;  "  you'll  find 

it's  going  to  help  you  a  lot.  Englishmen  are  always 
the  vogue  with  us.  And,  remember,  you  must  be  sure 

not  to  waste  your  accent,  and  your  chances." 
I  Lirtley  could  recall  no  occasion  on  which  his  An- 

glican origin  had  materially  helped  him.     But,  look/ 
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ing  up,  he  caught  her  smile,  and  again  he  dimly  felt 

that  she  might  still  be  making  fun  of  him.  Yet  in  the 

twinkling  of  an  eye  she  was  all  soberness  once  more. 

"  The  moment  I  saw  that  study  of  yours  in  Stet- 

son's— the  Dunes  of  Sorrow,  wasn't  it? — I  knew  that 
I  was  finding  a  new  man.  The  only  thing  I  felt  sorry 

about  was  that  you  hadn't  placed  it  with  one  of  the 

better  magazines." 

"  It  was  my  first  and  only  success,  over  here,"  ad- 
mitted Hartley,  catching  at  those  crumbs  of  praise, 

the  first  that  had  been  flung  before  him  during  four 

long  months  of  ceaseless  endeavor. 

The  woman  busied  herself  at  the  little  tea-table, 

saying  that  she  had  always  made  it  a  habit  to  have 

afternoon  tea  at  her  home  in  the  South,  and  chatter- 

ing lightly  on,  in  her  rich,  soft  contralto,  about  Ken- 
tucky, and  the  fineness  of  its  horses,  and  the  beauty  of 

its  scenery,  and  how  homesick  she  sometimes  got  for  it 

all.  Hartley  noticed  her  thin,  white  hands,  so  frail 

that  they  were  almost  translucent  between  the  delicate 

phalanges.  He  watched  them  as  they  fluttered  about 

the  tea-things,  like  pale  butterfly  wings  over  a  little 

bed  of  tulips.  In  that  warming  afterglow  of  appre- 
ciation he  gathered  up  boldness  enough  to  tell  her  how 

much  they  did  look  like  butterfly  wings. 

"  How  nice ! "  said  the  woman  at  the  cups. 

"  That's  so  good  I'm  going  to  use  it,"  she  added  grate- 

fully. "  Do  you  know  you've  given  me  quite  a  num- 

ber of  ideas  for  my  book  already?  " 
He  wondered  just  what  those  ideas  could  have  been, 
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and  failed  utterly  to  recall  anything  worthy  of  remem- 
brance in  their  talk. 

"  That  idea  about  the  road  to  liberty  being  beauti- 

ful, especially,"  she  explained.     "  It's  splendid." 

"  But  I'm  afraid  it's  very,  very  old,"  said  Hartley. 
She  took  the  statement  as  mere  self -derogation. 

"  I  know  you're  going  to  be  a  novelist  some  day," 

6he  cried  inconsequentially.     "  Or  a  poet,  at  least." 
Hartley  winced  at  the  after-thought,  and  remem- 

bered his  three  little  thin  green  volumes  so  carefully 

hidden  away  this  many  a  month. 

"  But  do  be  good  and  tell  me  more  about  yourself, 

and  your  work,  and  what  you  intend  to  do.  We've 

been  talking  about  me  and  my  book,  and  the  things  I'm 
to  do — and  leave  undone — and  all  the  time  I  feel  sure 

you're  a  man  with  a  magnum  opus — isn't  that  what 

you  call  it? — somewhere  up  your  sleeve." 
She  had  an  odd  little  bird-like  way  of  holding  her 

head  on  one  side — an  attitude  that  not  only  suggested 
a  sort  of  timorous  alertness,  but  endowed  her  at  the 

same  time  with  a  certain  flattering,  half-ingratiating, 

dreamy-eyed  attentiveness. 
When  Hartley  thought  it  over  in  cold  blood  he 

could  never  adequately  explain  to  himself  just  why 

it  was  he  had  entered  into  that  long  and  exhaustive 

revelation  of  his  aims  and  ambitions,  of  his  great  works 

undone,  of  his  huge  books  unwritten,  of  his  visionary 

tasks  ai  yet  unbegun.  Perhaps  it  was  because  the 

woman  beside  him  listened  with  such  quiet  yet  unctuous 

attention.     Perhaps  it  was  the  suggestion  of  literary 
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atmosphere  which  hung  over  that  secluded  little  many- 
tinted  study,  making  it  stand  as  a  temple  of  letters  and 

a  place  not  unfit  for  the  confession  of  those  most  inti- 
mate and  sacred  dreams  of  the  heart  and  brain  which 

heretofore  he  had  so  carefully  guarded  in  his  own  reti- 
cent bosom. 

However  that  may  be,  over  the  little  Dresden  tea- 

cups he  unbosomed  himself  unreservedly  to  his  new- 
found friend.  He  described  to  her  how  and  why  he  had 

come  to  New  York,  of  his  desperate  struggle  to  get  his 

first  position  on  a  daily  paper,  of  his  still  more  desper- 
ate struggle  to  keep  that  position,  of  his  precarious 

existence  as  a  "  free-lance,"  of  his  discoveries  in  the 
lore  of  living  on  two  dollars  a  week,  and  of  his  final 

grounding  on  the  shoals  of  the  United  News  Bureau, 

where  he  now  wrote  on  probation  under  thirteen  differ- 
ent names  and  posed  as  a  special  correspondent  in  four 

different  parts  of  the  world  on  four  different  days  of 
the  week. 

He  even  grew  so  bold  as  to  tell  her  of  his  still  un- 

finished novel,  giving  a  brief  but,  he  thought,  im- 
pressive outline  of  its  odd  plot  and  its  even  odder 

characters.  He  confessed,  too,  that  he  had  always  be- 
lieved his  best  work  had  been  done  in  verse. 

The  author  of  The  Silver  Poppy  seemed  to 

lose  no  word  of  all  he  said.  Hartley  himself,  lost  for 

the  time  being  in  the  outpouring  of  his  own  hopes  and 

aims  and  aspirations,  only  half  appreciated  the  quiet 

intensity  with  which  the  young  woman  followed  his 

every  sentence.  It  tempted  him  to  go  even  farther, 
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and  confide  in  her  the  secrets  of  his  one  great  effort, 
his  Nausicaa.  Into  the  five  hundred  lines  of  this 

blank-verse  poem  he  was  sure  he  had  poured  all  that 
was  best  in  him,  and  he  told  her  how  one  magazine 

editor  had  accepted  it,  on  condition  that  he  take  out 

two  hundred  lines — an  offer  which  he  had  indignantly 

refused.  Later,  though,  he  felt  it  had  been  a  mis- 
take; America  was  so  different  to  what  it  was  at 

home. 

The  woman  looked  at  him  for  several  seconds  in 

silence,  as  though  some  new  and  better  side  of  him 

had  slowly  dawned  on  her  consciousness.  In  that  look 

the  free  heart  of  the  young  scholar  felt  there  was  some- 
thing to  half  fear  and  yet  something  in  which  to  glory. 

She  dropped  her  eyes  and  was  still  for  a  moment. 

"  I  hope  we  two  shall  be  friends,"  she  said  in  her 
dreamy,  half -wistful  intonation. 

"  Why  can't  we  ?  "  he  asked,  with  his  grave  but 
boyish  smile.  She  looked  at  him  with  eyes  that  for  the 

time  being  did  not  seem  to  see  him. 

"  We  all  have  to  go  through  the  sort  of  thing 

you've  been  speaking  of,"  she  said  with  a  sigh,  stand- 
ing before  him  at  the  open  window,  with  the  sunlight 

on  her  hair.  "  But  one  person,  you  know,  can  so 
often  help  another — at  least  over  the  rougher  places. 

I  feel  that  already  I've  a  great  deal  to  do  to  repay  you 
for  what  you'll  make  out  of  this  interview.  I  know 

you'll  say  the  right  tiling  and  it'll  help  me  a  lot.  I 
guess,  though,  I  could  help  you  a  good  deal;"  she 

looked  at  him.     "  If  you'd  only  let  me,"  she  added. 
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She  was  speaking  very  humbly  and  very  earnestly,  and 

her  voice  moved  him  almost  uncomfortably.  There 

was  something  so  direct,  so  honest,  so  open  in  her  kind- 

liness that  he  hesitated  before  it,  disconcerted,  despi- 

sing himself  at  the  time  for  his  very  hesitancy. 

"  I  know  that  I  can  get  rid  of  some  of  your  things 

for  you,"  she  continued,  as  though  such  tasks  were  a 

commonplace.  "  And  I  want  you  to  meet  editors,  too, 

and  people  of  influence.  It  all  counts  so  much,  unfor- 

tunately," she  added,  smiling  wearily.  Then  she 
seemed  to  meditate  for  a  second  or  two.  "  Couldn't 

you  bring  me  up  a  few  manuscripts  to  look  over — so 
that  I  could  know  what  they  were  like,  you  know?  I 

mean  what  vein  they  were  in?  " 
Again  Hartley  vacillated  between  gratitude  and 

doubt,  hating  to  impose  on  her  what  might  be  the  pen- 

alty for  a  moment's  too  generous  impulse.  As  he 
hesitated  before  her  Cordelia  looked  at  him  studiously, 

taking  note  that  there  was  something  challengingly 

dominant  and  robust  about  the  still  boyish  stranger 

whom  many  such  meetings  might  bring  so  intimately 

into  her  life.  He  possessed  an  incipient  strength  that 

appealed  to  her,  while  at  heart  she  remained  half  in 

fear  of  it.  She  had  always  held  in  her  own  hands  the 

reins  of  her  destiny.  The  devious  way  she  had  al- 
ready tooled  for  herself  through  life  had  not  been  all 

smoothness,  but  she  had  at  least  been  the  arbiter  of  her 
broken  course. 

As  she  thought  of  these  things  her  visitor  rose  to 

go,  and  she  did  not  further  press  him  for  a  reluctant 
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decision  in  one  way  or  the  other.  But  she  held  her 

hand  out  to  him,  swept  by  a  sudden  unreasoning 

hunger  to  feel  the  warmth  of  his  clasp  on  hers.  The 

actual  significance  of  hand-shaking,  the  time-worn 
symbolism  of  the  rite,  had  never  before  entered  her 
mind. 

"  When  can  you  come?  "  was  all  she  asked,  while 

each  once  more  had  the  feeling  of  something  portent- 
ous in  their  parting. 

"  Will  you  be  at  home  to-morrow  at  eight?  "  he 
asked,  still  holding  her  hand. 

She  had  an  engagement  to  dine  out,  but  it  could 

be  broken,  she  said.  And  with  a  puzzling  resumption 

of  coldness  she  rang  for  the  Spauldings'  footman,  who 
ceremoniously  showed  her  visitor  to  the  door. 

With  a  quickening  heart  he  stepped  down  into  the 

prim  respectability  of  Seventy-second  Street,  and  in 

one  little  hour  life  seemed  to  have  grown  more  hope- 
ful to  him.  For  the  first  time,  too,  the  streets  of  New 

York  took  on  a  home-like  look  to  his  alien  eyes. 
He  walked  eastward  to  the  Park,  where  he  caught 

a  south-bound  car.  From  the  Circle  he  could  see  the 

long  line  of  Eighth  Avenue  stretching  out  into  the 

hazy  distance.  It  lay  before  him  indistinct  and  gold- 
en and  misty,  with  the  late  afternoon  sun  slanting 

transforming!  v  on  its  dust  and  smoke  and  commotion. 

There  was  a  smell  about  it  that  seemed  good.    It  stirred 

ctlung  dormant  in  him.  It  seemed  like  the  dust  of 

battle — like  the  drifting  incense  of  man  to  all  his  gods 
of  endeavor.      Already  a  phantasmal  shoulder  seemed 
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crowding    and    pushing    him    out    into    its    untried 
turbulence. 

Hartley  decided  that  Repellier  was  right  when  he 

had  said  that  this  great  city  of  the  New  World  could 

wring  out  of  a  man  all  that  was  best  in  him.  As  he 

sped  southward  through  the  noise  and  the  dust  and  the 

crowds,  with  his  thoughts  far  into  the  future,  he 

seemed  to  find  some  pleasing  felicitousness  in  the  very 

ambiguity  of  Repellier's  phrase.  But  must  the  price 
of  success,  he  asked  himself,  always  be  so  great  ? 

•  ••••• 

"  Do  you  know,"  said  Cordelia  Vaughan  musing- 
ly to  the  Spauldings  that  night  as  they  drove  down 

through  the  darkness  of  Riverside  Park  on  their  way 

home  from  dining  at  the  Claremont — "  do  you  know,  I 

feel  like  work,  hard  work,  once  more?  " 
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BETWEEN    BLOSSOM    AND    FRUIT 

Take  heed,  for  the  sake  of  your  soul, 

Of  the  song  that  the  city  sings — 
Of  its  bantering  lip,  and  its  bowl, 

And  its  flutter  of  fallen  wings. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Siren  City." 

These  Lilliputian  temptations— they  remind  us  that  the  threads 

which  kept  Gulliver  down  were  very  small  threads,  but  then  there 

were  so  many  of  them  ! — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

"  How  much  space  shall  I  give  Miss  Vaughan  ?  " 
Hartley  asked  of  his  editor.  It  was  the  end  of  the 

day  following  the  interview,  and  the  gentleman  ad- 

dressed was  enjoying  what  he  called  a  dry  smoke,  con- 

tentedly chewing  a  black  cigar-end  into  obviously 

delectable  rags  and  shreds.  He  allowed  his  questioner 

to  wait  for  a  minute  or  two  before  answering. 

"Who's  Miss  Vaughan?" 
Just  who  that  lady  was  he  knew  quite  well,  but  he 

took  a  secret  delight  in  baiting  his  probationers — and 
Hartley  above  all  others. 

"  She  is  the  lady,"  and  the  irate  young  man  laid 

particular  stress  on  the  word,  "  the  lady  whom  I  sug- 
gested to  you  as  being  more  or  less  before  the  public, 

as  you  may  recall — the  lady  who  wrote  The  Silver 

Poppy,  and   
" 
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"  Yes,  I  know  all  that.  'Bout  how  much  time  did 
you  give  her  yesterday?  The  whole  afternoon,  I 

guess,  wasn't  it?  " 

"  I  don't  see  what  that  has  to  do  with  my  question," 
retorted  Hartley. 

"  You  don't,  eh !  H'm ;  I  guess  you  don't."  He 
seemed  bent  on  provoking  beyond  endurance  the  young 

man  with  the  accent.  And  the  young  man  with  the 

accent  could  foresee  that  it  was  going  to  lead  to  but 

one  end.  He  swallowed  his  wrath,  however,  and  his 

editor  swung  round  in  his  swivel  chair,  and  replacing 

his  cigar  in  its  accustomed  corner  of  a  mouth  that 

seemed  to  Hartley  belligerently  dog-like,  looked  at 
him  shrewdly. 

"  Give  'er  half  a  column,"  he  said  sharply. 

"  That's  not  very  much,  is  it  ?  " 

"  What  d'you  want  to  give  'er?  " 

"  It's  outside  work,  you  know — work  that  I'm  do- 

ing quite  gratuitously,"  he  added  significantly. 

"  Well,  how  much  d'you  want  ?  " 
"  Two  columns  of  brevier — without  the  adornment 

of  the  usual  line-cut." 

The  character  of  the  line-cuts  used  by  the  bureau, 

seldom  remarkable  for  their  beauty,  was  a  stand- 

ing joke  about  the  office.  The  editor  smiled  enig- 
matically. 

"  All  right ;  go  ahead  and  kill  your  friend  with 

kindness  if  y'  want  to."  For  as  a  young  man  he  him- 
self had  been  a  dramatic  reporter  in  his  time  and  more 

than  once  had  been  dazzled  by  the  passing  refulgence 49 
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of  musical  comedy  stars — stars  with  hair  not  half  so 

golden  as  Cordelia  Vaughan's. 
Hartley  hurried  home  through  the  dingy  lower* 

town  streets,  turning  over  many  new  thoughts  in  his 

mind.  A  revulsion  of  feeling  had  come  over  him. 

He  had  not  as  yet  read  The  Silver  Poppy,  but  he 

took  a  sudden,  passing,  unreasonable  dislike  to 

it,  wondering  within  himself  how  much  Cordelia 

Vaughan's  success  had  been  due  to  caprice  and  acci- 
dent. 

His  thoughts  went  back  to  her  luxuriously  fur- 

nished  little  study,  with  the  writing-desk  inlaid  with 

mother-of-pearl,  the  little  gold  pen  which  she  had 

proudly  pointed  out  to  him  as  her  mascot — the  only 

pen  with  which  she  could  compose — the  trim  rows  of 

handsomely  bound  books  of  reference,  the  huge  dic- 

tionary on  its  highly  polished  revolving  stand,  the  cur- 
rent magazines  all  so  temptingly  at  hand,  the  quiet 

atmosphere  and  seclusion  of  the  place  that  in  itself  was 

a  stimulus  to  creation.  He  thought,  not  a  little  wist- 

fully, how  good  it  must  be  to  have  a  circle  of  intelli- 
gently appreciative  friends,  an  audience  to  whom  to 

direct  one's  sincerest  and  best  work,  and,  above  all, 

to  nurse  to  one's  breast  the  knowledge  of  some  tangi- 
ble influence  in  the  circle  of  letters.  He  remembered 

that  she  had  told  him  her  gift  for  writing  had  come  to 

her  unheralded  and  unlooked  for;  that  one  morning 

she  had  wakened  and  rubbed  her  eyes  and  found  her- 
self famous.  How  much  of  it,  he  wondered,  lay  in 

sheer  luck,  or,  at  most,  in  happy  coincident?     He  re- 
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called,  not  unenviously,  his  own  years  of  ceaseless  effort 

that  had  culminated  in  nothing.  It  was  a  gift,  this 

swinging  round  to  the  tides  of  the  time,  this  writing 

with  the  ear  to  the  ground.  With  that  gift  he  felt 

he  might  never  have  been  left  drifting  so  aimlessly 

and  so  fruitlessly  about  a  world  in  which  there  still 

seemed  to  be  for  him  no  ultimate  islands  of  content- 
ment. 

He  tried  to  solace  himself  with  the  thought  that  his 

failure  was  the  result  of  his  years  of  undergraduate 

abstraction ;  that  it  was  the  penalty  of  the  too  clois- 
tral life. 

The  taste  of  those  days  when  the  world  has  failed 

to  find  youth  because  youth  has  not  yet  found  itself 

is  unspeakably  bitter  in  the  mouth  of  the  young  man 

who  knows  his  strength.  And  Hartley,  striding  home- 
ward through  the  hot,  noisy,  evening  streets,  was  not 

altogether  happy. 

As  he  noticed,  on  the  stroke  of  six,  the  ware- 

houses and  shops  and  factories  of  the  lower  East  Side 

disgorging  their  tides  of  hurrying,  bustling  men  and 

women  and  boys  and  girls,  some  alleviating  sense  of 

the  nobility  of  labor  crept  over  him,  like  a  breath  of 
cool  air  from  the  river  front. 

In  this  mood  he  climbed  his  steep  stairs,  and  sat 

down  at  his  little  deal  table,  glowing  with  the  ideas  that 
flowered  out  of  his  touch  of  revolt.  The  author  of 

The  Silver  Poppy  would  have  opened  her  gray- 
green  eyes  in  wonder  had  she  read  those  sheets  which 

he   flung   off   under   his   quick,   nervous   pen.      How 51 
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were  these  women,  he  asked  himself  as  he  wrote,  who 

wasted  so  lightly  when  there  were  so  many  in  want,  how 

were  these  women  who  knew  nothing  of  real  life,  rus- 

tling so  well  clad  through  their  softly  lighted  libraries, 

to  know  anything  of  the  great  tragic,  turgid,  naked 

world,  of  the  storm  and  stress  of  life  ?  What  did  they, 

sitting  secluded  behind  their  roses,  know  of  the  dust 

and  tumult  and  tragedy  of  the  street?  Let  them  go 

out  and  suffer  and  learn,  and  if  through  hunger  and 

tears  and  loneliness  the}^  found  some  hidden  meaning 

and  purpose  in  the  dark  undercurrents  of  adversity 

and  defeat,  then  let  them  in  all  patience  and  humility 

speak  what  they  had  to  say.  Willingly  enough  the 

world  would  listen,  without  their  thousand  and  one 

artifices  to  catch  its  languid  ear.  But  until  then  they 

should  get  no  help  from  him. 
And  when  he  had  finished  his  article  on  Cordelia 

Vaughan  he  sat  back  in  his  hard  chair  and  felt  more  at 

peace  with  the  world  and  with  himself.  He  felt,  as  he 

glanced  around  at  his  broken  walls  and  his  ragged  fur- 
niture, that  he  had  justified  himself;  for  he  was  at 

heart  still  buoyant  and  young.  It  is  a  sorrowful  day 

when  the  eyes  of  youth  can  gaze  openly  into  the  eyes 
of  defeat. 

Hartley,  as  a  graduate  of  Oxford  and  a  regener- 
ator of  mankind,  could  not  boast  unduly  of  his  New 

World  lodgings — he  had  not  yet  learned  to  speak  of 
them  as  apartments.  He  still  wrote  to  three  or  four 

of  his  older  college  friends  from  time  to  time,  and  to 

these  old  friends  he  half-heartedly  enlarged  on  how  a 52 
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few  months  in  the  poorer  quarters  would  help  him  on 

with  his  work.  He  said  nothing,  however,  of  the  ad- 

vantages of  a  furnished  room  at  three  dollars  a  month, 

with  a  shop  conveniently  below  where  Italian  bread — 

which  was  perhaps  tough  of  fiber,  but  still  marvelously 

sustaining — could  be  bought  for  three  cents  a  loaf, 

and  coffee  at  two  cents  a  cup.  He  did  not  confess 

either  that  there  were  days  when  the  sights  and 

smells  of  the  place  sickened  him,  and  times  when  the 

wailing  of  small  children  and  sick  babies  kept  him 

feverishly  awake  through  the  long,  hot  summer  nights, 

and  the  sounds  of  brutal  quarrels  drove  him  distracted 

into  the  open  streets  for  hours  at  a  time.  Even  with 

himself  he  still  tried  to  excuse  his  unsightly  surround- 

ings by  the  sophistry  that  the  stern  quest  of  experi- 
ence demanded  such  environment,  that  these  were  the 

refining  fires  which  were  to  burn  away  the  dross  of  his 
dilettanteism. 

Hartley  had  taken  up  his  abode  in  the  very  heart 

of  the  lower  East  Side.  On  that  part  of  Division 

Street  where  the  Second  Avenue  elevated  railway  curls 

bustlingly  into  Chatham  Square,  very  much  as  a  busy 
little  brook  curls  round  a  bit  of  rock,  stands  one  of 

those  crowded  hives  of  toiling  men  and  women  known 

as  a  sweat-shop.  In  a  little  back  room  at  the  top  of  this 
building  Hartley  subletted  his  New  York  home.  The 

jail-like  doorway  of  this  building  opened  on  a  street 

of  eternal  twilight — a  street  barred  above  like  a  dun- 
geon by  the  iron  girders  of  the  overhead  railway, 

through  which  only  the  noonday  sun  could  fret  for  an 
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hour  or  two.  It  was  a  tunnel  of  a  thousand  odors,  and 

over  it  whimpered  and  frolicked  the  elevated  trains  as 

they  went  scurrying  up  to  the  open  sunlight  of  the 

higher  city. 

Long  before  the  sun  crept  up  over  the  East  River 
this  tenement  hummed  like  a  beehive  with  its  hundreds 

of  busy  sewing-machines,  and  in  and  out  of  its  gloomy 
doorway  women  came  and  went  at  all  times  of  the  day 

with  great  bundles  poised  on  their  heads.  It  seemed 

from  without  only  a  gloomy  building  of  windows  and 

red  bricks,  with  crazily  littered  fire-escapes  breaking 
the  line  of  its  dull  walls.  At  its  center,  strangely 

enough,  it  formed  a  little  triangular  court,  after  the 

fashion  of  its  sisters  of  the  Old  World,  and  round  this 

little  inner  court  rose  dilapidated  wooden  galleries, 

tier  after  tier,  until  only  a  pitiable  three-cornered  scrap 
of  blue  sky  could  be  seen  at  the  top  on  clear  days.  At 

the  bottom  of  this  light-well,  even  gloomier  and  more 
odorous  than  the  street  without,  there  was  always  a 

tang  of  chloride  of  lime  in  the  air.  The  broken  flag- 
stones forming  its  floor  sloped  to  the  center,  where  a 

hydrant-pump  stood  in  a  pool  of  tainted  water.  From 

each  gallery  of  the  court  radiated  a  number  of  pas- 

sages— many-sinked,  low-ccilingcd  passages,  tunnel- 
ing through  mysterious  twilight  for  hundreds  of  feet, 

and  opening  through  many  narrow  doors  into  hun- 
dreds of  fetid  and  overcrowded  rooms. 

In  these  rooms  hundreds  of  patient  backs  bent  over 

an  equal  number  of  pieces  of  sewing,  most  of  them  un- 
bending only  to  eat  and  sloep,  for  all  day  long  and  far 
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into  the  night  sometimes  the  worn  stairs  creaked  with 
tired  feet  as  the  bundle  carriers  went  back  and  forth 

and  the  busy  machines  purred  and  whined  for  rest. 

There,  kenneled  in  one  small  room,  Hartley  had  found 

that  men  and  women  worked  and  slept  and  ate,  there 

children  were  born  and  old  men  died,  and  young  faces 

grew  white  and  young  backs  grew  bent.  But  the 

busy  machines  knew  no  rest,  and  night  after  night  the 

young  scholar  from  the  city  of  bells  and  towers  had 
thrown  himself  on  his  hard  little  bed  with  the  rumble  of 

their  wheels  in  his  ears.  Yet  more  than  once,  too,  in 

his  darkest  days,  the  mysterious  companionship  of 

those  unseen  laborers  had  strangely  buoyed  up  his  fail- 

ing heart.  There  were  other  times,  though,  when  he 

felt  that  the  depressing  poverty  which  so  vividly  sur- 

rounded him  had  momentarily  paralyzed  his  creative 

faculties,  that  the  hardness  of  life  as  it  lay  about  him 

had  taken  the  edge  from  his  once  keen  fancy,  that  in 

time  he  was  to  be  crushed,  Tarpeia-like,  by  the  very 

hand  that  was  to  have  given  him  so  much. 

But  there  was  something  of  the  stoic  in  his  make- 

up. He  bore  it  as  best  he  could,  grimly  chewing  the 

cud  of  Repellier's  advice  that  it  would  all  prove  a  good 
antidote  for  Oxford.  He  still  kept  a  keen  eye  open 

for  the  more  picturesque  elements  in  the  life  about  him, 

and  often  took  a  quiet  delight  in  his  neighbors'  somber 

gaiety.  For  with  all  its  long  hours  of  work  Hartley 
had  noticed  that  the  tenement  was  not  without  its 

scenes  of  fleeting  merriment.  If  the  hive  had  its  dark 

days   little   Pietro   Salvatore   still   whistled   away   as 
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merrily  as  ever  while  he  sewed  his  buttons  on  boys' 
knickerbockers,  fourteen  to  the  piece,  hemmed  and  rib- 

boned at  the  back,  for  eleven  cents  the  pair.  And 

there  were  sly  meetings  and  coy  love-makings  and  gay 
marryings,  and  singing  in  many  different  tongues, 

and  the  feast-days  and  the  christenings  and  the  noisy 

enough  children  always  playing  about  the  dim  corri- 

dors, and  pale-faced  girls  flirting  from  the  little 
wooden  balconies,  and  the  strains  of  concertinas  and 

fiddles  from  open  windows  at  night,  and  shrill  laughter 

through  the  gloom  when  the  midsummer  heat  drove  the 

sleepers,  men  and  women  and  children  alike,  up  on  the 

roof  top  in  search  of  a  breath  of  air — but  always, 
everywhere,  the  dull  undertone  of  the  machines  that 

buzzed  so  feverishly  away.  And  there  were  little  par- 
ties that  sallied  forth,  all  decked  in  hired  finery,  for  a 

chowder  party  on  the  Sound,  and  there  were  excur- 

sions off  to  Paradise  Park  on  a  bright  Sunday,  and 

every  now  and  then  wonderful  spreads  of  which  the  out- 

side world  knew  nothing — feasts  of  green  peppers,  and 
grated  Parmesan,  and  freckled  bologna,  and  salame, 

and  lupine  beans,  and  macaroni  cooked  in  oil,  and 

spiced  Neapolitan  meal  cakes,  with  maraschino  some- 

times, and  fine  rat-tail  cigars,  at  a  penny  apiece,  for  the 
men  at  the  finish. 

Yes,  indeed,  there  were  feasts  at  times,  wonderful 

feasts,  that  many  a  night  made  the  disconsolate  young 

scholar  on  the  top  floor  envy  his  humbler-minded 

neighbors.  And  there  were  gardens,  too — gardens 

that  could  be  taken  in  when  the  policeman  ordered  it — 56 
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tufts  and  shreds  of  green  in  tin  cans  and  starch-boxes, 

as  green  almost  as  the  grass  in  the  Park.  And  there 

was  color,  bless  you — color  enough  to  dazzle  one's  eyes 

— on  a  windy  Monday  morning,  when  the  pulley-lines 
that  stretched  from  the  windows  fluttered  and  swayed 

with  the  week's  myriad-tinted  washings.  But  it  was  all 

strangely  and  sadly  new  to  Hartley. 
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And  so  he  lost,  for  like  a  sword 

Still  in  his  bosom  prest 

Her  perilous  face,  and  each  soft  word 
Like  thorns  still  tore  his  breast. 

John  Hartley,  '"The  Broken  Knight." 

It's  in  the  lulls  of  life  that  great  things  are  lost  and  won.  .  .  . 
You  struggle  against  the  tides  that  beset  you,  and  you  hold  your 
own ;  but  those  tides  never  rest,  and  in  the  hour  that  you  wait  to 

call  for  peace — then  the  waters  shall  carry  you  back. — "The  Sil- 

ver Poppy." 

Hartley  dined  frugally,  though  somewhat  late, 

that  night.  Time  had  slipped  away  unnoticed  in  his 
close  little  room  till  he  woke  to  the  fact  that  he  was 

extremely  hungry.  He  was  glad  to  get  out  into  the 

open  night  air,  but  as  he  sniffed  at  it  gingerly  on  his 

way  back  to  his  room  once  more  there  came  to  him, 

with  a  sudden  pang,  a  memory  of  the  evening  odors 

that  hung  over  the  far-away  valley  of  the  Isis. 

As  he  stepped  in  through  the  jail-like  doorway  he 
all  but  stumbled  over  Repellier,  waiting  for  him  there. 

"  I  was  down  in  this  part  of  town,"  he  explained, 

"  so  I  decided  to  drop  in  on  you  for  a  while — I  have  a 

model  who  hangs  out  in  Chatham  Street." 

"  Come  up;  come  up,  by  all  means,"  cried  Hart- 
ley, elated. 
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As  the  younger  man  and  his  visitor  picked  their 

way  through  the  narrow  halls  of  the  tenement-house  it 
was  obvious  to  them  both  that  the  supper  hour  of  that 

district  was  not  yet  over.  For  the  smell  of  many  cook- 
ing and  overcooked,  meals,  mingling  with  the  odors 

that  drifted  at  all  times  of  the  day  up  through  the 

crowded  building,  was  not  altogether  pleasing  to  the 

uninitiated  nose.  Repellier  noticed,  too,  that  Hartley 

looked  listless  and  worn  and  tired,  and  in  some  way 

strangely  altered. 

This  was  the  gilded  youth  he  had  once  beheld  in  a 

cushion-bestrewn  punt  on  the  Isis,  reading  Anacreon. 
Groping  after  him  up  the  odoriferous  narrow  stairs, 

with  a  sudden  deeper  note  of  sympathy  he  asked  Hart- 
ley how  he  had  been  getting  along  of  late. 

"  Five  editorial  rejections  to-day,"  the  young  man 
answered  half  blithely,  half  solemnly. 

"  But  are  you  getting — what  you  expected  out  of 

things  down  here?  " 

"  As  you  see  " — Hartley  tried  to  laugh  back, 

bravely  enough — "  I'm  afraid  I'm  a  sort  of  Zeno 

ground  in  my  own  mortar  of  squalidness." 
Repellier  knew  as  well  as  he  how,  with  time,  the 

novelty  of  such  things  could  lose  its  early  glitter.  The 

old  artist  felt  troubled  in  spirit. 

"  Will  you  take  my  advice  for  a  second  time?  "  he 
asked  suddenly. 

Hartley  said  he  would,  gladly. 

"  Well,  I'd  suggest  that  you  migrate  before  long — 

I  think  you'd  better  change  quarters,  get  where  you'll 
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have  more  sun  and  air.  They're  pretty  wearing,  these 

places ;  you've  been  getting  too  much  of  a  good 

thing."  Then  he  smiled,  but  hesitated  to  say  what 
was  on  his  lips. 

"  I  think  I'll  stick  it  out,"  said  Hartley  stoutly. 
They  were  in  the  dingy,  squalid  room  by  this  time, 

and  for  some  unknown  reason  a  constraint  fell  over 

them.  The  old  artist  noticed  the  Oxford  photographs 

stuck  up  about  the  broken  walls  and  the  gaps  in  the 

sadly  depleted  shelf  of  books.  He  had  never  thought 

Hartley  had  it  in  him. 

And  again  he  felt  troubled  in  spirit — he  stood  so 
helpless  before  the  very  man  on  whom  he  had  pinned 

his  faith.  He  wondered  in  what  way  he  could  reach 

a  hand  out  to  him — he  knew  only  too  well  what  any 
open  offer  of  help  would  mean. 

"  I  wish  you'd  use  your  friends  a  little  more,"  he 
said,  as  they  sat  and  smoked  together. 

"  I've  so  jolly  few,  I've  got  to  keep  them,"  said 
Hartley,  with  his  slow  English  smile. 

"  You're  a  punctilious  beggar,  Hartley !  I'm  be- 
ginning to  believe  the  Dean  of  Worcester  was  right 

when  he  said  you  needed  some  of  the  Matthew  Arnold 

knocked  out  of  you." 

When  Repellier  had  taken  his  departure,  leaving 

his  host  with  a  new-born,  indefinite  sense  of  unrest  and 

discontent,  Hartley  thought  it  all  over.  Whv  did  he 

not  use  his  friends?  Repellier  had  dropped  that  seed 

of  interrogation  on  very  open  soil.     Alone  in  his  room 
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Hartley  recalled  what  Cordelia  Vaughan  had  said  to 

him  in  her  soft  contralto  about  nothing  succeeding 

in  America  so  much  as  success.  After  all,  might  there 

not  be  such  a  thing  as  an  overscrupulous  judgment 
of  motive  and  action  for  the  man  of  the  world  ?  Ethics, 

he  tried  to  argue  with  himself,  were  suitable  enough 

for  Oxford.  What  he  wanted  now  was  opportunity. 

He  demanded  his  chance.  He  had  been  too  thin- 

skinned.  He  was  in  Rome,  and  he  must  do  what  the 

Romans  do.  It  was  all  his  Anglo-Saxon  tendency 

to  be  stiff-necked.  Why  did  he  not  make  use  of  his 
friends?  It  was  the  very  nature  of  such  things  that 

made  all  friendship  valuable.  It  would  simply  be  a 

matter  of  give  and  take  between  them.  It  would,  too, 

never  become  a  matter  of  sentiment — he  prided  himself 
that  he  had  his  heart  too  well  in  hand  for  that.  He 

had  too  many  great  things  still  undone  for  any  en- 

tanglements of  that  sort.  And  yet,  and  yet— as  the 

lonely  young  author  sat  back  on  his  hard-bottomed 
chair  and  recalled  the  soft  contralto  of  the  Southern 

voice  the  noisy  rattle  of  the  elevated  trains  went  out 

of  his  ears.  He  was  a  stranger,  and  she  had  been  very 

kind  to  him.  The  confusion  of  yellows  that  floated 

and  drifted  before  his  eyes  darkened  and  deepened  into 

gold,  and  the  eyes  that  before  had  seemed  cold  to  him 

grew  warm  and  lustrous. 

He  had  been  a  very  lonely  young  man.  In  his 

head  fermented  a  dozen  great  things  still  unaccom- 
plished ;  chance  had  broken  no  clean  channel  through 

the  sour  stagnation  of  those  fermenting  cross-p  jrposes. 
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And  now  the  artist  in  him  aspired  desperately  for  free- 

dom. Again  he  wondered  if,  after  all,  his  older,  un- 
compromising ideality,  his  older  rigid  sense  of  right 

and  wrong,  was  not  the  result  of  mingled  priggishness 

and  petulance.  Even  though  he  had  to  stoop  a  little 
for  this  first  start,  after  all,  it  was  a  start.  And  once 

under  way  surely  some  new  and  unforeseen  avenue  of 

escape  would  offer  itself.  And  if  for  a  time  he  felt  a 

half-caged  conscience  beating  against  its  bars,  he 
muffled  that  last  tremulous  flutter  in  his  cry  for  some 

release  from  the  sordid  drudgery  and  the  stultifying 

gloom  that  was  holding  him  down. 

Sitting  up  late  into  the  night,  Hartley  rewrote 

his  article  on  Cordelia  Vaughan.  The  insinuation  of 

the  personal  equation  into  his  work  was  easier  than  it 

had  looked.  Time  was,  he  knew,  when  he  had  re- 

joiced in  attacking  these  seven-day  wonders  of  the 
world  of  letters,  the  noisy  idols  with  their  posings  and 

world-old  impositions.  He  himself  for  months  had 
been  doing  miserable  hack  work  in  the  services  of  an 

unscrupulous  syndicate,  for  a  few  paltry  dollars  a 

week,  that  he  might  hold  unpolluted  from  all  that  was 
sordid  and  commercial  that  inner  and  more  sacred 

fount.  He  had  thrown  his  coat  in  the  mire  that  his 

goddess  might  still  walk  with  white  feet.  He  had 
never  confounded  his  serious  work  with  the  work  of  the 

moment.  He  had  not  asked  for  much ;  he  could  live 

on  little,  very  little  indeed.  He  was  willing  to  work 

humbly,  so  long  as  he  might  only  see  some  ultimate  op- 
portunity to  labor  on  unharrassed  by  the  worries  and 
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impecuniosities  that  now  hung  over  him,  and  all  but 
stifled  him.  With  the  Muse  there  must  be  no  divided 

love.  He  had  long  since  learned  that  while  the  work 

of  the  creative  mind  is  joyous  enough,  it  is  likewise  ex- 
hausting. All  he  cried  out  for  was  opportunity.  It 

was  the  artist  aspiring  for  his  freedom.  It  was  the 

creator  casting  about  for  his  chance  to  create. 

There  were  men  in  the  city,  Hartley  knew,  who 

were  making  fortunes  by  their  pen.  But  they  were 

men  who,  only  too  often,  had  allowed  the  temporary 

interest  to  intervene,  men  who  had  sought  the  imme- 
diate reward  of  the  dollar,  men  who  put  their  finger, 

adroitly  enough,  on  the  pulse  of  the  world  and  gave 

it  what  it  asked  for,  regardless  of  conscience  and  con- 
sequence. Was  he,  too,  to  become  one  of  these  ?  Was 

this  fragile  and  pale-faced  priestess  of  Mnemosyne^ 

whose  friendship  had  promised  so  much  for  him,  in-' 
sidiously  to  forge  the  first  link  in  that  golden  chain 

wrhich  was  to  bind  him  down?  Yet  he  had  done 

nothing  that  was  dishonorable.  After  all,  even  the 
artist  must  have  his  modern  ideas  of  the  business  side 

of  life.     It  was  the  law  of  the  land. 

So  Hartley  rewrote  his  article  on  Cordelia 

Vaughan.  If  there  was  an}'  little  rift  in  the  throbbing 
lute  of  his  enthusiasm  he  solaced  himself  with  the 

thought  that  he  was  moving  with  the  times,  that  he 

was  growing  more  politic,  that  being  down  on  his  luck 
had  knocked  some  of  the  sensitiveness  out  of  him.  He 

felt,  too,  that  life  of  late  had  been  making  him  more 

humble.     "  You're    so    damned   hopelessly    honest !  " 
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his  editor  had  once  disgustedly  said  of  him.  But  now, 

as  he  wrote  late  into  the  night,  page  after  page,  The 

Silver  Poppy,  though  still  unread  by  him,  paragraph 

by  paragraph  grew  into  a  wonderful  and  still  more 

wonderful  work,  and  Cordelia  Vaughan,  if  not  the 

openly  accredited  George  Eliot  of  America,  was  at 

least  the  apostle  of  that  newer  upward  movement  which 

was  to  carry  the  American  novel  from  the  valley  of 

mental  mediocrity  to  the  clearest  heights  of  the  intel- 
lectual. 
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CHAPTER    VII 

THE    APRIL    OF    LOVE 

From  the  book  to  the  battle  we  go, 
And  it  comes  that  we  travel  afar 

Unto  marts  that  we  do  not  know, 

Where  a  Philistine  people  are. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Market-Place." 

"I'm  not  very  big,"  she  said  wistfully;  "I'm  only  one  of 
those  little  harbor-tugs  that  wear  the  liners  of  life  into  their  berths 

—for  the  port  has  its  perils  as  well  as  the  open  sea." — "  The 
Silver  Poppy." 

Mrs.  Spaulding  usually  breakfasted  at  half-past 
eleven,  just  four  hours  later  than  her  husband.  That 

gentleman,  indeed,  had  passed  through  half  a  day  of 

delirious  Wall  Street  business  before  the  plump  and 

loosely  gowned  figure  of  his  belated  spouse  rustled  lan- 
guidly down  to  the  breakfast  room. 

Mrs.  Spaulding — and  at  the  breakfast  hour  above 

all  other  times — liked  to  believe  that  she  was  a  very  ill- 

used  and  lonely  woman.  If  a  touch  of  forlorn  desola- 
tion did  cling  about  her  even  days,  it  was  a  desolation 

quite  different  to  her  husband's.  Through  her  loneli- 

ness she  still  groped  for  something  tangible  and  ma- 
terial ;   he  found  little  toward  which  he  cared  to  reach. 

He  had  first  made  his  money  in  wheat,  at  Indian- 
apolis. Later  he  had  doubled  a  substantial  fortune  by 

prompt  and  shrewd  investments  in  the  then  half-pros- 
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pected  iron-mines  of  the  Lake  Superior  district.  He 

was  an  honest  and  simple-minded  man,  with  a  straight- 
forward and  workaday  bent  of  mind,  wiio  still  fretted 

at  idleness,  and  was  still  wordlessly  oppressed  by  the 

gaieties  of  life  when  they  chanced  to  fall  before  the 

hour  of  the  dinner  gong  and  the  Tuxedo  coat. 

It  was  not  until  his  fortune  had  crept  up  to  the 
million  mark  that  he  ventured  to  ask  for  the  hand  of 

the  youthful  and  overpretty  Lillian  Bunting,  a  belle 

in  her  time,  and  a  young  lady,  it  was  said,  with  marked 

social  aspirations  for  the  Middle  West. 

Then,  as  time  went  on  and  brought  with  it  an  in- 

crease of  prosperity,  she  hungered,  as  a  millionaire's 
wife,  for  that  mystic  urban  El  Dorado  of  the  affluent 

American,  New  York.  Though  he  felt  that  he  was 

sacrificing  a  few  hundred  thousand  by  the  migration, 

Alfred  Spaulding  finally  came  East  and  built  a  hand- 

some home  for  himself  and  his  wife  on  West  Seventy- 
second  Street. 

It  was  all  very  dreary  and  very  lonely  for  them 

both  during  their  first  two  years  in  this  new  home.  But 

little  by  little  Alfred  Spaulding  drifted  back  to  that 

world  of  business  and  strenuous  effort  which  consti- 

tuted life  for  him.  And  day  by  day  Mrs.  Spaulding 

hovered  more  and  more  closely  about  that  high-walled 
garden  where  worldly  wealth  flowered  into  sensuous 

affluence,  though  as  the  mere  wife  of  an  unknown  mil- 
lionaire she  seldom  alighted  on  the  borders  of  society, 

which  to  the  end  she  insisted  in  describing  as  "  The 

Four  Hundred." 
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But  if  she  could  not  dine  and  dance  and  drive  with 

them,  she  still  had  left  to  her  the  compensating 

pleasures  of  dining  and  dancing  and  driving  in  their 
wake.  She  could  still  reserve  their  tables  at  the  cafes 

on  off  evenings,  and  their  boxes  at  the  theaters  when 

they  were  elsewhere.  There  was  nothing  to  prevent 

their  milliners  from  making  hats  for  her  own  aspiring 

head,  and  she  could  still  buy  her  jewelry  and  her 

flowers  in  the  same  shops  with  them,  and  even  drive 

bewilderingly  near  them  in  the  Park. 

Then  came  the  advent  of  Cordelia  Vaughan.  The 

young  authoress  from  Kentucky  was  just  at  the  zenith 

of  her  fame;  The  Silver  Poppy  had,  as  Mr.  Henry 

Slater  described  it,  "  set  the  Hudson  on  fire  " ;  her 

new-found  friends  were  still  reprovingly  demanding 
why  she  held  back  her  second  volume,  and  publishers, 

it  was  said,  were  besieging  her  for  manuscripts.  The 

public  press,  too,  was  hinting  from  time  to  time  that 

the  new  Kentucky  beauty  was  laboring  on  a  mysterious 

volume  that  was  to  shake  society  to  its  very  founda- 
tions. Then  it  was  whispered  about  that  she  wrote 

only  from  memory,  that  she  was  living  the  romance 

which  later  should  appear  in  type.  Photographers 

sent  to  her,  begging  for  a  sitting.  Niccia,  the  sculp- 
tor, made  a  little  bust  of  her,  and  declared  she  had  the 

only  Greek  nose  in  America,  and  there  was  a  poem  or 

two  indited  to  her  "  sad,  sad  crown  of  golden  hair,"  as 
one  melancholy  versifier  had  put  it. 

Cordelia  Vaughan  was  indeed  a  very  much  talked 

about  young  lady,  and  it  was  just  at  this  juncture 
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that  Mrs.  Alfred  Spaulding  had  swooped  down  on  her 

and  triumphantly  carried  her  off,  very  much  like  a 

plump  hen-hawk  making  away  with  a  homeless  duck- 

ling. She  was  still  delightfully  childlike  and  in- 

genuous for  one  already  so  great.  The  poor  girl, 

Mrs.  Spaulding  held,  needed  a  mother's  care.  She 
was  giving  up  too  much  to  her  work.  She  must  have 

more  amusement,  more  diversion.  She  should  have  a 

little  den  of  her  own,  and  she  should  work  when  she 

wanted  to,  and  play  when  she  wanted  to.  She  should 

be  as  free  as  though  she  were  in  her  own  home.  It 

was,  too,  in  no  way  mildly  hinted  that  under  the  roof 

of  i.uch  a  patroness  she  would  have  unrivaled  oppor- 
tunities for  studying  the  foibles  and  weaknesses  of 

New  York's  most  exclusive  circles.  In  fact,  Mrs. 
Spaulding  would  give  a  series  of  receptions  and  teas 

and  things  for  her,  for  she  had  always  wanted  to  see 

more  of  those  dear,  untidy  Bohemians  with  the  long 
hair. 

Though  the  young  authoress  from  the  South  had 

been  a  willing  enough  captive,  under  what  roof,  indeed, 

did  the  eagle  wings  of  genius  ever  unfurl  with  ease? 

Cordelia,  however,  had  hungered  for  a  little  of  the  ful- 
ness of  life.  Her  earlier  New  York  existence,  bright 

and  attractive  as  it  had  seemed  to  the  outer  eye,  had 

been  an  unutterably  lonely  and  hollow  one.  Life  in  a 

Washington  Square  boarding-house  had  proved  no 
better  than  a  more  irregular  existence  in  a  dilapidated 

old  studio  on  lower  Fifth  Avenue,  where  for  several 

months  she  invariably  burned  her  own  toast  and  regu- 
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larly  boiled  her  own  tea,  and  where  her  callers  were 

equally  divided  between  overinquisitive  reporters  and 

impoverished  authors  looking  for  assistance. 

So  Mrs.  Spaulding  felt  that  she  had  taken  a  new 

grip  on  life  when  her  timorous  little  protegee  was  in- 

stalled in  the  yellow-tinted  study  which  had  been  made 

ready  for  her.  It  was  an  eminence  by  proxy,  but  it 

was  better  than  nonentity ;  and  in  her  silent  gratitude 

she  saw  to  it  that  Cordelia  wanted  for  nothing,  and,  on 

the  whole,  was  not  unhappy. 

Alfred  Spaulding  himself  had  hoped  to  see  grow 

up  about  him  a  family,  but  having  no  children,  he 

drank  deep  of  the  anodyne  of  the  dollar;  and  so, 

during  the  day  at  least,  his  loneliness  was  forgotten. 

In  the  evening,  when  not  too  tired,  he  dressed  and  went 

wTith  his  wife  to  the  theater,  enjo}dng  it  passively,  but 

liking  most  of  all  those  pieces  "  which  had  lots  of 

music,"  especially  those  Broadway  performances  char- 

acterized as  "  Gaiety  Successes."  Sometimes  they 
dined  out,  and  sometimes  he  sent  Cordelia  and  his  wife 

off  together  and  ate  at  home  alone.  In  his  earlier  day 

he  had  looked  toward  his  wife  as  the  symbol  and  em- 
bodiment of  that  softer  and,  he  thought,  that  higher 

life  which  was  necessarily  alien  to  him.  Then  as  her 

prettiness  passed  away,  and  her  limitations  came  poign- 
antly home  to  him,  he  concluded  with  pious  secrecy 

that  womankind  is  the  upholstery  of  life,  wearing  the 
soonest  where  it  is  the  softest. 

Cordelia  Vaughan,  when  she  became  a  member  of 

his  household,  did  not  fail  to  realize  the  narrow  and 
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lonely  existence  he  led.  This  touched  her  keenly  in 

some  way,  and  she  did  what  she  could  to  throw  a  little 

more  of  the  lightness  and  color  of  life  about  his  absent- 
minded  coming  and  going.  He  saw  and  appreciated 

this  generous  effort,  and  if  the  two  did  not  become  fast 

friends,  they  at  least  grew  into  more  or  less  good  com- 
rades. Often  in  the  mornings  she  drove  down  with 

him  as  far  as  his  office,  for  Southerner  though  she  was, 

it  was  an  inexorable  rule  of  her  life  to  rise  early.  In 

some  way,  though,  she  was  finding  her  time  of  late  less 

and  less  her  own,  and  their  morning  drives  had  become 

more  and  more  infrequent. 

It  was  the  thought  of  this,  and  the  sudden  pang  of 

regret  that  came  with  it,  that  took  her  down  to  break- 
fast with  Alfred  Spaulding  not  many  days  after  her 

first  meeting  with  Hartley.  All  the  way  down  through 

the  crowded,  narrow  canon  of  lower  Broadway  she 
talked  to  him  with  a  wistful  attentiveness  that  left  him 

with  his  morning  papers  still  contentedly  jammed 

down  in  his  overcoat  pocket. 

As  she  drove  home  alone  in  the  bright,  glimmering 

little  yellow-bodied  Victoria  she  wondered  if  it  was  the 
soft  balminess  of  the  September  air  that  was  stirring 

in  her  a  new  sense  of  something  that  she  had  been 

crowding  out  of  her  life.  It  was  a  morning  on  which 

one  wished  to  be  always  young. 

As  the  little  Victoria  swung  from  Broadway  into 

Fourth  Street,  she  suddenly  caught  sight  of  Hartley, 

and  called  for  the  coachman  to  pull  up  at  the  curb. 

Before  the  young  Oxonian  had  quite  realized  who  it 
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was  and  before  he  had  recovered  his  composure  she  was 

stretching  a  prettily  gloved  hand  down  to  him. 

"  Isn't  this  lucky?  "  she  cried  joyfully. 

"  It  is,  indeed,"  he  said,  taking  her  hand  and  look- 
ing into  her  bright  face,  across  which  a  tress  or  two  of 

her  hair  had  blown.  There  was  something  so  airy  and 

light  and  buoyant  about  her  that  she  seemed  to  him 

like  a  bird  of  passage,  alien  to  the  roar  and  dust 
about  her. 

"  Can't  you  steal  an  hour  or  two  and  run  away 
from  all  this  dust  and  rattle  and  noise  down  here  ?  " 

she  asked,  bending  over  him  with  her  tremulously  wist- 
ful smile. 

He  hesitated. 

"  Do  come,  the  air  is  so  beautiful.  You  look 

worried  and  tired,  and  it'll  do  you  so  much  good.  Do 

come !  " 

Still  Hartley  hesitated.  He  asked  himself  why  it 

was  he  always  hesitated  before  this  particular  young 

woman.  Then  he  looked  at  her  again,  and  did  not 

stop  to  answer  to  that  inner  questioning  voice.  The 

next  moment  he  was  sitting  beside  her  and  the  carriage 

was  bowling  lightly  across  the  strong  sunlight  of 

Washington  Square  and  out  under  the  arch,  where  the 

long  undulating  vista  of  Fifth  Avenue  melted  into  the 
distance. 

As  they  passed  an  old  studio  building  on  the  lower 

avenue  she  pointed  to  one  of  its  highest  little  win- 
dows. 

"  That's  where  I  used  to  live,"  she  said  simply, 
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and  then  an  involuntary  sigh  escaped  her.  "  How 

soon  we  change,  without  knowing  it !  "  she  added. 

"  How?  "  said  Hartley  looking  back  at  the  window. 

"  Oh,  we  get  hard  and  selfish  and  careless." 
There  was  a  new  note  of  tenderness  in  her  voice  when 

next  she  spoke.  "  I  wish  I  could  learn  to  love  children 

and  flowers  more  than  I  do.  Haven't  you  ever  felt 

that  you'd  like  to  be  able  to  give  and  suffer  and  endure  ? 

That  you'd  like  to  throw  something  out  of  yourself? 
Well,  that's  how  I  feel  sometimes  when  I  think  how 

people — I  mean  people  with  ambitions — have  to  live 

for  themselves.     But  it  can't  always  be  helped." 
He  looked  at  her — it  was  a  new  facet  to  the  stone. 

"  For  instance,  this  very  afternoon,"  she  went  on. 

1  You  know  I've  always  wanted  to  bring  my  poor  old 
father  up  to  New  York  to  be  near  me.  He's  so  alone 

in  the  world — there's  only  him  and  old  Mammy  Dinah 

at  home  now ;  and  week  by  week  I've  been  putting  off 

seeing  about  the  little  apartment  I'm  leasing  for  them. 
I  promised  to  have  it  settled  this  afternoon,  but  at  two 

I  have  to  be  at  the  rehearsal  of  that  great  drama  they're 
making  out  of  The  Silver  Poppy;  at  four  I  have 

to  be  interviewed  for  a  Sunday  paper ;  at  five  I  have 

a  tea  and  two  receptions ;  and  to-night  we  dine  at  the 

Carringtons." 

"  Let's  see  about  the  flat — is  it  a  flat  ?  Now,  to- 

p-ether," suggested  Hartley,  with  a  sudden  impulse  to 
share  in  her  mood  of  passing  softness. 

She  looked  at  him  keenly  for  a  moment  or  two  as 

he  told  her  he  would  like  to  feel  that  he  was  doing 
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something  for  her  father;  the  fleeting  shadow  of  a 
fear  crossed  her  face. 

"  No,"  she  said,  "  let's  have  our  morning  together 

in  the  Park." 

There  was  already  a  premonitory  touch  of  autumn 

in  the  bright  air.  They  passed  through  the  dazzling, 

sunlit  Plaza  and  entered  the  cool,  green  quietness  of 

the  Park  itself.  There  the  noises  of  the  city  faded 

down  to  a  quiet  rumble  and  the  perfume  of  flowers  and 

the  smell  of  verdure  took  the  place  of  the  drifting 

street  dust.  There  was  something  so  detached,  and 

pictorial,  and  spectacular  about  it  that  it  seemed  to 

Hartley  as  if  a  mental  tourniquet  was  already  holding 

dreamily  back  life's  wasting  energies.  The  legato  of 
hoofs,  persistent  and  smooth  as  a  waterfall,  the  tinkle 

and  clatter  of  chains,  the  gloss  and  luster  of  the  rum- 
bling carriages,  the  shimmer  and  gleam  of  the  flanks 

of  perfect  horses,  the  passing  faces — proud,  young, 

pale,  flushed,  weary,  eager  faces  of  women — the  color 
and  flash  of  millinery  and  gown  against  the  cool  dark 

greenness ;  it  seemed  to  him  the  sheltered  and  alluring 

flowering  of  life,  the  quietness  and  repose  of  the 

twilight  of  accomplishment,  never  virginal  and  uncon- 
scious, but  studied,  autumnal,  attained.  It  seemed  to 

him  a  splendor  unmellowed  and  unsoftened  by  age, 

not  as  it  might  have  been  in  his  own  land. 

Turning  to  the  silent  girl  at  his  side,  he  spoke  of 
the  difference  between  Central  Park  and  the  avenues 

cf  Hyde  Park  of  an  early  summer  afternoon.  He 

tried  to  describe  to  her  the  forsaken  aspect  of  London's 
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West  End  during  August  and  the  first  part  of  Sep- 
tember, when  the  fashionable  world  of  his  own  land 

was,  as  it  were,  closed  for  repairs.  He  told  her  of  the 

f orlornness  of  the  Drive  and  the  Row,  and  how  at  that 

season  only  summer  tourists  invaded  Hyde  Park,  and 

even  then  only  north  of  the  Serpentine. 

Cordelia  listened  to  him,  contented  and  happy — 
listened  almost  raptly,  as  though  she  was  making  the 

most  of  her  day.  It  was  not  until  he  had  rambled  joy- 
ously on  and  described  to  her  a  London  summer  and 

the  advent  of  what  they  called  "  the  silly  season  "  that 
she  asked  him  a  pointed  question  or  two  about  English 

scenery  and  English  country  life.  She  had  always 

been  greatly  puzzled  about  the  peerage,  she  confessed, 

and  wanted  to  know  why  one  was  just  the  Countess  of 

Somebody  at  one  time  and  then  Lady  Somebody  at  an- 
other. She  had  met  Lady  Aberdeen  once,  in  Chicago, 

she  said,  at  an  Irish-lace  store  there.  She  had  been 

afraid  to  say  a  word  to  her,  she  confessed  prettily,  be- 

cause she  hadn't  known  just  how  to  address  her.  And 
were  all  the  upper  classes  as  simple  and  unaffected  as 

Lady  Aberdeen?  And  was  London  so  different  from 

New  York?  And  would  she  ever,  she  wondered,  see 

the  Old  Country,  and  Oxford,  and  all  the  other  beauti- 
ful places  he  had  spoken  of?  And  she  asked  him  if 

he  could  believe  that  at  one  time  she  had  hated  Eng- 

land, and  everything  English — hated  it  blindly — 
which  is  the  worst  of  all  hatreds. 

Hartley  tried  to  paint  before  her  eyes  the  pano- 

rama of  London  from  Waterloo  Bridge,  with  its  im- 
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pcrial  sweep  and  mass  of  river  front  huddling  from  the 
Houses  of  Parliament  to  the  Tower.  He  tried  to  make 

her  feel  the  sober,  low-hung  English  sky,  the  softened 

lights,  and  the  more  ordered  and  solemn  lines  of  Lon- 

don's architecture,  where  New  York's  almost  universal 
newness  of  things  was  not  to  be  found,  and  where  the 

dry,  hard  tones  of  the  New  World's  brown-stone  fronts 
were  likewise  happily  absent. 

She  listened  intently,  and  some  of  her  questions 

were  so  innocently  childlike,  and  were  asked  with  such 

a  winning  ingenuousness  that  he  laughed  now  and  then. 
It  was  not  until  he  had  finished  that  she  confessed  the 

real  cause  of  her  dilemma. 

"  You  see,  the  book  I've  been  working  on  so  long 

is  partly  laid  in  London,  and  of  course  I've  never  been 

there.  And  when  you  haven't  even  passed  through  a 

place  on  a  train  it's  pretty  hard  to  get  the  right  local 

color,  isn't  it?  " 
Hartley  assumed  that  it  was. 

"  And  I've  tried  reading  it  up,  but  it's  no  use.  I'm 

afraid  I  haven't  the  absorbent  mind  ;  some  people  come 
out  of  a  book,  you  see,  like  a  spaniel  out  of  water,  scat- 

tering a  shower  of  ideas  all  over  you.  Well,  I  can't 

do  that ;  and  what  makes  it  so  much  harder  for  me," 

she  added  plaintively,  "  I've  known  so  few  nice  Eng- 
lishmen." 

Hartley    was    studying    Cleopatra's    Needle.     As 
some  remote  mental  vision  of  the  Old  Serpent  of  the 

Nile  drifted  through  his  mind  he  thought  how  few  nice 
Americans  he  had  met  before. 
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"  That's  where  they're  so  ready  to  catch  me  up — 

the  critics,  you  know,"  she  went  on. 
She  looked  very  pretty  and  flower-like  under  her 

big  hat. 

"  You  can  imagine  how  hard  it  is,  can't  you?  "  she 
added. 

He  turned  to  her  with  a  sudden  great  purpose 

in  his  face.  The  thought  of  it  warmed  and  glowed 

through  him  like  wine. 

"  Why  couldn't  I  help  you  with  it?  "  he  asked 
eagerly. 

Her  fluttering  eyes  rested  on  him  warmly,  but  only 

for  a  moment.  Then  she  shook  her  head  plaintively. 

"  That's  too  much,"  she  murmured. 
But  he  asked  her  again,  humbly. 

Unconsciously  her  gloved  fingers  touched  his  arm ; 

there  was  a  confession  of  deeper  things  in  the  move- 
ment. 

"  Would  you  ?  "  she  asked  in  her  soft  contralto. 
Hartley  tried  to  tell  her  how  happy  and  proud  it 

would  make  him.  He  wondered  at  the  note  of  humility 

in  her  voice,  at  her  half-tristful  hesitancy. 

"  I  should  love  to  think  it  was  you  who  had  helped 

me  in  a  thing  like  that,"  she  said  gratefully.  And  he 
could  see  by  the  luminous  eyes  that  it  was  true,  and 

for  the  rest  of  that  drive  no  sunlight  had  sifted  through 

more  golden  air,  no  flowers  had  ever  been  so  odorous, 

and  no  green  had  ever  looked  so  deep  to  him. 
Cordelia  insisted  that  he  should  drive  back  and 

meet  Mrs.  Spaulding.     If  he  cared  to,  he  could  get 
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her  own  copy  of  The  Silver  Poppy  and  also  the  manu- 
script of  her  new  book.  She  had  rather,  she  said,  that 

he  went  over  the  manuscript  alone;  in  that  way  he 

could  judge  it  more  impartially.  And  she  turned 

homeward,  feeling  that  her  day  was  over  and  done. 

Mrs.  Spaulding  greeted  Hartley  with  an  effusive- 
ness that  almost  bewildered  that  somewhat  dignified 

young  man,  particularly  as  he  could  detect  in  it  no 

lack  of  genuineness.  She  had  been  told  what  a 

promising  man  he  was,  and  how  he  was  going  to  write 

a  great  book  some  day.  She  understood  he  was  a 

great  friend  of  Mr.  Repellier's,  and  she  hoped  he 
would  make  a  regular  home  of  their  house,  and  drop 

in  whenever  he  felt  like  it.  She  pressed  him  to  remain 

for  luncheon,  "  for  pot-luck,"  she  called  it,  but  as  he 
was  unable  to  do  that  she  genially  brought  down  a  box 

of  her  husband's  cigars  and  protested  that  both  she  and 
Cordelia  loved  smoke. 

Hartley — dare  it  be  confessed — was  all  this  time 

hoping  against  hope  that  she  was  not  noticing  the  too- 
often  clipped  fringe  about  his  trouser  heels.  And  the 

truth  was  this  shrewd  and  sharp-eyed  lady  had  noticed 

the  tell-tale  fringe,  but  she  also  had  seen  a  clean- 

limbed and  clear-featured  young  man,  who  carried 
himself  with  an  air  of  quiet  dignity  that  was  well  worth 

studying,  and  that  would  look  uncommonly  well  in  a 

theater-box. 

It  all  ended  in  a  promise  from  him  that  he  would 

run  up  some  morning  and  exercise  one  of  her  horses 

with  Cordelia.     Cordelia,  standing  silent  and  aloof, 
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remembered  what  Hartley  had  said  during  their  drive 

about  English  reticence,  and  threw  him  a  glance  which 

he  could  see  was  meant  as  a  silent  palliation  of  what 

she  could  not  prevent.  For  a  moment  it  awoke  in  him 

an  inner  voice  of  distrust,  of  perplexity,  that  left  him 

with  the  feeling  that  a  softening  veil  had  been  lifted 

from  between  them.  It  was  as  though  some  hand  had 

shaken  a  shower  of  petals  from  the  blossoming  tree  of 

enchantment  and  left  it  half  bare  and  empty. 

As  he  said  good-by,  depressed  in  spirits  and 
scarcely  understanding  why  it  was,  Cordelia  slipped 

into  his  hand  a  delicately  perfumed  package  tied  with 

blue  silk  ribbon,  together  with  a  copy  of  The  Silver 

Poppy. 

"I  want  you  to  keep  this ;  it  was  the  first  copy  from 

the  press,"  she  told  him.  And  she  added  that  she 

hoped  he  wouldn't  waste  too  much  of  his  time  over  the 
manuscript.  She  knew  he  would  find  it  all  wrong,  that 

there  would  be  a  thousand  things  to  disappoint  him. 

And  she  begged  him  to  make  whatever  changes  he 

would ;    she  trusted  him  implicitly. 

"  I'm  afraid  you'll  not  like  it,"  she  said  timidly, 
coming  with  him  to  the  door.  She  had  slipped  one  of 

Mrs.  Spaulding's  hothouse  rosebuds  into  his  button- 
hole, and  she  touched  it  with  her  fingers  with  a  gesture 

that  meant  much.  He  would  have  taken  her  hand, 

but  she  drew  it  back  quickly. 

"  It's  been  so  hard  for  me  to  write  things  this  time," 

she  lamented.  "  I  feel  that  it's  all  going  to  fall  flat. 

But  whatever  happens,"  and  her  eyes  were  eloquent 
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with  something  more  than  gratitude,  "  I've  had  the 

happiest  morning  of  my  life." 
And  she  closed  the  door  quietly,  and  left  him 

there.  As  he  stepped  out  into  the  hard  light  of  noon- 
day, once  more  he  felt  that  vague  impression  of  unrest, 

that  reaction  of  despondency  which  he  had  often 

enough  felt  when  emerging  from  the  music  and  ro- 
mance of  a  theater  and  passing  out  into  the  garish 

lights  and  noises  of  a  workaday  world.  He,  too, 

felt  that  his  day  was  over  and  done. 
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CHAPTER    VIII 

life's  iron  crown 

Deep  in  its  ancient  center  we 
Had  dreamed  its  aging  heart  should  be  ; 

Yet  there,  where  should  have  slept  its  soul, 

Was  only  darkness  and  a  hollowed  bole  ! 

John  Hartley,  "The  Old  Yew  at  Iffiey." 

Society,  my  dear,  is  Kke  salt  water,  good  to  swim  in  but  hard 

to  swallow. — "The  Silver  Poppy." 

When  Hartley  turned  the  last  page  of  The  Silver 

Poppy  he  closed  the  book  meditatively  but  amazed.  In 

it  he  had  found  the  golden  key  to  a  long-closed  mys- 
tery. In  it  he  had  seen  revealed  the  great  heart  and 

mind  of  a  misunderstood  woman.  He  had  caught  the 

substance  where  before  he  had  beheld  only  the  shadow. 

It  was  as  if  from  the  shuttered  windows  of  an  empty 

house  he  had  heard  unexpected  music.  He  had  found 

the  deeper  and  truer  woman.  All  suspicion  and  dread 
of  some  elusive  element  he  had  never  been  able  to 

fathom  in  Cordelia  Vaughan  at  one  stroke  vanished 

away.  Thereafter  he  was  determined  to  read  her  and 

accept  her  as  she  lay  revealed  in  the  pages  before  him. 

For  he  saw  that  into  those  pages  had  escaped  some 

mellower,  softer,  profoundcr  part  of  her,  a  part  which 
when  face  to  face  with  her  at  different  times  he  had 

groped  for  in  vain.     For  he  could  sec,  as  plain  as  his 
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hand,  that  The  Silver  Poppy  was  not  a  book  of  the 

moment.  It  had  in  it  elements  of  greatness  that 

startled  him,  and  left  him  gasping.  There  was  a 

whimsical  turn  to  its  tendernesses,  a  quiet  reserve  to  its 

humor  and  pathos  so  adroitly  blended,  a  quaintness 

and  ingenuous  freshness  of  touch,  and,  above  all,  an 

impersonal,  judicial  aloofness  from  life  that  spoke,  at 

first  sight,  more  of  the  hand  of  a  man  than  that  of  a 

woman,  and  a  woman  still  in  her  youth — at  any  rate,  in 
her  youth  as  an  artist  and  a  creator. 

It  was  this  flood  of  new  feeling  that  bore  him, 

elated  and  fired  with  enthusiasm,  to  the  first  of  Cor- 

delia's and  Mrs.  Spaulding's  receptions  late  that  after- 

noon. Long  beforehand  he  had  determined  not  to  at- 
tend this  reception.  Besides  cutting  into  time  which 

was  not  altogether  his  Own,  he  was  beginning  to  see  the 

impossibility  of  any  further  incongruous  vacillating 

between  the  sordidness  of  Chatham  Square  and  the 

splendor  of  the  upper  West  Side ;  the  grim  irony  in 

those  contrasting  pictures  of  life  stung  him  too  un- 
pleasantly. But  in  his  hour  of  new  enlightenment  he 

overcame  his  older  scruples.  He  had  a  stern  duty  of 

self-humiliation  to  perform  and  a  once  wavering  in- 
tegrity to  redeem.  And  he  fell  to  remembering  little 

speeches  that  Cordelia  Vaughan  once  had  made,  and 

little  ways  that  clung  to  her,  and  the  tints  of  her  hair 

and  the  many  little  variable  intonations  of  her  voice. 

And  thinking  of  these  things  he  made  his  way  up 

through  the  city  toward  her  once  more. 

A  fluttering  striped  awning  and  a  strip  of  crimson 
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carpet  ran  from  the  Spauldings'  doorway  to  the  curb, 
where  forty  carriages  half  blocked  the  street.  It  was 

clear  to  Hartley  that  Cordelia's  first  reception  was  not 
to  be  a  failure.  That  he  came  conspicuously  un- 

adorned and  unknown  and  on  foot  in  no  way  troubled 

him  as  he  made  his  way  through  the  crowd  of  hetero- 
geneous loungers  that  fringed  the  strip  of  crimson 

carpet.  In  other  days  he  had  been  used  to  such  things. 
Some  touch  of  the  scholar  in  him,  too,  contributed  to 

his  bearing  that  sense  of  remoteness  which  elevated  him 

above  such  perturbations. 

It  was  the  memory  for  the  second  time  of  his  pen- 

dulum-like alternating  between  two  such  strangely  op- 
posing existences,  and  the  cutting,  keen  irony  of  the 

thing  that  heightened  his  color  as  he  hurried  in  from 

liveried  servant  to  servant,  and  suddenly  found  him- 
self in  a  crush  of  flowers  and  waving  plumes  and  rich 

gowns,  with  here  and  there  the  sober  black  of  a  dis- 

sonant and  desolate-looking  man.  And  above  it  all 

the  hum  of  many  voices  and  the  breath  of  many  per- 
fumes rose  and  mingled. 

The  next  moment  he  caught  sight  of  Cordelia  her- 
self, where  she  stood  beside  Mrs.  Spaulding,  greeting 

her  guests  one  by  one  and  smiling  her  gratitude  for 

each  prettincss  of  speech  borne  to  her  by  that  tide  of 

new-found  friends.  Hartley,  across  the  intervening 
crush,  noticed  that  she  looked  almost  exquisite  and 

flower-like  in  a  gown  of  white  stuff  that  seemed  to  ac- 
centuate her  note  of  frailty.  She  reminded  him,  as  he 

looked,  of  a  pale  yellow  clicquot. 
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He  noticed,  too,  that  she  received  her  homage  with 

all  the  girlish  dignity  of  an  imperious  young  queen, 

a  little  too  coldly  and  too  haughtily,  perhaps,  and  yet 

with  a  mild  composure  that  was  causing  the  honest- 
eyed  Mrs.  Spaulding  to  turn  more  than  once  in  secret 

wonderment,  and  gaze  at  her  admiringly.  There  was 

nothing  in  Cordelia's  bearing  to  reveal  any  inner 
ruffling  of  a  spirit  tranquil  and  detached — nothing  be- 

yond the  pale  rose-like  flush  that  had  mounted  to  her 

softly  undulating,  almost  gently  hollowed  cheeks,  and 

the  luminosity  of  her  outwardly  calm  eyes. 

Cordelia  did  not  see  Hartley  in  the  odorous,  rus- 
tling stream  that  was  slowly  bearing  him  toward  her 

until  he  was  almost  at  her  side.  Then  she  paled  a 

little,  and  let  her  eyes  rest  on  him  keenly,  speaking 

smilingly,  as  she  looked,  to  a  florid  woman  confront- 
ing her. 
In  a  minute  or  two  he  himself  was  before  her  and 

had  taken  her  hand.  She  had  not  expected  him  that 
afternoon. 

"  It  was  so  charming  of  you  to  come,  Mr.  Hart- 

ley," she  murmured.  It  was  the  same  phrase  he  had 
already  heard  her  say  at  least  half  a  dozen  times  over ; 

the  formality  of  her  welcome  chilled  him.  He  had 

forgotten  there  were  a  dozen  persons  at  his  heels. 

"  I  had  to  come ! "  he  confessed.  Something 
earnest  in  his  tone  frightened  her.  She  showed  him 

by  her  glance  that  there  were  others  hemming  them  in. 

"  Then  you  have  read  it?  "  she  asked  quickly,  low- 
ering her  voice. 
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"  Yes ;  and  I  have  so  much,  so  much  to  tell  you 

about  it.     It  is  all  wonderful,  and  all  beautiful." 
She  looked  at  him,  startled.  Her  whole  rapt  face 

caught  fire,  and  for  a  moment  was  suffused  with  a 

great  light.  Only  in  animals  and  wild  things  had  he 

ever  before  seen  that  strange  phosphorescence  of  the 

eyes. 
Then  she  looked  into  his  face  once  more,  and  all 

the  color  went  out  of  her  own.     She  saw  her  mistake. 

"  But  which,  which?  "  she  cried  in  sudden  anguish, 
under  her  breath.  At  first  he  did  not  understand* 

Then  slowly  he  came  to  see  just  what  she  meant. 

"  The  Silver  Poppy,"  he  answered  her,  wondering. 
She  put  her  four  bent  finger-tips  up  to  her  parted 

lips  with  a  sudden  odd  little  gesture,  as  though  she 

was  thrusting  and  holding  back  some  involuntary 

small  cry.  It  seemed  a  movement  of  both  disappoint- 
ment and  despair. 

It  was  all  over  in  a  minute,  and  before  Hartley 

could  realize  why  it  was  done,  or  what  it  had  meant, 

the  same  stream  that  had  borne  him  in  to  her  as  re- 

lentlessly had  carried  him  away.  Ebbing  into  flushed 

but  cooler  diffuseness,  it  left  him  in  another  room, 

where  he  beheld  rustling,  laughing  groups  of  women, 

and  palms,  and  heard  the  sounds  of  muffled  music  and 
broken  snatches  of  talk. 

He  looked  back  toward  Cordelia  and  tried  to  catch 

a  glimpse  of  her,  but  a  sea  of  plumed  heads  waved  be- 
tween them. 

"  But  life  is  only  a  vaudeville,  with  hunger  and 84 
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love  for  top-liners,"  he  heard  a  gaunt  tragedian  dis- 

claiming to  a  woman  with  penciled  eyebrows  and  obvi- 
ously rouged  cheeks  and  lips. 

"  Yes,  but  think  how  many  times  we  can  love !  "  the 
rouged  lips  laughed  back  at  him.  Hartley  moved  on 

through  the  crush. 

"  A  woman's  eyes,"  a  long-haired  young  man  at 
his  elbow  was  declaring  to  a  group  of  listening  women, 

"  a  woman's  eyes  are  the  index  of  her  soul." 
An  elderly  lady  in  mauve  caught  him  up. 

"  But  our  souls,  you  see,  are  like  the  magazines — 

they  mostly  come  uncut.  And  that's  Avhy  only  the 

paper-knife  of  matrimony  really  finds  us  out." 
Hartley  looked  at  the  group,  crestfallen,  disap- 

pointed, vaguely  disgusted.  Their  brilliance  seemed 

to  him  the  brilliance  of  tinsel  and  paper  roses.  And 
he  asked  himself  in  sudden  indeterminate  terror  if  this 

was  the  sort  of  thing  he  was  to  waste  his  days  over. 
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She  from  her  rose-grown  turrets  came 
And  laughed  up  in  his  eyes  ; 

He  flushed  to  his  pale  brow  with  shame, 

And  spake  unto  the  skies  : 

"  To  Christ  this  woman  yet  shall  bow, 

Or  be  cast  down,"  he  said, 
"  And  where  she  flaunts  her  scarlet  now 

Shall  float  the  Cross  instead." 

John  Hartley,  "  The  Broken  Knight." 

Put  a  touch  of  spring  in  the  air,  the  thought  of  a  woman  in  the 

heart,  and  keep  from  poetry  if  you  can. — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

For  the  second  time  Cordelia  Vaughan  had  left 

Hartley  stunned  and  amazed.  Twice  since  he  had  first 

met  her  he  looked  up  in  bewilderment  and  found  it 

necessary  to  readjust  his  estimate  of  her.  This 

second  readjustment,  though,  was  somewhat  different 
from  the  first. 

It  was  not  until  he  had  left  her  (receiving  her 

homage  like  the  acknowledged  and  imperious  young 

queen  she  was)  that  once  more  back  in  his  dingy  little 

lodging,  stiflingly  squalid  after  the  richness  of  the 

Spauldings'  crowded  drawing-room,  he  had  untied  the 
blue  silk  ribbon  that  so  daintily  bound  the  manuscript 
of  her  second  book.     To  lose  himself  in  it  would  be  a 86 
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relief.  He  was  glad  to  slip  away  into  the  unreal 

world  which  her  hand  had  opened  up  to  him. 

Cordelia  had  named  her  story  The  Unwise  Virgins. 

With  the  open  manuscript  once  before  him,  Hartley 

read  it  through,  from  start  to  finish.  And  it  was  from 

that  reading  he  emerged  stunned  and  amazed. 

The  Unwise  Virgins  was  a  failure,  a  glittering  but 

disheartening  failure.  Of  that  there  could  be  no  two 

opinions.  The  streets  of  the  city  had  not  been  so 

kind  to  Cordelia  Vaughan  as  had  the  open  hills  of 

Kentucky.  Her  second  book  had  none  of  the  power 

and  movement  of  The  Silver  Poppy,  none  of  those 

whimsical  tendernesses  and  quaint  touches  of  humor 

and  pathos  that  had  half  muffled  the  razor  edge  of  her 
earlier  satiric  touch. 

From  the  first  Hartley  had  been  led  to  regard  Cor- 
delia as  a  woman  without  an  affluent  sense  of  humor. 

Then,  after  reading  The  Silver  Poppy,  he  had  won- 

dered if  she  had  not  drained  off,  as  it  were,  her  van- 
ished reservoirs  of  mirth ;  if  her  mental  blitheness  had 

not  been  lost  with  the  too  labored  advent  of  her  first- 

born. He  had  heard  not  infrequently  of  "  men  of 
one  book."  Could  it  be  that  Cordelia  was  a  woman  of 
one  supreme  effort?  Or  was  it  her  newer  life  that  was 

so  altering  and  wasting  and  enervating  her? 
For,  hard  as  he  found  it  to  confess  to  himself,  The 

Unwise  Virgins,  as  a  whole,  held  neither  accomplish- 
ment nor  hope.  In  fact,  with  his  child  terror  of  the 

trite  and  the  commonplace,  and  racked  as  he  was  by 

his  "  torture  of  form,"  he  found  in  it  nothing  but 87 
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energy  miserably  misspent.  It  was  a  heap  of  glitter- 
ing particles  that  ran  elusively  through  the  fingers,  a 

labored  thing  of  shreds  and  patches.  Its  simulation 

of  power  was  almost  pedantry,  its  affectation  of 

finesse  was  time  and  time  again  flaccid  idling  with 
words  half  understood. 

Each  time  the  wings  of  his  admiration  were  about 

to  unfold,  the  stroke  of  some  little  banality  sent  him 

tumbling  down  to  earth  again.  Yet  through  the  maze 

of  all  this  energy  misdirected  he  could  get  glimpses  of 

the  substantial  enough  central  idea  on  which  Cordelia 

had  attempted  to  build.  But  on  it  she  had  built 

nothing  but  a  misshapen,  chaotic  thing  which 

tempted  him,  with  his  passion  for  form,  to  demolish 

and  rebuild  after  his  own  fashion.  It  stood  a  chal- 

lenge to  him. 

Not  that  Hartley  looked  on  himself  as  a  master 

workman  in  this  respect.  He  could  not  pride  himself 

on  either  great  experience  or  great  accomplishment. 

But  the  enthusiasm  of  the  true  disciple  was  in  him ;  a 

youth  of  isolation  had  been  building  in  him  those 

silent  fires  which  smelt  experience  and  mood  into  art 

and  expression.  He  had  been  a  desultory  yet  ra- 
pacious reader.  Through  an  erratic  and  none  too 

studious  college  course  he  had  fed  hungrily  on  the 

older  literature  of  his  own  tongue,  and  had  also  mas- 
tered the  poets  of  a  tongue  which  he  could  never  force 

himself  to  look  on  as  dead.  He  had  come  out  of  these 

excursions  with  a  sensitized  taste  and  the  gift  of  a 

sort  of  literary  bletonism,  intuitively  responding  to 
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any  sign  of  the  artist  beyond  the  effort.  And  now, 
with  the  touch  refined  and  the  hand  trained,  he,  as  an 

artist,  stood  idle,  pounding  the  anvil  of  journalism 

when  he  might  be  wielding  the  chisel  of  the  gold- 
smith. 

He  followed  his  first  impulse  and  went  to  Cordelia 

herself,  at  once.  She  had  just  come  in  from  the 

florist's,  and  she  greeted  him  over  an  armful  of  white 
roses,  which  she  still  held  unconsciously  before  her  as 

she  let  her  eyes  linger  for  a  studious  minute  on  his  face. 

He  felt  vaguely  sorry  for  her — there  was  an  inalien- 
able touch  of  pathos  in  the  thought  of  the  stricken 

hand  of  the  master.  It  seemed  to  leave  her  so  hope- 

less and  alone — for  all  along  he  had  more  than  half 
felt  that  she  was  not  altogether  at  rest  in  the  life  into 
which  success  had  forced  her. 

She  led  him  timidly  up  to  the  little  yellow  study, 

and  waited  for  him  to  speak.  She  had  noticed  the 

manuscript  in  his  hand. 

He  found  it  very  hard  to  begin. 

"  You  don't  like  it,  I  know,"  she  said,  tearing  a 

flower  to  pieces.  She  looked  up  at  him  almost  appeal- 
ingly,  and  then  went  on. 

"  I  don't  like  it  myself.  I  think  I've  lost  my  grip 
on  it.  It  keeps  running  away  from  me,  and  throwing 

me  out,  and  dragging  me  after  it." 
As  he  looked  at  her  in  her  helplessness,  he  tried  to 

tell  himself  that  he  had  been  unduly  harsh  in  his  first 

judgment.  Then  he  turned  to  her  and  attempted  to 

explain  how  with  a  possible  touch  or  two  it  might  be 89 
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remodeled,  how  splendid  it  would  be,  once  it  was 

whipped  into  shape. 

She  only  shook  her  head  dolefully. 

"  I'm  tired  of  it,"  she  said. 

Hartley  seemed  unable  to  explain  to  himself  why 

a  mere  mood  of  temporary  inadequacy  should  crush 

her  into  hopelessness. 

"  Then  let  me  do  it,"  he  suggested. 

"  Dear  friend,"  she  said  gratefully  but  sorrow- 

fully, "  what  time  have  you  for  such  things?  " 

"  I  couldn't  give  my  days  to  it,  of  course,"  he  con- 

fessed. "  But  I  have  my  nights.  With  a  couple  of 
hours  in  the  morning,  why,  a  few  weeks  ought  to  see 

it  finished." 
She  shook  her  head  with  childlike  dolefulness. 

"  Then  what  will  you  do  with  it? "  he  asked 
her. 

The  question  seemed  to  frighten  her.  She  scarcely 

knew,  she  said.  They  had  been  clamoring  for  it  so 

long.  She  thought  she  would  put  it  aside  and  take 

it  up  again  with  a  fresh  hand. 

"  Then  let  me  take  it  in  the  meantime,"  Hartley 
pleaded. 

She  made  a  proposal  to  him — it  seemed  to  come  to 
her  in  the  form  of  a  sudden  inspiration. 

"  Let's  collaborate  on  it,"  she  cried. 

"  I  would  much  rather  simply  help  you  a  bit  if  I 

could." 

"  But  don't  you  see,  we  can  divvy — as  we  say  over 

here — on  the  royalties.     I've  refused  twenty  per  cent 
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and  a  thousand  dollars  down.     That  means  two  or 

three  thousand  dollars,  anyway." 
Hartley  would  not  hear  of  it.  Cordelia  hovered 

over  him  and  pleaded  with  him  and  coaxed  him,  but  he 
was  obdurate  to  the  end.  He  dreaded  to  think  of  that 

dainty  little  yellow  study  ever  being  converted,  to  him, 

into  a  bookseller's  counting-house.  A  sudden  hot  sense 
of  dissatisfaction  with  himself,  and  with  things  as  they 

were,  crept  over  him ;  he  felt  that  he  ought  to  be  go- 
ing, wondering  why,  during  all  that  visit,  Cordelia 

appeared  so  far  away  from  him,  so  unreal  and  phan- 
tasmal. 

"  There  was  something  I  was  going  to  speak  to 

you  about,"  she  said,  as  he  rose  to  go.  "  You  know 

I've  done  simply  nothing  in  return  for  all  the  things 

you've  done  for  me."  Then  she  smiled  with  her  wist- 

ful smile.  "  You  know,  it  isn't  quite  playing  fair. 
As  soon  as  you  get  home  I  want  you  to  send  me  three 

or  four  of  your  short  stories.     Will  you?  " 

"  It's  no  use — they  have  been  everywhere,"  said 
Hartley  grimly. 

"  Perhaps  they  have,  but  I  feel  that  I  can  place 

them  for  you — at  least  some  of  them." 

Hartley  shook  his  head.  "  I  know  most  of  the 

editors  here,"  Cordelia  went  on ;  "  there  are  three  or 
four  who  have  been  bothering  me  for  things  for 

months.  It  makes  a  world  of  difference  just  how  a 

manuscript  comes  into  their  hands  ;  they  say  it  doesn't, 

but  they're  human,  after  all.  So,  you  see,  I  may  be 

able  to  say  a  good  word  or  two  for  you." 
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"  Thank  you,  no,"  he  answered  gently.  "  When  I 
think  of  you  I  want  it  to  be  in  every  sense  but  a  busi- 

ness sense." 
Her  hand  still  remained  unconsciously  in  his.  He 

felt  the  pulsing  warmth  of  it,  and  without  a  word 

raised  it  to  his  lips  and  kissed  it.  Cordelia,  with  her 

head  turned  away,  gazed  out  of  the  open  window. 

And  there  he  left  her,  and  stepped  out  into  the  free- 
dom of  the  open  air,  neither  elated  nor  cast  down.  He 

was  thinking  forlornly  how  month  by  month  he  had 

sent  out  those  different  hopeless,  useless  manuscripts, 

and  how  they  had  been  as  persistently  returned  to 

him.  And  still  again  the  artist  in  him  cried  out  for 

its  opportunity.  Yet  he  felt,  in  his  youthfully  candid, 

self-conscious  way,  that  they  were  not  altogether  bad, 
those  stories  of  his.  Perhaps  it  was  the  work  of  the 

file  that  they  showed  too  much.  Perhaps  it  was  the 

seriousness  of  purpose  which  pervaded  them,  when 

everywhere  the  call  was  for  the  airier  and  lighter 
effort. 

But  he  did  not  altogether  despair.  Again  and 

again  he  wondered  on  his  way  home  why  he  had  kissed 

her  hand,  and  only  her  hand.  And  the  nearer  he 

drew  to  Chatham  Square  the  more  he  was  tempted  to 

change  his  mind  and  send  at  least  one  manuscript  to 
Cordelia. 
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And  vain  and  empty  stole  away 
Their  little  seasons,  one  by  one  ; 

And  wearied  while  it  yet  was  day 

They  fell  asleep  beneath  the  sun, 
Ere  once  the  dream  or  magic  word 

Could  swing  the  gates  of  life  apart, 

Ere  once  some  greater  passion  stirred 
The  dust  from  each  impassive  heart. 

John  Hartley,  "  Pale  Souls." 

What  are  more  desolate  than  life's  moral  Great  Divides. — 

"The  Silver  Poppy." 

The  grimy  offices  of  the  United  News  Bureau  were 

on  William  Street,  almost  under  the  shadow  of  the 

Brooklyn  Bridge.  In  four  years  this  bureau  had 

known  three  failures  and  had  existed,  as  well,  under 

three  different  names.  Uneasy  on  his  desk  ever  rested 

the  heels  of  its  managing  editor.  There  was  a  tra- 
dition, in  fact,  that  this  official  had,  perforce,  to  take 

his  chair  out  to  lunch  with  him — otherwise  a  new  man 

occupied  it  on  his  return. 

In  dusty  little  pens  about  the  august  editorial  chair 

toiled  some  ten  or  twelve  sadly  dilapidated  literary 

hacks,  waifs  of  the  sea  of  journalism  that  had  been 
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washed  up  on  the  inhospitable  shores  of  the  syndicate 

bureau.  They  were,  as  a  rule,  old  men  eking  out  a 

simple  existence  on  their  few  dollars  a  week,  and,  after 

frugal  repasts  at  the  noonday  hour,  when  the  wheels  of 

creative  imagination  suspended  for  luncheon,  dilating 

pensively  on  the  old  days,  the  good  old  palmy  days  of 

Greeley  and  Dana  and  Godkin,  when  to  wield  the  pen 

was  a  labor  of  love  and  honor,  when  a  newspaper  man 

was  not  a  walking  sweat-shop  of  letters,  whereby  litera- 

ture was  turned  out  in  j  ob  lots  and  articles  were  manu- 
factured at  so  much  the  dozen. 

It  had  not  taken  Hartley  long  to  find  that  the 
United  News  Bureau  was  looked  on  with  considerable 

contempt,  with  even  hatred,  by  the  ordinary  New  York 

newspaper  writer.  These  upholders  of  sometimes  du- 
biously conventional  journalism  made  it  a  rule  always 

to  refer  to  the  bureau  as  "  the  Boiler-Plate  Factory," 
and  night  and  day  they  watched  it  with  suspicious 

eyes  for  evidences  of  violated  copyright.  But  the 

bureau  knew  its  business,  and  the  different  members 

of  its  staff  had  long  since  been  schooled  in  the  deft 

execution  of  what  was  not  inappropriately  termed  a 

"  plate  sneak."  This  form  of  literary  gymnastics 
consisted  in  the  bodily  appropriation  of  any  desired 

article,  sermon,  story,  or  essay,  the  copy  purloined  be- 
ing neatly  disguised  by  a  false  face,  as  it  were,  in  the 

substitution  of  a  freshly  written  introduction.  An 

original  paragraph  or  two  was  attached  to  the  end, 

with,  perhaps,  the  interpolation  of  an  occasional  new 

sentence  throughout  the  body  of  the  thing  purloined. 
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As  the  bureau  dealt  in  everything  from  anniversary 

poetry  to  syndicated  political  addresses,  the  field  for 

its  predatory  activities  was  practically  unlimited.  A 

short  story  could  be  made  by  transplanting  a  De  Mau- 

passant peasant  to  a  New  England  farm,  or  the  inter- 

jection of  a  Kipling  recruit  into  an  Arizona  mining- 

camp.  The  old-time  action  was  jealously  preserved 
in  the  transformation,  the  only  alterations  being  those 

essential  to  a  change  of  climate  and  conditions — and, 
presto,  one  had  a  new  tale  as  bright  and  glittering  as 

a  freshly  minted  penny. 

The  bureau  had  a  Menu  Page,  too,  made  up  by  a 

very  lean  and  hungry-looking  old  gentleman  who 
lunched  sparingly  on  a  sandwich  each  noon,  and  a 

Religious  Thought  Page,  edited  by  a  very  stout 

individual  who  kept  a  brandy -flask  standing  beside  his 

ink-bottle.  A  profitable  branch  of  its  business  was  the 

preparation  of  obituaries  of  eminent  men  still  living, 
and  it  is  on  record  that  one  editor  had  made  it  his 

cheerful  practise  to  submit  these  touching  studies  to 

the  different  gentlemen  whom  they  most  intimately 

concerned,  naively  asking  if  anything  further  re- 
mained to  be  said.  What  the  bureau  fattened  on, 

however,  was  the  uncopyrighted  in  general,  and  for  all 

such  morsels  it  watched  with  hawk-like  intensity.  An 

English  novel  or  any  less  substantial  publication  which 

came  to  it  unprotected  by  the  arm  of  the  law  was 

pounced  on  at  once,  rapaciously  and  gleefully.  It 

was  renamed,  abridged  or  expanded  as  the  case  might 

require,  and  in  less  time  than  it  took  the  original 
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author  to  indite  his  first  chapter,  it  was  on  the  market 

as  a  new  and  thrilling  serial,  "  secured  by  special  ar- 

rangement." 
The  bureau,  among  other  things,  paid  particular 

attention  to  the  wants  of  the  farmer,  and  issued  a 

Dairy  Page,  edited  by  an  elderly  maiden  lady  who 

made  Brooklyn  her  home  and  beheld  a  cow  not  more 

than  once  a  year.  The  expert  who  edited  the  Agricul- 
tural Page,  it  might  be  added,  had  prepared  himself 

for  such  tasks  by  many  years'  labor  as  an  insurance 
agent.  The  bureau  also  boasted  of  a  professional  poet, 

who  ran  strongly  to  patriotism,  but  as  his  rhymes  were 

manufactured  for  the  convenience  of  the  rather  undis- 

criminating  bucolic  editor  and  later  on  for  the  delecta- 
tion of  the  bucolic  reader,  his  Gems  in  Verse  usually 

went  unchallenged. 

Since  it  took  several  days  for  the  dissemination  of 

the  bureau's  material,  as  everything  went  from  its 
offices  made  up  into  plates  and  boxed  for  express,  all 

of  its  offerings  had  to  be  prepared  with  a  wholesome 

disregard  as  to  dates.  This  somewhat  handicapped 

the  dramatic  editor,  who  found  it  necessary  to  write 

bright  and  ingenious  criticisms  of  plays  without  first 

witnessing  their  performance — although,  it  must  be 

confessed,  any  difficulty  on  this  score  was  usually  obvi- 

ated by  making  all  notices  unreservedly  eulogistic — 

otherwise  remote  editors  later  on  wrote  in  complaining 

of  the  loss  of  passes  for  those  same  performances  when 

they  ventured  out  on  the  road  and  joined  hands  with 
the  bureau  in  that  common  and  most  commendable 
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pursuit  of  stimulating  the  imagination  of  the 
masses. 

Midsummer  in  the  bureau  always  saw  the  staff  in 

the  midst  of  their  Christmas  literature,  which,  like  its 

other  anniversary  material,  was  made  up  into  pages, 

with  a  generous  sprinkling  of  highly  appropriate 

pictures  of  snow  scenes  and  swinging  bells  and  smiling 

Santa  Clauses.  Year  after  year  these  same  pictures 

were  taken  down  from  their  dusty  shelves,  and  then 

year  after  year  were  duly  stored  away  again  for  an- 

other season's  use.  Summer  fiction,  in  the  same  way, 
was  always  manufactured  during  the  winter  months, 

by  writers  crouching  forlornly  over  cheerless  little 

gas-heaters.  The  bureau  possessed  a  couple  of 

"  hands  "  surprisingly  expert  at  this  novelette  work, 
who  labored  with  the  assistance  of  the  back  numbers 

of  the  less  prominent  magazines,  and  seemed  possessed 

of  the  pleasing  thought  that  what  the  world  most  loved 
was  an  old  friend  in  new  clothes. 

One  of  Hartley's  first  lessons — and  there  were 
many  of  them  to  be  learned — had  been  that  no  article, 

editorial,  or  story  must  "  slop  over."  This  phrase 
was  interpreted  to  him  as  meaning  that  no  article  must 

be  one  line  longer  than  the  strictly  allotted  space.  If 

such  proved  the  case  the  editorial  blue  pencil  per- 
formed the  necessary  amputation,  and  the  child  of  the 

expansive  mind  was  crowded  into  its  page  sadly  be- 
reft of  limbs,  and  often  enough  of  all  genuine  sense 

and  coherence.  Hartley  had  acquired  the  art,  too,  of 

writing  poetry  to  order,  suitable  for  the  bureau's  stock 
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illustrations,  while  the  compositor  waited  at  his  elbow, 

with  his  make-up  suspended  until  the  necessary  lines 
were  duly  indited. 

The  young  scholar  from  Oxford  had  been  not  a 

little  amused,  in  secret,  at  the  duties  of  the  person  who 
was  known  as  the  comic  editor.  The  chief  task  of 

this  editor  seemed  to  be  a  ruthless  scalping  of  the  for- 
eign humorous  weeklies  and  a  conscientious  and  often 

laborious  adjustment  of  the  witticisms  of  Punch 

to  the  American  understanding.  He  was  equally 

amused  to  find  that  the  Republican  editor  and  the 

Democratic  editor  were  one  and  the  same  person,  a 

mild-mannered  and  kindly  faced  old  gentleman  in  a 
faded  green  suit,  who  on  alternate  days  furiously 

wrote  the  most  scathing  political  leaders  back  at 
himself. 

Hartley  himself  had  been  carefully  warned  never 

to  touch  on  religion,  politics,  or  even  locality  in  any  of 

his  contributions.  It  had  also  been  impressed  on  his 

bewildered  brain  that  there  existed  in  American  public 

life  a  mysterious  factor  known  as  the  "  Irish  element," 
and  that  under  no  circumstances  must  he  express  any 

opinion  or  make  any  allusion  which  might  be  inter- 
preted as  offensive  to  this  element.  If  in  doubt,  his 

editor  commanded,  he  must  be  as  Anglophobic  as 

possible.  He  was  also  to  make  it  a  point  to  wax  gently 

sarcastic,  even  playfully  malicious,  when  speaking  of 

that  effete  and  overluxurious  city  New  York — the 
name  of  which,  it  appeared,  was  bitter  in  the  mouth 

of  all  outsiders.     Hartley  could  never  fathom  why  this 
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was,  but  it  was.  And  that  seemed  enough.  He 

learned  to  feel  less  uncomfortable  masquerading  under 

his  different  pen-names  after  discovering  that  the 

heavily  bearded  old  German  who  smoked  bad  tobacco 

at  the  desk  next  to  his  own  flourished  in  the  columns  of 

the  Woman's  and  Fashion  Page  as  Daisy  Dineen,  the 

unquestioned  authority  on  dumpling  recipes  in  ten 

thousand  unsuspecting  homes. 

These  were  the  offices  and  this  was  the  atmosphere 

into  which  Hartley  listlessly  came  the  morning  after 

his  interview  with  Cordelia  Vaughan,  when  he  had  fal- 
tered in  telling  her  his  real  verdict  on  The  Unwise 

Virgins.  This  was  the  bitter  gateway  through  which 

he  had  once  dreamed  he  could  enter  some  Eden  of  emi- 
nence. 

As  he  passed  to  his  desk  and  mopped  the  dust  from 

it  with  an  old  newspaper,  the  place  and  all  it  stood  for 

filled  him  with  a  sudden  new-born  disgust  and  weari- 

ness, a  feeling  more  reckless  than  any  which  had  before 

taken  possession  of  him.  He  was  sick  of  the  smell  of 

turpentine  and  printers'  ink.  He  was  sick  of  the  un- 

ventilated  rooms  and  the  bad  light.  Daisy  Dineen's 
tobacco-smoke  drifted  smotheringly  about  him.  A 

plaintive  minor  note  seemed  to  creep  into  the  tinkling 

chorus  of  the  many  busy  typewriters  behind  many 

little  wooden  partitions.  There  seemed  something 

ghoulish  and  subterranean  in  the  stooped,  dimly 

lighted  crooked  figures  of  the  patient  writers  about 

him.  If  earth's  voracious  readers  beyond  the  pale 
only  knew  and  understood ! 
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Hartley  was  leaning  disconsolately  on  his  elbow, 

thinking  this  thought,  when  the  shrill  and  slightly 

nasal  voice  of  the  managing  editor  called  him.  He 

got  up  and  went  listlessly  to  the  editorial  desk,  still 

hearing  some  note  of  latent  pathos  in  the  patient  tin- 
kling of  the  many  typewriters. 

"  Look  here,  Lord  Haughtly  " — from  his  first  day 
with  the  bureau  they  had  dubbed  him  Lord  Haughtly, 

the  opprobriousness  of  which  he  had  born  with  good- 

natured  and  smiling  resignation — "  what  stuff  have 

you  turned  in  this  last  week?  " 

It  seemed  to  the  young  disseminator  of  informa- 

tion that  the  question  was  asked  in  an  unusually  per- 
emptory tone  of  voice.  He  was  ready  to  overlook  such 

things,  however,  for  in  days  gone  by  this  rough-and- 
ready  man  of  affairs  had  not  been  altogether  unkind 

to  him,  in  his  unconscious,  careless  way.  He  remem- 
bered, too,  that  he  had  come  to  the  bureau  an  unknown 

and  penniless  youth,  and  that  he  was  still  one  of  the 

"  probationers." 

"  Nothing  much  this  week,  I'm  afraid,"  he  an- 
swered. 

"Nothing,  eh?"  said  the  controller  of  the  desti- 
nies of  journalistic  literature,  as  he  viewed  the  end  of 

his  cigar,  which  had  all  the  appearance  of  a  well-worn 

paint-brush.  "  You  don't  seem  to  be  aching  much  to 

get  on  the  pay-roll  this  week?  " 

"  No,  I  rather  didn't  expect  to,"  said  Hartley 
quietly.     He  was  beginning  to  scent  danger  ahead. 

"  Didn't,  eh?    Well,  I  guess  I've  been  letting  you 
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off  kind  of  easy  lately.  I've  struck  a  new  scheme,  and 
I  need  a  good  chesty  talker  like  you  to  push  it  through 

for  me.  Goin'  to  try  you  on  a  new  line  of  work.  I 

want  you  to  go  'round  to  the  different  fancy  outfitters 
and  get  anything  flashy  in  fall  styles  for  the  Fashion 

Page.  Then  look  up  six  or  seven  club-men — well- 

known  club-men — and  get  me  up  a  breezy  two  columns 

on  expensive  underwear  for  men  of  the  Four  Hundred. 

Find  out  what  young  Van  Asteroid  pays  for  his  silk 

things  and  how  many  he's  got,  and  all  that  kind 

of  guff." 
There  was  a  moment's  silence.  The  author  of 

Nausicaa  and  Other  Poems  when  anger  took  hold  of 

him  always  went  white  and  said  little.  He  looked 

down  at  his  enemy,  outwardly  calm.  But  an  inner 

fire  was  burning  away  the  last  link  of  his  bondage. 

"  I  don't  think  I  should  care  to  undertake  an  as- 

signment of  that  nature."  The  oppressor  had  not 
seen  his  face. 

"  Probably  you  wouldn't,"  retorted  the  unsuspect- 

ing editor.  "  But  we  ain't  all  here  doing  the  things 
we  want  to.  Everybody  in  this  push,  I  guess,  has  his 

dirty  work  to  do.  We  want  that  article  by  four  to- 
morrow.     That  clear?  " 

"  Quite  clear.  But  I  don't  think  you  understand 

me,"  said  the  other,  struggling  in  vain  to  rise  above 
his  rage. 

"You — you  mean  to  tell  me  you  won't !  Look  here, 

young  man,  you  were  a  sandwich-eating,  no-account 
immigrant,  starving  in  the  gutters  when  I  picked  you 
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up  and  tried  to  make  a  New  York  newspaper  man  out 

of  you.  There's  men  from  Maine  to  New  Mexico 

hungering  to  get  the  chance  I  gave  you — men  who'd 
pay  good  money  to  get  into  this  office.  And  you  can 

do  what  I  say  or  get  out." 
Hartley  wondered  what  strange  metamorphosis 

had  taken  place  somewhere  deep  within  his  soul  to  give 

rise  to  the  sudden  new  reckless  spirit  of  independence 

which  swept  through  him.  Before  it  his  anger  melted 

away;   he  reveled  only  in  a  new  sense  of  freedom. 

"  Very  well,  then ;  I  get  out,"  he  replied,  turning 
on  his  heel,  almost  smilingly. 

The  voice  of  the  managing  editor  had  risen  high 

above  the  smaller  noises  of  the  office,  and  as  Hartley 

walked  to  his  dusty  old  desk  and  took  up  his  hat  and 

somewhat  tattered  gloves  there  was  a  moment  of  un- 
broken silence.  He  stood  at  the  door  and  looked  back. 

Timidly  and  nervously  the  busy  typewriters  behind 

the  little  partitions  started  to  tinkle  out  their  doleful 

staccato  again.  The  managing  editor  sat,  half  turned 

in  his  pivot  chair,  looking  through  the  door  after 

Hartley  in  amazement.  Then  he  swore  at  him  lustily, 

and  declaring  before  all  that  was  holy  that  it  would  do 
him  good  to  go  out  and  starve,  he  snorted  the  burden 

of  his  rage  from  his  mind  and  savagely  commanded 
Daisy  Dineen  to  give  him  a  match. 

And  that  was  the  manner  in  which  John  Hartley 
left  the  services  of  the  United  News  Bureau  for  all 
time. 
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THE    STONIER    UPLANDS 

So  avid  of  these  earthly  crumbs  of  praise, 
Behold,  how  in  her  need, 

From  door  to  door  of  fame  she  crawls  and  prays 

One  crust  to  glut  her  greed. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Mendicant.'* 

Upward  through  illusion  and  onward  through  error,  that  is 

life.— "The  Silver  Poppy." 

Hartley  was  in  a  dilemma.  He  counted  his  money 

with  some  trepidation,  and  found  that  he  possessed,  all 

told,  just  four  dollars  and  ninety  cents,  one  dollar  of 

which  was  to  go  for  a  month's  rent  of  his  typewriter. 
Seldom  before  had  such  things  troubled  him.  If  they 

were  not,  he  felt  that  they  ought  to  be,  the  mere  acci- 
dents, the  immaterial  phases,  of  life. 

Placing  the  little  pile  of  money  out  before  him  on 

his  worn  old  work-table,  he  realized,  as  he  gazed  down 

at  it,  that  it  made  a  very  low  wall  between  him  and 
starvation. 

Yet  he  did  not  altogether  regret  his  breaking  away 
from  the  United  News  Bureau.  He  had  never  nursed 

much  love  for  that  Grub  Street  of  the  New  World.  He 

had  always  realized,  too,  that  journalism  in  any  form 

could  hold  out  no  great  hopes  for  him.  He  had  not 

the  news  instinct,  that  great  gift  which  to  an  editor, 
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he  had  learned,  only  too  amply  covered  the  multitu- 
dinous sins  of  illiteracy.  Nor  had  he  that  patience  of 

spirit  which  would  permit  of  his  ever  becoming  a  hum- 

ble laborer  with  the  pen  of  the  "  pot-boiler." 
He  recalled  to  his  mind  poor  old  Sissons,  who  so 

often  had  drifted  into  the  bureau  office — who  for  years 
had  written  his  four  books  a  season,  under  contract, 

for  his  paltry  one  hundred  and  forty  dollars  a  volume. 
Sissons?  Sissons?  Who  was  Sissons?  The  name  had 

not  gone  ringing  down  the  avenues  of  fame,  and  yet 

few  men  in  New  York  had  written  so  much,  none  so 

laboriously. 

In  his  dilemma  Hartley  remembered  that  he  had 

once  before  earned  three  dollars  a  week  as  a  super- 
numerary in  one  of  the  upper  Broadway  theaters.  If 

the  worst  came  to  the  worst,  he  could  go  back  and  be 

a  "  super  " — it  would  be  the  refinement  of  cruelty,  he 

thought,  to  be  cast  for  a  "thinking  part"  in  one  of  the 

drawing-room  scenes  in  Cordelia  Vaughan's  forth- 
coming comedy.  He  decided,  in  the  end,  though, 

that  he  would  prefer  unloading  freight  on  the  East 

River  wharves.  Many  a  day  he  had  watched  those 

ruddy  wharf  laborers,  half  enviously ;  and  their  lot, 

to  him,  had  seemed  incomparably  happier  than  that 

of  the  pale  shadows  who  shambled  weakly  about  the 
broken  old  desks  of  the  United  News  Bureau.  And 

since  the  day  Stevenson's  old  lodging-house  had  been 
pointed  out  to  him  he  had  felt  a  warmer  feeling  for 

both  that  ragged  river  front  and  for  that  vanished 

velvet- jacketed    vagabond     and    dreamer    of    great 
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dreams.  Only — there  was  the  inevitable  "  only  " — ■ 
only  if  he  had  never  had  that  intoxicating  first  taste 
of  another  life. 

His  one  glimmer  of  hope  was  that  Cordelia  might 

yet  be  able  to  sell  a  short  story  or  two  for  him.  And 

with  that  glimmer  came  a  sudden  passion  to  repay  her 

in  full  for  anything  she  might  do.  For  once,  and  at 

last,  his  time  and  energy  were  his  own.  Remembering 

this,  he  read  again  his  copy  of  The  Unwise  Virgins, 

and  before  noon  of  his  first  free  day  he  was  deep  at 

work  on  his  reconstruction  of  that  halting  story. 

The  sense  of  freedom  that  came  with  such  work  ap- 
pealed to  him.  His  liberated  mind  raced  like  a  colt 

up  and  down  the  unfamiliar  uplands  of  the  imagina- 
tion. For  three  delirious,  fleeting  days  he  struggled 

and  battled  with  the  manuscript,  writing  late  into  the 

night,  losing  himself  in  his  work,  medicining  his  little 

worries  with  the  great  balm  of  creation,  with  the 

unction  of  tangible   accomplishment. 

On  the  morning  of  the  fourth  day — a  bright  Sep- 

tember morning  with  the  sparrows  twittering  and  bus- 
tling busily  about  the  sunlit  housetops,  he  received  an 

unlooked-for  note  from  Cordelia.  He  turned  it  over 

many  times  wonderingly,  and  then  opened  it  over  his 

modest  breakfast  of  coffee  and  oatmeal  porridge.  In 

it  was  a  crisp,  spotless  check  for  one  hundred  and  ten 

dollars  and  a  playfully  peremptory  command  to  send 

on  another  story  at  once.  She  ended  with  a  line  or 

two  of  congratulations,  and  casually  asked  when  she 

was  to  see  him  again. 
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These  closing  sentences  were  skimmed  over  almost 

unnoticed  by  Hartley.  One  hundred  and  ten  dollars ! 

Never  before  had  he  been  paid  so  handsomely.  He 

looked  at  the  check  again,  and  wondered  just  where  he 

could  get  it  cashed.  And  still  again  he  held  it  up  to 

the  light  and  looked  at  it,  and  a  great  content  stole 

over  him.     It  was  the  beginning. 

How  bright  that  morning  the  sun  lay  on  the  house- 
tops and  chimneys,  and  how  the  elevated  trains  whisked 

and  danced  and  frolicked  past  his  vibrating  window ! 

The  dust  that  hung  over  the  city  seemed  a  mantle  of 

soft  gold.  The  smell  of  the  open  street  was  a  new 

perfume  to  him. 

He  went  back  to  his  work  happy,  light-hearted,  as- 
sured. He  felt  come  over  him  a  new  sense  of  power 

and  freedom.  With  it  the  fires  of  creation  seemed  to 

burn  and  rage  within  him.  For  all  time  the  week  that 

followed  remained  a  blurred  and  vague  memory  to 

him — a  memory  of  hurried  and  half-eaten  meals  of 

chuck  steak  and  strong  coffee,  of  much  tobacco-smoke, 

of  feverish  snatches  at  the  fresh  air  by  night,  of  un- 

settled sleep  and  an  aching  anxiety  to  be  once  more  at 
work.  His  brain  seemed  to  have  taken  the  bit  in  its 

teeth  and  run  away  with  him,  though  not,  he  knew, 

as  Cordelia's  had  once  bolted  despairingly  over  the 
same  pages. 

When  several  days  later  he  received  a  plaintive 

little  note  from  that  lady  herself,  it  remained  un- 
noticed. Little  Pietro  Salvatore  crept  timidly  up  to 

see  him,  but  was  not  admitted.     He  could  give  no  time 106 
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to  the  empty  graces  and  accidents  of  life.  He  was 

in  the  world  of  the  spirit.  The  man  in  him  flick- 
ered and  went  out;  and  the  creator,  the  artist, 

awoke,  and  taking  possession  of  his  soul,  claimed 
its  own. 

How  long  this  mood,  or  madness — he  did  not  stop 

to  ask  which  it  was — might  have  lasted  he  could  never 
tell.  But  early  one  day  a  sharp  pounding  on  his  door 

angered  him  unreasonably.  When  it  had  sounded  for 

the  third  time  he  answered  it,  and  found  a  uniformed 

messenger-boy  with  a  note  from  Cordelia.  He  tossed 
it  aside,  and  plunged  once  more  into  his  work.  But 

three  hours  later  he  was  interrupted  again.  This 

time  it  was  a  telegram.  He  opened  it  belligerently 
and  read  it.  It  was  from  Cordelia.  He  remembered 

that  her  note  had  asked  something  about  when  he  could 

get  up  to  see  her.  Now  she  had  wired,  "  You  must 
come  at  once." 

Hartley  sighed  wearily.  Then  he  walked  his  room 

resentfully.  Then,  like  one  awakening  from  a  long 

sleep,  he  rubbed  his  eyes  and  looked  abstractedly  up 

and  down  his  litter  of  manuscript  and  notes.  He 

tried  to  go  back  to  them,  but  some  hand  seemed  leash- 
ing in  his  whimpering  ideas.  The  spell  was  broken. 

He  sat  back  in  his  chair  and  stretched  himself  wearily. 

He  pictured  a  pale  oval  face,  with  its  abundance  of 

massed  golden-yellow  hair  like  a  great  crown,  and 
remembered  the  little  hands  that  seemed  to  flutter  about 

like  butterfly  wings.  And  all  at  once  his  room  stood 

before  him  an  unspeakably  squalid  and  lonely  place. 
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He  wondered  why  he  had  been  penning  himself  up  for 

so  long. 

That  afternoon,  being  unable  to  work,  he  walked 

twelve  long  miles  and  blistered  his  feet  and  tired  his 

legs.  He  was  in  bed,  weary  of  both  mind  and  body 

before  it  was  dark,  and  the  sun  was  high  before  he 

wakened  next  morning.  The  world  seemed  gray  and 

flat.  The  singing  April  of  inspiration  had  passed. 
But  he  knew  that  he  had  broken  the  back  of  his  work. 

The  foundations  of  his  labor  had  been  laid,  and  there- 

after he  felt  his  toil  on  those  half-completed  twenty 
chapters  of  The  Unwise  Virgins  must  be  that  work 

which  is  done  in  cold  blood,  critical,  calculating,  dis- 
passionate.    But  the  thread  of  creation  was  snapped. 

"  I  thought  you  were  never  coming,"  Cordelia  la- 
mented in  her  unconsciously  soft  contralto,  as  he 

stepped  into  the  Spauldings'  large,  softly  lighted 
library. 

He  laughed  good-naturedly — he  felt  that  a  week 
of  brain-work  had  burned  out  of  him  some  excess  of 

solemnity — and  with  boyish  precipitancy  thrust  his 
twenty  rough  chapters  of  The  Unwise  Virgins  into  her 
arms. 

"  Behold  my  redemption  !  "  he  cried  gaily,  and  felt 
that  he  should  like  to  follow  the  twenty  chapters  and 

be  held  there  as  she  held  the  crumpled  leaves  to  her 
breast. 

She  had  been  waiting  for  him,  and  was  dressed  in 

a  gown  of  old  gold  with  yellow  roses  at  her  throat  and 
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in  her  hair.  He  threw  his  admiration  of  the  picture 

she  made  into  the  glance  he  let  linger  abstractedly  on 
her  face.  For  the  first  time  he  noticed  some  touch  of 

trouble  about  her  quiet  lips,  a  new  tiredness  about  the 

pleading  eyes. 

"  Why  didn't  you  come?  "  she  repeated,  looking 
down  as  though  half  ashamed  of  a  weakness  she  could 
not  conceal. 

"  Upon  my  honor,"  he  laughed  back  at  her,  "  I 

don't  believe  I  should  have  appeared  within  a  month 

if  it  hadn't  been  for  your  message." 

"  How  could  you !  "  she  said  reprovingly. 

"  Well,  a  madness  for  work  got  hold  of  me,  and  I 
was  up  in  the  clouds.  I  always  have  to  gallop  through 

things — that's  why  I  didn't  want  to  break  into  the 
mood  while  it  lasted." 

"And  it  lasted?" 

"  Yes,  until  your  wire  came.  Then  I  dropped 

down,  I  don't  know  how,  with  a  bump.  It  confronted 

me  with  the  fact  that  I  was  still  a  human  being;  it  re- 
vitalized me,  as  it  were,  and  reminded  me  that  the 

softest  voice  in  all  the  world  had  been  calling  for  me, 

and  the  sweetest  eyes  in  all  the  world  had  been  looking 

for  me." 
Cordelia  shrank  back  from  him ;  he  thought  for  a 

moment  that  he  had  wounded  her.  The  widened  pu- 
pils of  her  eyes  had  grown  smaller  again,  and  the 

shadow  of  something  fugitive  and  far  away  flitted 

across  her  face.  Was  she,  he  wondered,  still  so  afraid 
of  love  ? 
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"  Then,  you  didn't  finish  the  story  ?  "  she  asked 
diffidently.  It  seemed  the  first  time  that  she  had 

shown  a  desire  to  repel  him. 

He  had  stepped  closer  to  her,  warm  with  a  feeling 
he  tried  neither  to  fathom  nor  withhold.  At  this 

change  in  her  he  stopped  short,  bewildered. 

"  No."  He  tried  to  explain  to  her.  "  You  said 
that  I  must  come." 

"  Oh !  "  said  Cordelia  coldly,  vaguely ;  and  all  that 
evening  Hartley  wondered  what  unknown  trouble  was 

weighing  upon  her  spirit.  As  at  other  times  when 

similar  inscrutable  phases  of  her  character  had  flashed 

before  him,  he  let  the  teasing  little  mystery  of  the  mo- 
ment pass  without  attempting  to  probe  more  deeply 

into  it.  For  he  remembered  that  the  real  key  to  her 

inner  and  truer  self  lay  between  the  covers  of  her  first 

book,  The  Silver  Poppy. 
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So  many  dreams  must  fail  us,  dear, 

So  many  springs  to  autumn  turn, 
Let  us,  in  one  memorial  year, 

Learn  all  there  is  of  love  to  learn. 

John  Hartley,  "  Pale  Souls." 

A  husband's  jealousies,  my  dear,  are  the  mushrooms  on  the 

beefsteak  of  matrimony. — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

"  My  dear,  are  you  falling  in  love?  " 
It  was  Mrs.  Spaulding  who  suddenly  asked  this  of 

Cordelia,  tumbling  a  lump  of  sugar  into  the  depths  of 

her  coffee-cup  as  a  figure  and  symbol  of  some  vaster 
emotional  descent. 

Cordelia  looked  across  the  breakfast  table  at  her 

abstractedly. 

"Why  not?"  she  asked  lazily. 
Mrs.  Spaulding  looked  up,  about  to  speak.  The 

right  light,  however,  was  not  on  Cordelia's  brow,  and 
there  were  certain  bounds  beyond  which  she  had 

learned  not  to  trespass.      So  she  only  sighed. 

"  Fall  in  love,  my  dear,  a  dozen  times,  if  you  like. 

But   " 

And  again  Mrs.  Spaulding  sighed.  Cordelia  per- 
haps understood  more  than  she  pretended.     Only  that 
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morning  Mrs.  Spaulding  had  read  aloud  to  her  a  little 

note  from  Repellier — a  most  formal  little  note  making 
excuses  for  being  unable  to  join  them  in  their  box 

party  at  Wallack's. 
From  the  first,  almost,  Cordelia  had  comprehended 

that  silent  unshifting  drama,  undreamed  of  by  even  its 

hero  and  central  figure,  the  gentle,  upright,  honest  old 

artist  himself.  At  one  time  that  patient  but  perverse 

adoration  on  the  part  of  Mrs.  Spaulding  had  im- 
pressed Cordelia  as  beautiful  in  its  constancy,  as 

ethereal  in  its  very  intangibility.  But  of  late  it  was 

beginning  to  stand  before  her  as  the  foolish  caprice 

of  a  pertinacious  and  yet  idle  and  dissatisfied  woman. 

But  it  was  Mrs.  Spaulding's  one  romance — wilful 
and  unreasonable,  yet  none  the  less  golden.  Wealth 

had  brought  her  many  things,  but  out  of  the  midst  of 

her  opulence  she  reached  eagerly  for  the  unattainable 

— seeking,  without  knowing  it,  for  life's  relieving 

burden  of  sorrow,  for  her  woman's  due  heritage  of 
tears. 

"  You  ought  to  be  happy,"  Cordelia  one  day  had 

said  to  her ;  "  you  get  everything  you  want."  She 
had  been  trying  to  scold  Cordelia  out  of  a  passing 
mood  of  discontent. 

"  I  don't  get  anything  I  want,"  she  had  cried 

back  at  her  bitterly.  "  We  can't  even  have  a  Long 

Island  place.  We  can't  go  to  Aiken.  We  can't  go 
abroad  for  a  summer.  Even  if  we  did  go,  it  would  be 

on  the  wrong  steamer,  and  we'd  sit  at  the  wrong  table 

and  meet  the  wrong  people.    And  I  can't  drag  Alfred 112 
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to  a  Waldorf  dance,  and  Horse  Show  week  I've  always 
had  to  sit  up  alone  in  a  box  like  a  bump  on  a  log. 

And  he  insists  on  driving  in  the  Park  on  Sundays — 

Sundays,  mind  you — and  he  always  wants  to  go  to 

Sherry's  or  Martin's  for  Saturday  dinner,  and  wear  a 

Tuxedo  coat  at  a  cotillon.  Why  we've  even  bought  our 
house  here  on  the  wrong  street,  and  to  make  it  even 

worse  we're  on  the  wrong  side  of  the  street.  We  go 
and  sit  through  those  everlasting  operas  on  the  wrong 

night.  When  we  leave  town  it's  always  at  the  wrong 
season.  Then  we  come  back  wrong — about  the  time 
other  people  are  leaving.  Is  it  any  wonder  I  feel  like 

giving  up  ?  Why,  Cordelia,  my  dear,  you've  met  more 
people  and  got  to  be  better  known  in  five  months  than 

I  have  in  five  years  !  " 
And  she  stirred  her  coffee  with  the  vigor  with  which 

she  had  once  dreamed  to  stir  the  social  world. 

"  And  you  can  hold  people  and  make  them  like 

you,"  she  went  on.  "  And  you  aren't  afraid  to  show 

people  that  you  care  for  them." 

It  was  Cordelia's  turn  to  drive  trouble  from  a  softly 
rebellious  breast. 

"  If  he  only  guessed  how  sweet  and  good  you  are, 
some  wise  man  I  know  would  surely  come  and  run  off 

with  you." 
Mrs.  Spaulding  looked  at  her  tragically  and 

heaved  a  ponderous  sigh.  Then  her  American  saving 

sense  of  humor  came  to  her  rescue  and  she  clung  to  it, 

like  the  drowning  to  a  raft. 
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she  said.     And  Cordelia  was  left  to  her  own  troubled 

thoughts. 

More  than  once  the  author  of  The  Silver  Poppy 

had  been  heard  to  say  that  she  was  a  greatly  mis- 
judged woman.  The  world  accepted  her  as  austere 

and  impassive.  The  myriad  readers  of  her  book 

thought  of  her  as  clever  but  chilly,  as  talented  but  re- 

tiring. Yet  "  upon  the  stern  and  somber  loom  of  pas- 

sion and  love,"  her  publisher's  announcement  had 

read,  "  the  girlish  hand  of  this  fair  daughter  of  Dixie 
has  wielded  a  shuttle  wound  with  the  odorous  warmth 

of  the  Southland  and  dyed  with  the  bright  fancy  of 
one  who  has  loved  and  known  and  suffered.  From  the 

story  of  one  woman's  tenderest  devotion  and  one  man's 
deepest  love  this  young  hand  has  intuitively  woven  the 

magic  woof  of  many-hued  romance." 
Precisely  what  it  meant  no  one  attempted  to  de- 

fine, but  it  sounded  very  well,  and  what  was  more,  it 

seemed  to  hint  that  the  pale  young  authoress  from  the 

hills  of  Kentucky  had  once  known  her  own  romance  of 

the  heart,  and  that  the  gates  of  feeling  had  thereafter 

been  closed  to  all  supplicants.  This  was  a  deduction  so 

natural  that  the  elderly  maiden  lady  who  conducted  a 

column  of  society  chatter  on  one  of  the  back  pages  of 

a  daily  newspaper  had  even  ventured  to  print — this 

was  after  a  very  substantial  dinner  at  Sherry's,  where- 
at Cordelia  herself  was  the  gracious  and  generous 

hostess — that  many  a  stout  heart  of  Manhattan  had 
reason  to  lament  the  fact  that  the  feelings  of  a  certain 

golden-haired  daughter  of  Kentucky  were  impregnable 
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to  all  assault.  The  lady,  indeed,  was  so  closely  allied 

to  literature  that,  unlike  the  philosopher  of  the 

Rubaiyat,  she  could  never  be  divorced  from  barren 

reason  and  make  a  second  marriage.  This  was  all  put 

with  a  slyness  so  adroit  and  yet  with  an  application  so 

undoubted  that  it  had  once  more  been  whispered  about 

that  the  beautiful  young  Kentucky  genius  preferred 

great  dreams  to  Dan  Cupid.  Her  studious  maiden- 

hood seemed  hedged  about  by  a  bulwark  of  half -writ- 
ten books.  It  was  a  sad  example  of  beauty  sacrificed 

on  the  altar  of  bookishness. 

And  yet,  it  was  argued,  this  precocious  child  of 

letters  at  some  time  during  her  career  must  have 

learned  to  love,  and  love  deeply ;  one  critic  declared 

her  pen  to  have  been  dipped  not  in  ink,  but  "  in  the 

ruddy  flood  of  a  warm  and  palpitating  heart."  If, 
in  truth,  she  had  never  loved,  how,  then,  had  that  fluent 

pen  of  hers  ever  learned  to  write  so  movingly  and  so 

masterfully  of  the  divine  passion? 

How,  indeed?  That  was  the  riddle  which  more 

than  one  puzzled  mind  had  to  leave  unread.  That 

was  a  thought,  too,  that  had  troubled  Hartley  not  a 

little ;  there  were  times  when  he  felt  vaguely  envious 

of  that  unknown,  mysterious,  shrouded  past.  *He  had 
read  also  that  Cordelia  had  declared  that  she  could 

never  marry,  that  devotion  to  her  art  precluded  any 

such  worldly  consummation.  It  had  even  crept  into 

print  that  Iscaro,  the  Egyptian  palmist,  had  sealed 

her  girlhood  decision  by  prophesying  that  she  was  to 

achieve  immortality  only  through  a  life  of  celibacy. 
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Yet  such  are  the  cross-threads  of  fate.  For  Hart- 

ley, puzzling  over  these  things  as  others  before  him 

had  done,  had  built  up  in  his  consciousness  an  incon~ 

gruous,  self-contradictory,  impossible  character  of  a 
woman  who  seemed  to  him  always  warm  to  the  eye 

and  was  yet  destined  to  prove  marble  cold  to  the  touch. 

It  was  for  Cordelia,  perhaps,  the  penalty  of  emi- 
nence. For  little  as  she  had  ever  shown  any  sign  of 

sacrificing  her  artistic  aspirations  in  the  rose-grown 
temple  of  matrimony,  the  hunger  of  the  unmated  and 

maturing  animal,  the  wavering  passion  that  arises  at 

times  involuntarily  in  the  breast  of  the  coldest  priestess 

amid  her  coldest  marbles,  quiescent,  but  quiescent  only 

as  a  tiger  sleeping  in  its  noonday  cave,  was  now  not  un- 
known to  the  heart  of  Cordelia  Vaughan.  She  wanted 

to  be  loved ;  but  above  all  things,  she  wanted  to  love. 

The  cry  of  ripe  womanhood  for  its  mate  awoke  at 

times,  but  only  of  late,  she  knew,  with  an  intensity  that 

was  sadly  disturbing.  Through  her  girlhood,  she  re- 
membered, she  had  often  said  with  a  great  air  that 

she  could  never  love.  To  love  other  than  uprightly 

was  even  more  impossible — yet  she  had  secretly  tired 
of  the  hollow  part  of  an  Aspasia  without  a  Pericles. 
She  had  often  tried  to  convince  herself  that  she  was 

too  happily  neutral,  too  indeterminate  of  temperament, 

to  stray  from  the  lonely  heights  to  which  she  had  so 

painfully  climbed  for  the  mere  passing  glint  of  a 

bubble.  Now,  for  at  least  once  in  her  life,  half  weary 

of  all  her  comfortless  basking  at  the  too  fierce  fireside 

of  her  early  fame  she  was  beginning  to  ask  more  and 
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more  passionately  for  some  touch  of  the  mellow  sun  of 

actual  affection,  for  some  gentle  warmth  of  disinter- 
ested tenderness. 

For  with  all  her  activity  and  with  all  the  attention 

she  seemed  to  receive,  Cordelia's  life  was  still  a  deso- 
lately lonely  one.  An  early  girlish  pose  of  protesting 

a  fear  of  men  had  crystallized  into  a  habit  of  evading 

them,  except  in  not  infrequent  cases  of  late  where  they 

stepped  before  her  as  instruments  of  literary  destiny. 

Good  men,  she  had  once  said,  are  like  good  roads: 

made  for  walking  over.  As  the  belle  of  her  little 

Kentucky  town  she  had  held  herself  proudly  above  each 

and  all  of  her  young  suitors.  As  the  successful  author 

of  a  great  book,  as  the  woman  of  wit  and  reason,  she 

had  tended  to  repel  that  attention  at  the  hand  of  the 

admiring  male  which  such  charm  in  woman  as  she 

might  lay  claim  to  invariably  called  for.  She  had 

known  many  courtships,  though,  in  her  own  way.  Yet 
she  asked  herself  if  she  had  ever  known  one  absolute 

and  unselfish  love. 

It  was  Mrs.  Spaulding's  lightly  put  question  that 

drove  her  into  a  dreary  retrospect  of  a  youth  she  sel- 
dom cared  to  look  back  on.  But  was  this  love  now 

coming  to  her  on  belated  wings? 

She  wondered  where  the  difference  lay,  wherein 

John  Hartley  was  not  like  all  other  men.  Why  had 

she  looked  out  on  him  with  awakened  eyes?  She  re- 
membered how,  at  the  first,  that  grave  considerateness 

with  which  he  had  treated  her  had  caused  an  immediate 

muffled  fluttering  in  the  sleeping  cotes  of  affection. 117 
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There  was  an  answering  seriousness  in  his  steady  gray 

eyes  that  had  appealed  to  her.  He  was  manly,  and 

honest,  and  strong.  Yet  she  knew  that  explained 

nothing.  Nor  did  the  fact  that  he  had  continuously 

eluded  her,  that  in  some  way  he  stood  above  her  in  a 

masterfulness  that  caused  dormant  femininity  ever 

dumbly  to  bow  to  it.  And  still  she  probed  herself  for 

reasons,  and  still  she  stood  unsatisfied.  Was  it  true, 

even,  that  she  could  ever  be  in  love  with  him? 

When  she  leaned  down  and  asked  herself,  in  the 

mirror,  that  strange  and  disturbing  question,  one  gray 

day  late  in  September,  she  neither  smiled  nor  sighed. 

For  she  tried  to  tell  herself  that  it  was  not  love,  but 

loneliness.  She,  too,  like  Mrs.  Spaulding,  had  never 

been  given  all  that  her  heart  desired. 

It  was  not  until  Cordelia  had  read  and  reread  Hart- 

ley's first  twenty  chapters  of  his  reconstructed  version 
of  The  Unwise  Virgins — and  what  wondrous  chapters, 

she  saw,  he  had  made  them — that  her  plaintive  and 
unconfessed  longing  for  companionship,  by  some 

strange  caprice  of  impression,  deepened  into  a  stronger 

and  more  compelling  emotion.  She  felt  then,  of  a 

sudden,  that  he  held  the  reins  of  her  destiny  in  his 

hands.  She  wanted  him  near  her.  Not  only  in  her 

loneliness,  but  also  in  her  weakness,  she  needed  him  to 

lean  upon.  The  little  that  she  had  already  asked  of 

him  she  would  repay  a  thousandfold. 

And  as  the  result  of  that  day's  silent  questioning 
of  herself  she  went  in  person  from  editor  to  editor,  as 

she  had  never  done  before,  with  a  bundle  of  his  manu- 
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scripts.  And  before  many  days,  after  numerous  dis- 

appointments and  more  than  one  humiliation,  she  suc- 

ceeded in  disposing  of  no  less  than  five  of  his  stories. 

If,  as  a  distributer  of  his  wares  she  had  moments  of 

suffering,  she  learned  to  take  an  incongruous  joy  out 

of  them,  and  no  word  of  what  she  passed  through  ever 

reached  Hartley's  ears. 
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She,  when  all  her  maids  were  gone, 
With  her  cheek  upon  her  hand, 

Gazed  across  a  terraced  lawn 

Down  a  twilit  valley-land 
Where  a  white  road  twined  and  curled 

Through  the  hills  that  barred  the  west, 
Where  some  unknown  outland  world 

Filled  her  with  a  strange  unrest. 

Johx  Hartley,  "The  Valley  Princess.** 

It  is  the  under  crust  of  motive  that  is  the    test  of  the  mora 

pie.— "The  Silver  Poppy." 

Cordelia  turned  the  letter  over  and  over  in  her 

hands.  Something  of  late  always  depressed  her  when 

she  received  these  letters  from  home,  in  her  father's 
stiff,  ungainly  hand  and  his  none  too  perfect  spelling. 

"  Poor  old  dad,  he  won't  come,  after  all !  "  Cor- 
delia found  it  hard  to  look  as  miserable  as  she  ought. 

"  I  told  you  he  wouldn't,  my  dear,"  said  Mrs. 
Spaulding,  with  rigid  retrospective  conviction  of  mindi 

"  But  I've  leased  the  flat." 

"  And  I  told  you  not  to  do  that,  too." 

"  Yes ;   but  he  promised." 

"  Only  because  he  thought  you  wanted  him  to." 
"  But  I  did  want  him  to." 

"  Then  you  don't  now?  " 
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Cordelia  looked  up  at  her  companion  quickly. 

"  Yes,  yes ;  I  do.  But  for  some  reason,  you  see* 

he's  changed  his  mind." 

"  My  dear,  that  was  all  a  big,  soft-hearted,  foolish 
idea  of  yours.  What  would  your  poor  old  father  at 

his  age  do  in  New  York?  How  could  he  be  happy  or 

contented  in  a  four-roomed  flat  after  forty  acres  of 
hills?  How  long  would  he  leave  his  own  country  for 

a  howling  wilderness  of  brick  and  mortar  like  this  ?  " 

"  He  would  be  near  me,"  said  Cordelia  valiantly. 

"  Which  probably  wouldn't  be  so  pleasant,  after 
all,  for  either  of  you.  Do  you  ever  stop  to  think,  my 

dear,  just  how  much  you've  changed  in  the  last 

year  or  so?  " 
For  a  few  moments  Cordelia  was  thoughtfully 

silent.      She  felt  and  knew  that  she  had  changed. 

"  But  what  shall  I  do  with  it?  "  she  asked. 

"  Has  it  never  occurred  to  you  ?  "  Mrs.  Spaulding 
at  that  precise  moment  sincerely  wished  that  she  pos- 

sessed the  psychic  power  of  mind-reading.  She  half 
suspected  that  Cordelia  might  be  concealing  more  than 
she  had  need  to. 

"  Let  John  Hartley  have  it,"  the  older  woman  said 
bluntly.  And  she  had  the  inward  satisfaction  of  see- 

ing Cordelia  color  under  her  direct  gaze.  But  she  re- 
covered herself  at  a  stroke. 

"  He  would  never  take  it,"  Cordelia  said. 

"  Then  you  should  make  him." 

"  That's  something  I  couldn't  do,"  murmured  the 
other,  shaking  her  head. 
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a 
Well,  somebody  ought  to  haul  him  out  of  that 

hole  down  in — in  Chinatown,  or  the  Bowery,  or  where- 

ever  it  is." 

"  I  know  it,"  agreed  Cordelia. 

"  Then  we  shall  do  it  ourselves,  my  dear,"  said  Mrs. 
Spaulding  with  a  note  of  finality  that  was  born  of  a 

touch  of  impatience.  And  Cordelia  tried  to  see  the 

futility  of  saying  anything  further. 

In  fact,  before  the  day  was  over  even  her  nominal 

hesitation  had  vanished,  and  the  two  women  had  de- 

cided on  many  of  their  plans  for  the  redemption  of 

Hartley.  From  the  hour  of  that  decision  both  Mrs. 

Spaulding  and  Cordelia  made  numerous  excursions  to 

the  little  apartment  on  lower  Riverside  Drive,  and 

during  the  next  few  days  the  portly  footman  of  the 

former  enthusiastic  lady  was  directed  to  carry  up 

sundry  parcels  of  hangings  and  knickknacks  and 
small   furniture. 

It  was  a  novel  experience  for  both  of  them,  in  a 

way,  and  both  of  them  were  wringing  out  of  it  their 

own  secret  enjoyment — one  retrospective,  one  antici- 

patory. Cordelia,  once  openly  wedded  to  the  idea,  flut- 
tered about  the  apartment  as  proudly  as  an  April  robin 

building  a  nest.  The  lighter  touches  were  not  over- 

looked ;  a  desk  was  not  forgotten,  nor  were  prints  and 

books  and  those  many  little  things  which  were  re- 

puted to  appeal  to  the  student.  Mrs.  Spaulding,  in- 

deed, had  given  Cordelia  an  open  order  on  her  furni- 
ture dealer,  and  the  fruits  of  her  shopping  tours  had 

added  much  to  the  solid  comfort  of  the  place.     She 
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herself  contributed  a  silver  chafing-dish  and  a  little  set 
of  Dresden  china,  matching  her  own,  which  had  taken 

her  fancy. 

Then,  when  everything  had  been  made  comfortable 

and  homelike,  even  to  the  addition  of  many  clusters 

of  carnations  and  roses  about  the  rooms,  a  change  sud- 
denly came  over  Cordelia.  An  unaccountable  mood 

of  bashfulness  took  possession  of  her,  a  fear  as  to  just 

how  the  intended  and  all  unconscious  guest  would  ac- 
cept such  boldly  proffered  hospitality,  a  haunting 

dread  that  perhaps  he  would  refuse  everything,  and 

fail  to  understand  the  balm  which  she  had  so  artfully 

made  ready  to  take  the  sting  from  the  gratuity — that 
he  might  leave  her  humiliated  and  misunderstood. 

At  the  last  moment  she  disappeared,  and  hid  with  a 

sort  of  bird-like  timidity ;  and  it  was  Mrs.  Spaulding 
who  had  to  take  the  somewhat  astounded  Hartley  by 
the  hand  and  lead  him  from  one  room  to  the  other  and 

introduce  him  to  what  she  prettily  called  his  new 
home. 

Hartley  took  it  all  much  more  genially  than  they 

had  expected.  There  was  no  scene,  and  but  a  moment's 
remonstrance  and  hesitation.  It  is  true  that  at  first 

he  flushed  hotly,  and  would  have  said  something,  but 

the  eager  light  on  Mrs.  Spaulding's  face  kept  him 
6ilent  while  he  listened  to  her  half -laughing  explana- 

tion of  how  a  useless  flat  had  fallen  into  their  hands. 

"  And  it's  so  ridiculously  cheap — only  sixty  dol- 
lars a  month !  " 

Something  in  Hartley's  face,  a  fleeting  shadow  of 
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embarrassment,  made  her  ask  quickly :  "  That — that 

wouldn't  be  too  much  for  you  to  pay?  " 
"  Oh,  no ;  of  course  not,"  he  said,  with  ill-as- 

sumed indifference. 

"  Then  you're  not  going  to  be  stupid  about  it  ?  '! 
she  demanded,  with  mock  sternness.  He  was  still 

standing  ill  at  ease,  scarcely  knowing  what  to  say. 

"  Oh,  no,  no ;  but  still  I  don't  quite  understand 

why  you  should  do  this  for  me." 

"  There's  nothing  very  puzzling  about  it.  We 

both  know  very  well  it  wasn't  any  too  comfortable — 

was  it? — down  where  you've  been  living.  And  artists 
have  to  have  the  right  kind  of  place  to  work  in.  So 

we're  simply  going  to  chain  you  down,  and  make  you 

stay." She  looked  at  him  with  a  smile  he  had  seldom  seen 

on  her  lips.  Her  face  that  afternoon  seemed  sadly 

golden  with  the  afterglow  of  an  almost  girlish  tender- 
ness that  had  long  dropped  beyond  the  horizon  of 

the  years,  dignified  with  a  light  that  seldom  dwelt  on  it. 

"  And  I  want  you  to  be  happy  and  enjoy  it," 
she  added. 

"  How  could  you,  Mrs.  Spaulding !  How  could 

you !  "  he  cried  impetuously,  taking  her  hand.  It  was 
not  often  that  his  Anglican  coldness  crept  away  from 

him,  but  when  it  did  he  was  delightfully  boyish. 

"  Is  there  anything  so  dreadful  in  it?  " 

"  Only  because  it  is  all  so  dreadfully  undeserved." 

"  Dear  me,  it's  been  the  greatest  fun  for  us.  And 

then  it's  going  to  be  so  jolly  to  drop  in  every  now  and 
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then  and  see  you.  And  poor,  dear  Cordelia  has  tried 

so  hard  to  fix  things  to  please  you.  So  if  you  shatter 

our  faith  in  you,  sir,"  she  added,  going  to  the  window 
and  gazing  out  where  the  great  silver  bosom  of  the 

Hudson  glimmered  and  shone  in  the  autumnal  sun- 

light, "  or  if  you  fail  to  write  a  great  book  here,  then — 

well,  we'll  never  forgive  you,  that's  all." 
He  had  no  answer  to  make,  for  he  too  was  looking 

out  over  the  wide  river  and  already  thinking  his  own 

great  thoughts  of  the  future.  Rung  by  rung  he  saw 
the  ladder  of  success  before  him,  and  now  that  he  had 

his  foot  on  it — now  he  would  show  them.  He  would  be, 
he  told  himself,  none  the  less  active;  he  would  allow 

himself  to  lose  none  of  his  old  aggressive  discontent. 

Hereafter,  though,  he  would  do  only  that  work  which 

lay  nearest  his  heart.  There  should  be  no  yielding  to 

transient  interests,  no  bending  to  the  voice  of  the  mo- 
ment. There  was,  of  course,  still  his  book  to  finish  for 

Cordelia;  that  was  but  a  matter  of  a  few  weeks. 

Then  he  would  be  free.  Then  the  artist  and  his  op- 
portunity would  be  face  to  face. 

One  small  cloud  hovered  over  the  clear  horizon  of 

his  happiness.  On  the  very  threshold  of  his  freedom 

he  was  finding  the  lightest  of  golden  chains  clinking 

thinly  at  his  wrists.  It  was  the  disquieting  sense  of 

obligation  toward  Cordelia.  His  liberty  had  not  come 

to  him  unqualified. 

Hartley  could  not  leave  his  humble  East  Side  room 

without  a  pang  or  two  of  regret.  One  can  never  turn 

over  such  a  page  in  life,  he  knew,  without  a  touch  of 
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sorrow  for  the  chapter  that  is  closed.  He  felt  that  he 

was  losing  the  companionship  of  those  whom  a  com- 
mon poverty  had  drawn  closely  about  him.  He  felt, 

too,  that  it  was  the  death  of  the  democrat  in  him.  He 

had  grown  to  take  an  unworded  pride  in  classing  him- 
self as  one  of  the  People.  There  could  be  no  more  of 

the  "  glad  confident  morning  again."  And  if,  at 
times,  he  had  rebelled  against  the  squalor  and  discom- 

fort of  that  older  life,  yet  now,  when  the  hour  for  step- 
ping out  of  and  above  it  had  arrived,  he  hesitated 

still  again  before  taking  the  upper  path  into  that  new 

and  untried  world.  The  heat  and  dust  and  clangor  of 

the  busy  streets,  the  cries  and  odors  where  men  and 

women  hived  closely  together,  the  wailing  of  young 

and  neglected  children,  the  sense  of  feverish  movement 

and  stir,  the  hum  of  the  ceaseless  machines — all  these 

in  the  old  days  had  entered  into  his  life  and  had 

brought  with  them  a  riddle  which  he  had  not  quite 

read,  a  lesson  which  he  had  not  quite  learned.  And 

life  there,  too,  had  known  its  shreds  and  patches  of 

color.  With  all  its  poverty  there  was  a  Southern  air  of 

gaiety  and  lightness  about  this  New  World  East  Side. 

It  had  none  of  the  dismal  and  monotonous  hideous- 

ness  and  the  hopelessness  of  a  Bethnal  Green  and  a 

Whitechapel.  He  felt  that  he  was  stepping  out  to 

light  and  to  liberty,  yet  taking  with  him  a  heavy 

heart — a  heart  that  had  almost  grown  to  love  its  very 
cell.  And  after  all,  was  it  liberty?  The  softer  side 

of  life  had  not  been  unknown  to  him,  and  had  not 

brought  him  happiness  in  the  old  days.     A  touch  of 
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the  flagellant  in  him  still  turned  his  eyes  toward  the 

more  buffeting  existence,  while  at  the  same  time  the 

artist,  the  apostle  for  form,  cried  out  in  him  for  its 

leisured  contemplation.  Yet  better  to  be  the  crystal 

and  be  broken,  he  felt,  than  the  tile  upon  the  housetop. 

And  John  Hartley  was  not  altogether  and  unre- 

strictedly happy  during  that  first  hour  in  his  new 

apartment. 

While  these  thoughts  were  running  tumultously 

through  his  mind  Mrs.  Spaulding,  the  embodiment,  he 

felt,  of  the  spirit  of  his  newer  existence,  looked  wonder- 

ingly  out  over  her  pearl-gray  boa  at  him  and  waited  for 

him  to  speak.  He  had  taken  it  all  very  quietly.  She 

did  not  know  whether  to  be  pleased  or  annoyed ;  Cor- 

delia had  accustomed  her  to  gratitude  in  its  more  de- 
monstrative form.  She  had  expected,  perhaps,  a  little 

more  effusion  on  the  part  of  her  new  protege.  He,  on 

his  part,  did  not  see  that  more  remained  to  be  said. 

Mrs.  Spaulding  continued  to  look  at  him  with 

musing  e}res.  He  had  always  seemed  to  her  to  have 
the  manners  of  another  century.  There  were  times 
when  his  stiffness  irritated  her. 

"  Are  all  Englishmen  alike  ?  "  she  asked. 
"Why?" 

"  Because  sometimes  I  feel  that  I'd  like  to  give  you 
a  good  shaking,  just  to  joggle  you  out  of  your  shell 

for  a  few  minutes." 

He  laughed.     "  I  only  wish  you  would." 

"  Really  ?  Then  why  do  you  let  so  many  good 

times  crawl  under  your  Juggernaut  of  solemnity  ?  " 127 
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"  Because  the  Vishnu  of  the  land  of  the  glassy  stare 

demands  it,  I  suppose.  I'm  not  altogether  American- 

ized yet."     And  again  he  laughed. 

"  Does  that  mean  you're  saying  anything  against 

my  country?  "  demanded  Mrs.  Spaulding. 

"  On  the  contrary,  that  I  am  looking  to  your 

country  for  my  reformation.  I'd  really  like  to  be 

shaken  out  of  that  shell  you  speak  of. " 

"  Well,  New  York  ought  to  do  that  for  you.'" 
"  I  think  it  is  doing  it." 

"  But  it's  like  your  accent ;  it  goes  slowly."  Mrs. 
Spaulding  had  seated  herself,  and  was  looking  at  him 
with  her  elbows  on  the  table  and  a  meditative  chin 
buried  in  her  thick  boa. 

"  I  think  you  ought  to  fall  in  love." 
She  repeated  it,  with  conviction,  and  then  sud- 

denly, asked  him :  "  Haven't  you  ever  been  that 

way  ?  " 
He  looked  at  her  with  a  face  both  serious  and,  she 

thought,  unnecessarily  chilling. 

"  There,  I  told  you — the  shell !  "  she  cried  warn- 

ingly.     "  Tell  me,  now,  weren't  you  ever  in  love?  " 
A  barrier,  impregnable  as  steel,  a  barrier  beaten 

out  by  all  the  years  of  an  existence  uncomprehended 

and  a  secrecy  unrespected,  fell  between  them.  A 
sense  of  his  isolation,  a  touch  of  the  sorrow  of  the 

alien,  crept  over  him.  And  as  he  looked  at  the  woman 

who  thus  questioned  him  it  seemed  very  long  ago,  and 

very  far  away,  that  old  life,  and  those  old  days  amid 
the  soft  Oxfordshire  hills. 
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Mrs.  Spaulding  put  out  her  hand  to  him,  un~ 
expectedly. 

"  I'm  afraid  you're  going  to  be  very  lonely  here 
at  first,"  she  said. 

"  I  have  my  work,"  he  answered  wearily — though 
the  thought  of  it  came  almost  with  joy. 

"  But  you  can't  live  by  work  alone.  And  if  you'll 
let  us,  I  thought  we  might  give  you  a  little  house- 

warming.  Won't  you  let  Cordelia  and  me  join  you  in 

your  first  dinner  here?  " 
Mrs.  Spaulding  had  made  a  discovery.  She  had 

found  that  her  scholar  responded  only  to  sincerity,  but 

then,  inevitably ;  and  here  she  had  been  assailing  him 

with  her  levity.  She  mentioned  the  many  little  details 

of  how  they  should  have  their  dinner  prepared.  Then 

she  turned  to  him,  and  added,  as  an  after-thought: 

"Cordelia  is  a  beautiful  character,  isn't  she?" 

Whereupon,  as  though  fearing  his  reply,  she  suddenly 

looked  at  her  little  jeweled  watch,  and  cried  with 

horror :  "  Good  heavens,  I'm  late  for  my  sitting ! " 
and  rustled  out  to  her  waiting  carriage,  not  altogether 

unhappy  to  get  away. 
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She  in  twined  gold  all  helmeted, 

Cuirassed  in  yielding  rose, 

Let  fall  from  lips  of  wanton  red 
Three  little  words,  like  blows  ; 

And  laughed  where  swayed  his  spear  aloft, 
For  she  no  arms  did  wear, 

And  her  slim  body  white  and  soft 
Of  steel  and  mail  was  bare  ! 

John  Hartley,  "The  Broken  Knight." 

We  prefer  our  pessimists  young  and  tender,  like  asparagus ; 

ten  years  older  and  what  a  bore  even  Hamlet  might  have  been  ! — 

"The  Silver  Poppy." 

Repeeeier  had  been  prevailed  upon  to  attempt  a 

portrait  of  Mrs.  Alfred  Spaulding,  and  three  times  a 

week  he  came  to  her  house  to  drink  a  cup  of  tea  and  to 

work,  relaxingly,  it  is  true,  on  a  canvas  which  was 

progressing  neither  fast  nor  altogether  favorably. 

He  had  undertaken  the  task  only  under  gentle  pro- 
test, for,  since  that  day  of  mingled  alarm  and  disgust 

when  he  beheld  two  pages  of  an  illustrated  weekly 

given  over  to  what  its  editor  had  dared  to  call  The 

Repellier  Girl,  the  old  artist  had  gone  back  to  his  genre 

work,  declaring  that  he  was  tired  of  the  American 

gigantic  miniature.  So,  profitable  as  he  might  have 

found  the  painting  of  beautiful  gowns  and  faces  in 
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Bishop's  whole  lengths,  he  preferred  thereafter  to 
regard  all  labor  like  that  which  he  was  now  performing 

for  Mrs.  Spaulding  as  the  avocation  of  a  busy  life,  and 
not  the  vocation  of  an  idle  one.  And  in  this  instance, 

too,  his  fair  sitter  had  confided  to  him  that  she  would 

like  the  portrait  to  be  done  in  secret.  It  was  to  be 

a  Christmas  present  for  her  husband,  and,  as  she 

added  with  an  ambiguity  that  somewhat  ruffled  the 

usual  equanimity  of  Repellier,  "  Alfred  is  such  a 

jealous-minded  creature,  besides." 
It  was  Cordelia  who  had  finally  persuaded  him  to 

undertake  the  picture,  laughing  all  seriousness  out  of 

its  rigid  secrecy  and  holding  it  up  to  him  as  merely  the 

passing  whim  of  a  very  wealthy  and  very  idle  woman. 

It  was  she,  too,  who  suggested  a  plan  which  he  ulti- 

mately carried  out — that  the  check  he  received  in  pay- 
ment for  his  work  be  handed  over  to  the  chronically 

depleted  funds  of  that  East  Side  Convalescent  Home 
of  which  he  was  a  trustee. 

Mrs.  Spaulding,  in  turn,  was  not  ungrateful  for 

what  she  considered  Cordelia's  good  offices  in  this  case. 
She  even  confessed  to  her  young  ward  the  timid  fear 

that  a  great  artist  like  Repellier,  reproducing  on  his 

canvas  feature  by  feature  the  very  face  in  which  a  vast 

but  heroically  hidden  passion  burned,  might  some  day 

read  the  soul  of  the  picture,  where  the  soul  of  the 

woman  had  passed  unnoticed.  Cordelia  agreed  that 

such  cases  were  not  unknown,  but  honorably  kept  her 

own  counsel  in  the  matter  and  even  bravely  fought 

down  within  herself  the  last  inner  voice  of  flippancy. 
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When  Repellier  called  that  afternoon  he  found 

Cordelia  down  in  the  Spauldings'  commodious  kitchen, 
a  cook  and  two  busy  maids  about  her. 

"  I  had  to  call  you  down,  it  smells  so  fine,"  she 
cried  happily,  thrusting  before  his  astonished  nose  a 

pan  of  sizzling  English  pheasant,  which,  after  a  long 

and  tiring  hunt  throughout  the  city,  she  confided  to 

him,  she  had  found  somewhere  in  cold  storage. 

"  How  domestic  we  are,  and  how  charming  we 

look !  "  said  Repellier  in  reply,  noting  her  bright  eyes 
and  flushed  face. 

"Yes,  isn't  it  fine?" 

"  But,"  he  asked,  "  what  does  it  all  mean?  " 

She  told  him  of  Hartley's  change  of  apartments — 
it  was  the  thought  of  relating  these  circumstances  to 

Repellier  more  than  to  any  one  else  that  had  troubled 

her  for  days — and  how  Mrs.  Spaulding  and  she  had 

promised  to  give  him  a  little  house-warming. 

"  And  so  we're  going  to  give  him  a  dinner,  a  most 

wonderful  dinner !  "  she  cried.  "  And  I'm  doing  it 

all  by  myself !  " 
Repellier  glanced  interrogatively  at  the  three  busy 

servants. 

"  Of  course  I  have  to  have  a  little  help,  but  that's  a 
secret.  Our  women  at  home — in  the  South — aren't 

taught  to  do  this  sort  of  thing,  you  know.  Help,  with 

us,  is  so  easy  to  get,  most  of  us  never  learn  things. 

When  I  was  a  girl  in  Kentucky,  I  don't  believe  I  ever 
went  into  a  kitchen  more  than  once  a  month.  And  now 

I've  just  discovered  the  fascination  of  the  frying-pan." 
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Cordelia  had  what  Repellicr  called  "  the  dangerous 

gift  of  familiarity."  As  he  looked  at  her  he  remem- 

bered how  apt  Miss  Short's  description  of  her  had  been : 

"  the  girl  with  the  semaphore  eyes."  She  could  be  as 
open  and  ingenuous  as  a  child  at  times,  and  when 

caring  to,  could  guilelessly  brush  aside  all  the  re- 
straining conventionalities  with  one  airy  sweep  of  the 

hand. 

"  I  suppose  you  realize  it's  the  oldest  weapon  you 
have  in  that  eternal  warfare  of  the  elemental  woman 

against  the  elemental  man,"  half  laughed  Repellier. 

"  Feed  the  brutes,"  she  laughed.  Then  she  looked 

up  quickly.  "  But  I'm  not  arming  for  any  particular 

engagement  with  the  enemy."  He  had  a  way  of 
giving  generalities  a  specific  application  which  she  did 
not  like. 

"  I  suppose  a  few  thousand  years  ago  some  shock- 
headed,  hairy-bodied  creature  with  a  stone  hatchet 
crawled  on  all  fours  into  a  cave  and  beheld  a  rat- 

browed,  matted-haired  she-thing  stooping  over  a  gory 
piece  of  toasting  bear  meat,  and  his  heart  went  out  to 

her  at  once." 

"  Or  his  hatchet,"  broke  in  Cordelia. 

"  And  I  suppose  out  of  the  mumbling  delight  of 
that  hairy  savage  has  come  what  we  moderns  call 

family  love,  and  out  of  the  way  in  which  the  she-thing 
groveled  and  thrust  the  hot  meat  on  a  slab  of  stone 

and  crawled  with  it  to  her  lord  and  master-to-be  has 

flowered  what  we  call  courtship." 

"  And  just  as  her  happy  yelping,"  went  on  Cor- 
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delia  satirically,  "  was  the  root  of  our  speech,  I  sup- 
pose that  hunk  of  half -cooked  flesh  was*  the  root  of  this 

terrine  de  foie  gras." 
She  sniffed  at  her  delicacy  appreciatively. 

"  How  much  nicer  the  modern  way  is,"  she  added, 

dreamily,  "  marriage  by  capture  transformed  into 

marriage  by  chef." 

"  But  has  it  changed  so  much,  after  all  ?  "  asked 
Repellier,  looking  about  at  the  half -filled  hampers. 

Cordelia  thought  it  over  before  her  mirror  that 

evening  as  she  dressed,  and  she  rediscovered  two  truths. 

One  was  that  it  really  hadn't  changed  so  much,  and  the 
other  was  that  Mr.  Repellier  often  said  things  with  a 

sort  of  double  meaning,  which,  she  knew,  was  always 

going  to  fill  her  with  a  hazy  distrust  of  him. 

Her  toilet  was  an  exceptionally  elaborate  one,  and 

it  was  almost  seven  before  she  tapped  lightly  on  Mrs. 

Spaulding's  door. 
Dismay  crept  through  her  as  she  entered ;  she  im- 

mediately recognized  all  the  familiar  symptoms. 

"  I've  got  one  of  my  heads  again,  my  dear.  I'm 

sorry,  but  I  can't  go." 
Cordelia  looked  at  her  with  compressed  lips. 

"  You'll  have  to  run  along  by  yourself,  my  dear. 

It'll  be  all  right,  and  I'll  send  Thomas  with  the 

brougham  at  nine." 
•  ••••• 

Hartley  was  deep  in  a  pile  of  disordered  notes  and 

manuscripts,  trying  to  arrange  them  with  some  sort 

of  method,  when  her  tiny  knock  sounded  on  his  apart- 
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ment  door.  He  did  not  hear  it ;  it  might  never  have 

been  intended  for  his  hearing,  it  was  so  light  and 

timorous.  Before  he  was  even  aware  of  her  presence 

everything  had  been  slipped  in  through  the  softly 

opened  door.  And  when  he  suddenly  looked  up  he 

saw  her  standing  there  laughing,  expectant,  radiant,  a 

Lady  Bountiful  surrounded  by  her  riches. 

He  started  up  and  came  quickly  toward  her.  He 

had  scarcely  looked  for  them  so  soon.  But  she  stopped 

him  with  a  gesture. 

"  I've  come  alone,"  she  warned  him.  And  she  told 
him  how  she  had  been  deserted  at  the  last  moment. 

She  was  glad,  and  yet  sorry — as  she  saw  how  his  face 

lighted  up — that  he  should  look  at  it  so  joyously 
innocent. 

"  I  have  come  to  feed  the  lion,"  she  cried.  "  Roar 

if  you  dare,  sir !  "  She  slipped  off  her  wrap,  and  lay- 
ing her  hat  and  gloves  aside,  deftly  placed  a  couple  of 

Hartley's  carnations  in  her  hair.  Noticing  over  her 
shoulder  that  he  was  watching  her,  she  laughingly  told 

him  the  different  names  the  newspapers  had  given  that 

poor  head  of  hers — everything  from  "  flame-washed  " 

and  "  tawny  russet "  to  "  beaten  bronze."  Then 

she  laughed  again  softly,  and  produced  a  mysteri- 
ous parcel. 

"  Roll  up  my  sleeves,  sir !  "  she  demanded  prettily, 
standing  before  him.  When  this  was  done,  and  he 

had  noticed  how  small  but  perfectly  rounded  her 

white  arm  was,  she  opened  her  parcel  and  shook  out 

the  whitest  of  white  aprons. 
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Dear,  dear,  isn't  it  fine?  "  she  cried,  jubilantly 
tiptoeing  so  that  she  could  see  herself  in  the  mirror. 

Hartley  looked  at  her  in  wonder.  The  last  little 

complaining  voice  of  a  disturbed  conscience  went  scur- 

rying back  to  its  kennel.  Any  constraint  that  had 

hung  over  him  disappeared.  With  one  whisk  of  her 
silk  skirt  Cordelia  seemed  to  have  driven  the  quietness 
and  loneliness  from  the  little  rooms. 

It  was  the  pale  and  fragile  priestess  of  letters  in  a 

new  and  altogether  unexpected  light.  He  even  had  to 
confess  to  himself  that  he  had  never  seen  her  make  a 

more  perfect  picture.  She  seemed  more  softly  womanly, 

more  wistfully  happy,  than  ever  before.  The  miss- 

ing note  had  been  found.  She  herself  was  not  un- 

conscious of  this,  and  it  deepened  the  rose-tint  on  her 
usually  pallid  cheeks.  And  she  took  a  strange  joy  in 

her  novel  tasks,  as  she  bustled  about  laying  out  the 

things  in  a  most  housewifely  manner. 

She  made  a  few  blunders  about  it,  for  it  was  work 

that  was  new  to  her,  but  they  laughed  them  off  to- 
gether. It  all  seemed  to  appeal  to  something  dormant 

and  primitive  in  her,  and  she  was  happy.  It  was  the 

blossoming,  in  her,  of  the  belated  flower  of  domesticity. 

Gazing  down  at  the  white  linen  and  the  dishes,  in  a 

moment  of  abstraction,  she  resolved  within  herself 

thereafter  to  give  more  time  and  attention  to  such 

tilings,  she  even  inwardly  decided,  some  day,  to  take  a 

course  in  cooking.  It  was,  she  felt,  like  finding  a 

quaint  old  jewel  in  the  folds  of  some  neglected  and 

long-forgotten  gown,  a  flower  in  some  forsaken  garden. 136 
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"  I  suppose,"  said  Cordelia  dreamily,  as  she 

contemplated  the  results  of  her  labors,  "  that  the  fry- 
ingpan  is  the  oldest  weapon  we  women  have  in  that 

perpetual  warfare  of  the  elemental  she  against  the 

elemental  he.  Did  you  ever  think  of  it  in  that  light  ? 

Can't  you  imagine  a  shock-headed  creature  with  a 
stone  hatchet  in  his  hand  crawling  into  a  cave  and 

finding  a  lady  in  a  bearskin  roasting  a  piece  of  bear 

meat,  or  something  like  that?  And  can't  you  im- 
agine how  his  pagan  heart  went  out  to  her  at  the 

sight?" 
Hartley  growled,  savage-like;  and  they  both 

laughed. 

"  But  I  suppose,"  she  went  on  thoughtfully,  "  that 
out  of  his  mumblings  of  delight  has  come  what  we  call 

family  love.  And  then  do  you  realize,  sir,  that  out  of 

the  way  that  female  savage  groveled  and  thrust  that 
hot  meat  on  a  slab  of  stone  before  him  came  that 

beautiful  thing  we  call  courtship?" 

"  Fine !  "  cried  Hartley ;  "  and  evolution  in  a 

nutshell." 

"Yes,"  said  Cordelia  happily.  "I  think  I'll 
have  to  use  that  in  a  book  sometime." 

And  so,  from  the  oysters  that  came  carefully 

packed  in  chopped  ice  to  the  French  coffee  which  Cor- 

delia made  on  Hartley's  little  gas-range — from  a 
recipe  which  she  had  carefully  penciled  on  a  slip  of 

paper — the  dinner  proved  the  daintiest  and  most  de- 
lectable of  repasts.  In  a  burst  of  confidence  Cordelia 

even  admitted  that  it  was  the  happiest  one  she  had  ever 137 
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eaten.  Then  a  silence  fell  over  them,  and  through  the 

drifting  smoke  of  the  cigar  which  she  had  so  carefully 

lighted  for  him  he  noticed  how  unusually  luminous 

were  the  widened  pupils  of  her  "  semaphore  eyes,"  and 

how  shell-like  the  soft  tinting  of  her  oval  and  finely 
chiseled  face. 

But  still  neither  spoke,  and  neither  seemed  op- 
pressed by  the  silence.  It  seemed  so  eloquent  of  quiet 

content. 

"  What  good  chums  we  make,"  she  said  at  last, 
musingly.  They  had  both  begun  to  feel  during  that 

long  silence  the  stir  of  something  new  and  momen- 
tous in  the  air  about  them. 

"  And  always  shall  make,"  he  said,  taking  her  hand 
across  the  table  and  holding  it  firmly  and  warmly  in 

his  own.  She  looked  at  him  out  of  wistful  and  appeal- 
ing eyes;  she  felt  herself  strangely  touched  into  a 

new  vitality — the  vitality  of  the  emerging  element- 

al woman.  A  hand-clasp  was  the  thing  she  had  not 
asked  for ;  it  was  the  one  inadequate  touch  she  had  not 
called  for. 

"  How  cold  you  are !  "  she  murmured  plaintively. 
He  looked  up  at  her,  half-enlightened,  disturbed.  He 
always  had  felt  that  she  was  something  to  be  guarded 

and  cherished.  He  wondered  if  it  was  her  misleading 

air  of  fragility  that  had  made  her  always  appeal  to  his 

nurturing  instinct,  and  had  let  the  eternal  he — as  she 

had  put  it — in  him  go  unchallenged. 

"  Would  you  like  to  see  me — the  other  way?  "  he 
suddenly  asked  her,  in  a  changed  voice.     He  would 
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have  recalled  that  question,  even  as  he  would  have  held 

back  the  quick  wave  of  recklessness  that  swept  over 

him,  if  it  had  been  in  his  power.  Her  words  had  sent 

the  blood  bounding  back  to  his  heart.  For  the  first 

time  she  sat  before  him  a  living,  breathing,  alluring 

woman,  and  not  the  embodiment  of  all  that  was  coldly 

intellectual.  She  seemed  no  longer  the  pale  apostle 

of  letters,  but  herself  a  woman  throbbing  and  pulsing 

with  mature  life,  eager,  significant,  almost  challenging. 

And  he,  too,  was  a  man,  vigorous,  full-blooded,  not 
without  his  wayward  impulses  of  the  heart.  The 

scholar  in  him,  the  dormant  sense  of  propriety  which 

rebelled  against  any  disregard  of  the  laws  of  the  strong 

to  the  weak,  of  the  host  to  his  guest,  had  hitherto  held 

a  coldly  restraining  hand  on  him.  She,  like  himself, 

was  a  being  surging  with  desires  and  emotions,  warm 

with  forgotten  moods  and  passions.  And  again  he 

felt  a  flushing  wave  of  irresponsibility  sweep  through 
him. 

"  Yes,"  she  answered  deliberately,  pouring  the  last 
of  the  wine  into  his  glass  and  sipping  languidly  at  her 

own  with  her  thin,  gently  curved,  crimson  lips.  She 

waited  for  him  to  speak,  but  he  was  silent. 

"  I  believe  I'd  love  to  shock  you,"  she  murmured  in 
her  fluty  contralto.  She  was  looking  at  him  warmly 

now,  with  eyes  that  seemed  golden  green  under  the 

soft  glow  of  the  heavily  shaded  chandelier  above  their 

heads.  Her  hair  was  a  crown  of  tangled  gold.  Her 

face  seemed  heavy,  like  a  flower  in  the  heat  that  comes 

before  rain.  A  sudden  tingling  swept  through  all  his 
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nerves,  and  he  looked  at  her  with  new  eyes.  At  last 
he  had  awakened. 

"  Yes,  what  good  chums  we  could  have  been,"  he 
said,  it  seemed  to  her  almost  regretfully. 

"  '  But  how  interesting  one  man  and  one  woman 

can  make  life,'  "  she  answered  slowly. 
The  sentence  was  a  quotation  from  the  second 

chapter  of  The  Unwise  Virgins  as  Cordelia  had  first 

written  it.  He  remembered  the  line  and  the  context, 

and  it  left  him  no  room  for  doubt. 

"  There — there  could  be  no  going  back,"  he  said, 
feeling  the  old  ground  sinking  abysmally  from  under 

his  feet,  and  groping  out  in  that  last  tumultuous  mo- 
ment for  something  substantial  to  which  to  cling.  O 

doubting  and  pouting  Adonis,  how  could  you ! 

The  flags  and  pennons  of  victory  flamed  softly  in 

her  triumphant  eyes.  In  some  way,  she  felt,  she  had 
at  last  drawn  him  down  from  his  towers.  Once  she  had 

been  half  afraid  of  him;  that  hour  was  gone  for 
all  time. 

Cordelia  slipped  out  of  her  chair  and  came  over 

and  stood  close  beside  him.  She  thrust  her  pale  fingers 

into  his  hair  and  gazed  with  mild  but  unhesitatingly 

candid  eyes  down  into  his  own.  His  face  looked  up  to 

hers,  passionate,  yet  with  a  touch  of  pain.  A  sudden 

pallor  swept  over  him,  and  before  she  knew  it  he  had 

flung  up  his  arms  and  drawn  her  down  to  him. 

Some  sudden  enchaining  fragrance  and  warmth 

about  her  overmastered  him.  For  an  intoxicating  mo- 

ment lie  could  feel  her  very  heart,  in  its  wild  beating. 
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Then  she  writhed  and  twisted  away  from  him,  and 

shrank  panting  and  frightened  out  of  his  reach.  He 

went  to  her  once,  but  she  eluded  him.  And  at  last  he 
remembered. 

"  Oh,  I  forgot,  I  forgot,"  she  half  cried  and  half 
sobbed.  And  then  she  seemed  to  grow  frightened, 
both  of  him  and  of  herself. 

"  No,  no !  "  she  cried  as  he  returned  to  her,  with 

outstretched  arms.  "  No,  we — we  must  go  back  and 
be  as  we  were — before."  And  he  could  see  that  some 

subtle  change  had  come  over  her.  Until  that  moment 

she  had,  perhaps,  been  the  pursuer.  Now,  and  here- 
after— well,  she  had  become  the  child  of  uncounted 

ages  of  femininity. 

She  told  him,  again  and  again,  that  it  would  make 

no  difference,  that  they  should  both  forget  that  little 

blot  on  what  had  been  their  perfect  happiness.  And 
for  the  rest  of  her  visit  she  busied  herself  about  the 

apartment,  fluttering  from  room  to  room  with  her  bird- 

like activity.  There  was  a  strange  smile  in  the  cor- 
ners of  her  mouth,  a  humanizing,  maddening  sort  of 

smile,  Hartley  thought  it,  as  he  followed  her  gloomily 

about  while  she  readjusted  his  furniture  where  it  dis- 
pleased her  and  here  and  there  rearranged  his  flowers 

and  prints  and  dishes  with  her  deft  fingers.  From 

time  to  time,  in  hanging  his  pictures  and  curios  about 

the  walls,  she  called  on  him  to  help  her.  This  he 

seemed  to  do  submissively,  almost  repentantly. 

Scarcely  a  word  had  passed  between  them  until 

Cordelia  had  come  to  the  draping  of  what  Mrs.  Spauld- 
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ing  had  called  the  Turkish  corner.  Above  a  broad,  low 

divan  two  heavy  pistoleted  Arabian  spear-heads  had 
been  hung  crosswise  from  the  ceiling.  Over  these  a 

pair  of  Bagdad  'portieres  were  to  be  draped. 
Standing  on  a  chair,  Cordelia  tried  twice  to  reach 

over  the  spear-heads,  but  they  were  too  high  for  her. 

"  Let  me  try,"  said  Hartley.  He  hung  them,  but 
they  were  badly  draped,  and  had  to  be  taken  down 

again.  Cordelia  pointed  out  to  him  for  the  second 

time  that  there  was  one  particular  way  in  which  they 

had  to  be  swung.  She  herself  made  a  last  effort  to 

reach  the  horizontal  spear-bar.  In  doing  so  her  hair 
tumbled  down  over  her  face.  She  tossed  it  back  with 

her  free  hand,  and  looked  down  at  him  for  a  moment, 

questioningly. 

"  Oh,  I  know !  "  she  cried,  with  a  sudden  illumi- 

nating thought.     "  I  know !     You  lift  me  up." 
She  laughed  with  childish  abandon.  He  took  her 

fragile,  sinuous,  pulsing  body  in  his  arms — she  was 

very  light — and  lifted  her  till  she  was  high  above  his 
head.  She  was  laughing,  and  found  it  hard  to  balance 

her  body  with  his  arms  so  tightly  about  her  knees. 

The  portiere  fell  from  her  hands,  and  lay  in  a  huddled 
mass  at  their  feet. 

She  fought  bitterly  with  herself,  in  the  space  of 

that  one  short  gasp,  but  something — she  scarcely  knew 

what — confounded  her  better  judgment.  She  looked 
one  second  down  into  his  white  face  and  their  eyes  met. 

Then  her  body  drooped  limply  down  to  him,  deeper 

and  deeper,  into  his  arms;    and  her  head,  with  all  its 
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wealth  of  tumbled  gold,  fell  just  over  his  shoulder, 

against  his  face. 

The  next  moment  portiere  and  the  world  were  for- 
gotten, and  without  knowing  it  she  was  offering  him 

her  mouth,  and  he  was  holding  her  limp  and  sobbing 

body  close  in  his  arms  and  kissing  her  warm  lips 

again  and  again. 

She  struggled  feebly  against  him  at  first,  and  tried 

to  say  that  she  must  go.  But  the  speech  died  down 

into  a  murmur,  and  she  could  only  sob  weakly : 

"  I  can't  help  it !  I  can't  help  it !  "  For  one  last 

moment  she  panted  to  be  free,  and  then  the  violet  eye- 
lids sank  wearily  over  the  happy  eyes,  and  she  lay  even 

closer,  and  very  still,  in  his  arms. 
A  sudden  knock  on  the  outer  door  startled  them 

both  back  to  a  forgotten  world.  She  caught  at  her 

hair,  and  tried  to  twist  it  decently  about  her  head  once 

more.     He  went  to  the  door  and  opened  it. 

It  was  Thomas,  the  coachman,  come  for  Miss 
Cordelia. 
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She  dreamed  not  of  the  fight  he  fought 
Till  lo,  he  crept  again 

To  her,  with  all  his  vows  forgot   
Then,  then  she  knew  his  pain. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Broken  Knight." 

Humor  is  the  tail  to   the   kite   of   affection. — "  The  Silver 

Poppy." 

"  Oh,  I'm  disgusted  with  myself,  with  everything," 
said  Hartley,  impatiently  going  to  his  window,  where 

through  the  drifting  rain  he  could  see  the  misty  gray 
Palisades  of  the  Hudson  and  a  little  scattered  fleet  of 

sailing  craft  dropping  down  with  the  tide.  Then  he 

went  as  impatiently  back  to  his  chair  again. 

"  What's  gone  wrong?  "  asked  Repellier,  who  had 
run  up  for  a  few  minutes  when  the  darkness  of  the  day 

had  put  a  stop  to  his  work  to  see  how  Hartley  was 

taking  to  his  new  quarters.  "  Is  it  the  engine  itself 

out  of  order?     Are  you  feeling  fit,  and  all  that?  " 
"  Confound  it,  I  don't  know  what  it  is !  " 

"  You're  comfortable  enough  here  ?  " 

"  Yes,  I  suppose  so." 

"  No  disquieting  neighbors  ?  "  asked  the  other, 
casually  glancing  at  a  new  photograph  of  the  author 

of  The  Silver  Poppy  in  a  heavy  silver  frame  that 
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stood  on  Hartley's  mantelpiece.     "  You  know  you're 

too  young  to  indulge  in  the  luxuries — just  yet." 

"  How  do  you  mean?  "  asked  Hartley,  pulling  him- 
self together. 

"  I  thought  you  might  be  falling  in  love.  Young 

men  have  a  habit  of  doing  that,  you  know." 

"  No,  no ;   it's  not  that." 

He  glanced  up  and  caught  the  quizzical  look  in  his 

friend's  eyes.  "In  love,  Repellier?  I — in  love!  I 
couldn't  be  if  I  wanted  to.  I — without  a  farthing, 

with  a  name  to  make,  and  a  living  to  make  first." 

"  The  living  doesn't  count ;  that's  a  mere  acci- 

dent— with  the  artist,  I  mean." 

"  Oh,  yes ;  you  successful  fellows,  who  have  cov- 

ered yourself  with  glory — you  find  it  easy  enough  to 

cover  yourself  with — with  flannel  and  fine  linen." 

"  But  work  only  for  the  glory,  the  flannel  and  fine 
linen  will  take  care  of  itself." 

"  It  sounds  very  pretty,  but  it  keeps  one — well, 

rather  lonely  and  hungry." 

"  Yes,  but  those  things  are  all  grist  to  your  mill 
in  the  end.  Disappointment,  loneliness,  sorrow,  every 

shred  of  experience,  if  }rou  only  look  at  it  in  the  right 

way,  it's  all  your  grist — if  you're  the  bigger  and 

truer  artist."  Repellier  himself  went  to  the  window 
and  looked  out  for  a  moment  before  he  turned  and 

spoke  again.  "  And,  by  the  way,  do  you  know  the 

receipt  for  preserving  a  poet  ?  It's  very  simple ; 
an  empty  stomach,  an  empty  pocketbook,  and 

an  empty  bed." 
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"  It  doesn't  always  hold,"  demurred  Hartley. 

"  No,  but  as  a  rule  the  less  Laura  and  the  more 

sonnets,  my  young  Petrarch." 

Before  Repellier's  musing  and  kindly  old  eyes  at 
that  moment  drifted  a  hazy  memory — the  memory  of 
a  pale,  fragile  girl  in  a  Bath  chair,  listening  to  the 

English  skylarks  on  a  terraced  lawn.  She  had  been 

speaking  to  him,  tremulously  yet  passionately,  of  her 

young  Oxford  scholar,  her  hero ;  she  had  been  telling 

of  her  great  hope  in  him,  of  her  woman's  fears  for  him, 
winning  a  friend  for  him  there  while  she  already  saw 

before  her  the  valley  of  the  shadow.  "  Oh,  be  kind  to 

him !  Be  kind  to  him !  "  she  had  cried  impulsively, 
with  her  hand  on  her  heart  and  the  tears  welling  to 

her  mournful  eyes. 

Hartley  remained  moodily  silent,  and  Repellier  at 
last  went  over  to  him. 

"  Now  before  an  old  David  leaves  this  tent  of  Saul, 
my  boy,  let  me  give  you  a  little  advice.  Try  hard 

work.  It's  God's  own  anodyne.  When  the  heart  gets 
down — and  it  will,  you  know — or  the  head  goes  wrong, 

work.  Work,  man,  work  ;  that's  my  doctrine.  You'll 
do  your  best  when  you  are  either  very  happy  or  very 
miserable.  But  when  in  doubt,  work;  work  like  a 

soldier,  yet  remember  that  the  artist,  like  the  sol- 
dier, can  stand  for  the  worst  as  well  as  the  best  in 

man." 
Hartley,  pacing  his  room  alone  when  Repellier  had 

taken  his  departure,  knew  all  this  to  be  true  enough. 
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and  self-disgust  that  seemed  gnawing  at  the  core  of 
his  brain. 

A  dozen  times  that  day  he  sat  down  at  his  desk, 

ready  for  work;  and  a  dozen  times  he  got  up  in  de- 
spair. The  mood  of  impotence,  of  dissatisfaction, 

was  on  him,  and  was  not  to  be  shaken  off.  He  tried 

to  tell  himself  that  it  was  not  of  the  heart,  that  it  was 

not  love.  The  very  doubt  brought  its  own  answer. 

Eros,  he  felt,  had  a  way  of  always  claiming  his  own. 

As  the  disturbing  scenes  of  the  night  before  kept 

crowding  mockingly  up  into  the  foreground  of  his 

consciousness,  he  tried  to  hug  to  his  remembrance  some 

alleviating  happier  sense  of  escape  that  had  flashed 

through  him  at  the  bathetic  ending  of  it  all.  He  per- 
suaded himself  that  he  was  still  heart-free ;  if  there 

had  been  a  time  when  he  had  ever  questioned  his  atti- 
tude toward  Cordelia,  that  time,  he  insisted,  was  now 

past.  If  ever  he  should  wander  again,  vehemently  he 

told  himself,  it  must  be  with  his  eyes  open,  and  with  no 

extenuating  madness  of  romance  to  break  his  fall. 

Those  hours  of  cold  reaction  chilled  him  into  some- 

thing like  his  old-time  austerity.  He  decided  to 
write  to  Cordelia  and  make  everything  plain  to  her.  It 

was  a  wandering  and  incoherent  little  note  of  con- 
trition, the  cry  of  a  troubled  Hamlet  to  a  still  trusting 

Ophelia.  He  had  been  entirely  to  blame.  He  had 

been  thoughtless.  He  had  been,  too,  ungenerous  and 

unkind  to  her.  He  wanted  onty  to  be  reinstated  as  her 

most  loyal  and  truest  friend.  He  did  not  deserve  her 

trust,  but  he  intended  to  show  her  the  depths  of  his  re- 
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morse — O  repentant  and  heartless  Adonis,  how  could 

you! — in  the  only  way  that  lay  open  to  him,  by  stri- 
ving to  the  last  for  her  success,  by  helping  her  in  every 

way  that  he  could,  by  laboring  as  he  had  never  labored 

before  on  what  should  be  her  great  book. 

It  may  have  been  only  that  last  sentence  which 

saved  the  lady  so  sorrowfully  addressed  from  tearing 

his  letter  into  shreds.  And  the  word  "  friend  "  had 
hurt  her  above  all  things.  But  hereafter  he  should 

be  the  supplicant. 

Cordelia  decided  not  to  reply  to  his  note.  Rest- 
lessly and  aimlessly  all  that  day  and  all  the  next  he 

waited,  one  moment  even  half  hoping  some  impending 

estrangement  would  shake  loose  those  ever-tightening 
shackles,  which  he  had  begun  to  feel  weighing  heavily 

upon  him,  and  the  next  moment  half  dreading  that  any 

such  freedom  should  come  to  him,  cast  down  miserably 

by  the  thought  that  she  had  in  any  way  passed  out  of 
his  life. 

While  this  humor  of  unrest  still  hung  over  him  he 

took  down  his  brightly  bound  copy  of  The  Silver 

Poppy  and  read  it  through  studiously,  from  first  to 

last.  The  sense  of  its  exceptional  power  came  to  him 
once  more,  as  a  revelation  reiterated.  He  found  it  a 

book  where  the  gleaner  caught  at  much  which  the  more 

hurried  harvester  must  miss,  a  book  yielding,  as  he  felt 

all  good  books  should  yield,  a  new  and  unexpected 

delight  in  its  second  reading.  Outside  the  manifest 

strength  and  movement  of  the  story  there  was  the 

secondary  charm  of  a  quiet  and  masterly  touch.     Its 
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satire  was  delightful  and  insidious,  and  through  its 

merriest  pages  he  found  the  Touchstone-like  pensive- 
ness  of  one  who  knew  and  understood  a  sad  old  wag  of 

a  world.  He  found  in  it,  too — and  this  puzzled  him 

most — still  that  sense  of  eternally  saving  humor  of 
which  he  had  seen  so  little  in  Cordelia  herself.  From 

page  to  page  it  flashed  out  at  him,  it  tripped  him  up, 

and  danced  about  him.  He  began  to  understand  the 

better  why  The  Silver  Poppy  had  been  called  one  of 

the  novels  of  the  year,  even  of  the  century.  He 

thought  he  saw  now  just  what  Cordelia  had  meant 

when  she  had  timorously  asked  him  if  he  thought  it 

possible  that  she  had  written  herself  out  in  one  book. 

That  early,  crocus-like  flowering  of  the  spirit  was  no 
less  beautiful  because  it  was  already  over  and  gone  with 

the  April  of  life. 

Where  in  that  little  body  had  such  wisdom  and 

power  once  been  packed  away  ?  She  had  always  seemed 

such  a  fragile,  shell-tinted  thing  to  him,  the  wonder 
was  that  she  had  written  a  book  at  all,  that  in  one 

eloquent  interval  she  had  found  a  voice,  and  delivered 

her  message.  But  was  that  one  work  alone  to  stand 

the  key  to  that  strangely  reticent  soul  of  hers?  Had 

she,  as  with  those  little  East  Side  fruit-shops  he  knew 
so  well,  ranged  all  her  stock  in  trade  out  on  the  public 

sidewalk,  and  left  empty  the  store  itself  ? 

The  thought  of  a  bewildered  but  aspiring  artist, 

caged  in  a  body  so  incongruously  frail  and  girlish, 

filled  him  with  a  pity  for  the  sorrowing  laborer  struck 
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fallen  helpless  in  the  midst  of  its  dreams.  He  sud- 
denly felt  that  he  should  be  willing  to  go  through  fire 

and  water  to  bring  one  laurel  leaf  to  that  small, 

proudly  poised  head  with  its  profusion  of  yellowish 

golden  hair.  And  with  this  mood  the  grayness  seemed 

to  go  out  of  the  world.  And  still  again  he  asked  him- 
self if  this  could  be  love. 

"  With  a  snub-nosed  Helen,  my  boy,"  Repellier 

had  once  said,  "  there  would  never  have  been  a  Trojan 

war."  Hartley,  valiant  with  the  wine  of  his  new  re- 
solve, straightway  began  to  wonder  how  or  why  he  had 

so  recently  posed  as  a  second  Schopenhauer  to  this 

same  Repellier,  and  cried  in  disgust  that  everything 

had  already  been  sufficiently  cursed  or  sufficiently  sung. 

His  passion  for  work  came  back  to  him  with  a  bound. 

The  Cyrus  of  unrest  that  had  diverted  his  better 

thoughts  from  their  natural  channel  seemed  to  have 

marched  on  and  left  the  Euphrates  of  his  heart  in  full 

flood  once  more.  He  knew  that  his  vague  mental 

acrisia  had  at  last  come  to  a  turn,  and  was  to  be  fol- 

lowed by  its  violent  fever  to  create,  to  build. 

In  one  illuminating  moment  he  saw  that  the  modern 
life  about  which  it  was  now  his  task  to  write  was  no 

less  strenuous  and  no  less  varied  than  the  life  of  those 

earlier  days  toward  which  he  had  fallen  into  the  habit 

of  looking  back  so  regretfully.  But  it  was  in  the  inner 

rather  than  in  the  outer  life,  he  felt,  that  the  greater 

intensity  and  interest  were  now  to  be  found.  It  was 

the  mental  career  of  men  and  women  that  was  becoming 

more  complex  and  more  varied ;  and  it  was  in  this,  he 
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saw,  that  the  broader  and  more  enduring  field  of  the 

novelist  lay.  At  times,  indeed,  the  alluring  complexity 

and  bewildering  activity  of  this  inner  subjective  world 

spread  before  him  like  an  endless  valley  of  untrodden 

twilight,  shot  through  with  some  emotional  golden 

glory  of  retrospection.  And  he  longed  for  some  fuller 

power  to  pierce  into  it,  and  grasp  it,  and  interpret  it. 

With  this  elemental  touch  of  rapture  still  clinging 

about  him  he  went  back  to  his  manuscript  of  The  Un- 
wise Virgins.  The  spell  of  The  Silver  Poppy  too 

seemed,  in  some  way,  still  pregnantly  close  to  him, 

and  through  some  little  trick  of  the  hand  or  mind  he 

found  himself  from  time  to  time  dropping  into  the 
touch  of  that  earlier  effort. 

He  began  at  the  first  and  rewrote  the  entire  book, 

Whipping  his  earlier  erratic  chapters  into  line,  he 

quirted  and  corralled  the  herd  of  them  into  one  unified, 

crowded  whole.  He  went  at  his  manuscript  with  a 

trace,  almost,  of  the  madman  in  him  as  he  worked. 

Sometimes  he  ate,  and  sometimes  he  forgot  to,  or  re- 
fused to  spare  time  for  it.  He  worked  late  into  the 

night;  sometimes  all  night  long.  He  worked  as  he 

had  seen  Oxfordshire  farmers  working  at  raising  bees, 

under  stress  and  the  cry  of  excitement,  lifting  and 

heaving  beyond  his  natural  strength,  with  an  ardor 

that  was  to  leave  him  stiff  and  sore,  yet  with  the  balm 

of  knowing  that  one  hour  of  exhilaration,  to  the  artist, 

was  worth  its  day  of  depression. 
When  his  brain  balked  he  lashed  it  on  with 

strong  coffee  and  stimulants,  living,  most  of  the  time, 
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on  tobacco  and  innumerable  milk-punches.  He  saw 
no  one,  and  he  wanted  to  see  no  one.  It  lasted  two, 

almost  three  weeks;  he  was  not  sure,  for  toward  the 

end  he  lost  count  of  the  days. 

But  the  end  came  at  last,  and  he  awoke  one  evening 
and  discovered  that  his  face  had  been  unshaved  for 

days,  that  his  eyes  were  bloodshot  and  sunken,  that  he 

was  hollow  of  cheek  and  shaken  of  nerve,  and  that  he 

was  unspeakably  hungry.  His  brain  seemed  a  sponge 

that  had  been  squeezed  dry,  to  the  last  bitter  drop, 

and  he  felt  old,  listless,  worn  out.  But  even  through 

that  dull  pain  of  fatigue  he  felt  the  mysterious  and 

inextinguishable  flame  of  happiness,  of  triumph  in 

accomplishment. 

All  his  work,  he  knew,  was  not  yet  done,  but  the 

pill  was  there,  as  he  put  it,  and  the  sugar  coating  could 

be  applied  later,  and  at  his  leisure.  The  structure 

was  there;  he  could  take  his  own  time  and  go  in  his 

own  way  about  the  removal  of  the  scaffolding.  But 

the  days  of  sweat  and  noise  were  done. 

That  was  the  way,  he  felt,  that  he  would  always 

have  to  write,  racing  on  to  the  end,  with  the  wind  in  his 

ears  while  it  lasted.  It  was  a  costly  way,  perhaps,  and 

an  unsafe  one;  but  with  him  it  would  always  have 

to  be  the  only  way.  A  sense  of  the  mystery  of  creation 

had  seized  him  at  times,  the  thought  that  the  thing 

born  of  the  travail  of  the  mind  came  not  from  within, 

but  from  some  unknown  source  without ;  that  it  was 

inspirational;  that  it  was  the  cry  of  a  voice  not  al- 
ways his  own. 
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With  the  hand  of  this  mystery  Hartley  tried  to 

brush  away  the  incongruity  that  existed  between  The 

Silver  Poppy  and  the  character  of  the  woman  who  had 

written  it.  Cordelia  herself,  he  argued,  might  have 

known  her  moments  of  spiritual  metamorphosis.  Into 

her  fingers,  too,  might  have  been  thrust  a  tool  more  po- 
tent than  the  hand  that  held  it.  Yet  he  felt  that  his 

work  was  his  own,  and  as  his  own  he  took  an  indefinable, 

jealous  pride  of  ownership  in  it.  But  it  had  been  done 
for  another;  and  if  in  this  case  the  tool  had  fallen 

to  him  and  had  been  denied  her,  how  little  less  hers 

than  his,  he  tried  to  tell  himself,  were  the  pages  be- 
fore him. 

Some  busy  little  spider  of  delusion  seemed  to  have 
woven  its  web  across  a  corner  of  his  mind,  and  he  could 

not  think  the  problem  out  as  he  wished  to. 
Then  the  reaction  set  in.  He  went  out  into  the 

freshness  of  the  night  air,  hoping  to  brush  away  that 
tenuous  film  of  doubt  and  bewilderment  that  still 

teased  his  thoughts.  His  face  was  flushed  and  hot, 

but  a  chill,  beginning  in  his  limbs,  had  seized  his  body, 

and  tingling  little  feet  of  ice  seemed  running  up  and 
down  his  back.  He  sniffed  at  the  fresh  river  air,  and 

remembered  that  he  had  taken  no  exercise  of  late,  that 

the  engine,  as  Repellier  called  it,  had  been  overdriven 

and  neglected.  He  had  a  sudden  desire  to  get  away 

from  the  quietness  and  loneliness  that  hung  about  him. 

He  wanted  to  get  down  into  the  thick  of  the  city  and 

feel  life  pressing  against  his  sides. 

The  wind  chilled  him,  so  he  turned  southward  and 
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walked  aimlessly  down  through  what  had  ever  seemed 

to  him  the  veritable  backyard  of  all  New  York. 

The  desolation  of  those  quiet  streets  drove  him  East- 

ward, and  dragging  his  way  down  the  light-spangled, 
wave-like  rise  and  fall  of  Amsterdam  Avenue,  he 

plodded  onward  until  the  flaring  sign  of  a  restaurant 

caught  his  eye.  He  went  inside  and  sat  down  at  a 

little  table,  and  there  he  ate  ravenously — he  scarcely 
remembered  what. 

Then  his  spirit  of  unrest  came  over  him  again,  and 

as  he  wore  his  way  southward  he  felt  that  he  should 

like  to  see  Chatham  Square  once  more ;  a  caprice  to 
smell  the  air  of  the  slums  came  over  him.  But  his  old 

quarters,  he  remembered,  were  too  far  away  to  be  seen 

that  night.  So  he  turned  down  into  lower  Fifth 

Avenue,  and  wandered  idly  on,  gazing  at  times  up  at 

the  quiet  stars,  and  the  great  white  cross  of  light  that 

shone  from  the  Mission  House,  over  the  Arch  and  tan- 

gled tree  tops  of  Washington  Square.  Then  the  lure 

of  lights  to  the  south  caught  his  eye,  and  he  drifted 

into  Thompson  Street,  turning  once  more  erratically 

eastward,  while  for  a  moment  a  sudden  dizziness  came 

over  him  and  he  had  to  lean  against  an  iron  railing  for 

support.  Before  him  the  clustered  globes  of  an 

Italian  music-hall  chanced  to  flare  its  invitation  to  all 

passers-by,  and  he  stumbled  in,  glad  of  an  opportunity 

to  rest.  He  groped  his  way  to  the  half-underground 

ill-smelling  bar  and  asked  for  wine.  There  he  drank 
three  glasses  of  acid  and  biting  Chianti,  and  felt  better. 

He  was  still  weak  and  dazed,  however,  so  he  stepped 
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into  the  crowded  music-hall   at   the   rear,   and  sank 

limply  into  one  of  the  vacant  chairs. 

The  odor  of  tobacco  and  garlic  reeked  in  the  air, 

and  an  orchestra  of  a  half-dozen  pieces  was  crashing 

out  a  medley  of  operatic  selections.  Olive-skinned 

venders  of  fruit,  stoop-shouldered  ragpickers,  hard- 

handed  organ-grinders,  all  sat  and  looked  with  rapt 

faces  toward  the  diminutive  proscenium-arch  at  the 

end  of  the  hall,  beyond  which  was  a  lurid  painting  of 

the  Bay  of  Naples.  When  Signorina  Elisa  Venezia 

came  to  the  footlights  and  sang  a  Venetian  boat-song 

— it  took  Hartley  back  to  the  night  of  Repellier's  birth- 

day party — a  low-browed  Neapolitan  sitting  next  to 

him  pounded  on  the  table  with  his  beer-glass,  and  the 
sudden  applause  and  shouting  was  deafening,  volcanic. 
He  wondered  at  the  fire  of  their  Latin  enthusiasm.  An 

ape-like  old  man  tottered  and  mumbled  through  the 

gesticulating  crowd,  selling  meal-cakes.  When  a  cor- 
pulent woman  in  a  tawdry  yellow  costume,  swaying  her 

huge  body  to  the  throb  of  the  music,  sang  an  Italian 

love-song  that  seemed  familiar  to  the  crowd,  the  ape- 

like old  man  crouched  down  on  the  edge  of  his  black- 
ened basket  and  listened  to  the  end,  with  fixed,  filmy, 

eager  eyes. 

The  scene  of  a  sordid  and  toil-hardened  people 
finding  solace  in  music  brought  home  to  Hartley  how 

much  he  himself  had  been  missing  from  life  ;  how  nar- 
row, of  late,  his  days  had  grown  to  be.  The  chance  to 

wring  out  of  existence  its  richest  wine  was  before  him, 

had  been  thrust  upon  him,  and  he  had  neglected  it. 
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As  he  walked  wearily  home  through  the  cold  night 

air  he  determined,  with  a  sudden  passionate  clutching 

of  his  hands,  to  take  what  was  his  due,  to  grasp  at  what 

lay  before  him  in  life.  He  was  tired  of  all  empty 

and  enslaving  work;  the  tide  had  met  its  turn.  A 

Nietzsche-like  madness  to  throw  open  his  man's  arsenal 
of  instinct,  a  longing  to  fling  his  weight  against  every 

iron  law  that  seemed,  at  the  moment,  to  choke  and 

overrun  and  stultify  life,  filled  him  with  a  sense  of 

tingling  opposition.  To  battle  Byronic-like  against 
convention,  to  ride  the  whirlwind  like  the  old  gods  of 

life,  but  to  fight  always,  and  for  all  things — that 
seemed  to  him  life,  and  the  best  of  life. 

And  in  something  that  was  almost  delirium,  in  one 

white  flash  of  inspirational,  subliminal  clearness,  came 

to  him  the  first  ideas  of  his  poem  on  War — a  poem 
which  he  worked  out  feverishly,  yet  not  unhappily, 

during  the  next  few  days  of  culminating  weariness  and 

illness,  little  dreaming  of  the  part  it  was  soon  to  play 
in  lives  other  than  his  own. 
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REINFORCEMENTS 

And  though  idle  as  scholars  we  stand, 

Where  they  pilfer  and  swarm  in  our  home, 

The  honey  of  power  waits  the  hand 

But  daring  to  pilfer  the  comb. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Siren  City." 

A  cynic,  is  he  ?    Then  take  all  he  says  with  an  ounce  of  civet 

and  a  grain  of  salt. — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

To  Cordelia  over  her  coffee-cup  Mrs.  Spaulding 

confided  a  remarkable  example  of  her  husband's  per- 
versity. 

Their  talk  had  drifted  round  to  this  point  because 

of  a  scene,  of  which  Cordelia  had  been  an  unfortunate 

witness,  the  night  before.  A  flurry  of  unexpected 

bills  had  come  in  at  the  first  of  the  month.  After  look- 

ing them  over,  the  alert  and  ever-keen  business  instinct 
of  Alfred  Spaulding  had  at  first  gently  and  then  quite 

vigorously  rebelled  against  what  seemed  to  him  noth- 

ing but  wanton  extravagance.  A  florist's  bill  in 
particular — it  was  for  eight  hundred  dollars — had 
startled  him  into  indignation,  though  Mrs.  Spaulding 

remained  heroically  silent  as  to  the  fact  that  the  great 
bulk  of  that  bill  had  been  due  to  the  unconsidered  visits 

of  Cordelia,  and  had  been  quite  as  much  a  surprise  to 
her  as  it  now  was  to  her  husband. 
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It  was  not  often  that  his  equable  temper  showed  the 

effect  of  the  storm  and  stress  through  which  his  tired 

nerves  went  day  by  day.  Nor  was  it  often  that  to  his 

wife  he  spoke  in  anything  stronger  than  an  accent  of 

mild  protest.  But  on  rare  occasions  his  patience  be- 
came exhausted,  and  at  such  times  she  was  given  to 

understand — with  a  display  of  great  anger,  always 
ultimately  atoned  for  by  the  arrival  of  significant  little 

boxes  from  the  Spauldings'  j  eweler — that  her  husband 
was  not  altogether  the  pliant  and  passive  man  which 

more  than  one  of  her  friends,  and  even  she  herself  at 

times,  had  been  led  to  believe  him. 

Mrs.  Spaulding  sighed  heavily. 

"  And  Alfred  makes  his  money  so  easily !  "  she 
said. 

"  Why  does  he  work  so  hard,  anyway  ?  "  asked 
Cordelia. 

"  Oh,  he  says  he's  got  the  working  habit,  and  can't 

shake  it  off.  He  gets  lonely  and  restless  when  he's  not 

busy.  He  always  says  it's  too  late  for  him  to  try  to 

change  now.  But  I  can't  see  why  he  is  always  fussing 

about  things  this  way,"  she  went  on  fretfully,  push- 

ing back  the  little  cluster  of  tradesmen's  bills  with  a 
dimpled  but  disdainfully  indignant  hand,  on  which 

glittered  not  a  few  heavily  jeweled  rings.  "  He 
understands  the  market,  and  all  he  has  to  do  is  invest, 

and  then  just  watch  things,  and — er — all  that;  and 

then  take  his  money  out  again.  That  oughtn't  to  be 

such  hard  work,  ought  it  ?  " 
"  And  doesn't  he  ever  lose?  "  Cordelia  asked. 
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"  Of  course,  my  dear,  sometimes.     But  Mrs.  Her- 

rington — her  husband  is  in  Wall  Street,  too — told  me 
they  never  have  to  lose  unless  they  like;  unless  they 

want  to  lead  the  others  on,  and  that  sort  of  thing,  you 
see.  But  I  never  bother  about  business.  Alfred 

doesn't  seem  to  like  it." 

"  It  must  take  years  to  understand  it  all,"  Cor- 
delia ventured,  toying  absent-mindedly  with  the 

sugar-tongs. 

"  I  think  some  men  are  born  businesslike,  my  dear, 

the  same  as  they're  born  bow-legged,  or  with  big 

feet." 
She  wondered  why  Cordelia  smiled,  and  then  went 

on :  "  Why,  only  a  little  over  a  month  ago  Alfred's 
brother  Louis,  you  know,  sent  him  three  thousand  dol- 

lars from  Milwaukee,  to  invest.  Alfred  was  going  to 

send  it  back,  but  I  just  made  him  do  it.  He  put  it  in 
some  kind  of  steel.  Then  he  worried  so  much  about  it 

that  he  took  it  all  out  again  in  less  than  a  week. 

Even  then  he  made  over  eight  hundred  dollars  for  poor 

Louis.  Just  think  what  it  might  have  been  if  he'd 

only  left  it  in  right  along." 
It  was  this  innocent  and  quite  accidental  piece  of 

information  which  gave  a  new  turn  to  the  tide  of  Cor- 

delia's thoughts. 

In  her  own  little  yellow-covered  bank-book  she  had 
a  balance  of  some  nineteen  hundred  dollars.  Why 

should  not  this,  she  asked  herself,  be  sent  to  that  mys- 
terious land  of  magic,  Wall  Street,  and  in  time  come 
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months  of  late  she  had  indefinitely  felt  the  need  of 

more  substantial  resource  than  that  already  at  her 
command. 

Why,  indeed,  could  not  Mr.  Spaulding  do  for  her 

what  he  had  already  done  for  his  brother  out  in 
Milwaukee  ? 

She  said  nothing  of  her  plans,  but  little  by  little  re- 
sumed her  regular  morning  drives  with  Mr.  Alfred 

Spaulding  down  to  his  office,  a  matter  in  which  she  had 

been  more  or  less  remiss  of  late.  Alfred  Spaulding, 

in  fact,  objected  to  taking  his  carriages  into  Wall 

Street  at  all,  and  had  forsworn  the  elevated  railway 

only  because  his  more  practical  wife — more  practical 

in  this  thing,  at  any  rate — insisted  that  he  should  get 

at  least  half  an  hour's  open  air  each  day. 
Cordelia  greatly  surprised  that  absent-minded 

gentleman  one  morning  by  timidly  putting  a  little  cut- 
glass  vase  on  his  desk,  into  which  she  slipped  an 
American  Beauty  rose.  Although  she  had  talked  to 
him  a  great  deal,  and  about  many  things,  it  was  nearly 
a  week  before  she  approached  the  matter  that  lay 
nearest  her  heart. 

"  Women  sometimes — er — put  their  money  into 
stocks,  don't  they?"  Cordelia  asked  tentatively,  as 
they  bowled  briskly  down  Fifth  Avenue  one  bright 
morning. 

"  Yes,  and  nearly  always  lose  it,  too,"  was  Mr. 
Spaulding's  discouraging  and  somewhat  curt  reply. 

"  But  if  they  are  certain  about  the  right  thing?  " 
"  They  never  are.     No  one  is." 
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"  But  if  they  have  a  friend  in  Wall  Street,  a  friend 
who  knows — "  ventured  Cordelia. 

"  Then  the  friend  never  knows.  My  advice  is  for 

women  to  keep  out  of  Wall  Street." 

"But  aren't  there  any  stocks  that  are  safe?  I 

mean,  aren't  there  any  good  ones  you  feel  certain 

about,  for  instance?  " 

"  Of  course ;  but  those  are  the  kind  you  never 

make  your  money  out  of — at  least  not  at  the  rate 

women  want  to  make  it.      They're  slow  and  steady." 

"  But  you've  been  in  Wall  Street  so  long !  Surely 

there's  something  you  feel  to  be  safe  and  yet  going  to 

go  up,  too  ?  " 
The  ghost  of  a  smile  crept  over  his  worn  face. 

"  Miss  Vaughan,  if  I  had  that  delightful  power, 
I'd  make  a  million  before  I  came  home  for  dinner 

to-night." 

"  But  didn't  you  make  nearly  a  thousand  dollars 

for  your  brother  Louis  ?  "  she  asked,  after  a  pause. 

"  Yes,  I  did ;  and  it  caused  me  more  bother  and 
worry  than  making  eighty  times  that  much  out  of  my 

own  money.     Louis  is  a  pretty  poor  man,  you  know." 
"  Yes?  "  said  Cordelia. 

"  It  meant  a  good  deal  to  him.  If  I  hadn't  car- 

ried him  over  on  my  own  shoulders  he'd  have  been 
hard  hit." 

"  I  don't  think  I  should  mind  the  risk." 

"  One  never  does,  till  one  tries  it." 

"  I  want  to  try."  Then  after  a  moment's  pause 

she  said :  "  Mr.  Spaulding." 
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"Well?" 

"  Mr.  Spaulding,  I've  two  thousand  dollars,"  she 
had  not  quite  that  sum,  but  she  knew  that  she  could 

easily  make  it  up  by  means  of  a  loan  from  his  wife — 

"  and  I  intend  to  speculate  with  it.  Won't  you  in- 
vest it  for  me?  " 

"  Miss  Vaughan,  I've  made  it  a  rule,  an  inexorable 
rule,  never  to  take  a  woman's  money  in  the  Street." 

"  Please !  " 

"  You  know  lessons  there  usually  cost  about  a  thou- 
sand dollars  a  second." 

"  I'd  be  sorry  to  go  to  some  one  I  didn't  know," 

she  pouted  girlishly,  and  then  she  added,  "  or 
didn't  trust." 

"  Yes,  I  think  probably  you  would,  afterward." 

"  But  I  shall,"  she  said  determinedly.  As  to  this 
the  man  of  business  made  no  reply. 

The  next  morning  she  slipped  a  bunch  of  English 

violets  into  his  little  cut-glass  vase. 

"  Won't  you  ?  "  she  pleaded  again  in  her  softest 
voice. 

He  looked  at  the  flowers,  at  his  waiting  mail,  and 

then  at  the  girl — or  was  she  not  a  woman  ? — herself. 

"  Yes,  yes,"  he  said  wearily.  She  took  his  hand 
and  fondled  it  as  a  child  might.  With  all  his  business 

he  was  a  somewhat  lonely  man. 

"  We'll  see  what  we  can  do  with  it,"  he  added  more 
cheerily,  in  a  little  glow  of  latent  gallantry  that  left 

him  feeling  uncomfortable  and  hot.  Then  he  touched 

an  electric  button  and  his  private  secretary  appeared 
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with  a  bundle  of  notes  and  documents  in  his  hand,  and 

Cordelia  slipped  away  triumphant. 

It  was  her  one  and  only  financial  plunge.  Al- 

though Alfred  Spaulding  never  confessed  to  her  that 

the  precariousness  of  his  venture  on  her  behalf  cost 

him  two  long  nights  of  sleeplessness,  it  was  more  suc- 
cessful than  he  or  even  she  herself  had  hoped  for.  Out 

of  it  she  made  twenty-two  hundred  dollars. 
The  man  of  Wall  Street,  not  unnaturally,  silently 

braced  himself  for  another  scene  with  her,  determined 

that  this  time  she  should  not  prevail.  Perhaps  she 

saw  this,  or  perhaps  she  realized  that  for  once  sheer 

luck  had  gone  with  her.  At  any  rate,  to  her  host's 
surprise,  and  not  a  little  to  his  inner  satisfaction,  she 

placed  the  money  in  her  own  bank  and  said  nothing 
more  of  the  matter. 
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She  prayed  that  night  for  his  pure  soul, 
And  thanked  her  new-found  God 

That  he  returned  unscathed  and  whole 

To  that  white  world  he  trod. 

John  Hartley,  "The  Broken  Knight." 

A  woman's  last  love  is  always  a  rechauffe  of  her  first.—"  The 
Silver  Poppy." 

Hartley  had  to  wait  in  the  library  for  some  time ; 

he  sat  in  the  dusky,  massive  room  wondering  why  he 

should  listen  so  eagerly  for  Cordelia's  step.  When 

she  did  come  down — she  had  finally  surrendered  and 
written  him  a  pitiful,  urgent  little  note  complaining 

of  his  neglect  and  her  loneliness,  and  declaring  that  she 

must  see  him  at  once — she  stepped  before  him  re- 

splendent in  a  shimmering  gown  of  salmon-colored 
liberty  satin,  which  looked  almost  yellow  in  the  softened 

lamplight,  subdued  by  her  own  careful  hand.  She  was 

more  nervous  than  she  appeared,  and  she  was  glad  of 

the  half-lights.  She  had  long  since  discovered  that 

the  library  was  the  one  room  in  the  Spaulding  house- 
hold where  one  could  sit  in  assured  solitude.  The 

Spauldings,  indeed,  were  not  a  bookish  family,  Alfred 

Spaulding  always  briskly  protesting  that  he  preferred 
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living  life  to  reading  it.  And  when  it  came  to  a  matter 

of  recreation,  he  used  to  sa}r,  sixty  miles  in  an  automo- 

bile knocked  the  daylights  out  of  sixty  chapters  of  ro- 
mantic philanderings. 

Cordelia  came  over  to  Hartley  almost  timidly,  and 

looked  up  at  him  out  of  her  eyes  after  the  manner  of  a 

child  who  had  done  wrong  and  had  been  punished,  and 

was  repentant  once  more. 

She  was  startled  to  notice  the  change  in  him,  to  see 

how  attenuated  and  drawn  his  face  was,  how  worn  he 

looked  about  the  eyes. 

"  My  poor  boy !  "  There  was  much  of  the  ma- 

ternal in  that  little  cry.  "  My  poor  boy,  what  is  it?  " 
she  asked  with  trembling  lip,  in  her  earnestness  taking 
his  hand  once  more. 

"  Oh,  it's  nothing.  I've  been  working  jolly  hard 

and  got  a  little  under  the  weather,"  he  explained.  He 
could  never  endure  sympathy. 

"  And  you  never  told  me !  "  There  was  a  touch  of 
more  than  kindness,  of  more  than  melancholy  reproof, 

in  the  unconsciously  softened  voice.  It  seemed  to  rend 

all  the  fogs  that  had  muffled  and  darkened  life. 

"  And  now,  heigho,  I  feel  like  a  holiday !  "  he 
cried  as  he  told  her,  half  ashamed  of  the  softer  mood 

that  stole  over  him,  how  much  had  been  accomplished 

with  The  Unwise  Virgins. 

"  Why,  surely  you  haven't  finished  it — so  soon?  '' 
"  Not  finished,  altogether,  but  the  bulk  of  the  work 

is  done." 

"  The   bulk   done !  "     She   was   thinking   of  her 
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months  of  silent  and  agonized  labor — her  labor  that 
had  been  lost. 

"  Yes,  now  the  work  of  the  file  remains — and  that's 

easy." 
Was  it  so  easy  ?  she  was  wondering. 

Cordelia,  he  thought,  did  not  appear  able  to  share 

in  his  enthusiasm.  She  seemed  to  take  no  delight  in 

what  he  had  called  their  common  accomplishment. 

She  accepted  it  all  very  quietly,  and  did  not  even  ask 

when  she  might  see  the  manuscript.  He  had  expected 

her  to  be  more  openly  interested,  at  any  rate,  and  was 

momentarily  chilled  and  puzzled  at  her  unlooked-for 
indifference.  Then  some  gleam  of  light  seemed  to 

come  to  him,  for  looking  at  her  again,  she  smiled  up 

at  him  through  her  still  gentle  glance  of  reproach. 

"  Did  you  forget?     This  is  my  first  night." 

"  Your  first  night?  "  He  felt  that  their  lives  had 
been  strangely  divided  of  late,  that  he  was  looking 

out  on  her  existence  as  through  a  floating  veil,  or  as 

one  looks  from  a  tower  on  a  windy  world. 

"  Yes,  to-night  The  Silver  Poppy  has  its  first  per- 

formance— it's  first  performance  in  town,  I  mean." 
He  had  forgotten  it  completely,  shamefully.  But 

it  brought  him  a  relieving  touch  of  happiness;  he 

understood  now  why  she  had  elbowed  into  the  back- 

ground the  thing  that  had  stood  out  so  important  to 

him.  He  was  trying  to  explain  awav  his  stupidity 

and  to  laugh  away  his  absent-mindedness  when  Mrs. 

Spaulding's  voice  sounded  in  the  hall. 
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"You'll  come  with  us  to-night,  of  course?" 
He  tried  to  draw  back. 

"  Do !  "  she  pleaded.  "  I've  been — been  depend- 

ing on  you.  I'd  feel  more  confident  if  you  were  along 

with  me.  We  have  a  lower  box,  and  there'll  be  just 
the  four  of  us.     Do  come." 

"  But  are  you  sure  you  want  an  outsider  along?  " 
he  asked  dubiously,  annoyed  at  his  own  pettishness. 

"  Quite  sure,"  she  said,  and  though  his  eyes  avoided 
her  own  as  she  spoke  those  two  monosyllables,  he  could 

guess  from  the  vibrant  tone  of  her  voice  just  what  ex- 
pression she  wore. 

He  agreed  to  go,  then,  gladly  enough. 

"  And  you  deserve  some  fun,  anyway,"  she  said 

happily,  "  after  being  penned  up  this  way." 
"  Yes,  I'd  like  to  drink  in  a  little  of  the  fulness 

and  color  of  existence  now,  for  a  change.  I  feel  like 

taking  life  down  in  gulps." 

"  Of  course  you  do — then  let's  begin  to-night.  Is 

it  a  pledge  ?  " 
"  It  is.     And  here's  to  the  fulness  of  life." 

"  The  fulness  of  life — shake  on  it,  as  they  say  down 

in  my  country." 

From  that  first-night  performance  of  Cordelia's 
much-talked-of  drama  Hartley  carried  away  many 
mixed  feelings. 

It  was  when  the  perfunctory  applause  that  came 

at  the  end  of  the  first  act  had  died  dishearteningly 

away  that  Cordelia  had  turned  to  him  and  confessed, 

as  though  acting  under  some  sudden  impulse,  that  the 
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work  of  making  the  play  from  her  book  had  not  been 

performed  by  her  alone. 

"  They  insisted  on  having  their  own  men  do  it," 

she  explained.  "  They  keep  men  under  salary  for 

just  that  sort  of  thing." 

"  But  your  name's  on  every  spare  fence-board  in 

the  city,"  almost  gasped  Hartley. 

"  Yes,  I  know ;  they  insisted  that  I  should  stand 
as  both  author  and  playwright.  I  fought  against  it 

from  the  first,  but  it  was  useless.  They  said  it  would 

be  worth  so  much  more  to  them  that  way." 

She  looked  at  him  questioningly.  "  But  it  makes 

me  feel  like  a  thief,"  she  sighed.  She  was  hidden  out 
of  sight  in  a  dusky  corner  of  the  box,  and  he  could 
not  see  her  face.  He  looked  out  at  the  audience  and 

said  nothing. 
It  was  at  the  end  of  the  third  act  that  the  first 

touch  of  enthusiasm  fell  on  the  house.  Cordelia,  bend- 

ing forward  with  newly  awakened  interest,  was  listen- 
ing to  the  continued  applause  abstractedly  but  eagerly, 

almost  hungrily,  Hartley  thought. 

It  was  then  that  Zillinger,  the  manager  of  the 

house,  all  but  burst  into  the  box,  excited,  hot,  per- 
spiring. 

"  They're  calling  for  you,  Miss  Vaughan,"  he 
cried  under  his  breath,  holding  the  door  for  her.  And 

listening,  she  could  hear  the  distant  insistent  cry  of 

"Author!    Author!" 

Cordelia  hesitated  a  moment.  Zillinger  was  mo- 
tioning energetically  toward  the  narrow  little  aperture 
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that  led  back  of  the  boxes  into  the  stage.  They  were 

shaking  the  curtain  to  sustain  the  hand.  Cordelia 

looked  at  Hartley  with  a  mute  question  in  her  eyes. 

"  For  God's  sake,  quick — they're  calling  you !  " 
cried  Zillinger  again,  mopping  his  brow.  Cordelia 

noticed  Hartley's  face — it  stood  out  in  the  stronger 

glare  from  the  footlights — and  in  it  at  that  moment 

she  seemed  to  read  something  for  which  she  had  been 

searching.     She  settled  back  in  her  chair. 

"  I  can't  come,"  she  said  simply. 

Zillinger  advanced  as  though  to  seize  her  bodily — 
he  knew  the  pattering  multitudinous  voice  of  that  vast 

stippled  dragon  and  feared  its  caprices. 

"  They're  keepin'  it  up  for  you — you  got  to !  "  he 
cried  in  desperation. 

"  They  can  keep  it  up  till  morning  for  all  I  care — ■ 
I  shall  not  come !  " 

Zillinger  threw  up  his  hands  and  rushed  away, 

mopping  his  face  and  muffling  his  oaths  with  the  same 
handkerchief. 

Cordelia's  hand  sought  Hartley's  in  the  dusk  of  the 
half -lighted  box. 

"  Bully !  "  was  the  only  word  he  said,  but  she 
understood  how  much  it  meant,  and  it  made  her  in- 

ordinately happy  for  all  the  rest  of  that  night.  She 

felt,  in  some  way,  that  her  life  had  approached  ita 
Great  Divide. 
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He,  with  his  blithe  young  bosom  warm, 
Quite  mad  as  any  hatter, 

Just  pipes  and  jigs  through  every  storm, 
So  what  can  winter  matter  ! 

John  Hartley,  "The  Robin  in  Winter.*' 

A  great  man  ?     Impossible  ;   he  hasn't  a  dozen   enemies  !— 
"The  SQver  Poppy." 

Those  should  have  been  happy  days  for  Hartley, 

yet  they  were  not.  As  to  just  why  they  were  not  he 

had  decided  to  hold  question  with  himself  no  longer. 

He  was  persuading  himself  to  pick  the  flower,  distrust- 
ful of  his  to-morrow. 

He  and  Cordelia  saw  a  great  deal  of  each  other, 

though  he  was  puzzled  often  by  the  Indian  Summer 

mood  of  tranquillity  which  seemed  to  have  settled  down 

upon  her.  Though  no  lightest  word  of  love  passed 

between  them,  she  seemed  to  cling  to  him  with  a  broken 
autumnal  f  orlornness  that  touched  him  more  than  once 

as  time  went  on. 

Several  days  out  of  the  week  he  dined  with  the 

Spauldings,  and  as  the  season  advanced  and  the  play- 
houses opened  he  saw  himself  more  and  more  often  a 

member  of  their  merry  little  theater  parties.  They 

went  once  or  twice  to  Cordelia's  play,  but  her  novel  in 
its  dramatized  form  was  only  a  lukewarm  success  at  its 
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best,  and  was  soon  withdrawn.  Yet  going  out  "  on  the 

road  "  as  "  a  New  York  triumph,"  it  mysteriously  took 
unto  itself  new  life  and  prospered  with  sedate  but  sub- 

stantial vigor. 

Day  by  day  Hartley's  circle  of  acquaintances  had 
enlarged — he  became,  in  fact,  a  more  or  less  popular 

young  man — and  he  found  it  distinctly  agreeable  to 
catch  an  occasional  smile  from  a  carriage  passing  in 

the  Park  or  on  Riverside  Drive,  and  to  bow  now  and 

then  to  a  familiar  face  on  the  crowded  Avenue — there 

is  only  one.  It  was  pleasant,  too,  to  hold  the  reins  and 

have  Cordelia  at  his  side  in  the  Spauldings'  spider 
phaeton,  driving  quietly  home  through  the  waning 

autumnal  evenings  after  happy  afternoons  in  the  sun 

and  open  air. 

What  pleased  him  most,  though,  were  their  early 

morning  rides  in  Central  Park.  Mrs.  Spaulding  had 

gladly  enough  placed  her  horses  at  his  disposal — it 
was  only  too  good  of  him  to  exercise  the  overfed 

beasts — and  many  were  his  merry  canters  along  the 

bridle-paths,  from  which  now  and  then  he  could  catch 
glimpses  of  the  crowded  city  that  elbowed  in  on  his 

solitude  and  gave  him  a  thin,  fragmentary  feeling  of 

truancy,  like  a  summer  runaway  who  had  wandered 

into  sound  of  the  familiar  old  admonitory  school-bell. 
Cordelia  soon  formed  the  habit  of  joining  him  in  these 

rides,  though  for  a  girl  from  Kentucky  and  one  who 

had  always  made  much  of  her  love  of  horseflesh,  she 

was  not  a  good  rider.  She  explained  this  by  the  fact 

that  she  had  fallen  out  of  practise,  for  one  thing,  and 
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for  another,  that  since  Firefly,  her  old  Kentucky 

thoroughbred,  had  run  away  with  her  at  home  she  al- 
ways felt  more  or  less  nervous  in  the  saddle.  Hartley 

took  her  in  hand,  accordingly,  and  coached  her  at 

great  pains  and  with  much  patience,  and  as  she  learned 

to  sit  more  comfortably  on  her  mount  her  strange  fear 

melted  away.  As  she  discovered,  too,  that  the  daily 

gallop  in  the  morning  air  was  bringing  more  vigor 
to  her  limbs  and  a  fresher  color  to  her  cheeks,  her 
Southern  dislike  for  all  such  active  exercise  soon 

passed  away. 

Under  Hartley's  influence  she  even  took  to  walking, 
though  her  first  lesson  with  that  somewhat  thoughtless 

instructor  left  her  so  fatigued  in  body  and  nerve,  and 

with  such  sadly  blistered  feet,  that  she  had  to  keep  to 

her  bed  for  the  day  following  their  tramp  up  and  down 

the  entire  length  of  Riverside  Drive.  But  of  this 

Hartley  knew  nothing. 

Besides  these  many  hours  in  the  open  air  together 

there  was  an  occasional  luncheon  at  Sherry's,  and  rus- 
tling, odorous,  subdued  musicales  and  recitals  at  Men- 

delssohn Hall,  and  now  and  then  a  supper  at  the  Wal- 

dorf after  the  theater,  and  a  merry  four-in-hand  load 
or  two  during  the  month  to  Ardsley,  and  suburban 

automobile  jaunts,  and  sufficient  things  of  a  like  nature 

to  cause  Hartley  to  keep  a  judicious  eye  on  his  en- 
gagement list  and  to  question  himself  no  longer  as  to 

whether  or  not  he  was  wringing  the  color  out  of  life. 

"  Cordelia  and  you  seem  to  be  made  for  each  other," 
said  Mrs.  Spaulding  at  supper  one  evening  in  her  own 
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dining-room,  after  a  charity  dance  at  the  Waldorf. 

"  At  one  time  I  actually  thought  the  child  would  never 
care  for  anything  but  books  or  what  the  newspapers 

were  saying  about  her." 
Mrs.  Spaulding  had  drunk  of  her  third  bottle  of 

champagne,  and  her  voice  was  not  so  carefully  modu- 
lated as  it  might  have  been.  Cordelia  heard  the  speech 

with  painfully  flushing  face. 

"  And  some  day  she'll  go  back  to  her  books  again," 
she  said  as  she  swept  from  the  room  in  a  rage.  Hart- 

ley was  giving  all  his  attention  to  his  Madeira  jelly. 

Mrs.  Spaulding  looked  after  her  with  blank  and  un- 
comprehending eyes. 

"  Poor  dear !  "  she  murmured.  "  She's  such  a  silly, 
frail  little  thing.  When  I  see  her  in  the  hands  of  you 

men  I  feel  exactly  the  same  as  I  do  when  Alfred  gets 

handling  my  chinaware.  And  she's  such  a  trustful 

child,  too !  If  it  wasn't  for  her  faith  in  you,  really  I'd 
tremble  for  her  future." 

Then  Mrs.  Spaulding  filled  Hartley's  glass  and 

light-headedly  declared  that  she  had  got  hold  of  him 
just  in  time  to  save  him  from  being  a  monk. 

Yet  Hartley  was  not  altogether  idle  during  these 

weeks.  Each  day  he  threw  a  little  sop  of  work  to  the 

Cerberus  of  conscience,  adding  from  time  to  time  the 

finer  touches  to  the  manuscript  of  The  Unwise  Virgins 

while  it  still  lay  before  him  in  the  rough.  This  treat- 
ment resulted  in  an  unexpected  expansion  of  the  story 

itself  and  left  his  pages  in  a  sadly  undecipherable  con- 
dition.    Even  he  himself,  however,  could  see  how  those 
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touches  of  after-thought  were  altering  his  earlier  ef- 
fort and  rounding  out  his  severer  structure  into  a 

work  of  more  Gothic  richness. 

One  Sunday  afternoon  late  in  October  he  carried 

the  completed  manuscript  over  to  Cordelia.  A  recent 

rain  had  washed  the  streets  from  curb  to  curb,  and 

under  foot  flagstone  and  asphalt  lay  clean  as  steel. 

There  was  a  cool  freshness  in  the  air,  and  the  vigorous 
exercise  as  he  went  swinging  down  the  river  front  sent 

the  blood  bounding  through  his  veins  once  more.  He 

stopped  to  watch  the  sea-gulls  wheeling  and  dipping 
above  the  gray  waters  of  the  Hudson — the  sight  of 

them  filled  him  with  a  sudden  restless  passion  for  a  free- 
dom that  still  seemed  to  have  eluded  him.  Then  he 

turned  to  the  Drive  itself,  and  let  his  eyes  rest  on  the 

stream  of  flashing  horses  and  hurrying  carriages.  He 

remembered  what  the  Spauldings'  coachman  had  con- 

fided to  him  only  a  few  days  before :  "  They  don't  last 
long  in  the  city,  sir,  them  horses ;  it  shakes  the 

shoulders  off  'n  them." 

He  found  Cordelia,  excepting  the  servants,  alone 

in  the  house.  The  Spauldings  had  left  the  day  be- 
fore for  Canada,  she  told  him.  Mrs.  Spaulding  was 

to  stay  in  Quebec  City,  while  her  husband — who  had 

always  been  fond  of  shooting — went  north  for  moose. 

He  had  found  it  possible  to  snatch  a  three  weeks'  be- 
lated vacation  before  the  winter  set  in,  Cordelia  ex- 

plained, and  described  with  not  a  little  wit  the  stern- 
ness with  which  he  had  arisen  and  dragged  away  a 

complaining  and  none  too  willing  wife. 
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"  Our  American  husbands,  you  know,  usually  show 

more  velvet  than  claws,"  she  added. 

She  was  gowned  in  a  tightly  fitting  tailor-made 
dress  of  bottle  green,  trimmed  with  gold.  It  seemed 

to  deepen  the  color  of  her  hair  and  at  the  same  time  to 

give  a  touch  of  girlishness  to  her  figure.  She  guessed 

at  once  what  Hartley  held  in  his  hand. 

"  I  wonder  if  it  could  ever  be  a  Silver  Poppy  the 

second?  "  he  asked,  as  he  handed  the  manuscript  over 
to  her.  Her  mind  flashed  back  to  the  birth  of  that 

earlier  book,  and  for  a  moment  she  looked  hesitatingly 

up  at  him. 

"  I'd  rather  read  it  alone,"  she  said.  "  Do  you 

mind?" 

"  I'd  rather  you  did,"  he  answered,  wondering  at 
the  sudden  little  sternness  that  had  come  over  her.  It 

seemed  like  the  shadow  on  quiet  water  of  a  taloned  bird 
he  could  not  see. 

"  Then  I'll  leave  you  in  the  library  to  smoke.  You 
said  you  wanted  to  see  the  press  notices  of  the  play — 

I  think  they'll  keep  you  enough  amused,"  she  held  the 
heavy  portieres  aside  for  him.  Then  she  brought 

him  her  huge,  heavy  scrap-book,  and  lingered  a  mo- 
ment before  the  mantelpiece  mirror  while  he  turned 

over  a  few  of  its  first  pages. 

"  May  I  look  over  all  of  it?  "  he  asked,  with  his 
head  bent  over  the  closely  pasted  pages  of  clippings. 

"  Yes,  do ;  some  day  I'm  going  to  call  that  book 
The  Price  of  Fame." 

He  looked  up  from  a  page  he  had  been  glancing 
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over,  where  a  paragraph,  more  faded  than  the  others 

about  it,  caught  his  eye. 

"  Who  is  Fanny  Rice?  "  he  asked. 
She  was  fixing  her  hair  before  the  mirror  and  did 

not  turn  away  from  it  as  she  answered,  after  a  mo- 

ment's pause: 

"  She's  my  cousin — in  Kentucky." 
And  as  he  dipped  from  page  to  page  into  notices 

from  newspapers  and  illustrated  interviews  from 

weeklies  and  studies  from  critical  reviews,  frowning 

over  some,  laughing  over  others,  she  slipped  away  and 
left  him. 

An  hour  glided  past  and  Cordelia  did  not  return. 

Hartley  took  up  a  novel  from  the  table,  and  when  an- 
other long  hour  dragged  on  he  became  uneasy.  He 

went  to  the  foot  of  the  stairs  and  called  her.  Then 

he  rang  for  the  servants,  but  could  get  no  response  to 

his  summons ;  they  were  all  either  out  at  the  moment 

or  beyond  sound  of  the  bells. 

He  went  to  her  study  and  tapped  on  the  door. 

Hearing  no  sound,  he  opened  it  and  glanced  in,  but  she 

was  not  there.  He  hesitated  a  moment,  then  went 

from  silent  room  to  room  through  the  great,  quiet 
house  in  search  of  her. 

He  found  her  at  last  in  a  nook  of  the  upper  west 

hall,  which  he  had  heard  Mrs.  Spaulding  speak  of  as 

the  Quietude.  She  was  bending  over  the  last  pages  of 

his  manuscript  in  the  paling  evening  light  at  the 

window,  curled  up,  cat-like,  in  a  huge  armchair.  Her 
lips  were  slightly  parted,  and  as  her  white  face  bent 176 
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over  those  last  pages  of  his  story  some  eager,  luminous 

hunger  that  dwelt  in  her  eyes  held  Hartley  spellbound. 

He  watched  her  without  speaking. 

When  the  last  page  was  read  she  looked  up  slowly 

and  let  her  absent  eyes  dwell  on  him  as  her  lips  mur- 
mured something  he  could  not  catch.  Then  he 

laughed  a  little  and  stepped  toward  her  through  the 

twilight. 

At  his  first  step  he  saw  that  he  had  been  mis- 
taken. She  had  neither  heard  nor  seen  him.  But  she 

did  not  cry  out,  only  a  deadly  whiteness  swept  over 

her  already  pale  face,  and  she  put  her  hand  up  to  her 

heart  with  a  quick  little  motion. 

In  a  moment  her  fright  had  passed  and  she  could 

breathe  naturally  once  more.  The  pale  color  crept 

slowly  back  into  her  face. 

"  I  thought  something  might  have  happened,"  he 
said  weakly. 

"  How  you  startled  me !  "  she  gasped,  growing 
calmer  as  she  spoke.  Then  she  shook  her  white  skirts 

out  and  sat  up  more  decorously  in  the  chair.  "  You 

must  promise  me  never  to  do  it  again,"  she  said  softly. 

"  It's  heredity  with  me,  I  think,  for  my  old  mammy 
nurse  once  told  me  it  was  a  fright  that  really  killed  my 

mother.     You'll  promise,  won't  }Tou?  " 
She  looked  at  him  with  solemn  eyes.  The  gray 

twilight  fell  acrocs  her  face  and  melted  into  the  gold 

of  her  hair.  Her  bottle-green  gown  seemed  black  in 

the  dusk,  and  her  pale  features,  freighted  with  an 

elusive  and  wistful  pathos,  seemed  to  Hartley,  in  that 
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minute  of  fleeting  but  vivid  impression,  like  the  face 

of  some  sweet  lady  of  forgotten  centuries  gazing  out 

of  the  gloom  of  an  old  canvas.  It  was  a  face  that  held 

him  musingly  spellbound,  in  which  he  could  see  and 

dream  of  things  that  were  not  there,  as  in  a  fire  by 

night  or  in  a  fountain  by  day. 

He  dropped  on  his  knees  beside  her  and  caught  her 
hands.  She  could  see  the  sudden  flame  of  tumultuous 

love  and  of  desire  that  burned  through  him,  and  she 

drew  away,  strangely,  almost  in  terror. 

"  No,  no !  "  she  cried  in  a  low  voice.  "  Not  now ! 

Not  here ! " 

She  pressed  away  from  him,  as  from  a  danger, 

though  on  his  face  was  nothing  but  tenderness  and 

pleading.  She  shrank  from  him  hesitatingly,  as 

though  the  cup  of  devotion  that  he  held  up  to  her  was 

something  too  costly  for  her  to  taste. 

A  hurrying  and  startled  chambermaid  turning  on 

the  light  brought  them  back  from  that  garden  of  en- 
chantment into  which  youth  can  wander  but  seldom. 

There  was  nothing  left  for  them  to  do  but  walk 

soberly  down  through  the  long  halls  of  the  quiet  house 

to  the  -library  once  more.  Yet  all  the  while  Cordelia 
seemed  to  be  fighting  some  silent  and  inward  battle,  to 

be  swayed  by  some  great  conflict  of  emotion  that  tram- 

pled from  her  the  many  long-thought-of  things  she 
had  to  say,  as  cavalry  tramples  a  field  once  golden 
with  wheat. 

She  was  silent  and  restless  and  nervous  until  Hart- 

ley gathered  up  the  scattered  pages  of  The  Unwise 
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Virgins  and  put  them  in  order  on  the  library  table. 

Then  she  looked  into  his  eyes  and  murmured  tenderly, 

and  under  the  stress  of  a  sudden  impulse : 

"  I'm  proud  of  you,  so  proud  of  you,  my  big 

boy ! " 
He  looked  down  into  her  face — into  her  face,  that 

he  felt  could  change  like  water.  It  was  dignified, 

glorified  by  a  light  that  he  had  seldom  seen  on  a 

woman's  countenance,  and  it  left  him  happy  once  more. 
The  artist  in  him,  receiving  its  dole,  elbowed  the  man 

in  him  slowly  aside. 

"  Then  it  will  do?  "  he  asked. 

"  It  is  all  strength  and  all  beauty,"  she  said 

simply.  Then  she  added  in  another  voice,  "  You 

have  made  me  very  humble." 
She  sighed  pitifully  as  she  looked  at  the  pile  of 

written  pages. 

"  I  have  only  imitated  you,"  he  declared. 
"  Imitated  me?  "  she  echoed. 

"  Yes.  All  along  it  was  The  Silver  Poppy  that 

was  my  model — that  I  tried  to  follow  from  first  to  last." 

"  I  feel  as  though  you  had  given  me  a  mental  flog- 

ging," she  broke  in.  "  None  of  this  is  mine !  '  None 

of  it,"  she  cried  passionately.  "  None  of  it,  by  right," 

she  added  as  she  gazed  at  the  topmost  sheet.  "  I  was 

only  the  mouse  who  pulled  the  thorn  out  of  the  lion's 

paw,  and  look  what  he  has  done  for  me." 

"  But  see  what  you  have  done,  what  you  are  doing 

for  me!  "  he  cried  impetuously.  "  And  see  what  you 

can  do,  what  some  day  you  must  do." 179 
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She  held  up  a  hand  as  though  to  bar  it  back,  as 

though  it  were  something  that  still  confounded  her 

better  judgment  and  might  lead  to  lifelong  mistakes 
and  sorrows. 

Then  he  added,  more  gently :  "  Every  page  of 
this,  Cordelia,  is  quite  as  much  yours  as  mine.  You 

suggested  it,  you  inspired  it.  If  it  were  not  for  you, 

dear,  it  should  never  have  been  written." 
His  hand  was  on  the  throttle  of  sacrifice,  and  he 

seemed  bent  on  racing  the  engine  of  self-abnegation 

to  its  last  wheel-turn.  Her  face  lighted  up  with  a 
new  and  fierce  fire  as  he  spoke.  He  wondered  if  that 

happy  smile  was  born  of  his  first  more  intimate  use  of 
her  Christian  name. 

"  But  you  have  done  it  all !  "  she  reiterated. 

"  Two  authors  always  have  to  drive  tandem  in  a 
case  like  this." 

"  How  it  will  succeed !  "  she  said  dreamily.  "  You 
would  hardly  believe  me  if  I  should  tell  you  how  much 

we  shall  make  out  of  this." 

He  turned  and  resolutely  tied  up  the  loose  pages. 

The  flush  of  a  new  energy  was  on  him. 

"  What  are  you  going  to  do?  "  she  asked  quickly. 

"  I'm  going  at  it  again — I've  had  a  dozen  ideas 

while  you've  been  talking  to  me — I  feel  that  I've  got 

to  go  at  it  tooth  and  nail  again." 

"  And  it's  agreed  that  you  take  one-half  the  royal- 
ties? "  she  broke  in. 

"  No,  no ;  the  name,  the  start — that's  quite  all 

I  ask." 
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She  did  not  understand.     "  The  start?  " 

u  Yes,  I  can  wait  until  I  write  my  own  book  for 

dollars  and  royalties,  and  all  that  sort  of  thing.  Now 

I'm  glad  enough  to  stand  humbly  beside  you." 
Still  she  did  not  seem  to  understand.  He  felt  that 

she  was  tired  and  shaken. 

"  Why,  I'm  unknown,  Cordelia,  and  you're  famous. 
Think  what  it  will  mean  for  me — The  Unwise  Virgins, 

by  Cordelia  Vaughan  and  John  Hartley !  " 
She  turned  toward  him  quickly.  He  caught  the 

startled  look  in  her  eyes,  and  wondered  at  it.  She  tried 

to  call  up  a  smile ;  he  could  see  her  lips  twitch  uselessly, 

like  a  desperate  pilot  tugging  at  a  broken  signal-wire. 

"Oh-h-h,"  she  said  softly,  at  last,  "I  hadn't 

thought  of  that !  " 
As  he  passed  under  her  window  he  looked  back  at 

her  through  the  gathering  darkness.  She  stood  in  the 

half-lighted  window-square  vacantly,  wide-eyed,  won- 
dering. He  waved  his  hand  back  at  her,  lightly,  but 

she  did  not  seem  to  see  him.  And  he  wondered  what 

element  in  the  picture  which  that  half-lighted  window 
framed  made  him  think  of  Perseis  as  she  watched  the 

trireme  of  Ulysses  swing  up  the  sands  of  iErea.  He 

knew  but  one  thing,  and  that  he  knew  assuredly.  He 

loved  her  with  all  the  strength  of  his  heart. 
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WAS    EVER    POETESS    THUS    MADE? 

My  astral  messenger  then  turned  her  eyes 
In  sad  tranquillity  unto  that  night 

Wherein  the  temple  of  the  summit  lies, 

And  spake  unto  my  ear  : 
"  Tis  more  the  fight 

Than  all  the  idle  guerdons  to  be  won  ; 

It  is  the  worship  though  the  gods  be  mute  ; 

So  keep  thou  still  thy  face  unto  the  sun, 

Since  art  is  not  the  goal,  but  the  pursuit." 

John  Hartley,  "The  Goddess  Speaks.** 

Art  is  the  china  of   sentiment    packed   in  the  sawdust  of 

sense. — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

"  How  would  you  like  to  make  two  hundred  and 

fifty  dollars  this  afternoon  ?  "  asked  Cordelia  calmly, 
as  she  stood  before  Hartley,  comfortably  muffled  in  her 
new  chinchilla  hat  and  coat. 

"  Oh,  don't  tempt  me,"  he  laughed,  as  he  defer- 
entially enthroned  her  in  that  great  green-backed 

library  chair,  which  by  perhaps  its  mere  voluminous 

somberness  always  seemed  to  touch  her  strangely  into 

a  new  youth. 

"  But  what  would  you  do  for  it  ?  "  she  asked  teas- 
ingly,  yet  with  a  tacit  seriousness  of  mind,  for  she  felt 

that  his  new  manner  of  life  was  more  and  more  bring- 
ing about  the  necessity  for  a  larger  income. 
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"Do  for  it?  I  should  be  ashamed  to  say,"  he 
laughingly  confessed,  wondering  at  the  troubled  brow 

and  the  cold,  judicial  sobriety  of  her  eyes. 

She  handed  him  a  typewritten  note,  waiting  in 

silence  until  he  had  finished  reading  it,  and  had  looked 

up  at  her  with  an  inquiring  glance. 

The  letter  was  a  hastily  written  request  from  the 

editorial  office  of  one  of  New  York's  most  variedly 
sensational  newspapers,  urgently  asking  for  a  few  hun- 

dred words  from  the  author  of  The  Silver  Poppy  on 

the  Influence  of  War.  The  newspaper  in  question 

had  of  late  essayed  to  carry  on  what  had  become  a 

somewhat  heated  controversy  as  to  the  relation  between 

war  and  religion,  while  its  eloquent  young  editor  daily 

expounded  his  conviction  that  in  the  present  corrupt 

condition  of  mankind  war  was  not  only  quite  recon- 

cilable with  true  Christianity,  but  was  actually  a  reme- 
dial agent,  tending  toward  progress  and  civilization. 

He  conceded  that  it  might  be  an  evil,  yet  was  not 
evil. 

"  Now  let  me  explain,"  broke  in  Cordelia.  "  This 
afternoon  I  suddenly  remembered  that  you  had  just 

the  thing  they  wanted — you  brought  it  up  and  read 

it  to  me  the  other  Sunday  after  we'd  had  dinner  at  the 
Casino." 

He  winced  at  the  little  irony  of  accident,  yet  re- 
membering consolingly  that  even  a  Horace  had  framed 

his  bucolic  idyls  sipping  Falernian  in  citied  ease  within 

a  stone's  throw  from  the  Palatine,  he  waited  in  silence 
for  her  to  continue. 
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"  I  mean  those  lines,  of  course — I  think  you  called 

them  The  Need  of  War — where  you  say  collision  is  a 

law  of  progress  and  all  life  is  warfare  and  that  we're 
perpetually  fighting,  although  we  never  dream  it,  and 

even  our  bodies  themselves  are  eternal  battle-grounds." 

"  But  that  thing  would  never  do,"  he  cried  in  as- 
tonishment. 

"  Oh,  yes,  it  would,"  she  answered  easily.  "  All  it 
needs  is  a  change  or  two  at  the  beginning,  and  per- 

haps a  line  here  and  there  to  make  it  more  specifically 

local,  or  rather,  American,  in  application." 

"  But  it's  not  what  newspapers  print  or  care 

to  print." 
"It's  a  beautiful  thing,"  she  cried.  "They'd 

jump  at  it."  And  then  she  added,  as  an  afterthought, 

"  If  it  had  been  written  by  any  one  with  a  name." 

"That's  just  it,"  he  explained.  "The  offer 

hasn't  been  made  to  me,  you  see." 

"  Yes,  I  know,"  she  began.  "  And  that's  why  I 

hesitated  about  suggesting  the  thing." 
He  seemed  to  be  weighing  the  matter,  and  she 

waited  for  him  to  speak. 

"  Of  course  it's  awfully  good  of  you  to  extend  the 
offer  to  me  at  the  last  moment,  and  all  that  sort  of 

thing.  But  I  know  well  enough  this  paper  would 

never  think  of  offering  me  any  such  sum  for  the  lines." 
She  looked  at  him  steadily. 

"  They  would  if  it  appeared  over  my  name." 

"  But  I  couldn't  ask  you  to  do  that — and  for  a 

mere  matter  of  money,"  he  cried. 
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"  I  would  gladly,  for  you." 
"  But  it  would  scarcely  be  fair,  either  to  you  or 

to  me." 
She  almost  hated  him,  she  felt,  when  he  stood  so 

proudly  behind  that  old-time  integrity  of  character 
of  his.  Even  as  she  argued,  though,  she  secretly 

hoped  against  hope  that  he  would  hold  out,  that  he 

would  defeat  her  where  she  stood.  Then  remembering 

again  more  than  one  scene  of  inward  humiliation  over 

what  he  seemed  to  have  accepted  as  her  womanly  prone- 

ness  to  tangle  the  devious  skeins  of  ethics  and  ex- 

pediency, a  touch  of  the  tyrant  came  to  her  once 
more. 

"  I  want  you  to  have  this  money,"  she  pleaded. 

"  It's  only  right  that  you  should.  You  need  it — J 

have  made  you  need  it." 
He  turned  to  her  suddenly  as  he  paced  up  and  down 

the  room. 

"  Isn't  there  any  possible  way  of  obviating  the — 

the  deception  ?  "  he  asked. 
The  mere  utterance  of  that  question  told  her  that 

the  problem  had  been  solved.  Perhaps  the  quiet  and 

businesslike  manner  in  which  it  had  been  presented  to 

him  had  robbed  it  of  its  more  abstract  significance, 

had  enabled  it  to  be  smuggled  into  him  in  the  sheep's 
clothing  of  a  commercial  commonplace.  Perhaps  he 

was  more  embarrassed — in  a  financial  way — than  she 
had  dreamed,  and  now  that  he  had  sunned  himself  on 

the  warm  sands  of  respectability,  dreaded  another 

plunge  into  the  chilly  depths  of  a  second  poverty. 
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"  I  don't  see  any  way  out  of  it,"  she  answered.  "  I 
suppose,  unless  you  have  an  inkling  of  newspaper  ways, 

such  things  have  a  tendency  to  shock  you  ?  " 

"  I  know  a  little  of  their  ways  that  are  dark,"  he 
interpolated,  thinking  at  the  moment  of  the  United 
News  Bureau. 

"  But  this  is  only  one  of  the  thousand  and  one 
tricks  of  a  very  tricky  trade.  And  it  really  amounts 

to  about  the  same  thing  as  the  signed  article  young 

reporters  write  for  an  illiterate  prize-fighter  or  a 
rather  stupid  prima  donna.  At  any  rate,  is  it  any 

worse?  " 

"  But  would  there  be  any  means  of  finally  correct- 

ing the — the  error  of  authorship?  "  he  asked. 

"  Is  it  the  loss  of  the  poem?  "  she  began. 

"  In  one  way  it  is,  perhaps,  and  in  another  way 

it  isn't." 
But  was  this  ethical  Cassarean  section,  he  won- 

dered, the  only  means  of  bringing  his  belated  offspring 

to  light? 

"  I  can  understand  that ;    it's  a  beautiful  thing." 

"  But  if  I  have  written  one  I  still  have  the  power 

to  write  another."  It  was  the  master  losing  himself 
in  the  message,  the  parent  dying  for  the  child. 

"  Of  course,  but  you  mustn't — please  don't  think 
for  one  moment  that  I  want  to  lay  claim  to  it,  now 

or  at  any  time.  I'm  not  a  poetess,  as  you  know,  and 
never  could  be  one." 

He  fell  to  pacing  the  room  once  more. 

"  I  was  only  thinking,"  she  went  on  with  slightly 186 
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compressed  lips,  "  of  you  when  I  came  to  suggest 

the  thing." 

"  I  know,  and  it  was  very  generous  of  you,"  he  an- 

swered, as  he  began  rummaging  through  his  manu- 
scripts for  the  lines. 

"  You've  written  this  thing,  and,  as  you  say,  it 

lies  in  your  power  to  write  something  as  good,  or  bet- 

ter. You've  confessed  you  see  no  way  of  getting  rid  of 

it,  so,  after  all,"  she  said  wearily,  "  it's  only  a  matter 

of  two  hundred  and  fifty  dollars." 
Hartley  looked  up  at  her  coldly. 

"  No,  it's  a  great  deal  more  than  that,"  he  said 

gravely,  turning  away  from  her  again.  "  Much 
more.  But  to  be  candid,  just  at  the  present  moment  I 

am  painfully  in  need  of — of  money.  And  I  don't  feel 
like  arguing  the  ethics  of  it  all  out  to-day  as  I  ought 

to  do."  Then  he  sighed  heavily,  and  added,  "  But  I 
wish  I  were  free." 

So  the  offer  was  accepted  and  Cordelia  carried 

away  with  her  the  manuscript  of  The  Need  of  War, 

troubled  and  weighed  down  with  an  indeterminate  sense 

of  humiliation,  yet  feeling  that  out  of  the  ashes  of  that 

humiliation  might  ultimately  rise  the  towers  of  a  new 

strength. 

As  for  the  poem  itself,  she  thought  little  about  it ; 
she  was  no  lover  of  blank  verse.  Her  one  consolation 

seemed  to  be  a  feeling — tragically  feminine — that  she 
had  drawn  down  to  her  a  figure  that  before  had  always 

seemed  to  shadow  and  chill  her  with  its  shadowy  im- 
maculacy. 
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Vet  life's  long  silence,  after  song, 
Can  do  thy  lyric  heart  no  wrong. 
Once  broken  music  fell  from  thee, 

While  now — now  thou  art  harmony. 
Those  notes  that  soared  from  thee  of  old, 

Wrapt  in  dusk  wings  they  ne'er  unfold, 
Brood  vocal  in  thy  clouded  eyes  ; 

And  in  thy  bosom's  fall  and  rise — 
O  poor,  sad,  sea-like  surging  breast — 
Is  song  itself  made  manifest ! 

John  Hartley,  "The  Lost  Voice. n 

A  song  in  the  heart  is  worth  two  in  the  book. — "The  Silver 

Poppy." 

An  astonished  city  awoke  one  morning  to  find  that 

Cordelia  Vaughan  was  a  poetess.  For  some  time  it 

had  been  rumored  persistently  about  that  the  beautiful 

young  authoress  from  Kentucky  was  soon  to  place  a 
new  and  wonderful  novel  of  modern  life  and  manners 

before  the  reading  world.  At  a  time,  too,  when  the 

talk  of  her  play  was  on  every  tongue,  the  public  press 

was  seldom  without  an  anticipatory  note  or  two  about 

Cordelia's  next  effort.  But  when,  instead  of  either 
novel  or  study,  the  Sunday  issue  of  a  commendably 

enterprising  New  York  newspaper  came  out  with  her 

now  well-known  The  Need  of  War,  those  admiring 
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followers — and  they  were,  indeed,  no  small  army — 
whom  she  had  won  over  by  the  strength  and  charm  of 
her  first  book,  turned  to  one  another  bewildered  and 

asked  what  new  token  of  versatility  and  genius  this 

wonderful  girl  writer  from  the  South  would  next  fling 
before  them. 

The  Need  of  War,  with  a  striking  portrait  of  its 

author  in  a  black  velvet  and  Irish  point  gown,  a  loose 

Russian  coat  of  pale  gray  Venetian  cloth,  surmounted 

by  an  immense  plumed  hat  of  beaver,  occupied,  with  a 

luridly  symbolic  figure  of  "  War  "  in  the  background, 

an  entire  page  of  the  newspaper  in  which  it  first  ap- 

peared. 
While  The  Need  of  War  was,  perhaps,  slightly 

above  the  heads  of  the  audience  to  which  that  particu- 

lar journal  appealed,  the  more  discerning  critics  and 

paragraphers  soon  saw  that  the  poem  was  in  reality  an 

emotional  and  vitalized  appreciation  of  the  divinity  of 

struggle,  and,  seeming  to  strike,  as  it  did,  the  key-note 
of  our  American  strenuous  life,  the  lines  crept  from 

city  to  city,  appeared  by  special  arrangement  in  one 

of  the  popular  magazines,  and  eventually  percolated 

throughout  the  country.  The  power  and  vigor  of  the 

flowing  blank  verse  could  not  be  denied — in  fact,  there 
were  those  who  regarded  it  as  remarkable  that  such 

metrical  skill  could  be  shown  by  a  hand  unknown  to 

years  of  patient  and  laborious  exercise.  The  beauty 

of  the  poem,  however,  continued  to  evoke  comment 

from  the  press,  and  even  those  more  academic  period- 
icals which  had  not  deigned  to  take  notice  of  her  earlier 
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work  in  the  field  of  prose  now  opened  their  pages  to 

an  occasional  discussion  of  Cordelia  Vaughan's  new 
treatment  of  an  old  problem. 

It  all  resulted  in  a  very  unlooked  for  shower  of 

newspaper  articles  from  Cordelia's  clipping  agency. 
These  told  in  many  incongruously  different  ways  just 

how  the  poem  came  to  be  written,  just  what  its  author 

had  planned  it  should  mean,  and  just  how  remarkable 

it  was  that  the  thundering  forth  of  such  a  sermon 

should  fall  to  the  lot  of  a  young  and  fragile  Ameri- 
can girl. 

Cordelia,  remembering  the  source  of  all  this  un- 

looked-for publicity,  sat  in  melancholy  apprehension 
amid  these  notices,  frightened  a  little  at  the  stir  she 

had  made,  and  made  so  unwittingly,  in  the  world  of 

letters.  Hartley,  too,  she  soon  found,  fully  shared  in 

her  own  depression  of  spirits  over  the  episode.  So  she 

decided  it  was  best  not  even  to  speak  of  it,  when  it 
could  be  avoided,  before  him.  While  alone  with  her 

own  thoughts  she  vainly  attempted  to  school  herself 

to  regard  it  all  in  the  words  of  one  of  her  critics,  "  as 

only  the  musical  entr'  acte  in  the  drama  of  a  busy 

literary  life." 
When  Repellier  looked  searchingly  at  Cordelia, 

and  asked  her,  while  speaking  of  The  Need  of  War, 

how  she  had  ever  come  by  a  touch  so  decisive  and  so 

powerful,  she  smiled  quietly  and  said: 

"  Did  you  ever  hear  of  JEgles?  " 
Repellier  had  not. 

"  Well,  according  to  that  old  Greek  myth,  Mr. 
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Rcpcllicr,  yEgles  was  a  wrestler.  He  was  born  dumb, 

they  say,  and  hadn't  ever  uttered  a  word  in  all  his  life. 
But  one  day  in  the  arena  he  saw  an  athlete  resort  to 

some  piece  of  dishonest  trickery — I  can't  remember 
just  what  it  was.  Then,  in  his  passion  to  denounce 

that  trickery,  he  broke  the  strings  of  his  tongue,  and 

suddenly  spoke." 
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Some  love  your  songs,  but  I  who  know 
The  happier  touch  of  lips  whence  flow 

These  notes  that  all  men  turn  to  praise 

Loved  you,  the  singer,  all  my  days ; 

And  longing,  listening,  loving,  I 

Have  waited  till  the  song  should  die — 
Till  you,  the  singer,  came  to  bless 

My  lips  with  your  own  lips'  caress. 
John  Hartley,  "The  Silent  Hour." 

Amid  all  his  chaff  were  phrases  that  got  down  the  neck  of  one's 
memory  and  tickled  like  barley-beards. — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

"  Oh,  my  poet,  my  poet,  what  have  they  been  do- 

ing to  you?  " 
It  was  Miss  Short  who  spoke,  looking  up  at  Hart- 
ley with  surprised  and  honestly  reproving  eyes.  They 

had  met  by  accident  on  upper  Broadway,  as  he  was  on 

his  way  to  the  tea-room  of  a  Fifth  Avenue  hotel.  Both 
her  tone  and  manner  nettled  him. 

"  Am  I  so  changed  ?  "     And  he  laughed  uneasily. 

"  Why,  yes,  my  poor  lost  hero,  and  you're  getting 
fat — no,  not  exactly  fat,  but  prosperous  looking.  But 

a  fat  poet — it  is  awful!  It  sounds  worse  than  a 

Hercules  with  French  heels.  It's  as  incongruous  as 
an  angel  eating  corn-mush.  And  who  wants  a  fat 
poet?  His  corpulency  would  always  be  hinting  to  you 

that  he  was  too  trimly  built,  too  well  ballasted,  to  be 
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in  danger.  He's  too  contented  to  be  interesting. 

Who's  going  to  thrill  with  anxiety  over  a  mud-scow 

swinging  in  three  feet  of  oily  water?  " 

"  Thank  you,"  said  Hartley  coldly. 

"  But  seriously,  you  haven't  given  up  the — the 

open  sea?"  Miss  Short  asked  him  in  a  softer  voice. 

This  grandiloquence  of  metaphor  wearied  him. 

"  Yes,  I  think  I  have.  It's  all  very  fine  out  there, 

but  it  doesn't  pay  for  the  wear  and  tear  on  the 

hawsers.  And  then  there's  one's  bread  and  butter; 

and  in  New  York  they  can  give  you  so  many  nice  jams 

to  go  with  it." 

"  I  knew  it,  I  knew  it !  I  never  saw  a  boy  come  to 

this  city  yet  who  didn't  have  the  rose-tint  taken  out  of 
his  dreams  about  the  same  time  the  rose-tint  was  taken 

out  of  his  cheeks.  I  said  your  accent  wouldn't  be  as 

broad  when  you'd  finished  with  us — nor  your  views, 

either." 

"  No  man  can  live  by  verse  alone." 
"  It's  not  that ;  it's  what  the  verse  and  all  that 

stands  for.  You  know  what  The  Silver  Poppy  says, 

*  A  song  in  the  heart  is  worth  two  in  the  book.' ; 
She  looked  up  at  him  with  almost  a  kindly  light  on 

her  rough,  mannish  face  as  she  said  good-by. 

"  My  poet,  don't,  don't  let  them  break  you  on  the 

golden  wheel  of  their  happiness !  " 
Hartley  did  not  enjoy  his  cup  of  Golden  Tip  that 

afternoon  with  Cordelia  and  two  voluminously  over- 

dressed young  ladies  whom  she  spoke  of  as  "  the  Slater 

girls."     Their  chatter  irritated  him,  and  for  once  there 
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seemed  something  sickly,  unnatural,  exotic,  about  the 

overheated  air  of  an  overfurnished  hotel  which  ex- 

isted, as  he  remembered  a  compatriot  of  his  had  ex- 

claimed, "  to  provide  exclusiveness  for  the  masses." 
He  knew  that  it,  and  all  it  held,  stood  for  those 

very  conditions  of  life  against  which  he  had  once  re- 
belled so  vigorously.  With  its  glitter  and  gliding, 

did  it,  he  asked  himself  bitterly — after  all,  did  it  rep- 
resent the  fulness  of  life? 

"  Why  are  you  so  quiet  to-day  ?  "  Cordelia  asked 
him,  reprovingly,  under  her  breath.  He  had  noticed 

of  late  a  certain  outward  hardening  about  her  at  times 

— she  seemed  to  him  like  a  judge  steeling  herself  for 
some  impending  sentence  that  must  be  passed. 

"  It's  the  ghost  of  a  dead  radical  rising  up  against 

gold-leaf  and  cut  glass,"  he  laughed. 

"  Oh,  yes,  you  used  to  be  an  anarchist,  or  some- 

thing like  that,  didn't  you  ?  "  she  said  wearily. 

"  Not  quite  that." 

"  I  wanted  you  to  be  nice  to  these  two  girls. 

I  thought  I  told  you  they  were  my  publisher's 

daughters?  " 
She  noticed  his  half-sinister  smile. 

"  Some  day,"  she  said  almost  angrily,  "  you'll 
learn  that  nothing  succeeds  like  success,  my  moody 

young  Hamlet."  And  for  the  rest  of  the  afternoon 
she  avoided  him. 

He  was  not  sorry  when  a  chance  came  for  his  es- 

cape. The  very  stale,  dull  flatness  of  the  trite  and  con- 
temptible spiritual  drama  in  which  he  was  playing  an 
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involuntary  leading  part  depressed  and  sickened  him 

of  it  all.  It  brought  with  it  not  even  the  consolation 

of  largeness — it  was  all  flaccid,  neutral,  outwardly  in- 

significant. But  he  felt  that  unseen  hands  were  build- 

ing a  wall  between  him  and  his  freedom,  even  while, 

at  the  core  of  things,  some  miserably  minute  germ 

seemed  tainting  his  life.  And  if  he  could  not  still 

have  health  and  liberty,  he  would  at  least  have  elbow- 
room.  The  startled  question  of  Miss  Short  still  rang 

in  his  ears :  "  My  poet,  my  poet,  what  have  they  been 

doing  to  you?  " 
What,  indeed,  had  they  done  to  him? 

Once  out  in  the  fresh  air  and  alone,  he  felt  more 

satisfied.  Facing  the  rough  wind,  guiding  his  own 

course  through  the  crowds — this  gave  him  a  flatter- 
ing sense  of  momentary  independence,  a  passing  taste 

of  some  liberty  long  proscribed.  He  turned  up  Fifth 

Avenue  and  made  his  way  toward  the  Scholar's  Gate, 
determined  to  walk  off  the  last  little  demon  of  morose- 

ness  that  hung  at  his  heels. 

It  was  a  clear,  sunny  afternoon,  yet  with  a  touch 

of  chilliness  in  the  air,  a  premonition  of  winter  in  the 

wind.  It  made  people  step  more  briskly,  and  Hartley 

noticed  that  many  of  the  women  in  the  street,  and  also 

those  in  the  passing  carriages  that  drifted  up  and 

down  the  Avenue  in  alternate  tides,  were  already 

warmly  wrapped  in  furs.  The  wind  was  westerly  and 

biting,  and  its  sudden  blasts  at  the  different  cross-town 
street  corners  sent  the  dust  eddying  up  and  down  the 

crowded  sidewalks.     Beyond  the  comparative  quiet- 
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ness  and  gloom  of  the  regular  brown-stone  cailons  of 
the  upper  Forties,  so  uniform  in  aspect  it  seemed  some 

mysterious  fluvial  erosion  might  have  gorged  them  out 

of  the  one  gigantic  rock-bed,  Hartley  could  see  the 
familiar  dim  blue  line  of  the  Palisades,  with  the  late 

afternoon  sun  dropping  down  crimson  and  big  behind 

them,  touching  softly  and  into  a  golden  mist  the  flying 

dust  that  hung  over  the  city.  And  it  could  be  a 

beautiful  city,  he  thought,  at  times,  as  he  gazed  before 

him  at  the  long  line  of  airier,  lighter,  crowded  archi- 

tecture that  overlooked  the  waning  greenness  of  Cen- 
tral Park. 

He  threw  himself  with  delight  against  the  buffets 

of  the  wind  and  the  sting  of  the  cold.  It  seemed 

almost  like  an  escape  to  that  simpler  and  more  strenu- 

ous life  for  which  he  had  looked  in  his  earlier  years — 
those  lost  years  of  youth  and  liberalism.  It  brought 

back  to  his  mind  his  many  tramps  over  the  Oxford- 

shire hills,  memories  of  journeys  to  Bagley  Wood,  to 

Cumnor  village  and  Abingdon,  to  Iffley,  and  above  all 

to  Woodstock  village,  and  the  warmth  and  lights  of 
the  great  hall  after  the  hours  of  mist  and  coldness.  A 

momentary  pang  of  homesickness  and  longing  for  his 

beloved  Oxford  shot  through  him.  The  old  gray  city 
of  bells  and  ivy  seemed  calling  him  through  the  alien 

twilight.  Some  day,  he  thought,  should  the  worst 

come  to  the  worst,  he  could  creep  back  to  the  quietness 

of  that  old  college  town  on  the  Isis,  where  it  seemed 

always  evening,  and  everything  seemed  always  in  the 
evening  of  life. 
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But  could  he  ever  go  back?  he  suddenly  asked 

himself.  Could  he  creep  back  to  the  gray  corridors 

and  the  quiet  shadows  and  the  little  gardens?  Could 

he,  indeed,  after  knowing  that  taste  of  the  wider  and 

more  challenging  life,  after  touching  to  his  lips  the  in- 
toxicating cup  of  the  outer  world? 

He  walked  home  through  the  gathering  dusk  still 

unhappy,  but  more  quiet  of  mind  and  more  resolute 

of  spirit. 

"  When  in  doubt — work."  That  was  what  Repel- 
lier  had  said  to  him,  and  that  was  what  he  did.  For 

all  the  next  day  the  quietness  and  loneliness  of  his 

rooms  weighed  heavily  upon  him,  but  burying  himself 

in  his  last  revision  of  Cordelia's  book,  he  remained  at 
his  desk,  stoical  and  determined.  Each  night,  though, 

oddly  enough,  before  he  turned  out  his  lights  and  went 

to  bed,  he  wrote  to  Cordelia.  Just  why  he  did  this  he 

scarcely  knew.  His  letters  were  not  love-letters  in  the 
strict  sense  of  the  word,  though  through  them  ran  a 

strain  of  tenderness,  alternating  with  a  note  of  lone- 
liness, that  made  them  seem  very  beautiful  letters  to 

the  author  of  The  Silver  Poppy,  and,  perhaps,  ac- 
counted for  more  than  one  sleepless  night  on  her  part. 

She  replied  to  them,  sometimes  almost  against  her  will, 

in  a  note  as  tender,  yet  quite  as  restrained.  She  com- 
plained that  she,  too,  was  often  lonely  there  in  the 

Spauldings'  big  house,  and  felt  that  she  would  not  be 
sorry  when  they  came  back  once  more.  She  was  glad 
he  had  returned  to  his  work.  And  she  wanted  him 

to  feel  that  she  had  never  in  any  way  stood  between  him 
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and  his  great  dreams,  and  never  willingly  or  knowingly 
would  do  so. 

On  the  evening  of  the  following  Sunday  Hartley 

was  interrupted  in  his  task  of  tying  together  the  pages 

of  his  completed  manuscript  by  the  appearance  of 
Repellier. 

He  seemed  the  same  old  Repellier  to  Hartley,  with 

the  same  merry  smile  and  the  quiet  eyes  that  had  always 

silently  reminded  the  younger  man  that  he  was  still 

young  and  that  youth  can  never  know  tranquillity. 
But  about  the  older  man  on  this  occasion,  for  all  his 

quietness  of  demeanor,  there  clung  an  air  of  unusual 
sternness. 

"  Are  you  busy  ?  "  he  asked,  as  he  beheld  the  paper- 

littered  desk.  "  I  only  dropped  up  to  borrow  a  book 

of  yours  that  you've  often  spoken  of — The  Silver 

Poppy.  I've  been  overworking,  they  tell  me,  and  for 

the  rest  of  the  week  I'm  going  to  loaf." 
He  confessed,  as  Hartley  gladly  enough  produced 

the  volume,  that  he  had  never  as  yet  read  it — his  days 
had  all  been  so  taken  up  that  he  got  little  time  for  the 

newer  fiction.  But  only  that  morning  he  had  picked 

up  an  old  newspaper  notice  of  the  dramatized  story 

and  had  been  unusually  interested  by  it. 

"  It's  rather  clever?  "  Repellier  asked,  taking  the 
book  and  skimming  through  it  where  he  stood.  Some- 

thing in  his  question  seemed  almost  laughable  to  the 

younger  man. 

"  It  will  open  your  eyes,"  was  all  he  said,  however. 

"  I  hope  it  will,"  said  Repellier,  slowly  closing  the 
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volume  and  slipping  it  meditatively  into  his  pocket. 

Then  he  looked  at  the  still  smiling  man  and  asked: 

"  Are  you  writing  any  short  stories  now?  ': 

"  Not  now ;   but  I  want  to." 

"  Any  verse?  " 

"  No — nothing  worth  while." 
"Novels?" 

"  Not  quite." 

"  Would  you  like  a  good  plot  for  one?  " 

"  That  all  depends,"  answered  Hartley,  motioning 
his  visitor  to  an  armchair. 

"  Well,  let  me  tell  it  to  you,  anyway.  Then  you 

can  think  it  over  by  yourself  and  see  if  there's  any- 

thing in  it.     May  I?  " 

"  Indeed,  yes." 

"  This  story  that  I've  picked  up  begins  rather 

oddly,  but  it  runs  this  way :  On  an  island — I  think  it's 
called  Muciana,  at  the  mouth  of  the  Amazon,  a  sur- 

veying party  found  a  mysterious  skeleton,  or  rather 

portions  of  a  mysterious  skeleton,  half  buried  in 

a  sand-bar.  This  skeleton  puzzled  biologists  very 

much ;  it  seemed  to  indicate  there  was  some  possibility 

that  the  once  mythical  creature  known  as  the  man- 

eating  vampire  really  existed — that  somewhere  about 
the  head  waters  of  the  Amazon  actually  lived  or  had 

lived  pterodactyli  of  enormous  size,  much  larger  than 

the  common  enough  blood-sucking  bats  of  the  lower 

river — which  to-day,  as  you  know,  rather  relish  a  sip 

or  two  of  any  warm-blooded  animal.  Many  of  these 

bones  were  strangely  human  in  appearance,  but  at- 
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tached  to  what  remained  of  the  skeleton  were  a  pair 

of  powerful  and  perfectly  formed  pterodactyl  wings. 

All  efforts  to  piece  together  this  strange  creature  were 

a  failure,  and  in  the  end  it  was  given  up  as  impossible. 

But  am  I  boring  you?  " 

"  No ;  it's  interesting." 

"  Well,  now  we  have  to  go  back  to  the  beginning 
of  our  story,  and  perhaps  to  the  most  interesting  part 

of  it.  We  find  a  professor  of  zoology — a  German — 

somewhere  up  about  the  head  waters  of  that  mysterious 

river.  Devotion  to  his  beloved  science  has  brought 

him  to  that  dark  corner  of  the  globe.  We  find  him 

drifting  happily  about  the  twilight  forests  in  search 

of  the  man-eating  vampire  about  which  he  must  have 
heard  strange  rumors  from  the  natives  of  the  lower 

Amazon.  We  find  him  alone  in  a  small  boat,  making 

his  desolate  way  along  some  unknown  tributary  of  the 

upper  river.  I  needn't  stop  to  describe  his  loneliness 
or  the  hardships  and  suffering  and  days  of  doubt 

through  which  he  passed.  But  finally  in  some  dark 

and  undiscovered  land  of  solitude  he  and  his  vampire 

came  face  to  face.  They  closed  in  on  one  another, 

and  he  in  the  end  captured  it,  though  only  after  a 

bitter  struggle.  Yet,  gently  as  he  had  treated  his 

foe  in  that  struggle,  he  could  not  help  injuring  it  a 

little — in  fact,  it  had  to  be  subdued.  His  one  object 
then  was  to  get  down  to  the  seacoast  and  back  to  the 

world  with  his  prize,  of  course,  while  it  was  still  alive. 
And  his  one  fear  was  that  it  would  die  on  his  hands. 

He  took  it  in  his  little  boat  with  him  and  treated  its 
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wounds  and  fed  it,  and  together  the  strange  couple 

made  their  way  down  the  river.     But  the  journey  was 

a  long  one.     Before  it  was  half  over  his  provisions 

began  to  give  out.     He  had  not  counted  on  the  vam- 
pire, you  see.     But  still  he  kept  on,  hoping  against 

hope  that  he  would  reach  help  in  time.     His  one  dread 

still  was  that  his  prize  would  die.     So  day  by  day  he 

ate  a  little  less  and  gave  a  little  more  to  his  prize.    But 

day  by  day  his  strength  was  failing  him,  and  day  by 

day,  I  suppose,  he  grew  more  afraid  of  the  vampire. 
Then  the  time  came  when  he  had  to  decide  whether  he 

or  the  other  should  have  the  last  scrap  of  his  food. 

Finally  he  flung  it  to  the  Vampire.     Then,  in  some 

way,  he  knew  that  he  was  no  longer  master ;  from  that 

hour  he  was  the  captive.     There  was  a  brief,  and  I 

suppose,  a  bitter  struggle.     The  man  could  no  longer 

control  that  winged  Hunger.     It  broke  the  cords  that 

held  it  down,  the  two  bat-like  wings  opened  wide,  and 

when  they  came  together  they  enclosed  the  still  strug- 
gling man.     In  that  last  battle  for  life  the  little  boat 

was  overturned.     The  two  went  down  under  the  yellow 

water,  and  their  descent,  we'll  say,  was  marked  by 
nothing  more  than  a  line  of  bubbles.     But  even  in 

death  the  wings  of  that  man-eating  creature  did  not 
draw  back  from  the  bones  of  its  victim.     Locked  to- 

gether, the  two  of  them  were  washed  down  to  the  sea. 

The  current  carried  them  up  on  a  sand-bar,  and  there 

they  rested.     There  they   found  them,  years   after- 
ward, I  suppose  it  was,  and  when  men  tried  to  piece 

together  what  was  left  of  the  strange  bones  they  failed. 
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It  was,  as  you  know,  not  altogether  either  man  or 

vampire." There  was  a  moment  of  unbroken  silence. 

"  That's  all,"  said  the  older  man,  getting  up. 
It  was  Hartley  who  spoke  next. 

"  What  the  devil  are  you  driving  at,  anyway  ?  " 
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Then  plant,  by  the  right  of  the  mind, 

By  the  power  of  the  tome  and  scroll, 
Plant  your  heel  on  their  neck,  and  grind, 

Or  their  millions  will  grind  your  soul. 

John  Hartley,  "  The  Siren  City." 

Oh,  these  towering  aspirations — without  a  fire-escape  of  humor 

to  all  their  sky-scrapers  of  endeavor  ! — "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

Cordelia,  during  a  troubled  night,  dreamed  that 

she  had  been  captured  by  Indians  and  bound  on  two 

huge  wild  horses.  These  horses,  she  saw  to  her  horror, 

refused  to  gallop  off  in  line,  and  were  slowly  pulling 

her  tortured  body  to  pieces.  But  failing  in  this,  she 

thought  her  Indians  had  retaken  her  and  burned  her 

at  the  stake,  and  that  there  was  but  one  oil  in  all  the 

wide  world  that  could  soothe  the  stinging  agony  that 

consumed  her.  She  was  seeking,  naked,  frenzied, 

alone,  for  this  unfound  ointment,  when  she  suddenly 

wakened  and  found  the  autumn  sun  shining  whole- 
somely on  the  clean  high  chimneys  and  housetops  of 

the  city. 

Cordelia  looked  on  that  dream  as  an  omen,  and 

thinking  it  over,  she  was  startled  by  it  out  of  a  mood 

of  indecision  and  inactivity  which  for  days  had  been 
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hanging  over  her.  Some  vague  sense  of  impending 

evil  benumbed  her.  Sitting  amid  the  torn  and  scat- 
tered feathers  of  a  thousand  disconsolate  Cupids,  she 

had  asked  herself  again  and  again  if  the  game  was 

worth  the  candle,  if  the  crown  was  worth  the  sweat 
and  tears. 

Acting  under  some  sudden  impulse,  she  made  a  per- 
sonal call  on  Henry  Slater,  the  senior  member  of  the 

publishing  house  of  Slater  &  Slater,  of  148  Fifth 

Avenue.  It  was  this  firm  which  had  handled  so  suc- 

cessfully, and,  it  might  be  added,  so  profitably  to  both 

themselves  and  the  author,  her  earlier  volume,  The 

Silver  Poppy.  It  was  not  unnatural,  therefore,  that 
from  time  to  time  the  senior  member  of  this  business 

house  should  duly  and  most  solicitously  inquire  of  Miss 

Vaughan  just  when  he  should  have  the  privilege  and 

pleasure  of  considering  another  volume  from  her  pen. 

Of  late  these  inquiries  had  grown  no  less  frequent, 

though,  perhaps  less  hopeful.  In  the  inspirational 

lull,  when  the  town  was  still  agog  over  the  dramatiza- 
tion of  the  novel,  he  had  made  the  most  of  his  chance 

by  reissuing  the  book  in  an  edition  de  luxe,  handsome- 

ly illustrated  and  signed  by  the  author — a  hastily 

ordered  voluntary  to  appease  the  wrath  of  a  long  wait- 
ing and  impatient  audience. 

When  Cordelia,  accordingly,  was  ushered  into  the 

private  office  of  Mr.  Henry  Slater,  that  gentleman  re- 
ceived her  with  every  sign  of  cordiality.  She  could 

not  help  recalling  her  first  visit  to  the  same  office,  an 

awkward  and  overawed  girl  from  the  country,  who  had 
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been  kept  waiting  a  long  half -hour  before  the  very 
gentleman  who  now  cordially  placed  a  chair  for  her  so 

much  as  asked  her  what  her  business  might  be.  And 

she  felt  once  more  that  after  all  there  was  nothing  that 
succeeds  like  success. 

She  stated  the  purpose  of  her  visit,  and  gave  him 

as  favorable  and  as  graphic  an  outline  of  the  new  book 

as  she  was  able.  Her  quick  memory  served  her  well, 

and  there  were  few  points  of  importance  which  she 

omitted  from  the  movement  of  the  story. 

"  This  appeals  to  me  strongly,  very  strongly  in- 
deed, Miss  Vaughan.  In  fact,  I  see  no  reason  in  the 

world,  none  whatever,  why  such  a  book  should  not  be 

the  success  of  the  season.  I  say  season  because,  of 

course,  you  know  our  best  books  live  only  a  season 

nowadays.  But  how  soon  did  you  say  I  might  see 

the  manuscript?  " 

"  It  might  be  a  few  days,  it  might  be  even  a  few 

weeks." 

"  H-m-m !  That  is  unfortunate.  You  see,  we  have 
already  closed  our  list  for  this  year,  and,  as  you  must 

know,  the  season  is  already  well  advanced." 
She  looked  studiously  into  his  cold  green  eyes ;  she 

gazed  at  the  high,  shiny,  narrowing  forehead,  and  the 

long  line  of  the  thin,  meditating  lips  that  so  seldom 

relaxed,  and  the  sharp,  narrow  nose  with  its  touch  of 

quiet  cruelty.  But  she  knew  him  now  better  than  she 

had  once  known  him.     She  rose  to  go,  languidly. 
He  looked  at  her  disconcerted,  even  alarmed. 

"  But  please  be  seated.     Rather  than  hold  a  book 
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over  until  the  spring,  we  could,  of  course,  reopen  our 
list  and  hold  back  other  matter.  What  would  be  the 

earliest  date — the  assured  date — that  we  could  go  over 

the  manuscript?  " 
Cordelia  could  not  say,  but  she  boldly  assumed 

it  would  be  within  a  week's  time. 

"  Hm-m-m-m !  Then,  I  presume,  Miss  Vaughan, 
there  is  no  reason  that  we  should  not  handle  the  new 

story  on  practically  the  same  basis  as  your  earlier 

book ;  provided,  of  course,  that  it  is  satisfactory  to 

our  readers  in  every  respect?  " 
Cordelia  smiled  quietly. 

"  I'm  afraid  not,"  she  said. 

"  They  were  exceptionally  generous  terms." 

"  But  this  time  I  have  an  exceptional  book,"  she 
retorted  quite  impassively.  In  the  smoke  of  battle 

Ney  had  forgotten  there  was  a  Napoleon.  For  the 
moment  she  felt  that  the  book  was  one  of  her  own 

making. 

"  That  may  be  quite  true,  but — "  Mr.  Henry 
Slater  checked  himself,  and  then  asked  more  suavely: 

"What  new  terms  would  you  suggest, Miss  Vaughan?" 

"  My  terms  would  be  one  thousand  dollars  down, 
with  a  royalty  of  twelve  per  cent  on  all  copies  up  to 

the  tenth  thousand,  and  a  royalty  on  all  copies  over 

the  tenth  thousand  of  twenty  per  cent." 
An  amused,  sympathetic,  and  incredulous  smile 

crept  over  Mr.  Henry  Slater's  face. 

"  Miss  Vaughan,  our  house,  during  all  its  career, 
has  never  published  a  book  on  any  such  conditions. 
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And  I'm  afraid  it  never  will.  For  months  now  the 

book  market  has  been  greatly  embarrassed,  greatly 

disturbed;  competition  has  been  most  keen,  and 

we   " 

"  Then  I  shall  not  impose  on  your  time  any 

longer."  She  drew  her  furs  about  her  with  a  touch 

of  finality.     "  Good  morning,  Mr.  Slater." 

"  Couldn't  you  leave  the  matter  open  for  our  con- 

sideration? "  he  asked,  going  with  her  to  the  door. 

"  It  could  only  be  on  the  terms  I  mentioned — and 
already  I  have  been  keeping  a  number  of  publishers 

waiting." 

"  Well,  let  me  have  a  day  or  two  to  think  the  mat- 
ter out.  If  my  colleagues  can  possibly  be  won  over, 

and  if  anything  can  be  done,  you  will  hear  from  me 

to-morrow,  or  the  next  day  at  the  latest.  Will  that  be 

satisfactory?  " 
Cordelia  thought  it  would,  and  as  she  stepped  tri- 

umphantly out  to  the  waiting  carriage  she  felt  that 

she  had  won  her  terms.  And  she  gloried  in  her  con- 

quest— she  found  it  almost  a  joy,  this  parrying  with 
the  forces  that  opposed  her.  As  she  sat  back  in  the 

cushions  of  the  Spauldings'  bright  little  yellow-bodied 
Victoria  and  threaded  her  way  through  the  crowded 

traffic  of  the  lower  avenue  she  could  not  help  once 

more  thinking  of  her  first  visit  to  a  publisher — how 
overawed  she  had  been  by  his  lofty  manner,  how  she 

had  been  bathed  in  a  fine  perspiration  at  the  thought 

of  her  all  too  noticeable  rusticity,  how  she  had  burned 

with  silent  rage  at  the  stare  of  open  admiration  with 
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which  he  had  swept  her  from  top  to  toe.  But  now, 

she  knew,  the  tables  were  turned.  Power!  Power — 

what  wine  was  ever  half  so  intoxicating !  That  was 

the  thought  which  rang  through  her  mind  as  she  cir- 
cled homeward  by  way  of  avenue  and  park,  bowing 

here  and  there  in  response  to  many  admiring  smiles 

and  not  a  few  obsequiously  doffed  hats. 

She  sent  a  note  to  Hartley,  after  much  thought 

on  the  matter,  asking  if  he  could  let  her  have  the 

manuscript  at  once.  The  book  was  brought  back  to 

her  by  the  same  messenger-boy  who  carried  her  note. 
On  the  following  morning  she  received  a  contract 

from  Slater  &  Slater,  duly  made  out  and  awaiting 

her  signature.  It  called  for  a  royalty  of  twelve  per 

cent  on  all  copies  sold,  and  made  no  mention  of  a  cash 

deposit. 

This  contract  was  at  once  sent  back  by  Cordelia, 

unsigned. 

The  following  morning  the  contract  came  back 

to  her.  It  was,  however,  again  returned  unsigned  by 

her,  this  time  because  of  the  stipulation  that  the  one 

thousand  dollars  to  be  paid  on  publication  was  eventu- 
ally to  be  deducted  from  the  royalties  on  ten  thousand 

copies  sold. 

Once  more  the  contract  was  sent  to  her,  but  again 

she  refused  her  signature. 

Then  Mr.  Henry  Slater  came  to  her  in  person, 

and  in  a  very  sorrowful  mien  implored,  almost  tear- 
fully, to  know  just  what  was  still  wrong.  Cordelia 

calmly  insisted  on  the  deletion  of  the  newly  inserted 
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paragraph  surrendering  the  dramatic  rights  of  the 

book.  These,  she  stated,  she  intended  to  retain  abso- 

lutely. When  this  paragraph  had  been  reluctantly 

eliminated  the  contract  was  at  last  duly  signed  and 

witnessed.  It  was  not  until  Henry  Slater  had  care- 

fully folded  his  copy  of  the  document  and  placed  it 

in  his  breast-pocket  that  Cordelia  realized  just  how 

much  he  had  wanted  her  book.  But  still  she  felt 

the  hardest  part  of  her  battle  lay  before  her — she 
had  come  out  of  her  first  reconnaissance  successfully 

enough,  but  she  wondered  if  she  had  made  a  mistake 

in  leaving  her  one  avenue  of  retreat  uncovered. 

"  There  is  one  thing  more  I  have  not  mentioned  " 
— she  hesitated. 

Her  publisher  looked  at  her  more  openly;  they 
were  now  on  the  common  basis  of  the  commercial. 

"  I  prefer  that  this  book  be  published  under  a 

name  other  than  my  own." 
Henry  Slater  looked  at  her  again,  this  time  with 

widening  eyes.  He  was  more  or  less  used  to  the  eccen- 
tricity of  genius. 

"  This  was  not  mentioned  in  our  contract." 

"  No ;  but  I  must  insist  upon  it !  " 
"  But  for  what  reasons?  "  he  cried,  bewildered. 

"  They  are  purely  personal  reasons — I  might  find 

it  hard  to  make  you  understand  them."  Then  she 

added  weakly :  "  But  it  often  helps  a  book,  doesn't  it, 

to  come  out  under — under  a  nom  de  plume?  " 

"  Not  in  your  case,  Miss  Vaughan !  " 
She  caught  at  a  last  straw. 
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"  But  I  have  reason  to  believe — to  believe  that 

there  may  be  a  concerted  attempt  on  the  part  of  critics 

to  attack  me !  " 

He  had  already  been  looking  over  the  manuscript, 
and  still  held  it  in  his  hand. 

"  I  don't  think  they  will  be  able  to  hurt  us  much," 
he  said  confidently. 

"  Then  it  must  come  out  without  a  name ! "  she 
cried  with  sudden  passion.  He  wished  to  avoid  a 

scene;  he  failed  to  see  just  what  her  object  was. 

"  Let  me  think  over  this,  Miss  Vaughan.  I'll  send 

you  my  decision  by  letter  to-morrow." 
She  followed  him  weakly  to  the  door. 

"  There  are  plenty  of  books,"  she  half  pleaded, 

"  that  have  sold  better  for  being  brought  out  anony- 

mously." 
"  I'll  think  over  it,  Miss  Vaughan,  and  let  you 

know  definitely  to-morrow." 
Before  his  letter  was  written  the  printers  were 

already  at  work  on  The  Unwise  Virgins.  The  note 

from  him  which  eventually  reached  Cordelia  was  brief, 

but  to  the  point.     It  said : 

"  My  Dear  Miss  Vaughan  :  In  reply  to  your 

inquiry  of  yesterday,  I  would  state  that  we  are  re- 
luctantly forced  to  abide  strictly  by  the  letter  of  our 

contract  with  you.  It  seems  almost  superfluous  for 

us  to  point  out  that  your  name  is  now  of  such  weight 

in  the  literary  world  that  under  no  circumstances 

should  we  agree  to  any  such  terms  as  those  you  have 
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been  granted  unless  it  had  been  most  definitely  under- 

stood the  name  of  America's  most  illustrious  author 

should  go  upon  our  season's  lists.  We  are  rushing 
work  on  the  book ;  in  fact,  we  hope  to  have  it  out  by 
the  end  of  the  month. 

"  Very  truly  yours, 

"  Henry  H.  Slater." 

Cordelia,  as  she  read  and  reread  this  letter,  dimly 

felt  that  they  were  crushing  her  to  the  wall.  She 

cried  out,  in  her  bewilderment,  that  they  were  giving 
her  no  chance. 

While  she  was  still  pondering  over  this  confound- 
ing new  turn  of  affairs  she  received  a  message  from 

Repellier,  asking  if  she  would  not  drop  up  to  his 

studio  the  following  afternoon.  She  remembered  that 

she  and  Hartley  had  planned  to  spend  the  afternoon 

in  the  Park.  But  some  indefinite  dread  of  yet  meet- 
ing him  face  to  face,  a  longing  for  some  temporary 

escape  from  an  ordeal  which  she  had  not  the  courage 

to  go  through,  made  her  decide  in  favor  of  Repellier. 

But  just  why  that  stern-faced  artist  should  want  to 

see  her  she  could  not  understand.  Indeed,  in  her  pres- 
ent mood  she  did  not  much  care. 
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TATTERED  COLORS 

.  .  .  We  see 

The  sorrowing  gods  regretfully 
Bar  out  the  bird,  but  after  all 

How  lightly  song  still  leaps  the  wall ! 

Johx  Hartley,  "  The  Lost  Voice." 

"  But,  after  all,  even  without  love,  life  is  life,"  ventured  Evelyn. 
The  older  woman  sighed  as  she  answered  :    '  Yes,  it  is  life,  my 

child,  but  it  is  the  axle  of  existence  without  grease." 
From  an  unpublished  manuscript  of  Cordelia  Vaughan. 

Cordelia  failed  to  understand  why  she  should  feel 

so  nervous.  She  half  wished,  as  she  climbed  the  long 

stairs  leading  up  to  Repellier's  studio,  that  she  had 
kept  her  promise  with  Hartley,  and  spent  the  after- 

noon in  the  open  air,  in  the  Park,  with  him.  She  idly 

wondered  how  many  more  rides  they  should  have 

together — as  she  pulled  the  dangling  rabbit's-foot 
which  Repellier  affected  for  a  bell-rope — suddenly 
whimsically  curious  to  know  if  Hartley  was  missing 
her  that  afternoon. 

The  old  artist  himself  answered  the  ring,  greeting 

her  with  a  face  that  looked  peculiarly  aged  and  worn, 

she  thought.  As  she  stepped  into  the  studio,  notwith- 

standing her  desire  for  perfect  self-control,  she  could 
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not  help  looking  up  at  him  with  anxious  and  inquiring 

eyes — his  solemnity  frightened  her. 

"  Why,  I'm  the  only  one,"  she  said,  inadequately, 

glancing  round  the  large,  airy-looking  room,  with  its 

profusion  of  casts  and  sketches  and  scraps  of  cos- 
tume and  old  armor  about  the  walls. 

"  I  thought  from  your  note,  you  know,  that  there 

would  be — be  others,"  she  went  on,  buttoning  and  un- 
buttoning the  white  glove  on  her  slender  wrist. 

He  asked  her  to  be  seated.  "  And  won't  you  let 

me  take  your  wraps?  "  he  said,  still  quite  impassively. 

"  Thank  you,  no,"  she  answered  coldly.  "  I  can 

stay  for  just  a  minute  or  two." 

"  But  this  is  important,"  he  protested,  still  wait- 

ing dominantly,  "  and  I  fear  I  may  detain  you." 
She  surrendered  them  reluctantly,  and  seated  her- 
self in  the  chair  stiffly,  uncomfortably.  She  wondered 

why  her  heart  should  be  beating  at  such  a  rate.  But 

she  looked  out  at  him  with  coldly  inquiring  eyes,  and 

with  just  a  touch  of  indignation  in  the  down-drawn 
corners  of  her  thin  lips. 

"  The  truth  is,  Miss  Vaughan,"  he  began  slowly, 

"  I  want  you  to  help  me  out  of  a  very  great  difficulty." 

"  Concerning  what?  "  she  asked  nervously. 
She  was  sitting  in  the  full  light  of  one  of  the 

broad-silled  windows  of  the  studio,  and  the  afternoon 

sun  worried  her  eyes.  She  tried  to  shade  them  with  her 

daintily  gloved  hand. 

"  How  long  have  you  been  writing,  Miss 

Vaughan  ?  " 
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"  Almost  two  years ;  two  whole  years,  I  mean.  It's 

that  long  since  I  really  wrote  my  first  book.  Why?  " 
Her  eyebrows  lifted  superciliously. 

"  Would  you  mind  telling  me  the  name  of  that 

first  book?" 

"  Of  course  not.     It  was  The  Silver  Poppy." 
The  sun  still  worried  her  eyes,  and  she  moved  her 

chair  uneasily. 

"  That  was  your  only  book  ?  " 
"  Yes,  so  far." 
He  reached  over  to  the  table  beside  him. 

"  Did  you  write  that  book  alone — I  mean  without 

help  or  guidance?  " 

"  Quite  alone !  "  she  said  distinctly. 
He  picked  up  a  book  from  the  table.  It  was  Hart- 

ley's copy  of  The  Silver  Poppy.  A  mounting  wave 

of  crimson  swept  over  Cordelia's  face,  leaving  it,  in 
turn,  almost  a  dead  white. 

"  One  writes  nothing  quite  alone,"  she  added,  smi- 

ling hastily.  "  I  did  have  a  little  help,  perhaps,  but 

it  was  very  little  !  " 

"  That's  better.  Could  you  tell  me  just  how 

much  ?  " 

"  Every  author,  I  think,  absorbs  things  that — ■ 

But  am  I  a  prisoner  before  the  bar?"  she  suddenly 
flashed  back  at  him  angrily.  Then  she  saw  his  quiet 

smile,  and  an  answering  smile  came  to  her  own  pale 

lips.     "  Or  is  it  a — a  joke?  "  she  added. 

"  No,"  he  said,  "  I'm  afraid  it's  almost  a 

tragedy.' 
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"  I  don't  understand,"  she  said  feebly. 

"  Perhaps  I  can  help  you  to,"  he  answered.  "  I 
have,  for  the  first  time,  just  finished  reading  The 

Silver  Poppy.  Miss  Vaughan,  The  Silver  Poppy  was 

not  written  by  you !  " 
She  gave  a  little  smothered  cry  of  indignation,  and 

started  to  her  feet.  Repellicr's  stern  eyes  were  look- 
ing closely,  challengingly,  into  hers,  and  she  sank  back 

in  her  chair  again.  Then  she  laughed  a  pitiable  little 

laugh,  and  a  touch  of  color  came  into  her  pale  lips. 

"  Mr.  Repellier,  I  must  beg  of  you  not  to  play 
these  practical  jokes  on  me.  They  are  stupid,  and 

besides,  my  nerves  are  not'  of  the  strongest.  The  next 
thing,  and  you'll  be  declaring  I  have  some  rhetorical 

alter  ego  manufacturing  my  manuscripts  for  me !  " 
Cordelia  laughed  again. 

Repellier's  eyes  were  not  pleasant  to  look  into 
as  he  gazed  down  at  the  woman  in  the  chair.  She 

once  more  moved  farther  back  out  of  the  glare  of  the 

lowering  sun  that  still  streamed  irritatingly  in  through 

the  window.  She  opened  her  lips  as  though  to  speak, 

but  remained  silent.  She  was  thinking  both  hard  and 
fast. 

"  This  is  far  from  a  joke,  Miss  Vaughan.  I  re- 

peat that  you  did  not  write  The  Silver  Poppy." 

"  Then — then  why  does  it  bear  my  name  ?  "  It 
seemed  a  fair  enough  question. 

"Because  you  stole  it!"  he  thundered  at  her. 

"  Mr.  Repellier !  "  She  drew  herself  up,  flaming, 
flashing  at  him  unspeakable  indignation. 
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"  You — you  are  a  coward !  "  she  cried,  as  a  gush 
of  tears  came  to  her  eyes. 

"  Then  I  am  mistaken?  "  he  asked,  icily,  but  more 
quietly. 

"  It  is  all  too  ridiculous,"  she  said  brokenly,  over 
her  handkerchief.  "  You  are  more  than  mistaken. 

But  I  should  like  to  know  whether  you  mean  this  for 

a  joke,  or  an  insult!" 

"  And  on  your  word  of  honor  as  a  woman,  The 

Silver  Poppy  is  your  rightful  property?  " 

"  It  is  my  rightful  property." 

"  And  you  wrote  it  out  of  your  own  head,  with  your 
own  hand?  " 

"  I  wrote  every  word  of  it,"  was  the  low  response. 

"  Would  you  mind  telling  me,  please,  just  where 

and  at  what  time  you  did  so?  "  he  asked. 
Cordelia  rose  to  her  feet  impatiently. 

"  I  did  not  come  here,  Mr.  Repellier,  to  go  into 

a  criminal's  witness-box,"  she  said  tremulously,  "  and 
I  cannot  stay  to  answer  questions  that  are  neither 

courteous  nor  rational.  I'm  afraid  that  I  really  must 

be  going." 
She  swept  to  the  door. 

"  One  moment,  I  beg  of  you,  Miss  Vaughan," 
cried  Repellier  after  her.     She  turned  and  faced  him. 

"  You  are  misunderstanding  me  entirely.  I  haven't 
the  slightest  wish  to  hurt  or  offend  you  in  any  way. 

I  only  want  to  clear  up  this  mystery,  so  that  my  knowl- 
edge of  the  facts  may  be  a  protection  to  you  yourself, 

should  the  occasion  arise." 
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"  A  protection  to  me?  " 

"  Yes,  to  you,"  he  repeated.  He  motioned  her 
toward  the  chair  again.     She  hesitated. 

"  Couldn't  you  write  this  to  me  ?  Couldn't  you  put 
it  down  on  paper,  and  then  I  could  answer  it  in  the 

same  way.  I  hate  mysteries,  and  I'm  tired  this  after- 

noon." 
She  looked  at  him  almost  appealingly. 

"  It  will  have  to  be  talked  over  by  us,  face  to 

face,"  he  replied.  And  there  was  nothing  for  her  to 
do  but  to  go  back  to  her  chair  once  more. 

"  Will  you  let  me  explain  away  the  mystery  as 

clearly  and  frankly  as  I  can  ?  "  he  asked  her. 

"  Certainly !  " 
Repellier,  seating  himself  opposite  her  and  still 

looking  closely  into  her  face,  could  see  the  pupils  of 

the  now  pale-green  eyes  contract  oddly. 

"  Three  years  ago  one  of  the  brightest  and  most 
scholarly  editorial  writers  on  all  Park  Row  was  prac- 

tically thrown  into  the  street  by  the  paper  for  which 

he  wrote,  simply  because  they  regarded  him  as  a  man 

who  had  gone  stale,  who  had  written  himself  out. 

To  his  paper  he  was  a  sucked  lemon — a  squeezed 

sponge.  He  was  careless,  good-natured,  and  easy- 

going; and  when  he  came  to  me  for  my  advice  I 

asked  him :  Why  not  make  a  plunge,  and  write  a  book  ? 

He  was  not  strong,  however;  in  fact,  I  had  always 
suspected  that  he  was  consumptive,  and  before  his 
book  was  half  written  I  saw  clearly  enough  that  he 
could  not  last  long — at  least  not  here  in  the  East. 
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So  I,  among  others,  persuaded  him  to  go  South — ■ 
indeed,  his  doctor  and  his  friends  had  to  drive  him 

away.  So  off  the  lonely,  broken  fellow  went  to  a 

little  town  in  Kentucky  to  finish  his  beloved  book. 

Ah,  I  see  you  follow  me !  I  myself  was  on  the  point 

of  sailing  for  Europe — I  had  to  go — and  was  abroad 

for  over  a  year.  But  during  that  last  night  we  were  to- 
gether in  New  York  he  read  to  me  what  he  had  already 

written  of  his  Great  Work.  I  remember  it  more  or 

less  well — certain  things  about  it  stand  out  distinctly. 
Long  before  I  came  back  to  New  York  he  was  dead, 

poor  fellow.  I  always  thought  that  his  book  had 

died  with  him.  For  the  first  time  yesterday  I  read 

The  Silver  Poppy." 
He  paused,  and  looked  at  her  searchingly. 

"  Miss  Vaughan,  this  dead  man's  book  and  The 

Silver  Poppy  are  one  and  the  same  creation !  " 
Her  eyes  were  luminous,  and  were  riveted  on  his 

face.  All  color  had  faded  out  of  her  cheek,  and  in 

the  dim  light  her  skin  looked  greenish-yellow  and 
dead.     She  did  not  speak  for  several  minutes. 

So  it  was  all  to  end  like  this !  That  was  the 

thought  which  pirouetted  insanely  up  and  down  the 

foreground  of  her  consciousness. 

"  You — you  don't  mean,"  she  cried  huskily,  "  you 

can't  mean  that  you  believe  I — I  stole  this  book?  " 

"  You  have  refused  to  let  me  believe  anything 

else,"  he  answered,  without  a  trace  of  feeling  in  his 
voice. 

"  But  you  would  not — you   dare  not  make  any 
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such — any  such  absurd  belief  public !  "  she  cried,  lean- 
ing closer  toward  him.  The  room  grew  unendurably 

hot  and  close,  and  the  walls  seemed  reeling  and  swaying 
about  her. 

"  You  would  not !  "  she  cried  again,  in  a  higher 
key,  putting  her  hand  up  to  her  head. 

Their  eyes  met.  She  saw  but  one  thing,  and  that 

thing  was  that  there  dwelt  no  touch  of  kindness  or 
commiseration  on  his  face. 

"  I  have  my  duty  to  the  dead  to  perform !  " 

"  But  they're  lies,  all  lies !  "  she  cried  shrilly. 

"  That,  you  will  have  every  chance  to  show  when 
the  time  comes !  " 

"  They  are  lies !  "  she  echoed,  dazed. 

For  just  a  moment  he  hesitated,  perplexed,  per- 
haps almost  doubting.  He  stood  before  her  with  a 

face  almost  as  white  as  her  own. 

"  Will  you  swear  before  God,  your  Maker,  that 

this  is  the  truth,  and  nothing  but  the  truth?  " 
She  stood  before  him,  with  her  eyes  still  fixed 

on  his. 

"  I  swear  before  God,  my  Maker,  that  this  is 

the —  No !  No !  I  will  not!  "  she  cried  hysterically. 

"  I  will  not !  It  is  all  some  trick,  some  cowardly  trap ! 
Who  are  you — who  are  you,  to  degrade  me  in  this 
way?  Who  are  you,  that  I  must  answer  to  you  as  to 

a  judge?  You  are  detaining  me  here ;  you  are  holding 

me  a  prisoner  against  my  will !  " 
He  held  up  his  hand  restrainingly. 

"  Yes,  who  are  you?  "  she  went  on  wildly,  catching 
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ludicrously  at  ineffectual  trifles,  as  the  drowning  do. 

"  Who,  indeed,  are  you  ?  You,  with  your  pharasaical 
iong  face  and  your  own  underhand  schemes?  You, 

closeted  alone  with  married  women — with  a  woman 

who  has  made  a  fool  of  herself  for  you,  who  can't 
even  hide  her  infatuation !  Who  are  you,  who  have 

come  into  a  home  and  stolen  an  honorable  wife's  love 

away  from  her  husband — who  are  you  to  sit  up  and 

prate  of  honor  and  honesty?  " 
Again  he  threw  up  his  hand,  as  though  to  ward 

back  her  termagancy,  but  she  was  not  to  be  stopped. 

"  Yes,  who  are  you  to  sit  in  judgment  on  me,  a 
woman,  alone  in  the  world,  a  woman  who  has  asked 

nothing  of  you!  If  you  are  so  immaculate,"  she 

mocked,  "  if  you  are  so  above  suspicion,  denounce  me 
as  the  thief  you  have  said  I  am!  Denounce  me;  but 

do  not  forget  that  you  yourself  will  soon  stand  be- 

fore the  world  in  your  true  colors !  " 
He  tried  to  silence  her,  but  her  passionate  torrent 

was  not  to  be  stayed. 

"  No,  of  course  not,"  she  went  on  in  her  fury. 
"  Of  course  it  hurts  when  it's  the  other  way !  But 
when  you  strike  at  my  name  you  plume  yourself  on 

being  a  hero,  and  prate  about  your  debt  to  the  dead !  " 
She  stopped,  at  last,  panting,  out  of  breath.  Her 

thin  hands  were  shaking  with  the  paroxysm  of  her 

fury,  and  her  lips  were  bloodless.  "  Oh,  if  I  were  a 

man  !  "  she  cried  at  him.  Then  she  sank  into  her  chair, 
still  breathing  heavily,  scarcely  knowing  where  her 

fierce  torrent  of  vituperation  had  left  her. 
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"  But  you  wouldn't  do  this  wrong,  you  wouldn't?  " 
she  almost  pleaded,  holding  her  hand  over  her  heart. 

"  You  don't  know  how  hard  I've  struggled  for  my 

place  in  the  world ;  you  don't  know  what  I've  gone 
through ;  what  I  have  suffered  and  known  !  Do  you — 
do  you  think  I  would  give  that  all  up  now,  lightly, 

and  without  a  word — and  for  an  empty  mistake?  Do 

you  think,"  she  cried  with  a  rising  and  more  defiant 

voice  as  her  strength  came  back  to  her  again,  "  do 
you  think  that  I  would  let  any  one  come  and  rob  me 

of  this,  without  fighting  them  to  the  end?  Do  you 

think  that  because  I'm  a  woman  I  can't  fight?  that 
you  can  throw  me  down  in  the  dirt  and  walk  over  me, 

without  a  word?     Do  you?     You  fool!  " 
Through  that  turbulent  darkness  a  far-away  glim- 
mer of  light  came  to  her,  and  she  clutched  at  it  eagerly. 

"  Now  I  will  tell  you  the  truth,"  she  cried.  "  I 
will  give  you  the  truth  about  your  dead  man  and  his 
book.  It  was  I  who  worked  and  slaved  for  that  dead 

man.  Without  me  his  book  would  never  have  been 

written.  While  you,  who  call  yourself  his  friend,  who 

rant  about  being  his  defender,  were  loitering  about 

the  continent,  I  was  at  his  bedside,  tending  him  and 

watching  him,  wearing  myself  out  for  him,  and  keep- 
ing the  life  in  him  hour  by  hour.  And  it  was  to  me, 

on  his  last  day,  that  he  gave  the  book,  with  his  own 

hands  made  me  take  it,  what  there  was  of  it.  It  was 

as  much  mine  as  his,  he  declared,  and  he  gave  it  to 

me  with  his  own  hand.  Do  you  hear? — with  his  own 
hand !    And  it  was  I  who  worked  over  it,  and  rewrote 
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it  word  for  word,  and  took  it  and  made  it  my 

own !  " 

Repellier  looked  at  her  in  silence  for  many  min- 
utes. 

"  But  why  did  you  take  it  ?  "  he  asked. 

"  It  was  mine !  I  had  earned  it !  "  Her  eyes  shone 

out  at  him  hatefully.  "  I  had  earned  it,  I  tell 

you !  " 
Repellier  seemed  deep  in  thought ;  then  a  new  firm- 
ness came  about  the  lines  of  his  mouth,  and  he  looked 

up  at  her. 

"  What  new  insult  now  ?  "  she  cried,  tauntingly. 

"  It  may  be  too  late  to  repair  the  injustice  to  the 
dead,  Miss  Vaughan;  but  I  can  and  will  at  least  step 

in  to  save  the  living !  " 

"  What  do  you  mean  by  that  ?  " 

"  I  mean  Hartley !  Have  you  ever  stopped  to 

think  how  you're  ruining  that  man's  life?  " 
"  Ruined? — his  life  ruined?  " 

"  Yes,  or  it  soon  will  be !  And  for  his  sake,  re- 

member, for  his  sake  alone  I  can  make  one  final  pro- 
posal to  you.  It  is  the  only  thing  to  do,  and  it  is  very 

simple.  I  can  offer  you  the  choice  of  giving  up  Hart- 
ley, of  releasing  him  absolutely  and  completely,  on  the 

one  hand,  or  of  giving  up  The  Silver  Poppy,  and  all 

it  stands  for,  on  the  other !  " 
She  caught  desperately  at  her  last  straw. 

"  I  would,"  she  said.  "  I  would — and  could  do 

it,  but  he — he  may  refuse  to  accept  his  freedom !  " 
"  You  must  take  the  one  or  the  other.     As  for 
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Hartley   himself,   I   think   when    everything   is    laid 

before  him  plainly,  he  will  see  just  how  to  act!  " 

"  You,"  she  cried  in  horror,  "  you  wouldn't  do 
that  ?     You  wouldn't  tell  him  this — this  lie  ?  " 

"  I  should  have  to ;  you  have  made  it  necessary." 

"  Him !  Tell  him!  "  she  repeated,  dazed.  "  You 

don't  know  how  much  he  is  to  me,"  she  added  wistfully. 
It  was  no  longer  the  face  of  a  girl  that  looked  up  at 

Repellier.  It  was  that  of  a  woman,  touched  with  age 
and  sorrow. 

"  That  is  no  reason  why  his  life  should  be  soured 
and  broken,  no  reason  why  he  should  go  on  in  the  way   , 

he  has  been  doing." 

"  But  they're  lies !  He  would  know  they  were 

lies !  "  she  cried,  her  anger  seizing  her  once  more. 

"  He  would  know  they  were  lies !  He  knows  and 
believes  in  me  !  He  loves  me !  If  I  told  him,  he  would 

kill  you !  But  you  wouldn't  tell  him — you  wouldn't 

tell  him!  "  she  cried  again,  reading  nothing  but  re- 
lentlessness  in  the  other's  face. 

Repellier  turned  away  from  her,  sick  of  it  all, 

degraded  by  it,  demeaned  by  her  very  passionate  men- 
daciousness,  but  still  resolute. 

"  I  will  give  you  two  days  to  think  it  over,"  he 

said  wearily,  "  and  then — then  I'll  act  on  your  de- 
cision !  " 

And  she  knew  that  he  was  in  earnest. 
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Not  for  knaves  like  us  she  wept — 
Yet  who  served  or  loved  as  we  ? — 

Since  her  heart  this  many  a  day 

Went  to  one  beyond  the  sea  ! 

But,  if  in  those  lands  afar, 

She  her  lightest  word  should  say, 

Here  are  ten  good  knights  and  true 
With  ten  lives  to  cast  away  ! 

John  Hartley,  "The  Young  Queen." 

We  are — only  what  we  have  been  ! — "The  Silver  Poppy." 

Hartley  lost  no  more  time  than  was  necessary 

before  responding  to  Cordelia's  message  asking  that 
he  come  to  her  at  once. 

There  was  a  touch  of  imperativeness  in  the  hur- 
riedly written  little  note  that  indefinitely  appealed  to 

him.  It  seemed  to  show  him  how  much  she  had  grown 

to  lean  on  him.  He  assumed,  though,  that  the 

urgency  at  the  most  implied  nothing  more  than  some 

impending  problem  in  connection  with  her  new  book, 

and  consequently  Cordelia  waited  three  anxious  and 

impatient  hours  before  he  finally  appeared  before  her. 

And  greedily  she  was  counting  the  minutes  of  that  last 

precious  day. 
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The  ordeal  through  which  she  had  passed  the 
afternoon  before  had  left  its  traces  behind  it.  It  still 

showed  on  her  face  in  an  unusual  look  of  pensive 

weariness  about  the  heavy  eyelids,  and  a  deepened  and 

almost  feverish  glow  to  the  eyes  themselves.  For  once, 

too,  her  face  was  the  true  color  of  old  ivory,  with  one 

small  touch  of  the  tenderest,  shell-like  pink  burning 
on  each  of  her  cheeks.  The  languor  of  her  voice,  the 

calm  pathos  of  her  glance,  and  the  heavier  shadow 

about  her  lashes,  suggested  to  Hartley,  as  it  had  done 

before,  but  never  so  vividly,  the  quiet,  half-sorrowful 
beauty  of  an  autumn  twilight. 

She  was  dressed  in  her  riding-habit,  of  dark-green 

cloth,  showing  every  line  of  the  thin  yet  buoyant  fig- 
ure. It  appeared  to  him  as  a  figure  with  something 

birdlike  in  the  very  lightness  and  nervous  quickness 

of  movement  beyond  all  its  outward  languor.  The 

dark-green  of  her  habit,  too,  seemed  to  give  to  the 

pale  face  above  it  a  strangely  heightened  sense  of  iso- 
lation, like  the  gloom  out  of  which  the  solitary  figure 

of  a  Rembrandt  portrait  looks  down  on  the  world. 

"  Cordelia,  what  is  it?  "  he  asked  anxiously,  star- 
tled at  the  change,  though  unable  to  determine  in 

just  what  it  consisted. 

She  looked  up  quickly  at  the  note  of  unusual  ten- 
derness in  his  voice. 

"  I  am  going  away !  "  she  said  quietly. 
A  sudden  sense  of  loss,  of  deprivation,  swept  over 

him,  and  both  his  voice  and  the  startled  face  he  turned 

to  her  showed  his  feeling. 
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"  Going  away  ?  "  he  echoed. 

"  Yes."     She  shook  her  head  sorrowfully. 

"  But  where,  Cordelia?  " 

"  I  leave  for  Quebec  to-morrow  morning,  to  join 
Mrs.  Spaulding.  From  there  I  think  I  shall  go  back 

home — back  to  Kentucky !  " 

"  But  why  are  you  going?  " 

"  For  your  sake,"  she  said,  giving  him  her  eyes 
unrestrainedly. 

"  For  my  sake,  Cordelia  ?  "  he  repeated,  aston- 
ished, openly  miserable. 

"  Yes,  for  you,"  she  said  in  a  lighter  tone,  smi- 

ling. "  But  that's  all  you're  going  to  be  told  at 

present." She  went  to  the  window  and  looked  out  at  the 

falling  rain. 

"  I  thought,"  she  said,  "  that  we  might  have  one 
last  little  ride  together,  for  the  sake  of — of  the  old 

days ! " 

"  But  it  couldn't — surely  it  couldn't  be  for  long?  " 
he  asked,  still  thinking  of  her  departure,  scarcely  be- 

lieving the  news. 

"  I  don't  think  I  shall  ever  again  come  back  to 

New  York,"  she  said  slowly,  with  something  that  was 
almost  a  sob. 

"  But  can't  you  tell  me  why?  " 

"  No,  I  can't— not  now  !  " 

"  My  poor  child,"  he  said  suddenly,  taking  her 
pale  face  between  his  hands  and  looking  earnestly  into 

her  eyes — and  what  gloriously   luminous   eyes   they 
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were  that  poignantly  happy  moment !  "  My  poor 
child,  is  it  any  trouble  I  could  take  on  my  own  shoul- 

ders ?    Is  it  anything  I  could  ever  help  you  with  ?  " 
It  was  his  first  voluntary  caress,  his  first  sponta- 

neous and  unlooked-for  touch  of  tenderness.  Her 

heart  was  beating  riotously. 
She  shook  her  head. 

"  But  explain  to  me  about  Quebec." 

"  Mrs.  Spaulding  has  written  to  me  and  asked  me 

to  join  her  there.    Here  is  the  letter ;  read  it." 
She  handed  the  letter  to  him ;  it  had  reached  her 

that  morning  most  opportunely.  Hartley  took  it,  and 
read: 

"  Chateau  Frontenac,  Quebec  City. 

"  My  Darling  Child  : 

"  I  am  dying  of  loneliness  up  here  in  this  dreary 
old  town.  Alfred  has  gone  up  in  the  woods  to  shoot 

moose  or  something,  and  Heaven  only  knows  when  he'll 
be  back.  I  have  decided  that  you  and  Mr.  Hartley 

had  better  take  a  holiday  and  run  up  here  and  join 
me  for  the  rest  of  the  week ;  and  then  we  can  all  come 

down  together.  I  refuse  to  take  '  no  '  for  an  an- 

swer." 

"  That's  really  all,"  Cordelia  broke  in ;  "  the  rest 
is  simply  orders  about  the  servants  and  messages  to 

dressmakers  and  that  sort  of  thing." 
He  handed  the  letter  back  to  her,  disheartened, 

depressed. 

"  Could  you  come  ?  "  she  asked  him  hesitatingly. 227 
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He  thought  over  it ;  he  scarcely  saw  how  he  could, 

but  a  desire  to  be  near  her  seemed  to  be  shouldering 

out  all  other  feelings. 

"  I  should  like  to  go,  but — well,  to  be  candid,  I 

really  can't  afford  it  just  now." 
"  That  doesn't  count !  "  she  cried  happily. 
Then  a  sudden  disturbing  thought  came  to  him. 

"But,  Cordelia,  how  about  our  book?  What 
would  be  done  with  that  in  the  meantime?  And  what 

will  become  of  it  in  the  end,  if  you  leave?  "  He  had 
often  confessed  to  her  that  he  was  no  business  man, 

that  even  the  thought  of  approaching  an  editor  or  a 

publisher  could  take  away  his  appetite  for  a  day. 

"  Let's  not  talk  about  that !  "  Her  hands  were 
on  his  shoulders  now,  and  she  was  reading  his  face 

hungrily. 

"  But  what  shall  be  done  with  it?  " 

"  Well,  everything  is  done !  "  she  said,  reluctantly, 
he  thought.  Then,  slipping  away  from  him  for  a 

minute  or  two,  she  fluttered  back  to  the  room  with  a 

bit  of  paper  in  her  hand. 

"  And  as  a  sign  and  proof  of  the  same,  permit 
me  to  present  you  with  something  which  is  entirely 

your  own !  " 
It  was  Slater  &  Slater's  check  for  one  thousand 

dollars,  already  indorsed  and  marked  accepted.  He 

held  it  out  to  her,  determined. 

"  You  know  I  can't  accept  this,"  he  said.  But  she 
was  equally  determined. 

"  But  you  shall,  and  must !  " 
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Again  he  refused  it,  absolutely,  proudly,  she 

thought;  and  again  she  thrust  it  back  on  him.  Then 

she  saw  that  it  was  useless,  and  with  that  discovery  a 
new  trouble  came  to  her. 

At  last  she  made  a  suggestion  that  had  fluttered  to 

the  ark  of  her  indecision,  like  a  dove  with  an  olive- 
branch. 

"  Let's  take  it  and  spend  it — on  our  holiday !  No, 

let's  spend  half  of  it;  we  can  decide  about  the  other 
half  later  on  !  " 

He  stopped  to  consider  her  proposal,  and  as  she 

saw  him  wavering  she  declared  that  she,  like  Mrs. 

Spaulding,  would  never  take  "  no  "  for  an  answer. 
And  so  it  was  decided ;  and  drawing  on  her  gloves 

she  reminded  him  of  their  ride. 

While  the  horses  were  being  brought  round  she 

told  him  of  her  interview  with  her  publisher — not  all 

of  it,  but  at  least  enough  to  show  how  she  had  suc- 
ceeded in  securing  the  terms  she  had  first  asked 

for. 

"  What  a  wonderful  little  warrior  you  are !  "  he 
cried,  taking  her  hand  laughingly,  but  gratefully. 

He  looked  down  at  the  frail  little  white  fingers  ad- 

miringly.    "  It  ought  to  guide  an  empire !  "  he  cried. 
But,  strangely  enough,  she  could  not  find  it  in 

her  heart  to  share  in  his  delight.  Even  the  mention 

of  the  book,  during  all  that  day,  in  some  manner  dis- 
tressed and  worried  her. 

"  Those  are  far-off  things  and  battles  long  ago," 
she  said,  as  they   started   out,   shrugging  her  little 
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shoulders,  as  though  to  lift  from  them  some  burden  of 
useless  care. 

"  This  is  the  beginning  of  our  holiday.  You  re- 
member what  you  said :  the  fulness  and  color  of  life ! 

So  let's  turn  vagabond.  Do  you  know,"  she  continued, 
taking  a  tighter  rein  on  her  little  chestnut  mare,  who 

was  champing  restively  at  her  bit,  "  do  you  know, 

I  don't  believe  you've  enough  of  the  rogue  in  you 

ever  to  make  a  poet !  " 

"  Try  me ! "  he  laughed,  yet  not  altogether 
pleased. 

"  You  haven't  enough  of  the  dare-devil  in  your 
make-up.  You  are  always  too  staid  and  English  and 

respectable  and  self-contained.  You  ought  to  have 
more  of  the  vagabond,  the  swashbuckler,  more  of  the 

Villon !  " 

"  Is  that,"  he  asked,  "  your  ideal  of  man?  " 

"  By  no  means !  " 
"Then  what  is?" 

"  My  ideal  " — she  looked  at  him  as  she  spoke — 

"  my  ideal  is  a  man  who,  for  a  woman's  sake,  can 

stand  up  alone  against  the  whole  wide  world !  " 

"  Try  me !  "  he  said  again.  As  they  turned  into 
the  Park  she  brooded  joyously,  hungrily,  over  that 

simple  challenge,  which  might  mean  so  little  or  so 

much.  Try  him !  She  wondered  if  he  guessed  how 

soon  and  how  severely  he  might  be  tried.  And  she 

wondered,  even  more,  just  what  would  be  the  out- 
come of  that  test. 

The  driving  rain  had  ceased,  but  it  was  still  a 
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humid,  gray  afternoon  with  a  fine  mist  hanging  in 

the  air.  The  Park  was  practically  deserted,  and  the 

bridle-paths  empty. 

"  What  a  day  for  a  ride !  "  cried  Cordelia,  waving 
her  whip  toward  the  tree-tops  that  billowed  through 

the  silvery  fog,  "  and  our  last  ride  together !  "  Then 
she  repeated  aloud  as  they  rode : 

What  hand  and  brain  went  ever  paired  ? 
What  heart  alike  conceived  and  dared  ? 

What  act  proved  all  its  thought  had  been  ? 
What  will  but  felt  the  fleshy  screen  ? 

"  I  feel  that  way  now,"  she  said.  "  I  feel  as 
though  I  should  like  to  fly,  as  though  I  could  ride 

out  everything  that  life  holds,  in  one  crazy,  delicious, 

rushing  gallop !  " 
They  let  out  their  spirited  animals  as  they  turned 

up  into  the  longer  stretch  of  the  Eastern  path.  The 

air  and  movement  had  brought  a  deeper  pink  to  Cor- 

delia's cheeks,  and,  as  was  usual  in  her  moments  of 
excitement,  her  expanded  pupils  made  her  eyes  look 
dark. 

"  Isn't  it  glorious  !  "  she  cried  abandonedly.  "  I 

think  I'm  going  to  make  myself  drunk,  dead  drunk, 

with  this  ride  to-day !  " 
She  put  the  whip  recklessly  to  her  distracted  mare, 

and,  shooting  out  ahead  of  Hartley,  raced  exultantly 
down  the  level  stretch  before  her. 

A  Park  attendant  caught  sight  of  her  careering 

wildly  down  the  path.  He  pushed  his  way  through  the 

bushes  as  she  swept  past  and  called  after  her  warn- 
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ingly  to  lessen  her  speed.  The  little  chestnut  mare 

swerved  at  the  sudden  appearance  and  call  of  the 

man,  and  for  a  moment,  as  her  mount  bounded  for- 
ward, Cordelia  lost  the  reins. 

The  mare's  speed  did  not  yield  one  stride  to  her 
frantic  pull  at  the  bit.  At  a  glance  Hartley  realized 

that  it  was  a  runaway. 

He  remembered,  to  his  sudden  horror,  that  Cor- 
delia was  not  the  best  of  horsewomen.  But  still,  he 

felt,  with  the  open  stretch  that  lay  before  them  there 

might  be  no  immediate  danger.  The  danger  lay 

ahead,  in  the  winding  roadway,  the  brushwood  and 

trees,  the  all  too  many  overhead  bridges. 

Hartley  did  not  hesitate  when  he  realized  what 

these  might  mean.  A  dozen  times  before  that  day  he 

had  shown  his  powerful  roan  to  be  the  fleeter  animal. 

As  Cordelia's  mare  bolted  through  a  hedge  of  bare 
lilac-bushes  at  the  first  turn  of  the  path,  and  went 

dashing  across  the  open  greensward  of  the  Park,  he 

was  racing  down  on  her,  not  a  hundred  yards  behind. 

As  they  raced  he  could  see  that  he  was  slowly 

gaining.  It  awoke  in  him  his  dormant  passion  for 

struggle,  his  delight  in  action,  and  he  almost  gloried 

in  that  strange  chase,  with  a  barbaric,  a  rudimentary 

gladness  in  his  sense  of  mastery  over  the  quivering 
beast  beneath  him. 

He  came  bounding  alongside  when  they  were  not 

more  than  twenty  yards  from  a  row  of  green-painted 
benches  lining  one  of  the  walks. 

"  Shake  off  your  stirrup !  "  he  called  to  her.     He 
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was  almost  near  enough  to  reach  out  his  arm  and 

touch  her,  but  at  first  she  did  not  understand  him. 

She  had,  indeed,  lost  all  control  of  herself  and  her 

horse.  Before  he  could  make  her  understand,  the  row 

of  benches  were  under  their  noses.  They  had  to  take 

them  together.  Cordelia's  mare  struck  the  top  board 
of  a  bench-back  and  splintered  it  as  she  went  over. 

Then  Hartley,  in  desperation,  rode  straight  down 

on  her,  for  already  they  were  getting  in  among  the 

thick  of  the  trees.  He  caught  her  under  the  shoulders 

with  one  arm,  as  he  swung  in  on  her,  and  as  her  mare 

was  shouldered  over  and  went  suddenly  sprawling  and 

tumbling  to  the  grass,  he  held  tight  with  his  knees 

and  clung  to  the  trailing  figure  in  green. 

He  clung  to  her  and  carried  her  out  at  his  side 

in  that  way  until  his  own  frightened  roan  could  be 

pulled  up,  panting  and  bewildered,  with  the  blood 

staining  the  foam  from  its  bruised  mouth.  He 

slipped  to  the  ground,  in  some  way,  still  holding  her. 

Her  face  was  colorless,  but  she  looked  up  at  him  with 

the  old  luminous  and  wonderful  eyes.  He  was  breath- 
ing heavily,  but  he  still  held  her. 

"  My  darling !  "  she  said,  locking  her  arms  about 
his  neck,  as  a  torrent  of  happy  tears  came  to  her  eyes. 

"  My  darling !  " 
He  still  held  her  there  close  to  him,  but  in  silence, 

until  two  gardeners  and  a  Park  policeman  came  to 

their  assistance.  Ten  minutes  later  a  mounted  police- 
man rode  up  with  the  recaptured  mare.  A  passing 

hansom  was  stopped,   and   Cordelia   was  handed   up 
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into  it.  The  mounted  policeman  wrote  down  his  notes, 

and  rode  away  tucking  Hartley's  bill  into  his  pocket. 
It  all  seemed  over  and  past  with  kaleidoscopic  rapidity. 

"  Will  you  be  able  to  manage  them  ?  "  Cordelia 
cried,  concerned,  as  she  saw  Hartley  mounting  again, 

with  her  mare  held  short  by  the  bridle-rein. 

"  Quite  easily.    But  you  must  get  back  at  once !  " 
Nothing,  at  that  moment,  could  have  made  her 

happier  than  that  commonplace  half-command  from 
his  lips. 

She  waved  her  gauntleted  hand  back  at  him ;  her 

face  still  stood  out  pale  and  wistful  against  the  dark- 
ness of  the  hansom-box. 

"  And  you  ?  "  she  asked. 

"  I'll  be  right  after  you." 

"  Then  I'll  have  dinner  ready  for  you !  "  she  cried, 
as  the  hansom  turned  and  disappeared  down  through 

the  darkening  mist,  smiling  to  herself  at  the  incongru- 
ousness  of  what  she  had  said.  It  was  only  in  fiction, 

she  felt,  that  the  opportune  moment  and  the  adequate 
word  coincided. 

But  driving  home  through  the  gray  evening  air 

with  the  tears  still  wet  on  her  lashes,  she  pondered 

over  a  new  and  perturbing  and  yet  not  altogether  pain- 
ful problem :  Could  it  be  that  she  had  played  her  part 

with  him  too,  too  earnestly?  Must  she  lose  him  now, 
when  he  meant  so  much  to  her? 
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She  yielded  then  where  she  had  frowned, 
And  fell  her  tears  like  leaves  ; 

She  sank  before  him  on  the  ground 

And  clasped  his  iron  greaves. 

John  Hartley,  "  The  Broken  Knight.'* 

After  allj  Rabelais'  religion  and  women  are  one  and  the  same 
thing — a  great  Perhaps. — "The  Silver  Poppy." 

The  lights  of  Cordelia's  little  yellow-trimmed 
study  were  carefully  shaded  and  softened.  Cordelia 

herself,  with  bright  but  restless  eyes,  with  a  slightly 

flushed  face,  and  a  little  quickness  of  speech  and  move- 
ment betokening,  perhaps,  nerves  too  tensely  strung, 

was  already  waiting  for  Hartley,  when,  an  hour  later, 

he  stepped  up  to  her  door. 

He  had  long  since  grown  used  to  that  freedom  of 

action,  to  that  unthought-of  abandon  of  the  Bohemian 
which  Cordelia  laid  claim  to  as  her  natural  right,  and 

which  the  world  about  her  had  the  habit  of  laughing 

away  as  the  mere  unrestrained  eccentricity  of  guile- 

less genius.  He  had  noticed  that  this  careless  free- 
dom seemed  to  suit  her  best.  He  liked  her  least  when 

she  was  least  ingenuous. 

"  It's  so  stupid  and  lonesome  downstairs  in  that 

big  sepulchral  dining-room !  "  she  said.  "  Let's  have 

dinner  up  here." 
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A  momentary  and  careless  feeling  that  some  too 

boldly  effacing  sponge  was  wiping  out  the  last  blurred 

line  of  formality  passed  through  him. 

"Oh,  I  have  nearly  all  my  meals  served  up  here, 

now  that  I'm  alone !  "  she  explained.  "  It's  much 
quieter  and  more  cozy.  Here  we  can  have  dinner  in 

peace,  and  be  undisturbed.    You  don't  mind,  do  you?  " 
After  his  stiff  ride  the  blood  was  still  running 

through  his  veins  vigorously.  He  could  feel  life  pul- 
sing dominatingly  through  him,  and  some  mysterious 

back-wash  of  that  wave  of  joyous  intoxication  which 
earlier  had  taken  possession  of  Cordelia  now  seemed 

sweeping  in  turn  through  him. 

"  The  queen  can  do  no  wrong !  "  he  cried,  looking 
down  into  the  unnatural  brightness  of  her  face  that 

gleamed  like  a  flower  in  the  half-light.  Then  some- 
thing transient,  fugitive,  inscrutable,  something  that 

crept  up  into  her  eyes,  drove  the  careless  smile  from 

his  lips,  and  they  looked  at  each  other,  man  and  woman. 

"  Stevens,"  she  said,  turning  to  the  servant  who 

had  answered  her  ring,  "  I  am  at  home  to  no  one  this 

evening !     Remember,  Stevens,  to  no  one !  " 

She  had  replaced  her  dark-green  riding-habit  by 
a  loose,  heavily  pleated  robe  of  bebe  blue,  lined  with 

the  palest  of  yellow  satin.  Its  sleeves  hung  loosely 

about  her  white  arms,  which  they  left  partly  uncon- 
cealed, as  though  by  accident.  Her  even  whiter  throat, 

too,  was  left  bare.  She  seemed  suddenly  converted 

from  a  child  of  alertness  to  a  woman  of  languor. 

Hartley  did  not  go  out  of  his  way  to  analyze  the  mys- 236 
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tery  of  that  sudden  alteration  by  means  of  a  mere 

change  of  raiment.  But  it  seemed  as  if  some  magical 

breath  of  enchantment  had  blown  away  the  fragile 

petals  from  the  blossom  of  youth  and  left  in  its  place 
the  mellowed  and  rounded  fruit  of  womanhood. 

As  he  gazed  across  the  table  at  her  during  that 

strangest  of  dinners  she  seemed  to  take  on  a  warm 

maturity  and  a  vitality  quite  new  to  her.  The  heavier 

shadows,  caused,  no  doubt,  he  thought,  by  mere  weari- 
ness of  body,  that  seemed  to  dwell  under  the  arch  of 

her  eyebrow,  again  and  again  suggested  to  him  the 

picture  of  her  as  a  young  mother,  saddened  with  the 

burden  of  her  first  maternity. 

"  Do  you  know,"  she  said  to  him  suddenly — they 

had  been  talking  but  little  that  night — "  I  have  never 
yet  once  called  you  by  your  Christian  name !  John ! 

How  that  sounds  like  you :  substantial,  solid,  dignified ! 

No;  I  have  never  dared.  I  believe  I  am  still  afraid 

of  you — John  !  " 

He  made  her  say  it  over  a  dozen  times.  She  re- 
peated the  name  until  it  seemed  to  fall  to  pieces  on 

her  tongue,  and  lose  all  meaning.  Then  she  sighed 

heavily. 

"  I'm  tired !  "  she  murmured,  locking  her  fingers 
behind  her  head.  He  noticed  an  unlooked-for  fulness 

about  the  round,  tower-like  neck  that  seemed  to  sigh 
into  the  white  breadth  of  the  shoulders  like  a  river 

into  its  sea. 

"  Cordelia,  you  are  tired,"  he  repeated  suddenly : 
and  he  moved  as  though  to  rise  from  his  chair.     A 
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frightened  look  shot  into  her  face.  She  wondered  for 
a  moment  if  he  would  have  the  heart  to  leave  her  there, 

so  soon,  so  unsatisfied,  and  without  a  sign.  She  dread- 
ed the  thought  of  the  solitude  that  would  come  after 

he  had  gone,  the  thought  of  that  last  night  of  what 
she  must  soon  call  her  old  life. 

"I  wonder  if  you  know  how  tired  I  am?"  she 
murmured  absently,  pushing  back  her  sleeves  and 

leaning  forward  with  her  elbows  on  the  table. 

"  I  wonder  if  you  can  imagine  how  heavily  I'll 
sleep  to-night,  and  how  tired  I  shall  get  up,  even,  in 

the  morning?  " 
He  rose  from  his  chair,  and  walking  round  to  the 

side  of  the  table  where  she  sat,  stood  behind  her  with- 

out speaking.  She  could  feel  the  caress  of  his  hand 
on  her  thick  hair. 

"  I  feel  as  though  I'd  like  to  be  mothered  to-night 

by  some  one !  "  she  murmured  softly,  as  her  eyelids 
drooped. 

He  still  touched  her  hair,  almost  reverently,  but 
that  was  all. 

Then  she  turned  to  him  with  the  smile  of  a  tired 

child. 

"  Lift  me  up — I  want  you  to  lift  me  up,  and 

carry  me  over  to  my  couch !  " 
He  lifted  her  in  his  arms  as  he  might  a  child  of 

three,  and  as  he  did  so  the  memory  of  another  night 

when  he  had  first  done  the  same  thing  rushed  back 

through  his  mind ;  and  without  a  word  he  carried  her 

to  the  little  Japanese  couch  beside  her  writing-desk  of 
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gold  and  mother-of-pearl.     He  found  a  rug  and  cov- 
ered her  feet. 

She  gazed  up  at  him  with  lips  that  appeared  to 

pout  girlishly. 

"  Do  you  want  to  sleep  now  ?  "  he  asked  gently, 
bending  over  her. 

As  he  looked  down  at  her  in  the  silence  that  fol- 

lowed his  words  her  mouth  seemed  to  grow  heavy. 

That  fugitive,  inscrutable  something  crept  into  her 

eyes  once  more;  and  all  of  a  sudden  his  face  grew 

deathly  pale,  and  then  flushed  again. 

"  John ! " 

He  turned  and  made  three  steps  toward  the  door. 

"  John !  "  she  cried  after  him,  with  a  note  of  pain 

in  the  cry.  She  had  flung  off  the  rug,  and  was  lean- 
ing on  her  elbow.  He  looked  from  where  he  stood, 

hesitating. 

He  went  slowly  back,  and  bent  over  her  once  more. 

Her  pleading  lips  were  perilously  close  to  his. 

"  Must  you  go  ?  "  she  asked,  sinking  back  in  her 
weariness,  and  raising  two  arms  from  which  the  loose 
silken  sleeves  fell  back.  The  next  moment  a  vibrant 

tremor  of  exaltation  swept  over  her. 

"  Don't  go !  Don't  go !  "  she  murmured.  "  Don't 
leave  me !  " 

The  two  white  arms  came  together  and  folded  over 

him  and  drew  him  in  like  wings. 

Time  and  the  world  were  nothing  to  her  then ;  time 
and  the  world  were  shut  out  from  him.  It  was  the 

lingering,  long-delayed  capitulation  of  the  more  im- 
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petuous,  profounder  love  she  had  held  back  from  him, 
of  the  finer  and  softer  self  she  had  all  but  famished 

in  the  citadel  of  her  grim  aspirations.  She  no  longer 

allured  him,  or  cared  to  allure  him;  she  had  nothing 

to  seek  of  him  thereafter;  she  had  only  the  ruins  of 

her  broken  life  to  give  him. 

And  he,  too — he  felt  those  first  thin  needles  of  bliss 

that  crept  and  projected  themselves  over  the  quiet 

waters  of  friendship,  and  he  knew  that  a  power  not 

himself  was  transforming  those  waters  of  change  and 

unrest  and  ebb  and  flow  into  the  impenetrable  solid- 
itv  of  love  itself. 
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There  we  watched  those  troubled  eyes, 

And  her  laughing  face  grow  wan  ; 

And  the  birds  sought  other  skies, 

And  she  knew  her  year — was  gone  ! 

John  Hartley,  "  The  Valley  Princess." 

This  dog  of  a  life — mongrel  of  joy  and  misery  that  it  is  ! — 

«  The  Silver  Poppy." 

Cordelia  had  found,  and  with  bewildered  eyes 

was  watching  unfold,  her  first  and  only  love.  About 

the  belated  flowering  of  that  tender  and  reluctant 

growth  clung  a  touch  of  tragic  bitter-sweetness;  it 
seemed  so  poignantly  ineffectual,  so  like  the  odorous 

second  blossoming  of  orchards  at  the  betraying  breath 

of  a  St.  Martin's  summer. 

Yet  Cordelia's  week  in  the  little  old  French  city 
on  the  St.  Lawrence  was,  perhaps,  the  happiest  week 

in  all  her  life.  It  was  not  all  pure  happiness ;  it  had 

its  moments  of  pain — but  it  was  enough.  She  felt 
within  her  some  shy  subliminal  renewal,  as  silent  yet 

as  implacable  as  the  insidious  first  workings  of  spring. 

Through  all  the  gray  years  that  followed,  her  week 

of  happiness  remained  a  beautiful  memory,  colored 

with  the  quiet  passion  of  a  pathetic  struggle  up 

toward  the  light  of  that  impossible  new  world  into 
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which  she  seemed  to  glance  for  one  fugitive  moment. 

And  that  golden  week  of  happiness  had  come,  too, 

upon  her  so  unlooked  for,  so  unasked  for!  It  had 

crept  upon  her  like  a  quiet  dream  through  broken 

and  restless  sleep.  And  even  she  herself  felt,  at  times, 

how  it  had  transformed  her — seeing,  at  the  last,  how 
nearly  it  had  liberated  from  the  gloomy  walls  of  pride 

and  egoism  those  phantasmal  dead  selves  which  clam- 

ored for  air  only  in  life's  more  exalted  moments. 
A  pale  wistfulness  took  possession  of  her,  a  quiet- 

ness and  gentleness  of  demeanor  which  was  new  and 

strange  to  her.  More  than  once  in  their  rambles  about 

the  quaint  old  city  Hartley  had  surprised  her  looking 

at  him  out  of  troubled  and  tearful  eyes,  with  an  indefi- 

nite, dumb  entreaty  on  her  quivering  under-lip.  And 
each  time  he  caught  that  passing  look  it  touched  him 

and  intangibly  drew  him  closer  to  her.  She  felt  the 

necessity  of  having  him  to  lean  upon,  the  want  of  his 

arm  and  voice  and  presence.  And  some  passionate 

dread  of  the  solitude  she  felt  ominously  before  her 

drove  Cordelia  still  closer  and  still  more  desperately  to 
his  side. 

This  was  not  lost  on  Hartley  himself.  Those  sor- 
rowing eyes  seemed  to  trumpet  to  the  knight  that  lay 

dormant  in  him ;  and  if  he  said  little  at  the  time,  he 

nevertheless  felt  much.  With  the  birth  of  this  ten- 

derer feeling  came  a  newer  and  deeper  trust  in  her,  a 

less  active  quest  of  motive  and  meaning  in  all  her 

acts.  Though  he  knew,  indeed,  that  she  was  still 

holding  back  something  from  him,  he  made  no  effort 
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to  wring  a  reluctant  statement  from  her.  He  wa9 

willing  to  wait  her  time.  She  had  given  him  much ; 
the  little  he  could  and  would  not  claim. 

In  the  meanwhile,  with  the  sense  of  something 

slipping  between  their  fingers,  and  with  a  premonition 

of  impending  change  hanging  over  both  of  them, 

they  made  the  most  of  those  passing  days.  Mrs. 

Spaulding  did  not  care  to  take  part  in  their  wan- 
derings, and  it  was  only  during  their  hours  at  the 

hotel  that  the  shadow  of  her  presence  fell  between 
them. 

More  than  one  happy  day  they  spent  in  visits  to 
the  Basilica,  to  the  old  Citadel  fortress,  to  the  ancient 

ruins  of  the  Chateau  Bigot  in  the  valley  of  the  St. 

Charles.  They  idled  away  a  merry  forenoon  in  search 

of  the  Golden  Dog,  and  when  that  strange  figure  in  gilt 

was  found  at  last,  on  the  northern  facade  of  the  post- 

office,  Hartley  put  its  still  stranger  rhyme  into  English 

for  her.  For  many  an  hour,  too,  they  rambled  about 

the  crooked  little  streets  of  the  lower  town,  which 

Hartley  declared  to  be  wondrously  like  a  second 

Dieppe  or  Amiens.  And  they  went  on  long  walks 

out  upon  the  Plains  of  Abraham,  and  visited  the  tall 

shaft  which  marks  the  spot  where  Wolfe  died  vic- 
torious. 

"  How  sad  it  seems,"  said  Cordelia,  "  to  die  on 
the  day,  in  the  very  hour,  that  life  has  grown  most 

worth  living !  " 
She  gazed  up  at  the  ironical  towering  marble  with 

musing  eyes. 
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"  But  isn't  it  better  it  should  come  even  in  that 

last  moment,  than  never  at  all?  "  Hartley  asked,  look- 
ing up  to  where  her  own  eyes  rested,  and  himself  busy, 

for  the  moment,  with  his  own  thoughts. 

"  It  may  be !  "  said  Cordelia,  looking  from  the 

marble  to  the  man.  "  It  may  be !  "  she  repeated  ab- 
sently. 

One  day  they  went  by  train  to  the  straggling  lit- 

tle village  of  Ste.  Anne  de  Beaupre,  and  together  vis- 

ited the  Shrine,  and  drank  a  cupful  of  the  miracu- 
lous waters  from  the  Holy  Spring.  A  pilgrimage 

had  brought  to  the  town  that  day  a  sadly  picturesque 

army  of  life's  unfortunates,  so  that  both  Cordelia  and 
Hartley  drew  a  breath  of  relief  when  the  halt  and  the 

maimed  had  been  left  behind  them  and  they  had  es- 
caped from  the  pitiful  tumult  of  cassock  and  crutch 

and  wandered  out  into  the  cool  quietness  of  the  open 

country.  There  Cordelia,  venturing  inquisitively  into 

one  of  the  little  whitewashed  cottages,  was  smitten 

with  a  sudden  vague  sense  of  homesickness  on  hearing 

once  more  the  familiar  hum  of  a  spinning-wheel ;  while 

to  Hartley  the  softness  of  the  mingled  patois  of  Brit- 
tany and  Normandy,  the  sedate  tranquillity  of  the 

clean  little  huddling  river-side  villages,  and  the 
crowded  yet  rambling  rows  of  tiny  cottages  with  wide 

eaves  that  drooped  down  over  mullioned  windows  like 

tired  lids  over  sleepy  e}7es,  brought  back  from  time  to 
time  many  thoughts  of  his  older  Oxford.  Cordelia 

listened,  with  wondering  eyes  and  a  strangely  heavy 

heart,  to  his  descriptions  of  that  far-away  English 
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country,  trying  passionately,  yet  vainly,  to  sec  it  as 

she  knew  he  beheld  it  in  his  own  eyes. 

"  Some  day  I  hope  we  shall  see  it,"  he  said,  wist- 

fully.    "  We  too,  together !  " 

Then  they  were  both  charmed  into  silent  wonder 

by  the  old-world  quaintness  of  the  rambling  hillside 

road,  and  following  it  idly,  they  wandered  on,  en- 

chanted into  forgetfulness  by  the  beauty  of  the 

blended  tints  of  the  autumnal  maples  and  oaks,  by  the 

soft  verdure  of  the  terraced  foot-hills,  broken  with  lit- 

tle rifts  of  silver  where  flashing  streams  fell  musically 

down  to  the  blue  St.  Lawrence,  on  which,  here  and 

there,  they  could  catch  glimpses  of  low-lying  batteaux 
and  drifting  sails. 

They  had  strolled  happily  on  through  the  tiny 

village  of  Riviere  des  Chiens,  pausing  a  moment  be- 

fore a  towering  line  of  Lombardy  poplars  that  stood 

black  against  the  setting  sun,  when  the  sound  of 

broken  weeping  startled  them  both  from  their  day- 

dreams. Hartley,  in  alarm,  ran  on  ahead,  and  under 

a  blighted  thorn-tree,  crouched  amid  the  roadside 

goldenrod,  he  found  a  woman  with  a  child  clutched 

to  her  breast.  Her  gaunt  body  rocked  back  and  forth 

as  she  sat  there,  and  she  neither  looked  up  nor  ceased 

her  wailing  when  he  bent  over  and  touched  her  on 

the  shoulder.  He  called  to  her  in  English,  and  then 

in  French,  but  still  she  sat  amid  the  dusty  goldenrod, 

clutching  the  child  to  her  breast. 

"Is  it  dead?"  asked  Cordelia,  in  a  frightened 

voice,  trying  to  see  into  the  muffled  face.     "  Oh,  be 
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careful !     Do  be  careful !     It  may  be  something  hor- 
rible— some  horrible  disease !  " 

Hartley  had  wakened  the  woman  from  her  stupor, 

and  in  broken  French,  rich  with  the  idiom  of  the  sev- 

enteenth century,  she  was  explaining  in  her  dead  voice 

that  she  had  tried  to  make  her  way  on  foot  to  Ste. 
Anne,  that  if  she  once  reached  the  shrine  of  the  blessed 

saint  she  knew  her  boy  would  be  saved.  Two  of  them 

had  died,  of  the  black  sickness ;  he  was  all  she  had  left ! 

And  in  a  fresh  paroxysm  of  grief  she  caught  the  sick 

child  once  more  up  to  her  bent  body,  and  swayed  back 

and  forth  with  it  in  hopeless  despair. 

Hartley  sent  Cordelia  hurriedly  to  the  nearest 

farm-house,  for  a  conveyance.  Impatient  at  the  delay 
while  the  habitant  harnessed  his  stocky  little  pony  to  a 

cart,  he  helped  the  woman  to  her  feet,  and  taking  the 

child  in  his  own  arms,  started  back  for  the  village,  not 

a  mile  distant.  There  he  sent  a  messenger  post-haste  to 

Ste.  Anne's,  and  an  hour  later  the  ponderous  little 
wagon  that  did  service  as  ambulance  for  the  convent 

of  the  Franciscan  Sisters  at  Beaupre  was  speeding 

homeward  with  both  mother  and  child,  and  Hartley 

and  Cordelia  were  waiting  on  the  chilly  little  wind- 

swept platform  for  the  Quebec  train,  intangibly  de- 
tached from  one  another  and  mysteriously  depressed 

in  spirits.  It  was  not  until  the  warmth  and  lights  of 

the  hotel  had  shut  out  the  night  from  them  that  either 

cared  to  talk.  Then,  of  a  sudden,  Hartley  found  the 

woman  at  his  side  shaken  with  a  passionate  burst  of 

seemingly  inconsequential  weeping. 
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"Cordelia,    what   is    it?"    he    cr
ied,    in   startled 

^""Motherhood!''     said     Cordelia,     inadequately, 

through  her  tears-"  it-it  is  s
uch  an  awful  thing 

And  then  she  fled  from  him,  and
  he  sat  up  late 

into  the  night,  thinking. 
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And  from  the  gloomy  caves  of  Mem'ry  came 
The  bandits  of  Repentance  in  the  night 
And  left  her  naked,  and  in  spirit  torn. 

John  Hartley,  "  Street  Dust." 

Every  Klondike  of  achievement  has  its  Chilkoot  of  adversity. 

— "  The  Silver  Poppy." 

The  next  afternoon  they  were  on  the  Grand  Bat- 
tery, leaning  against  one  of  the  obsolete  old  mortars 

that  frowned  down  over  the  river.  A  calm  sky  of 

robin's-egg  blue  stretched  over  them.  Golden  and 
quiet  as  were  the  Laurentides  about  them,  there  was  a 

touch  of  chilliness  in  that  clear,  northern  air,  a  muffled 

coldness  which  Hartley  likened  to  a  naked  saber-blade 

buried  in  rose-leaves.  The  wide  St.  Lawrence  lay  be- 

neath them  like  a  pool  of  silver.  In  the  remoter  dis- 

tance stretched  the  blue  and  purple  foot-hills  of  the 
Laurentians  themselves. 

Miles  beneath  them  they  could  see  the  valleys  of 

gloomy  greenness,  dotted  with  their  little  flashing 

whitewashed  habitant  houses,  and  over  everything  the 

mellow,  autumnal  sunlight  lay ;  over  the  gray  walls  of 

the   Citadel,  burning  like  fire   on   the   windows   and 
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spires,  gemming  the  long  hillside  sloping  down  to  the 

river,  making  opals  and  pearls  of  the  little  sails  and 

softening  the  very  grimness  of  the  dark  and  more  dis- 

tant headlands  frowning  so  sternly  out  over  the  peace- 
ful water. 

It  had  been  a  day  full  of  quiet  happiness  for  both 

of  them,  and  a  feeling  of  vague  regret,  of  languid 

sorrow,  fell  over  them,  as  they  stood  in  silence,  look- 

ing on  the  beauty  of  river  and  foot-hill  and  mountain 
bathed  in  autumnal  silence  and  gold. 

"  Oh,  if  we  never  grew  old !  "  Cordelia  said,  with 
a  wistful  little  shake  of  the  head,  drawing  closer  to 

Hartley,  and  slipping  her  hand  through  his  arm. 

He  looked  down  at  her  with  a  strange  sternness 

that  was  not  all  sternness  in  his  eyes.  She  turned 

away,  gazing  across  the  wide  stretch  of  river  dotted 

with  its  shifting  opals  and  pearls. 

"  Cordelia,"  he  said,  softly. 
She  did  not  answer.  Her  musing  eyes  were  far 

away,  on  a  drifting  bank  of  gray  cloud  that  was  slowly 

shrouding  the  glory  of  the  sunset  and  bringing  with 
it  a  breath  of  colder  wind. 

"  Cordelia,"  he  repeated,  even  more  softly,  "  will 

you  marry  me?  " 
She  fell  back  from  him,  startled,  amazed.  It  came 

as  a  bolt  out  of  the  blue. 

It  was  the  one  thing  she  had  not  looked  for,  had 

not  hoped  for,  had  never  thought  to  ask  for. 

"  Marry  you !  "  she  repeated,  as  though  the  words 

were  words  she  did  not  know.    "  Marry  you !  " 249 
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The  molten  silver  of  the  river  so  far  beneath  her 

seemed  to  rise  and  fall  and  fade,  and  the  purple  line 

of  the  foot-hills  wavered  and  darkened  and  went  out. 
A  new  voice  had  come  to  her  in  the  wilderness  of  her 

doubt,  a  new  path  seemed  to  lead  oat  of  the  two-fold 
desert  of  her  despair. 

"  Yes,  dear,"  he  said,  quietly,  taking  her  gloved 

hand  in  his,  "  will  you  marry  me? — be  my  wife?  " 
No  words  came  to  her  tongue,  and  her  face  was 

white ;  but  the  slowly  awakening  light  that  crept  into 

her  eyes  and  illuminated  all  her  pallid  face  made  a 

new,  a  transformed  woman  of  her.  A  belated  song- 
sparrow  alit  on  one  of  the  old  guns  near  them,  and 

sang  thinly  for  a  moment  or  two.  Never  had  the  man 

beside  her  seen  that  tender  light  which  came  to  her 

that  minute  and  hung  over  her  like  a  halo. 

She  drew  back  from  him  for  a  moment  again,  still 

doubting,  still  perplexed,  still  hesitating.  He  held 
out  his  two  arms  for  her  as  one  does  for  a  child. 

"  I  love  you,  my  darling ;  I  love  you !  "  she  mur- 
mured, as  he  folded  them  about  her.  And  he  knew  it 

was  true.  He  bent  over  her,  and  she  gave  him  her 

mouth  to  kiss,  reluctantly,  as  though  it  had  never  been 

kissed  before.  He  kissed  her,  not  passionately,  but 

gravely,  almost  reverentially;  and  she  was  happier  at 

the  thought  that  he  had  done  it  so. 

"  I  used  to  half  fear  you,  dear,"  he  said,  still  hold- 

ing her  hand  through  his  arm.  "  I  thought  you  were 
cold.  I  looked  on  you  only  as  the  woman  who  wrote 

books,  as  one  who  worked  for  praise  and  fame  and 
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success,  as  a  woman  hardened  and  schooled  by  a  selfish 

world.  That  suspicion  of  selfishness,  I  believe,  made 

me  selfish.  No,  no ;  you  must  listen,  dear,  for  this  is  a 

confession.     What  I  took  for  coldness  in  vou  dial- 

mi 

lenged  a  certain  coldness  in  me,  and  for  weeks  and 

weeks  I  misunderstood  you  and  misjudged  you.  Now 

I  know  better.  What  has  happened  during  the  last 

week  has  shown  me  how  wrong  I  was.  And  now  I  want 

you  to  forgive  me,  if  you  can,  for  all  those  old  mis- 

understandings.    Will  you,  Cordelia,  dear?" 

"  You  believe  in  me?  You  trust  me,  fully?  "  she 
cried,  thrilling  through  all  her  frail  body,  trembling 

with  the  fierceness  of  some  newer,  finer  fire. 

For  one  silent  minute  he  looked  deeply  into  her 

eyes,  and,  seeing  that  great  and  glorious  light  in  them, 

he  responded :  "  I  do,  Cordelia  !  I  do,  my  own  S  "  And 
there  was  no  shadow  of  doubt  in  his  voice. 

"  But  I  have  done  so  much  that  is — that  is  not 

right !  "  she  hesitated,  almost  imploringly,  leaning 
over  the  grim  old  gun-carriage  and  burying  her  face 
shudderingly  in  her  hands. 

"  But  now  I  love  you  because  I  know  you  could 
never  deceive  me,  just  as  I  would  never  deceive  you. 

I  can  read  it  in  your  eyes,  dear.  In  the  past  we  have 

both  done  things  which  we  ought  not  to  have  done, 

perhaps.  But  that  was  because  we  were  both  mis- 
guided, and  both  hemmed  in  by  the  wrong  influences, 

wasting  all  the  best  of  our  lives,  and  the  best  of  our 

hearts,  on  the  things  that  were  wrong." 
"  It  is  too  late !  "  she  almost  wailed. 
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"  No ;  no,  indeed ;  we  can  go  back  and  begin  all 
over  again,  this  time  with  a  clean  slate.  I  have  been 

thinking  these  things  over,  trying,  the  last  few  days, 

to  work  them  out  by  myself,  and  I  believe  I  have 
learned  more  than  one  lesson  in  that  time.  Think  how 

easily  it  can  be  done !  We  can  slip  around  to  that 

haven  of  the  love-tossed,  to  the  Little  Church  Around 
the  Corner,  and  then  we  can  hunt  us  out  some  little 

nook  of  our  own  in  the  big  city,  and  there  we  can  live 

our  lives,  and  dream  our  dreams,  and  do  our  work, 

and  be  happy  together !  And  how  happy  I  shall  be, 

working  for  you,  dearest,"  he  said,  with  the  tremble 
of  emotion  in  his  voice. 

"  No,  no ;  not  back  to  New  York !  "  she  pleaded. 

"  Couldn't  we  go  to  England,  to  Oxford — your  own 
Oxford,  and  live  there,  alone,  away  from  them 

all?" 
"  Yes,  we  could,  if  you  thought  best !  " 
The  idea  of  it  was  new  to  him. 

"  John,"  she  said,  suddenly,  and  her  voice  seemed 

to  lose  its  softness  as  she  spoke.  "  John,  I  have  some- 
thing to  tell  you !  I  did  not  intend  to  tell  you  so  soon, 

but  now  I  must !  " 
She  felt  that  in  that  exalted  moment  she  must  burn 

every  bridge  behind  her;  she  must  give  herself  no 

further  chance  of  defeating  herself. 

"  It  is  about  your  book — I  could  not  take  it ;  I 
have  not  taken  it.  I  have  given  it  back  to  you.  It  is 

being  published  now,  but — but  not  in  my  name !  " 
Oh,  if  that  could  have  been  the  whole  truth,  she 
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thought,  as  the  first  thorn  of  her  poor  rose  of  abne- 
gation pierced  her.  But  it  was  the  best  that  she  could 

do,  she  told  her  aching  heart  pitifully.  It  was  not 

too  late;  she  could  still  make  it  the  truth.  In  that 

moment  of  new  birth  she  felt  that  she  must  tell  him 

everything,  from  the  first  to  the  last.  But  as  she 

framed  the  very  words  of  her  confession  she  saw  that 

she  must  still  wait  a  little — that  was  the  most  agoniz- 

ing part  of  it.  Yet  nothing,  she  said  to  herself  sternly, 

nothing,  in  the  end,  should  be  kept  back  from  him. 

By  her  very  frankness  and  openness  of  soul  she  would 
hold  him  and  bind  him  the  closer  to  her. 

"  It  is  being  printed  now — but  not  in  my  name !  " 
she  repeated,  weakly,  clinging  to  that  one  prospective 

act  of  redemption. 

"  I  thought  you  would  do  it,"  he  said,  showing  no 

surprise.  "  And  I  am  glad  of  it,  for  your  sake,  dear- 
est. I  don't  mind  about  the  book ;  I  do  not  want  that. 

But  it  is  You,  the  true  You,  that  I  want !  "  And  as 
he  said  it  his  hand  sought  her  hand  once  more. 

"  But  I  have  done  other  things,  oh,  so  many  other 

things,  that  were — were  ignoble,  that  were  wrong !  " 
she  cried,  pitifully,  a  terror  of  her  past  growing  up 
within  her. 

"  Do  you  love  me  ?  "  he  said,  suddenly,  turning 
to  her. 

"  I  would  die  for  you,  this  day !  "  she  said.  And 
by  the  beauty  and  the  sudden  glory  that  swept  over 
her  face  once  more  he  knew  her  word  was  not  to  be 

doubted. 
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"  Then  the  other  things  can  never  count !  "  he  an- 
swered, kissing  her  tenderly  on  her  cold  cheek. 

A  cold  wind  blew  up  the  river,  and  the  dusk  was 

falling.  Their  day  was  almost  gone.  Cordelia  looked 

up  at  the  darkening  sky,  and  held  her  hands  out  be- 
fore her. 

"  See,"  she  said,  "  the  snow-flakes !  " 
A  few  white  flakes  drifted  and  fluttered  down  be- 

tween them ;  she  caught  at  them  with  her  hands,  but 

they  eluded  her. 

"  Yes,"  he  said,  standing  close  beside  her,  hap- 
pily, and  gazing  with  her  up  into  the  darkening  air. 

"  It  is  snow,  falling  already !  " 
Then  through  the  sober  autumn  air  they  walked 

slowly  back  to  the  hotel,  arm  in  arm,  and  silent. 

"  I  must  be  alone,  dearest,  for  the  rest  of  this  day," 
she  said,  happily.  He  understood,  and  left  her  to  her 

own  woman's  thoughts. 

When  she  knew  him  to  be  safely  in  his  own  room 

she  slipped  stealthily  down  to  the  hotel  telegraph-office 
and  hurriedly  wrote  out  a  message  for  her  New  York 

publisher.     It  said: 

"  Substitute  name  John  Hartley  for  Cordelia 

Vaughan  on  title-page  of  novel  The  Unwise  Virgins. 
For  this  I  agree  to  relinquish  all  royalty  claims.  Will 

explain  later.     Answer.' 
?? 

She  signed  the  message  and  handed  it  to  the  opera- 
tor with  a  slightly  shaking  hand,  asking  nervously  how 
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soon  she  could  get  a  reply.  There  was  no  reason  why 

she  should  not  receive  one  in  two  hours,  perhaps  three 

hours,  at  the  latest. 

When  that  time  had  expired,  and  no  answer  came 

to  her,  she  repeated  the  message,  this  time  sending  the 

despatch  to  Henry  Slater's  home  address. 
Late  into  the  night  she  sat  up  in  her  room,  fran- 

tically waiting  for  some  word  from  him.  As  the  hours 

dragged  on  she  paced  the  little  chamber  in  a  fever  of 

unrest,  pausing  and  listening  at  every  footstep  that 

passed  her  door.  Midnight  came  and  went,  and  still 
no  word  arrived.  Then  she  knew  that  there  was  but 

one  thing  for  her  to  do. 

In  the  gray  of  the  morning,  when  Hartley  and 

all  the  hotel  were  still  sleeping,  she  called  a  carriage, 

and,  hurrying  to  the  railway  station,  caught  the  early 

morning  express  for  Montreal,  on  her  way  to  New 
York.     It  was  no  time  for  half  measures. 

Three  hours  later,  when  Hartley  went  down  to 

breakfast,  after  a  night  of  mysteriously  depressing 

restlessness,  he  found  awaiting  him  an  incoherent  little 

note  from  Cordelia.  Bewildered,  only  after  many 

readings  he  gathered  from  it  that  she  had  been  called 

away  because  of  some  business  tangle  about  which  she 
would  tell  him  later. 

"  If  that  isn't  like  her,  the  crazy  child !  "  was  Mrs. 

Spaulding's  cry  when  she  heard  of  it  all,  less  disturbed 
in  spirit  than  Hartley  had  expected. 

And  while,  indeed,  he  was  still  pondering  over  his 

surprising  note  from  her,  Cordelia  herself  was  speed- 
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ing  along  past  the  old  French  settlements  on  the  banks 

of  the  upper  St.  Lawrence,  gazing  absently  out  at  the 

low-eaved  little  cottages,  and  desperately  asking  her- 
self, again  and  again,  if  it  would  be  too  late. 
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THE   ALTAR   OF  EMINENCE 

Hate  wrong,  as  a  bull  hates  red  ; 

Fight  strong,  till  the  wrong  lies  dead, 
For  to  him,  just  God,  the  fight 
Who  smites  for  the  sake  of  the  right ! 

John  Hartley,  "Juvenilia." 

A  woman's  heart  never  breaks,  but  O  how  often  it  withers  ! — 

Cordelia  Vaughan,  "  Motherhood." 

Cordelia's  train  crept  into  Montreal  one  hour  and 
twenty  minutes  late,  and  it  was  already  after  three  be- 

fore she  stepped  out  of  the  overheated  car  into  the 

cool,  crisp  air  of  the  station  platform.  She  saw  a  uni- 
formed attendant,  and  hurried  to  him  at  once. 

"  Can  I  catch  the  New  York  express?  "  she  asked, 
breathlessly. 

"  Yes,  ma'm !  "  he  answered,  promptly. 
Her  heart  gave  a  sudden  great  bound  of  joy;  she 

was  not  yet  too  late ;  she  felt  that  it  was  a  good  omen, 
that  luck  was  with  her. 

"  What  time  does  it  leave?  "  she  asked,  hurriedly. 

"  From  the  other  station,  ma'm,  some  time  this 
eveninV 

Her  heart  went  down  like  lead.    That  meant  hours 
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more  of  suspense,  hours  more  of  waiting,  and  when 
time  was  so  much  to  her ! 

She  could  never  remember  just  how  those  dreary 

hours  were  passed.  She  had  a  dim  recollection  of  walk- 
ing, walking  without  a  stop,  along  narrow  and  hilly 

little  city  streets,  of  turning  restlessly  stationward 

once  more  and  pacing  feverishly  up  and  down  plat- 

forms, with  ghost-like  trains  coming  in  and  going  out, 

with  ghost-like  passengers  hurrying  this  way  and  that 

way  on  every  side  of  her.  She  heard  the  jangle  of  far- 
away bells,  and  the  muffled  voice  of  the  guard  calling 

the  departing  trains.  She  looked  out  at  it  all  vaguely, 
and  wondered  if  it  would  never  end. 

Once  in  the  express  for  New  York  she  felt  tired  and 

faint.  She  attempted  to  read,  but  it  was  useless.  The 

rhythm  of  the  speeding  wheels  seemed  pulsing  against 

her  very  brain  itself.  It  seemed  to  pound,  like  a  ham- 
mer on  an  anvil,  and  she  repeated  its  cries  again  and 

again  under  her  breath :  "  Hurry-Hurry,  Hurry- 

Hurry,  Hurry-Hurry !  " 
She  called  the  porter  and  asked  him  to  make  up 

her  berth.  In  the  curtained,  stifling  gloom  she  flung 

herself  down,  in  the  forlorn  hope  that  sleep  would 

come  to  her  tired  eyes  and  wearied  limbs.  But  that, 

too,  was  useless.  She  tossed  from  side  to  side  in  the 

hot  berth,  listening  to  the  maddening  rhythm  of  the 

speeding  wheels'  "  Hurry-Hurry,  Hurry-Hurry !  " 
She  had  known  such  nights  before,  but  none  had 

ever  seemed  so  long.  She  raised  the  window-blind  be- 
side her,  as  she  lay  in  the  berth,  and  looked  out.     It 
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was  a  clear,  star-lit  night.  A  great,  lonely  sea  of  black 
country  with  a  fleeting  light  or  two  in  the  distance, 

seeming  to  make  its  blackness  even  lonelier,  was  all  that 

she  could  distinguish.  Toward  the  east  she  thought 

she  saw  a  thin  rind  of  pearl  and  pink  on  the  horizon, 

and  looked  at  her  watch  feverishly. 

It  was  twenty-seven  minutes  to  two.  She  shut  out 

the  night  and  the  star-light,  and  listened  once  more  to 

the  pulsing  rhythm  of  the  car- wheels. 
Then  her  thoughts  went  back  to  the  happy  week 

that  lay  behind  her.  She  reviewed  each  day,  hour  by 

hour,  and  event  by  event.  From  that  her  restless  mind 

leaped  still  farther  back  to  the  scene  with  Repellier, 

to  that  unspeakable  hour  of  shame  and  despair.  Then 

she  went  even  farther  back,  to  the  very  beginning,  and 

step  by  step  lived  over  her  life,  as  she  lay  there,  try- 

ing to  shut  out  from  her  ears  the  maddening  "  Hurry- 

Hurry  "  of  the  wheels.  She  recalled  the  day  that  a 
tall,  hollow-cheeked  stranger  came  swinging  up  the 

path  of  her  father's  red-tiled  home  and  inquired  with 
his  wistful  smile  if  this  was  where  the  Rice  who  took 

in  boarders  lived.  She  remembered  her  sense  of  shame 

at  her  plain  gingham  dress,  and  how  she  had  forgot- 

ten both  shame  and  dress  at  the  stranger's  admiration 
of  her  yellow  hair,  twisted  into  a  loose  knot  at  the  back 

of  her  head.  "  Why,  child,  it's  a  second  Golden  Fleece 

that  should  call  for  the  outfit  of  a  second  Argo !  "  he 
had  said  to  her,  as  though  speaking  to  a  girl  not  yet 

in  her  teens.  That  speech  and#that  moment  had 

marked  the  turning  of  all  her  life's  tide.     She  was  no 259 
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longer  the  happy  and  petted  belle  of  a  little  Kentucky 

village.  She  was  a  woman  with  aspirations  toward 

the  larger  world  of  which  he  seemed  a  harbinger,  of 

the  knowledge  and  power  of  which  he  seemed  an 

apostle.  From  that  day  innocence  and  content  fell 

from  her,  leaf  by  leaf.  Yet  she  remembered  how  she 

had  clung  to  the  lonely  invalid,  how  for  weeks  to- 

gether they  had  wandered  about  that  far-away  land 

of  clover  meadows  and  blue-tinted  grasses,  and  sun- 
sets made  golden  with  gentle  frosts.  She  remembered 

how  she  had  labored  with  him  on  his  Great  Book,  how 

his  cough  had  grown  faster  than  his  manuscript,  and 

how  he  had  called  for  her  when  he  was  dying,  and  en- 
trusted to  her  all  his  precious  work,  and  wrung  from 

her  frightened  lips  the  promise  that  she  would  copy  it 

out,  word  for  word,  and  when  that  task  was  finished 

take  it  herself  to  a  publisher.  She  remembered  how  he 

had  turned,  then,  and  died  in  peace.  She  remembered 

her  weeks  of  secret  toil,  her  long,  strange,  first  jour- 
ney to  New  York,  her  trembling  visit  to  the  publisher, 

how  later  he  had  sent  for  her,  and  made  her  his  daz- 

zling offer — so  unconsciously  bewildering,  so  uncon- 

sciously tragical — on  condition  that  she  discard  the 

masculine  nom  de  plume  which  he  imagined  a  shrink- 

ing timidity  had  forced  her  to  adopt,  how  he  had  en- 

larged on  the  advantages  of  the  woman's  name  on  the 
title-page,  how  he  had  unthinkingly  paved  the  way 
for  that  first  duplicity,  how  he  was  prepared  to  push 

the  book,  and  in  the  end,  he  believed,  make  both  her 
name  and  her  fortune.     She  recalled  that  brief  and 
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most  bitter  struggle  which  took  place  within  her,  how 

she  had  gone  back  to  her  publisher  still  vacillating, 

how  she  had  learned,  when  he  had  thrust  his  crisp,  new 

check  into  her  hand,  how  narrow  one's  ethical  Rubi- 
con can  be,  and  how  much  one  can  suffer  when  once 

that  narrow  stream  is  crossed.  She  remembered  the 

day  she  had  discarded  her  own  name,  how  one  morn- 
ing she  was  Frances  Rice,  or  often  plain  Fanny  Rice, 

and  the  next  morning  Cordelia  Vaughan.  She  took 

the  name  from  the  Virginia  branch  of  her  family, 

after  much  hesitation,  she  recalled,  because  Valerie 

Vaughan,  her  cousin,  had  already  identified  that  pa- 

tronymic with  the  gentle  art  of  letters,  smiling  bit- 
terly at  the  thought  that  under  that  new  name  she  had 

sprung  into  being  as  an  artist  as  maturely  and  as 

miraculously  as  the  goddess  Minerva  herself. 

Then  she  let  her  busy  thoughts  dwell  on  her  first 

triumphant  year  in  New  York,  on  many  memories  of 

the  growing  belief  of  her  friends  that  she  was  the 

daughter  of  an  old  and  aristocratic  Kentucky  family, 

of  her  interviews  and  her  invitations,  of  her  first  in- 

toxicating draught  of  publicity,  of  her  gradual  dis- 
may as  she  found  herself  being  forgotten,  of  her 

months  of  silent  and  agonized  effort,  that  resulted  in 

nothing,  of  her  restless  nights  and  her  feverish  days, 

when  her  spirit  cried  out  for  some  balm  for  the  itch 

which  was  burning  and  consuming  her.  She  was  no 

fool,  she  knew ;  she  was  as  clever  as  other  women.  But 

some  essential  touch  of  imagination,  some  necessary 

element  of  creativeness,  was  not  hers ;  and  it  had  been 
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imposed  upon  her  to  seek  by  sheer  strategy  and  de- 
spairing strife  that  which  came  so  lightly  to  the  hand 

of  others. 

As  she  lay  there  alone  in  her  rocking  berth  her 

withered  and  barren  heart  itself  grew  appalled  at  the 

thought  of  those  years  of  smallness,  of  meanness,  of 

deceit  and  duplicity,  and  endless  lies.  The  enormity 

of  her  wrong-doing  overwhelmed  her.  And  the  bitter- 
est sting  of  all  lay  in  the  fact  that  so  much  of  it  was 

irreparable,  that  she  had  wronged  not  only  the  living, 
but  the  dead  as  well. 

The  one  appeasing  oasis  in  that  arid  desert  of  de- 

ceit and  self-seeking  was  the  memorial  week  she  had 
journeyed  back  to  the  little  Kentucky  town  of  her 
childhood  and  there  watched  over  the  erection  of  a 

granite  shaft  beside  the  sadly  neglected  grave  of  a 

young  Northerner  who  had  once  come  so  intimately 

into  her  girlhood  life. 

She  was  not  all  bad,  not  all  bad,  she  cried  out  to 

herself,  piteously !  It  was  not  yet  too  late.  It  might 

cost  her  much,  but  Love  would  show  her  the  way.  That 

old  dead  past  should  be  wiped  out.  She  would  tell  her 

husband  everything.  She  would  hold  nothing  back 

from  him,  and,  with  her  slate  once  clean,  from  that  day 

she  would  show  him,  by  her  devotion  to  him  and  his 

work,  by  her  patient  help,  by  her  humility  and  her 

tenderness,  how  she  could  be  good,  as  other  women — 
as  the  best  of  other  women. 

Yet  it  would  be  better,  she  decided,  on  second 

thoughts,  to  wait  until  after  their  marriage.     If  he, 
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too,  should  forsake  her  at  the  last  moment  she  would 

have  nothing  left  to  her  in  all  the  world.  No,  she 

must  cling  to  him,  she  said,  whatever  happened,  at 

whatever  cost.  She  needed  him ;  she  was  not  strong 

enough  to  fight  her  fight  alone.  For  him,  and  with 

him,  she  could  do  it.  But  alone,  by  herself,  she  could 

not  do  it.  She  would  go  with  him  to  Repellier  and 

tell  them  everything.  Repellier  could  do  what  he  cared 

to,  it  would  make  little  difference ;  other  things,  after 

that,  would  scarcely  count.  And  she  could  reason  out 

her  answer  and  her  excuses  to  the  world  later.  Per- 

haps he  might  even  be  willing  to  let  bygones  be  by- 
gones, when  he  saw  and  understood  the  new  turn  things 

had  taken.  But  on  that  one  point  she  was  decided — 
she  would,  some  day,  tell  her  husband  everything. 

Then  her  thoughts  traveled  lightning-like  back  to 
the  present  moment,  and  her  one  haunting  fear  crept 

up  into  the  foreground  of  her  consciousness.  What 

if  she  should  yet  be  too  late !  What  if  the  die  had 

already  been  cast?  She  felt  that  Hartley  would  never 

forgive  her  that  last  and  bitterest  lie.  Why  had  she 

let  her  heart  run  away  with  her;  why  had  she  told 

him  so  soon?  Why  had  she  not  made  sure  before  she 

had  capitulated  so  utterly?  Even  to  have  confessed 

and  repented,  even  to  have  thrown  herself  to  the 

utmost  on  his  goodness  and  his  generosity  would  have 

been  safer.     But  that  chance  now  was  gone. 

Would  she  be  too  late?  That  was  the  question 

she  asked  herself  again  and  again  as  the  rhythmical 

"  Hurry-Hurry  "  of  the  car-wheels  smote  on  her  ears 
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once  more.  They  used  to  tell  her  that  she  was  lucky ; 

she  remembered  it  to  her  joy;  she  clung  to  the  belief 
that  luck  would  still  be  with  her. 

Cordelia  had  passed  a  sleepless  night  when  the 

Montreal  express  drew  rumblingly  down  into  the  dark- 
ness of  the  Grand  Central  tunnel.  She  had  found  it 

impossible  to  eat,  but  a  cup  of  strong  coffee  seemed  to 
have  refreshed  her.  The  air  was  raw  and  cold  as  she 

finally  stepped  out  into  the  vaulted  gloom  of  the  depot, 

and  her  breath  hung  in  little  white  clouds  as  she  pushed 

her  way  hurriedly  toward  the  carriage-stand,  where  a 

pack  of  yelping  and  barking  cab-men  surrounded  her, 
like  hounds  about  a  timorous  quarry.  She  stepped 

into  a  public  automobile,  and  started  at  once  for  the 

office  of  her  publisher. 

As  she  turned  into  the  early  morning  quietness  of 

Fifth  Avenue,  and  the  old,  familiar,  intangible  smell 

of  the  city  stole  up  into  her  nostrils,  it  seemed  as 

though  she  had  stepped  back  into  life  and  the  world 

again.  Had  she  not  dreamed  a  dream,  she  asked,  as 

the  very  intangibility  of  that  city  odor  crept  up  to 

her,  teasing  to  be  remembered  and  named.  Here  was 

the  world  where  she  had  lived  and  fought  and  worked, 
here  was  where  her  sterner  and  wider  and  darker  life 

had  opened  out  before  her.  Here  she  had  passed  her 

happiest  and  her  most  miserable  moments.  That  lost 

week  in  the  sleepy  old  northern  city  on  the  St.  Law- 
rence seemed  mockingly  unsubstantial.    Which  was  the 
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real,  she»asked  herself,  as  she  rolled  down  the  familiar, 
smooth  asphalt.  And  which,  from  that  time  on,  was 
to  be  the  unreal  ? 

Her  knees  were  shaking  under  her  and  her  heart 

was  beating  tumultuously  as  she  stepped  into  the  offices 

of  "  Slater  &  Slater,"  and  inquired  for  the  senior 
member  of  that  firm. 

A  chubby-faced  office-boy,  opening  envelopes  with 

a  sharp  steel  paper-knife,  was  the  only  person  to  be 
seen.  Mr.  Slater  had  not  come  down  yet;  would  not 

be  there  before  half-past  nine.  Would  she  wait,  and, 
if  so,  would  she  take  a  chair. 

Cordelia  could  not  wait;  she  left  word  that  she 

would  be  back  in  half  an  hour,  with  a  request  that  Mr. 

Slater  keep  himself  disengaged  until  she  saw  him,  as 

her  business  was  most  important.  It  was,  indeed,  vital, 

she  tried  to  impress  on  the  boy,  who  seemed,  neverthe- 
less, to  give  more  attention  to  his  envelopes  than  to  his 

visitor. 

Once  back  in  her  cab  she  instructed  the  driver  to 

turn  up  the  avenue  and  drive  as  far  as  the  Plaza  and 

back.  At  Twenty-ninth  Street,  in  response  to  a  sud- 
den whim,  she  called  out  for  him  to  turn  east,  and  as 

her  motor-cab  slowly  glided  past  the  Church  of  the 
Transfiguration,  the  Little  Church  Around  the  Corner, 

she  looked  with  veiled  yet  with  curiously  alert  eyes  at 

that  diminutive  edifice,  at  the  ivy  on  the  walls,  at  the 

garden-like  greenness  between  its  doors  and  the  street, 

at  the  Gothic  arches  showing  through  bare  tree- 
branches,  and  at  the  little  roofed  gateway,  through 
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which  so  many  happy  hearts,  in  their  time,  had  passed 

out  and  been  forgotten. 

Would  it  be  too  late,  she  asked  herself  again,  with 

a  sudden,  new-born  passion  of  restlessness. 

Mr.  Henry  Slater  received  Cordelia  with  a  smile 

that  was  both  conciliating  and  commiserative.  This 

was  partly  because  of  the  firm  line  of  her  thin  and 

tightly  closed  lips  and  a  latent  fire  that  shone  in  her 

eyes,  and  partly  because  of  the  ghastliness  of  her  pale 

and  worn  and  withered  face,  as  she  stood  between  him 

and  the  chair  he  had  blandly  put  out  for  her  to 
take. 

"  You  received  my  telegram  ?  "  she  asked,  her  voice 
dry,  trembling  in  spite  of  herself. 

"  Yes,  I  did,"  he  answered,  suavely,  "  but  not,  un- 
fortunately, until  this  morning.  I  leave  the  office  at 

four  in  the  afternoon,  you  know,  and  every  Thursday 

I  am  at  our  printing-plant  at  Newark.  But  in  con- 

nection with  your  wire,  Miss  Vaughan,  while   " 

"  Have  you  done  what  I  asked?  " 

Mr.  Slater's  smile  waned  and  flickered  and  quite 
went  out;  he  was  beginning  to  lose  patience  with  his 
eccentric  authoress. 

"  Your  request,  Miss  Vaughan,  was  an  impossible 

one." 
"  But  it  must  be  done !  "  she  cried,  passionately. 
He  shrugged  his  shoulders,  ambiguously. 

"  And  it  shall  be  done !  "  she  cried  again,  even 
more  passionately.    Then  she  added,  in  a  calmer  voice, 
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watching  his  face :  "  It  must  be  done,  though  I  surren- 
der everything  to  you,  royalties,  copyright,  every- 

thing! " 

"  Your  book  is  out,  Miss  Vaughan !  " 
His  words  sounded  to  her  like  the  snap  of  a  steel 

trap.  She  said  nothing,  and  made  no  move,  but  looked 

up  at  him,  dazed. 

"  In  fact,"  he  went  on,  "  it  has  already  received 
three  reviews,  in  response  to  my  advance  copies.  And 

I  might  add  that  its  career  will  be  phenomenal,  simply 

phenomenal!  Here  are  three  clippings  from  yester- 

day's papers;  all  of  them,  as  you  can  see,  highly  fa- 
vorable^in  fact,  enthusiastic.  What  more  could  you 

ask  for?  Indeed,  you  are  made,  Miss  Vaughan — 

made!  " 

She  took  the  three  long  ribbons  of  paper  with  un- 

conscious hands,  still  holding  them  at  arm's  length  be- 
fore her.  Her  eyes  were  still  on  Mr.  Henry  Slater. 

Something  in  her  look  made  him  nervous.  He  smiled 

slightly,  bowed,  and  waited  for  her  to  speak. 

"  You  are  made,  Miss  Vaughan — made!  "  he  re- 
peated, with  simulated  joyousness.  Still  she  did  not 

speak. 

He  turned  to  his  desk  with  an  expression  which 

was  intended,  perhaps,  to  denote  that  he  was  a  very 

busy  man,  and  that  he  himself  had  his  troubles.  Then 

the  shadow  of  a  frown  crept  over  his  usually  well-con- 

trolled features.  But  still  the  woman  with  the  rib- 

bons of  papers  did  not  move. 
He  called  one  of  his  assistants. 
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Henry,  show  Miss  Vaughan  to  her  carriage, 

please — Miss  Vaughan,  this  lady  here,  Henry.  I 
think  she  is  not  well !  " 

She  had  dreamed  her  dream. 
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CHAPTER    XXIX 

DESINAT  IN   PISCEM,  MULIER   FORMOSA  SUPERNE 

.   .   .  A  life 

By  love's  black  frost  all  blighted  and  foregone, 
Glad  that  it  suffers  not ;  with  sorrow  in 

Its  poor  thin  laughter  sadder  far  than  tears. 

Ah,  more  than  pain  in  that  abysmal  breast 

Each  broken,  dark,  irresolute  delight ! 

John  Hartley,  "  Street  Dust." 

To  wear  love's  brand  you  must  bear  love's  burn. — "  The  Silver 

Poppy." 

It  was  the  second  morning  after  Cordelia's  seem- 
ingly whimsical  return  to  New  York  that  Hartley 

awoke  in  an  indeterminate  gray  vapor  of  impending 

evil.  A  feeling  of  chill  nausea  crept  over  him  as  he 

dressed,  and,  in  a  sudden  fit  of  weakness,  he  fell  back 

on  the  bed,  filled  with  the  strong  man's  unreasoning, 
weak  terror  of  illness. 

He  ate  no  breakfast  whatever,  and,  as  the  morn- 

ing wore  miserably  away  and  his  torpor  of  mind  and 

body  seemed  to  increase,  he  at  last  ventured  dizzily 

out  into  the  streets,  looking  up  and  down  the  little 

French-Canadian  city  for  the  sign-board  of  an  Eng- 
lish doctor.  He  found  one,  finally ;  and  in  response 

to  his  ring  a  homesick  young  surgeon  just  over  from 
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London,  after  cheerily  pounding  him  about  and 

casually  looking  down  his  throat,  handed  him  an  anti- 
septic gargle  for  tonsillitis,  and  then  talked  for  an 

hour  of  home,  of  the  London  music-halls,  and  of  his 
hatred  for  the  Colonies. 

When  Hartley  made  his  escape  from  the  sicken- 

ingly  odorous,  drug-scented  little  surgery,  a  new  irra- 

tional hatred  of  the  subdued,  bustling,  big-roomed 
hotel  took  hold  of  him.  Following  a  sudden  impulse, 

he  bought  a  pair  of  heavy  walking-shoes  and  a  little 
leather  knapsack,  madly  determined  by  a  few  days  of 

open-air  tramping  through  the  valley  of  the  St.  Law- 
rence to  walk  himself  once  more  into  health  and 

strength. 

He  had  covered  five  dreary  miles  of  what  seemed 

endless,  undulating  dust  and  gravel  when  he  tottered 

weakly  to  the  whitewashed  palings  of  a  habitant's  cot- 
tage and  gave  up.  Crawling  and  staggering  to  the 

door,  he  incoherently  cried  for  water. 

The  swarthy,  keen-eyed  little  French  doctor  who, 

two  hours  later,  came  bustling  to  his  straw-mattress 

bedside,  grew  suddenly  serious  as  he  bent  over  his  stal- 
wart patient,  while  the  patient  himself,  as  he  sank 

from  soft  gray  heights  of  silence  into  black  pits  of 

torturing  desolation,  listened  languidly  to  a  thin,  far- 
away voice  that  seemed  to  be  telling  somebody  that  he 

was  in  a  bad  way,  with  black  diphtheria,  and  that 

above  all  things  he  must  be  kept  quiet,  and  must  not 
be  moved.  It  was  the  last  declaration  that  left  the  sick 

man  so  dreamily  content.     He  felt  that  he  could  rest 
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there  forever,  almost — that  nothing  better  could  come 
to  him  than  to  lie  there  for  countless  years,  resting. 

When,  three  days  later,  the  Spauldings  returned 

to  New  York  with  no  news  of  Hartley  or  his  where- 
abouts, Cordelia  went  through  a  second  day  of  silent 

torture.  She  wrote  to  him  twice,  and,  receiving  no  re- 

ply, telegraphed  in  Henry  Spaulding's  name  to  Hart- 

ley's Quebec  hotel  for  information.  No  definite  news 
could  be  given  her,  so  she  wrote  to  him  still  again,  im- 

ploring him  to  come  back  at  once,  saying  that  she 
needed  him,  that  she  had  much  to  confess  to  him  and 
ask  of  him.  In  the  course  of  a  few  weeks  her  different 

letters  were  returned  to  her,  unopened. 

In  those  first  days  of  silence  and  suspense  she 

vacillated  miserably  between  two  fears :  one,  that  Hart- 
ley had  already  learned  the  truth  about  The  Unwise 

Virgins ;  the  other,  that  Repellier  had  at  last  inter- 
vened and  written  to  him  the  actual  history  of  The 

Silver  Poppy.  But  in  some  way,  she  knew,  he  had 
found  her  out. 

At  the  end  of  a  long  week  of  tormenting  uncer- 

tainty, in  sheer  despair  she  flung  herself  into  the  cur- 
rents of  activity  that  rose  about  her,  like  a  hundred 

inviting  Lethes,  with  the  first  success  of  The  Unwise 

Virgins.  For  the  triumph  of  that  volume  did  not 

long  remain  a  matter  of  doubt.  Gaily  designed  post- 

ers, clustering  flamboyantly  about  bill-boards  and 

blind-walls,    about    street-cars    and    elevated-railway 
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platforms,  about  even  urban  and  suburban  ash-bar- 
rels, told  of  its  merits  and  its  unprecedented  sales. 

More  than  one  of  the  larger  department  stores  gave 

the  volume  a  table  by  itself,  above  which  hung  a  huge 

photographic  print  of  the  authoress,  showing  the 

frailest  of  white  shoulders  emerging  from  a  swathing 

cloud  of  lace-work,  and  above  them  a  face  with  femi- 

ninely appealing  eyes  and  the  pensive  shadow  of  a 

half-bitter  and  yet  half-girlish  smile.  An  English  edi- 
tion was  soon  called  for,  and  was  more  than  moderately 

successful,  while  even  The  Silver  Poppy  itself  ap- 
peared in  a  new  binding,  to  reappear  still  again  as  a 

newspaper  serial,  and  to  bring  yet  a  little  more  pub- 
licity to  the  young  authoress,  in  the  very  heyday  of  a 

fame  for  which  it  was  commonly  said  she  was  at  heart 

most  contemptuous. 

Yet  Cordelia  flung  herself  into  it  all  as  into  a 

cooling  stream,  drugging  herself  during  the  following 

month  or  two  with  an  incessant,  opiate  rush  of  ac- 
tivity that,  spread  thinly,  might  easily  have  irrigated 

a  less  tumultuous  lifetime.  The  newspapers  were  full 

of  her  doings;  one  day  she  was  winning  the  prize  in 

a  world's  beauty  competition ;  another  day  she  was  to 
go  on  the  stage  and  star  in  a  dramatized  version  of  her 
new  book ;  and  at  still  another  time  she  was  to  return 

to  the  South  and  devote  the  rest  of  her  life  to  a  cycle 

of  novels  dealing  comprehensively  with  American  na- 

tional life.  Hanchett  was  commissioned  to  paint  a  por- 

trait of  her  for  the  Southern  Women's  Club ;  and,  while 

she  remained  a  guest  in  the  little,  yellow-tinted  study 
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on  Seventy-second  Street,  there  was  never  a  day 
when  either  the  yellow  Victoria  or  the  more  massive 

brougham  of  the  Spauldings  was  not  in  use.  But  she 

had  grown  strangely  averse  to  many  of  her  former 

friends,  and  Mrs.  Spaulding  soon  realized  that  the 

older  feeling  no  longer  held  them  together,  though, 
indeed,  it  was  not  until  after  the  first  announcements 

of  Cordelia's  proposed  lecturing  tour  that  the  yellow- 
tinted  study  was  actually  deserted  by  her.  When  the 

author  of  The  Unwise  Virgins  did  migrate,  she 

sought  apartments  in  one  of  the  handsomest  of  those 

lower  Fifth  Avenue  private  hotels,  consecrated,  in  the 

words  of  Miss  Short,  "  to  white-gloved  attendants, 

lap-dogs,  and  opulent  valetudinarianism."  Cordelia 
felt  that  there  must  be  no  shadow  of  excuse  for  her 

enemies — and  how  many  of  them  she  had! — to  claim 
that  the  social  tide  had  turned  against  her.  The  cost 

of  these  apartments  frightened  her  a  little  at  first ;  but 

until  they  had  been  well  photographed  and  the  views 

in  turn  reproduced  in  the  evening  newspapers,  with 

appropriate  descriptions — until,  indeed,  she  actually 

started  out  on  her  hurried  and  yet  much-heralded 

lecturing  tour — she  kept  them  up  sumptuously,  with 
a  studious  recklessness  of  expense,  receiving  as  her 

guests  many  long-haired  men  and  many  heavy -jawed 
women,  bristlingly  aggressive  of  intellect  and  eminence. 

Yet  all  of  them,  in  her  heart,  she  knew  she  despised, 

though  again  and  again  she  found  it  useless  to  fight 

against  her  new  strange  dread  of  old  friends,  bitterly 

realizing    that    once    more    her    tree-like    growth    to 
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fame  must  be  marked  by  its  new  and  ever-widening 
circle. 

Then  came  the  lecture  tour  itself.  It  was  preceded 

by  a  campaign  of  advertising,  artfully  laid  out  by  her 

manager,  and  in  the  end  proved  so  marked  a  financial 

success  that  Cordelia  herself  was  assured — whatever 

else  might  happen — of  a  generous  competency  for  the 

remainder  of  her  natural  life.  And  many  times,  brood- 
ing over  and  making  the  most  of  this  fact,  she  thought 

of  those  earlier  and  sadly  uncertain  days  when  she  had 

frugally  washed  out  her  own  towel  and  hung  it  to  dry 
before  her  little  studio  window. 

If  the  lecture  itself — prepared  by  an  expert  in  the 
employ  of  her  manager,  and  dealing  gravely,  yet 
with  flashes  of  facetiousness,  with  The  American 

Woman — was  a  somewhat  qualified  success  in  the 
larger  Eastern  cities,  efFetely  tending  to  a  flippant 

view  of  life's  more  vital  problems,  Cordelia's  tour 
through  the  South,  and  also  the  West,  partook  not  a 

little  of  the  nature  of  a  Roman  triumph. 

Not  that  this  triumph  was  without  its  trials,  from 

the  blunt  suggestion  of  her  manager  that  her  next 

lecture  deal  with  How  I  Wrote  My  First  Novel,  to 

the  long  and  agonizing  night  of  nervous  collapse  after 

the  ordeal  of  her  first  appearance  on  the  platform. 

Though  frail  in  body,  she  could  withstand  much,  and 
was  seldom  ill.  But  the  ordeal  of  that  first  lecture 

had  left  her  white  and  shattered  and  limp ;  and  it  was 

then,  the  first  time  for  many  a  long  day,  that  she  gave 

herself  over  to  tears.    She  wept  long  and  bitterly,  and 
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walked  the  room  of  her  hotel  till  morning.  Then  she 

sent  for  a  doctor,  and  clung  to  that  kindly  eyed  man, 

when  he  came,  with  the  pitiful  f orlornness  of  a  lost  and 
homesick  child. 

In  many  of  the  towns,  particularly  in  the  West, 

she  became  the  guest  of  different  women's  clubs,  and 
sometimes  after  her  lecture  a  reception  was  held,  and 

often  hundreds  of  admiring  and  anxious-eyed  women 
would  press  up  to  shake  her  hand.  Through  all  this 

she  carried  herself  well,  and  with  a  certain  dignity. 

But  many  of  those  who  met  her  at  once  remarked  how 

different  she  was  from  her  pictures,  and  asked,  per- 

haps a  little  bewildered,  just  how  young — or  how  old 
— she  was. 

When  she  lectured  at  Lexington  her  father  came 

in  secret — for  she  had  written  to  him  pleading  with 

him  not  to  do  so — to  hear  his  wonderful  daughter, 
whom  even  he  himself  had  never  quite  understood.  And 

when,  toward  the  close  of  the  lecture,  the  sound  of 

quiet  sobs  rose  from  the  back  of  the  audience,  there 

was  a  dramatic  moment  when  the  woman  on  the  plat- 

form stopped  speaking  and  caught  hurriedly  at  the 

little  table  beside  her  for  support. 

It  was  in  her  own  State,  too,  that  she  delivered  her 

much-talked-of  address  on  Motherhood  before  the 

Four-O'clock  Club — an  address  which  later  appeared 
in  a  tiny  edition  de  luxe,  and  was  looked  on  by  certain 
of  her  admirers  as  the  most  tender  and  most  human 

utterance  of  all  her  career. 

There  appeared  but  one  small  cloud  on  the  horizon 
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of  all  that  open  success,  remarkable  for  the  unexpected 

strangeness  of  its  appearance,  and  notable  because  of 

the  equal  abruptness  of  its  passing. 

It  was  during  the  dull  and  quiescent  days  follow- 
ing the  alleviatingly  active  weeks  of  the  lecture  tour. 

Cordelia  felt  that  she  would  go  mad  if  she  remained 

longer  with  nothing  to  take  up  her  mind.  Her  rest- 
less feet  had  worn  a  dull  pathway  in  the  pile  of  the 

over-gaudy  carpet  that  ornamented  her  soberly  mag- 

nificent apartment-hotel.  In  despair,  she  turned  once 

more  to  literature,  and  once  more  alone  and  most  bit- 

terly she  struggled  to  wrest  from  a  reluctant  Muse 

some  solitary  bay-leaf  of  her  own,  some  final  shred  of 

laurel  to  which  no  other  hand  might  lay  claim,  aspir- 
ing to  climb  once  more  to  the  pinnacle  of  that  most 

delectable  mountain  about  whose  dangerous  fringe  she 

had  now  fretted  for  many  months. 

It  was  a  courageous  struggle.  But  it  proved  a 

futile  one.  Then  casting  desperately  about  her,  in  a 

new-born  terror  of  helplessness,  hidden  away  on  the 
obscure  shelf  of  an  obscure  library  she  stumbled 

across  a  badly  bound,  age-yellowed  little  volume  which 

bore  the  title  The  Spirit  Child.  It  had  been  con- 
ceived and  written  by  one  Florence  Hitch,  of  Boston, 

and  dedicated  to  "  all  seekers  after  Truth  and  the 

Spirit."  Could  there  be,  Cordelia  asked  herself,  an- 
other such  book  so  obviously  dead  and  forgotten ! 

It  had,  indeed,  been  lost  to  the  world,  unremem- 

bered  this  many  a  year.  But  it  still  remained  the  first- 
born of  that  aspiring  heart  which  had  once  conceived 
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and  laid  it  in  the  lap  of  unapproving  mankind.  When, 

in  the  despair  on  her  new-found  sterility,  Cordelia 

made  not  ungenerous  use  of  that  faded  and  gro- 
tesquely bound  little  volume,  during  the  creation  of 

her  own  remarkable  spiritualistic  story  which  ap- 
peared in  one  of  the  Sunday  papers  under  the  title 

of  A  Daughter  of  Dream,  the  fair  snapper-up  of 
unconsidered  trifles  had  anticipated  no  slightest  word 

of  reproof.  But  that  elderly  maiden  lady,  Miss  Flor- 

ence Hitch,  at  once  beheld  and  recognized  her  first- 

born, stripped  as  it  was  of  its  original  swaddling- 
clothes,  and  with  a  maternal  and  quite  natural  fury 

proceeded  to  fight  to  the  end  for  her  own.  It  was  a 

spirited  and  moving  struggle,  in  which  the  daily  press 

at  once  took  issue,  and  though  Miss  Hitch  mysteriously 

and  unexpectedly  subsided  at  the  end  of  a  two-weeks' 
warfare,  and  in  carefully  dictated  phrases  attempted 

to  explain  away  the  entire  matter  as  a  singular  and 

interesting  example  of  literary  parallelism,  lingering 

echoes  of  that  disturbing  explosion  came  to  Cordelia 

from  quarters  least  expected.  And  those  were  most 

unhappy  days,  when  she  sat  waiting  for  her  daily  en- 
velope of  carefully  labeled  articles  and  news  items 

from  her  clipping  agency,  among  which  she  lingered 

for  hours,  like  a  pale  dryad  amid  the  thickly  falling 
leaves  of  autumn. 

One  November  night  of  constant  rain,  when  she 

could  not  sleep,  her  brooding  fancy  half  conceived  the 

thing  she  was.  John  Hartley  had  once  told  her  of 

that  strangest  of  sights,  a  salmon-run.     She  felt  that 
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she  must  live  a  life  like  one  of  those  poor  creatures, 

that  she  must  fight,  and  push,  and  shoulder,  and  bat- 
tle ever  up  some  dark  river  whose  tide  was  ever  against 

her — must  struggle  madly  on,  day  by  day,  losing  day 
by  day  a  little  of  herself,  shoal  by  shoal  and  rapid  by 

rapid  shedding  a  little  of  what  had  been  best  and 

beautiful  in  her,  still  panting  and  pushing  on  for  those 

unknown  and  cruelly  distant  head  waters  of  peace, 

into  which  she  might  finally  creep  a  tattered  and  half- 
naked,  hideous  thing,  stripped  to  the  vertebra,  a  toy 

of  a  passionate  instinct  stronger  than  her  own  will, 

and  sweeter,  perhaps,  than  her  own  life. 

Yet  rest  and  peace  was  the  one  thing  which  she 

reached  out  for,  in  those  troubled  days,  with  thin  and 

futile  arms,  feeling,  even  as  she  did  so,  that  it  could 
never  be  attained. 

She  at  last  determined,  in  a  sudden  fury  of  daring, 

that  she  would  endure  it  all  no  longer,  crying  out 

within  herself  that  life  owed  her  more  than  it  was  giv- 
ing. As  a  result  of  that  new  spirit  of  audaciousness, 

she  appeared  early  the  next  day  at  the  studio  of  Re- 

pellier ;  yet  even  as  she  stepped  into  the  familiar,  high- 

ceilinged  room  she  quailed  inwardly,  and  found  her- 
self with  little  to  say.  She  was  dressed  in  a  tightly 

fitting  whip-cord  gown — her  eye  for  outward  apparel 

had  in  no  way  dimmed — and  on  her  breast  she  wore 

a  huge  bunch  of  English  violets.  Repellier's  quick  eye 
noticed  that  her  checks  were  rouged,  and  that  a  touch 

of  crimson  had  been  added  to  her  usually  pale  lips. 

During  all  her  brief  visit  she  appeared  ill  at  ease — so 
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ill  at  case  that  the  kind-hearted  old  Repellicr  did  not 
have  the  courage  to  speak  of  anything  but  the  lightest 

commonplaces,  even  showing  her  his  newer  canvases 

and,  from  his  windows,  pointing  out  to  her  the  city 
muffled  in  rain. 

When  she  rose  to  say  good-by  he  went  with  her  to 

the  door,  wondering  why  she  had  not  spoken,  and  mar- 
veling at  the  change  in  her.  From  his  open  door  he 

gazed  after  her,  musingly.  It  was  at  the  top  of  the 

stairs  that  she  turned  hesitatingly  back. 

"  Mr.  Repellier !  " 

He  waited  for  her  to  speak,  though  some  subter- 

ranean medium  seemed  to  carry  her  words  to  him  be- 
fore they  were  uttered. 

"  Do  you  ever,"  she  hesitated,  "  I  mean  have  you 

ever  heard  anything  of — of  Mr.  Hartley  ?  " 
The  picture  of  a  humbled  and  half-wistful  sup- 

plicant, of  a  woman  withered  and  broken,  weighed 

down  by  the  monotony  and  starvation  of  an  empty 

life,  yet  consumed  by  a  still  insatiable  greed,  of  a  being 

who  had  grown  old  unwillingly,  clinging  there  weakly 

to  his  baluster-rail  and  looking  back  at  him  through 

the  half-light  of  a  gloomy  hallway,  photographed 

itself  indelibly  on  Repellier's  memory,  as  there  flashed 

over  him  the  incongruous  image  of  Hanchett's  new 
portrait  of  her,  hung  but  a  week  before  in  the  hall  of 

the  Southern  Women's  Club,  where,  he  knew,  she  was 
to  look  down  for  all  time  from  her  great  gilt  frame, 

beautiful  to  the  eye,  frail  and  tender,  mysteriously  se- 

ductive, the  drooping  eyes  luminous  and  mutely  plead- 
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ing,  the  mouth  pensive,  almost  pathetically  weak  in  its 

excess  of  timorous  femininity,  the  proudly  poised  head 

weighed  down  with  its  heavy  burden  of  golden-red 
hair,  the  whole  figure  touched  with  a  fervor  hinting 

at  the  inner  fire  consuming  the  all  too  frail  flesh.  It 

was  iEschylean,  Repellier  felt,  in  its  piercing  irony. 

"  Yes,  I  have  heard  from  Hartley,"  he  answered, 
slowly,  as  she  raised  a  suddenly  vivid  face  to  him. 

"  He  has  been  ill,  and  alone,  for  weeks." 

"  111 !  "  she  cried,  in  a  hard,  thin  voice ;  and  a  baf- 
fled life  seemed  to  ebb  away  with  that  one  little  cry. 

Through  the  half-lights  the  woman  did  not  move. 

"  For  six  weeks  the  poor  fellow  lay  ill  with  malig- 

nant diphtheria,  in  a  habitant's  cottage,  below  Que- 

bec," Repellier  went  on,  more  compassionately.  "  His 
strength  did  not  come  back  to  him,  so  they  advised  him 

to  take  the  sea  voyage,  on  a  freighter,  round  to  New 

York.  They  had  a  rough  time  of  it,  and  they  landed 

him  here  a  little  worse  than  when  he  crawled  aboard." 

"And  then?" 

"  He's  been  strengthening  up  in  a  Brooklyn  hos- 

pital— only  last  week  he  sent  for  me.  I  might  as  well 
tell  you,  Miss  Vaughan,  that  he  wrote  to  you  three 

times,  from  Canada,  and  that  only  yesterday,  on  his 

way  to  his  rooms  to  pack  up  his  things,  he  picked  up 

a  copy  of  The  Unwise  Virgins !  " 

"  And  then — then  you  told  him  everything?  "  she 
whispered,  tensely. 

The  old  artist  went  over  to  her,  and  placed  a  hand 

gently  on  her  arm. 
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"  I  told  him  only  what  I  had  to ;  the  rest,  I  fear, 

he  guessed."     She  drew  back  from  him  quickly. 

"  It  was  better  for  you  both,  I  know  now,"  he  said, 

with  his  hand  still  touching  her  rigid  arm.  "  And 

some  day  I  think  you  will  both  forgive  me  for  it !  " 
She  turned  from  him  where  he  stood,  and  groped 

her  way  blindly  down  the  long  stairs,  her  brain  reel- 
ing with  the  mockery  of  it  all,  while  her  heart  still 

cried  blindly  out  for  the  man  who  had  crowned  her 

with  his  love,  as  she  frantically  told  herself  that  she 

must  still  find  him,  and  that  in  some  devious  way  it 

might  not  yet  be  too  late. 
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We  dared  so  long,  and  doubted  not, 

The  saddest  is  that  you  should  fail 
Now  all  the  battle  has  been  fought, 

And  doubt,  or  daring,  no  avail ! 

John  Hartley,  "  Pale  Souls. 

It  is  the  ebb-tide  of  love  that  shows  the  mud-flats  of  the  souL 

~"  The  Silver  Poppy." 

For  two  days  Cordelia  drove  irrationally  up  and 

down  beneath  the  windows  of  Hartley's  apartments, 

hiding  timorously  back  in  the  shadows  of  the  cur- 
tained brougham,  yet  every  alert  moment  watching 

the  crowded  sidewalks  and  carriage-lined  drive,  half- 
hoping  that  through  some  vague  operation  of  the 

irenics  of  affection  she  might  still  find  a  way  back  to 

him,  and  to  the  life  she  had  so  miserably  lost. 

Then,  as  the  second  day  of  her  tacit  search  wrore 
fruitlessly  on,  she  once  more  grew  audacious  with  the 

last  courage  of  desperation.  Driving  briskly  up  to 

the  apartment-house  which  had  been  the  pivot  of  her 

dreary  two-days'  reconnaissance,  she  alighted  and  per- 
emptorily asked  if  she  might  see  the  rooms  recently 

occupied  by  Mr.  Hartley. 

The  clerk  glanced  at  her  sharply,  for  a  moment 
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not  recognizing  the  white,  weary-looking  face  under 
its  heavy  veil  but  partly  caught  up.  His  hesitation 

was  only  momentary,  for,  immediately  he  had  placed 

the  familiar,  flute-like  contralto  voice,  he  obsequiously 
called  over  a  brass-buttoned  attendant. 

"  Mr.  Hartley,  by  the  way,  releases  his  rooms  to- 

morrow," amiably  commented  the  clerk,  as  he  reached 
for  the  keys. 

"  Yes,  I  know !  "  murmured  Cordelia,  impassively, 
yet  with  a  quailing  heart,  struggling  to  hide  the 

tremor  of  dull  fear  that  was  shaking  her.  She  saw 
that  she  must  act  with  decision. 

"  I  wonder,"  she  went  on,  evenly,  "  if  Mr.  Hartley 
explained  to  you  my  intention  of  occupying  these 

rooms  once  more — until  the  lease  runs  out,  at  any 

rate?" 

"  He  simply  sent  word  that  he  would  come  for  his 

things  to-morrow,  and  that  you  would  take  possession 

of  the  furniture  later." 

"  Yes,  of  course !  But  I  should  like  to  put  things 

in  order,  at  once."  She  turned  to  go,  but  looked  back, 
toying  nervously  with  the  keys. 

"  You  say  Mr.  Hartley  comes  for  his  trunks  to- 
morrow ?  " 

"  Yes,  Miss  Vaughan,  to-morrow  afternoon." 

Hartley  hesitated  before  the  familiar  door,  as  he 

slipped  his  pass-key  into  the  lock.     He  knew  that  it 

would  be  for  the  last  time,  that  once  more  the  con- 
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tinuity  of  life  was  to  be  rudely  snapped.  His  thoughts 

went  back  to  another  day,  wearily,  when  he  had  closed 

the  door  on  those  same  rooms  and  hurried  away  care- 

less, hopeful,  light-hearted.  He  thought,  too,  as  he 
stood  there,  with  what  different  feelings,  at  different 

times,  he  had  passed  in  and  out  of  those  same  apart- 
ments. 

Within,  he  expected  everything  to  be  dust  and 

neglect  and  disorder.  To  his  surprise  there  was  no 

sign  of  this;  the  very  empty  quietness  of  the  rooms 
seemed  still  touched  with  an  unknown  presence. 

Everything  had  been  put  carefully  to  rights,  the 

furniture  and  rugs  were  spotless,  the  curtains  were 

looped  back  airily,  clusters  of  freshly  cut  flowers  stood 

on  his  desk  and  on  his  mantelpiece. 

He  looked  about  him,  and  sighed  heavily,  pacing 

the  rooms  impatiently  for  a  bitter  minute  or  two. 

Then,  with  an  effort,  he  pulled  himself  together,  and 

fell  to  hurriedly  packing  his  trunks.  A  sudden  new- 
born fever  to  get  away  from  the  place  swept  over  him ; 

he  had  made  a  grievous  mistake  in  ever  coming  back; 

he  was  reaping  his  own  reward  of  corroding  memories. 

No,  no,  he  told  himself,  he  had  no  wish  to  see  her  again. 

She  was  like  the  dead  to  him;  she  belonged  to  the 

ghost-like  past.  He  had  no  resentment  against  her 
now ;  he  felt  no  hatred  for  her.  All  that  he  seemed  to 

feel  was  a  dubious  pain,  dull  and  faint  and  far-away, 
a  pain  for  all  those  days  he  had  blotted  out  and  cut 

off  from  his  actual  life — as  men  are  said  to  feel  an 

ache  in  a  limb  that  has  been  amputated. 
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When  he  had  packed  his  many-labeled  steamer- 

trunk — brooding  absently  over  a  half-obliterated  label 

bearing  the  word  "  Turin,"  a  word  that  conjured  up 
strange  memories  for  him — he  stowed  away  the  last 
of  what  belongings  he  cared  to  take  with  him  in  his 

larger  box,  inwardly  rejoicing  that  he  was  carrying 

away  nothing  of  hers,  or  nothing  that  should  remind 

him  of  her,  and  the  life  of  which  she  stood  the  center. 

He  was  forcing  down  the  lid  of  his  trunk  when  the 

sharp,  metallic  click  of  a  key  in  the  door-lock  startled 
him  into  sudden  uprightness. 

The  door  opened  slowly,  timorously,  and  Cordelia 

stood  before  him,  with  her  hand  on  the  knob. 

She  looked  at  him  in  silence,  studying  his  impas- 
sive face  with  pleading,  unwavering  eyes,  seeming  to 

drink  in  every  detail  of  feature  and  expression,  search- 

ing for  something  she  had,  perhaps,  half-hoped  to  find 
there,  startled,  too,  at  the  change  in  him. 

"  John,"  she  said,  in  a  whisper,  taking  a  step 
toward  him.  He  looked  at  her,  unrelaxed,  without 

moving. 

"  John,"  she  whispered  once  more,  pitifully,  creep- 
ing a  step  or  two  closer  to  him,  and  stopping  again. 

She  was  dressed  all  in  black,  and  wore  a  heavy 

black-plumed  hat  that  framed  the  white  oval  of  her 
face;  it  was  a  face  that  looked  tired  and  wan  and 

touched  with  the  twilight  of  lost  happiness.  In  her 

hand  she  carried  a  great  cluster  of  lilies  of  the  valley. 

Their  sickly,  heavy,  penetrating  fragrance  surrounded 

her  and  floated  in  with  her,  until   Hartley  himself 
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could  smell  it.     For  all  the  rest  of  her  days  the  odor 

of  lilies  of  the  valley  was  hateful  to  her. 

She  stood  there  for  a  moment,  still  hesitating,  and 

then  turned  and  closed  the  door,  which  had  remained 

open  behind  her. 

"  You — you  are  not  going  away  ?  "  she  gasped. 
He  was  glad,  inwardly,  that  it  was  all  definitely 

settled,  that  no  mischance  could  now  turn  him  back, 

that  even  his  own  hand  could  no  longer  bar  his  out- 
ward way. 

"  I'm  going  to  England  to-morrow,"  he  said,  im- 
passively. He  stooped  and  turned  the  key  in  his  steam- 

er-trunk with  a  movement  of  determined  conclusive- 

ness that  did  not  escape  her. 

"  You  are  going,"  she  echoed,  "  forever?  " 
She  crept  toward  him,  meekly,  wistfully;  she 

touched  him  with  her  hand.  He  was  sallow  and 

shrunken,  with  new,  hard  lines  about  the  once  boyish 

mouth ;  but  to  the  woman  who  clutched  at  his  arm,  he 

was  a  lover  clothed  in  beauty  and  a  liberating  angel 

of  redemption  in  one. 

"  John,"  she  said,  in  a  low  half-sob,  "  you  won't 

— you  can't  leave  me,  without  a  word  ?  " 
He  drew  back  from  her ;  he,  too,  was  humbled  and 

broken,  but  the  pride  of  his  youth  and  the  pride  of  his 

race  still  clung  to  him. 

"  There  is  nothing  for  me  to  say,"  he  answered, 
coldly.  He  asked  himself  fiercely  why  he  had  half 

heartedly  wished,  so  many  times,  to  see  her  but  once, 

before  going. 
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With  a  sudden  impetuous  movement  she  ran  to 

him  and  flung  her  arms  about  him,  clinging  to  him, 

panting  and  shaken. 

"  I  love  you ;  oh,  I  love  you !  "  she  cried  out,  pas- 
sionately, locking  each  thin  arm  about  his  resisting 

body.  He  no  longer  tried  to  force  her  away,  and  she 

clung  to  him  and  cried  out  again  and  again :  "  I 

love  you,  my  own,  I  love  you !  " 
Yet  he  stood  unmoved,  feeling  as  though  she  had 

long  since  drained  to  the  bottom  his  deepest  springs 
of  emotion ;  now  he  could  neither  care  nor  resist. 

"  I  have  done  wrong,"  she  cried  to  him,  fever- 

ishly ;  "  I  have  made  mistakes,  and  I  have  suffered, 
and  grown  wise !  But  see,  through  it  all,  how  humble 

I  have  come  to  be !  See  how  I  crawl  back  to  you !  It 

was  all  vile,  that  old  life  of  mine,  I  know ! — but  I  only 
stumbled  into  it  at  first,  by  the  littlest,  most  miserable 

chance ;  and  I  had  to  keep  it  up,  to  the  end !  And  you 

couldn't  understand  that  old,  ceaseless  craving  for 
what  it  brought,  and  how  the  passion  for  that  world 

they  thrust  me  into  made  me  half-blind  and  half- 

drunk,  and  how  I  had  to  keep  on,  and  on,  and  on !  " 
She  tried  to  draw  his  face  down  to  her  own. 

"  If  you  knew  what,  or  how,  I  have  suffered !  If 

you  only  knew — you'd  forgive  me !  If  you  could  un- 
derstand how  I  love  you  now  you  would  take  me  back, 

you  would  say  that  never  in  all  the  world  would  you 

find  another  love  like  mine !  Oh,  it  isn't  too  late !  It 

isn't  too  late!  We  have  our  lives  still  before  us;  we 
have  both  been  living  on  the  north  side  of  life  too 
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long;  we  have  been  missing  all  the  sun,  and  warmth, 

and  color.  And  you  can  save  me  from  myself;  you 

were  saving  me  from  myself!  With  you  I  could  be- 

gin over  again,  from  the  first !  " 
He  broke  away  from  her  then,  with  a  vehemence 

that  she  had  not  looked  for  in  him,  but  still  she  went 

on,  feverishly :  "  Oh,  you  are  strong,  where  I  am  fal- 
tering and  weak.  I  want  to  be  honest,  and  good,  and 

upright — but  from  the  first  they  wouldn't  let  me !  Oh, 

they  wouldn't  let  me ! " 

"  You  have  lied  to  me ! "  he  cried  out  to  her, 

harshly.  "  You  lied  to  me  from  the  first.  You  lied 
to  me  in  the  very  hour  when  I  asked  you  for  all  your 

open  trust.  Your  life  has  been  a  lie !  You  are  a  lie — 

a  living  lie !  " 
She  tried  to  muffle  the  words  with  her  hand,  but 

his  passion  swept  him  on. 

"  What  you  are  now  you'll  be  to  the  end !  You 

have  gone  through  life  a  cheat,  an  impostor,  and  you'll 
be  one  to  the  last !  Even  now  you  are  acting  a  lie,  even 

now,  with  me !  " 
He  knew  it  was  not  the  truth  he  spoke,  but  he  felt 

safer  after  flinging  it  at  her. 

"  No,  no,"  she  cried  back.  "  This  is  no  lie !  What 
woman  would  come  and  say  what  I  have  said?  I 

couldn't  ever  act  a  part  with  you !  I  have  no  one  but 

you — I  have  no  one  but  you !  " 
As  he  flung  her  from  him,  in  his  own  sudden  terror 

of  himself,  she  fell  back  and  crouched  on  his  trunk, 

rocking  her  frail  body  weakly  back  and  forth,  and 
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sobbing  over  and  over  again :  "  Let  me  go  back  with 
you !  Oh,  have  mercy  on  me,  my  own,  and  let  me  go 

back  with  you !  " 
Then  she  crept  up  to  him  on  her  knees,  and  clung 

to  him  with  her  thin,  white  hands,  her  eyes  streaming 
with  tears. 

"  I  have  friends,"  she  went  on,  hysterically.  "  I 
have  power  and  influence !  I  will  work  for  you ;  I  will 

slave  for  you !  I  will  help  you  on,  to  the  end ;  I  will 

make  you,  my  own!  Only  love  me,  love  me!  I  need 

your  love !  You  have  taught  me  what  it  means,  and  I 

must  have  it!  See,  see  how  humbled  I  am,  here,  on 

my  knees  to  you !  " 
With  a  sudden  passionate  movement  he  seized  her 

drooping  head  between  his  hands  and  looked  down 

long  and  searchingly  into  her  white,  tear-stained,  up- 
turned face.  His  penetrating  glance  took  note,  for  the 

first  time,  of  the  golden  tint  in  the  iris  of  her  gray- 
green  eyes,  of  the  golden  tint  in  her  face  itself,  as  if 

pale  gold  had  been  infused  under  some  translucent 

shell  of  rose-white.  Something  in  its  reckless,  wan 
beauty  mounted  to  his  brain  intoxicatingly,  and  with 

a  gasp  he  broke  away  from  her  again.  As  he  fell  back 

from  her  touch,  his  foot  crushed  her  copy  of  The 

Silver  Poppy,  and  he  looked  down  at  it,  liberated, 

remembering  how  he  had  flung  it  there  from  among 

his  own  books,  when  he  had  stumbled  unexpectedly 

upon  it  as  upon  the  hideous  sloughed  skin  of  a  snake. 

Intuitively,  as  she  watched  him,  the  woman  at  his  feet 

saw  her  last  flickering  glimmer  of  hope  die  away,  and 
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then,  in  her  utter  despair,  she  beat  her  forehead  with 

her  hands  and  flung  herself  down  and  sobbed  out 

brokenly  that  the  whole  world  was  against  her,  that  he 

had  trapped  and  betrayed  her  into  loving  him,  and 

that  he,  and  he  alone,  could  save  her. 

Then,  seeing  him  still  obdurate  and  unmoved,  she 

fell  to  beating  the  floor  with  her  clenched  fists,  raving 

insanely  at  his  cruelty,  imploring  him  to  have  pity  on 

her.  And  again,  as  her  impotent  passion  wore  itself 

out,  she  lay  there  sobbing  weakly,  while  he  still  stood 

above  her,  gazing  out  at  the  wheeling  sea-gulls,  into 
the  blue  distance  beyond  the  lower  Hudson. 

Then  a  bell  rang  sharply,  and  she  sat  up,  limp  and 

exhausted,  wiping  the  tears  from  her  swollen  face. 

Hartley  went  to  the  door;  a  breath  of  relieving 

fresh  air  seemed  to  break  in  on  him  as  he  opened  it. 

Two  uniformed  expressmen  stood  outside,  waiting  for 

his  baggage.  They  had  witnessed  tearful  farewells 

before,  and  their  faces  were  respectfully  expression- 
less, like  masks,  while  they  lifted  the  larger  trunk  out 

through  the  door  and  down  the  hallway. 

Cordelia  crept  brokenly  over  to  the  window  where 

Hartley  stood,  her  shaking  hands  moving  and  feeling 

hesitatingly  about  his  averted  shoulders,  as  the  hands 
of  the  blind  do. 

"  Only  kiss  me — once !  "  she  whispered,  quietly, 
with  a  sudden  white  calm  sweeping  over  her  face. 

"  Kiss  me — once !  " 

She  lifted  her  wet  face,  with  its  tumbled  red-gold 
hair,  up  to  his.     Her  eyes  were  closed,  and  she  clung 
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swaying  to  his  coat-slccvcs,  waiting.  He  looked  down 
at  her,  swept  away  from  her  by  a  sudden  alienating, 

dispiriting  wave  of  pity,  and  kissed  her  with  a  kiss 
that  seemed  to  leave  her  shrouded  and  coffined. 

"  Now  go!  Oh,  go!  "  she  cried  out  to  him  quickly, 
with  her  face  still  uplifted,  and  her  eyes  still  closed. 

He  turned  away  from  her  and  crossed  the  room 

slowly,  waiting  to  close  the  door  after  the  express- 
men stoically  carrying  down  his  remaining  trunk.  He 

felt,  in  that  last  minute,  as  he  passed  out,  that  she  was 

richer  by  an  indeterminate  something  that  he  himself 

had  lost,  although  the  sound  of  her  broken  sobbing 

crept  out  to  him  through  even  the  closed  door. 

(5) 

THE    END. 
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Buddhist  Literature  for  each  Day  in  the 
Year.  Fourth  Edition.  Crown  i6mo.  2S.6d. 

Dwmaker  (E.).  THE  HOUSING  OF 
THE  WORKING  CLASSES.  Crown 

>Zvo.     2S.6d.  [Social  Questions  Series. 

oyle(W.).  CHRISTMAS  AT  THE  ZOO. 
With  Verses  by  W.  Boyle  and  24  Coloured 
Pictures  by  H.  B.  Neilson.  Pott  i,to.  2s. 

rabant  (F.  G.),  M.A.  SUSSEX.  Illus- 
trated by  E.  H.  New.  Small  Pott  Zvo. 

Cloth,  35.  ;  leather,  3s.  6d.  net. 
[Little  Guides. 

HE  ENGLISH  LAKES.  Illustrated  by 
;  E.  H.  New.  Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  4*.  ; 

I  leather,  4s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Guides. 
rodrick  (Mary)  and  Morton  (Ander; 
son).  A  CONCISE  HANDBOOK  OF 
EGYPTIAN  ARCH/EOLOGY.  With 
many  Illustrations.     Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

irooke  (A.  S.),  M.A.  SLINGSBY  AND 
SLINGSBY  CASTLE.     With  many  Illus- 

1   trations.    Cr.  Zvo.    7s.  6d. 
tr00k3(E.  W.).     See  F.  J.  Hamilton. 

Brown  (P.  H.),  Fraser  Professor  of  Ancient 
(Scottish)  History  at  the  University  of 
Edinburgh.  SCOTLAND  IiN  THE 
TIME  OF  QUEEN  MARY.  Demy  Zvo. 
•js.  6d.  net. 

Brow-nell  (C.  L.).  THE  HEART  OF 
JAPAN.  Illustrated.  Third  Edition. 
Crown  Zvo.    6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Browning  (Robert).  SELECTIONS 
FROM  THE  EARLY  POEMS  OF. 
With  Introduction  and  Notes  by  W.  Hall 
Griffin.  Small  Pott  Zvo.  is.  6d.  net.  ; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

Buckland  (Francis  T.).  CURIOSITIES 
OF  NATURAL  HISTORY.  With  Illus- 

trations by  Harry  B.  Neilson.  Crown 
Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

Buckton  (A.  M.).  THE  BURDEN  OF 
ENGELA:  a  Ballad-Epic.  Second  Edi- 

tion.    Crozvn  Ztjo.     35.  6d.  net. 
EAGER  HEART  :  A  Mystery  Play.  Crown 

Zvo.     js.  net. 

Budge  (E.  A.  V/allis).  THE  GODS 
OF  THE  EGYPTIANS.  With  over 
100  Coloured  Plates  and  many  Illustrations. 
Two  Volumes.  Royal  Zvo.     £3,  3s.  net. 

Bull  (Paul),  Army   Chaplain.      GOD  AND 
OUR  SOLDIERS.     CrownZvo.     6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Bulley  (Miss).     See  Lady  Dilke. 

Bunyan  ( John).  THE  PILGRIM'S  PRO- GRESS. Edited,  with  an  Introduction, 

byC.  H.  Firth,  M.A.  With  39  Illustra- 
tions by  R.  Anning  Bell.     Cr.  Zvo.     6s. 

GRACE  ABOUNDING.  Edited  by  C.  S. 
Freer,  M.A.  Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  2s.  ; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Library  of  Devotion. 

Burch  (G.  J.),  M.A..  F.R.S.  A  MANUAL 
OF  ELECTRICAL  SCIENCE.  With 
numerous  Illustrations.     Croiun  Zvo.     3s. 

[University  Extension  Series. 

Burgess  (Gelett).     GOOPS  AND  how 
TO    BE    THEM.     With  numerous  Illus- 

trations.    Small  i,to.    6s. 

Burn  (A.  E.),  D.D.,  Prebendary  of  Lichfield. 
AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  HIS- 

TORY OF  THE  CREEDS.  Demy  Zvo. 
zos  6d.  [Handbooks  of  Theology. 

Burn  (J.  H.),  B.D.,  A  MANUAL  OF 
CONSOLATION  FROM  THE  SAINTS 
AND  FATHERS.  Small  Pott  Zvo. 

Cloth,  2s. ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 
[  Library  of  Devotion. 

Bum  (J.  H.),  B.D.  A  DAY  BOOK  FROM 
THE  SAINTS  AND  FATHERS.  With 
an  Introduction  and  Notes.  Small  Pott 
Zvo.    Cloth,  2S.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.     < 

I  [Library  of  Devotion. 
Burnand  (Sir  F.  C.).  RECORDS  AND 
REMINISCENCES,  PERSONAL  AND 
GENERAL.  With  many  Illustrations. 

Demy  Zvo.    Two  Volumes.    Third  Edition. 
25J 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
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Burns    (Robert),    THE    poems    OF. 
Edited  by  Andrew  Lang  and  W.  A. 
Craigie.  With  Portrait  Third  Edition. 
Demy  8vo,  gilt  top.     6s. 

Burnside  (W.  F.),  M.A.  OLD  TESTA- 
MENT HISTORY  FOR  USE  IN 

SCHOOLS.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 
Burton  (Alfred).  THE  MILITARY  AD- 

VENTURES OF  JOHNNY  NEW- 
COME.  With  15  Coloured  Plates  by 
T.  Rowlandson.  Fcap.  8vo.  3s.  6d.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
THE  ADVENTURES  OF  JOHNNY 
NEWCOME  IN  THE  NAVY.  With 
16  Coloured  Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson. 
Fcap.8vo.  3s.6d.net.  [Illus.Pocket  Library 

Caldecott  (Alfred),  D.D.  THE  PHIL- 
OSOPHY OF  RELIGION  IN  ENG- 

LAND AND  AMERICA.  Demy  8vo. 
10s.  6d.  [  Handbooks  of  Theology. 

CalderwOOd  (D.  S.),  Headmaster  of  the  Nor- 
mal School,  Edinburgh.  TEST  CARDS 

IN  EUCLID  AND  ALGEBRA.  In  three 

packets  of  40,  with  Answers,  is.  each.  Or 
in  three  Books,  price  2d.,  2d.,  and  3d. 

Cambridge  (Ada)  [Mrs.  Cross].  THIRTY 
YEARS  IN  AUSTRALIA.  Demylvo.  7s.6d 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Canning  (George).  SELECTIONS  FROM 
THE  ANTI-JACOBIN;  with  additional 
Poems.  Edited  by  Lloyd  Sanders.  Small 
Pott  8vo,  clothe  is.  6d.  net. ;  leather, 
2S.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

Capey  (E.  F.  H.).  ERASMUS.  With  12 
Illustrations.  Fcap.  Zvo.  Cloth,  3s.  6d.  net ; 
leather,  i,s.  net.  [Little  Biographies. 

Carlyle  (Thomas).  THE  FRENCH 
REVOLUTION.  Edited  by  C.  R.  L. 
Fletcher,  Fellow  of  Magdalen  College, 
Oxford.    Three  Volumes.    Crown  8vo.    18s. 

THE  LIFE  AND  LETTERS  OF  OLIVER 
CROMWELL.  With  an  Introduction  by 
C.  H.  Firth,  M.A.,  and  Notes  and  Appen- 

dices by  Mrs.  S.  C.  Lomas.  Three  Volumes. 
Demy  8vo.     \8s.  net. 

Carlyle  (R.  M.  and  A.  J.),  M.A.    BISHOP 
LATIMER.  With  Portrait.  Crown  8vo. 
3s.  6d.  [Leaders  of  Religion. 

Chamberlin  (Wilbur  B.).     ORDERED 
TO  CHINA.     Crown  8vo.    6s.  ̂ 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Channer  (C.  C.)  and  Roberts  (M.  E.). 
LACE-MAKING  IN  THE  MIDLANDS, 
PAST  AN D_  PRESENT.  With  16  full- 
page  Illustrations.     Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

Chesterfield  (Lord),  THE  LETTERS  OF, 
TO  HIS  SON.  Edited,  with  an  Intro- 

duction, by  C.  Strachey,  and  Notes  by 
A.  Calthrop.   Two  Volumes.  Cr.Zvo.  12s. 

Christian  (F    W.).     THE  CAROLINE 
ISLANDS.     With  many  Illustrations  and 
Maps.     Demy  Zvo.     12s.6d.net. 

Cicero.    DE  ORATORE  I.    Translated  by 
E.  N.  Pt  MOOR,  M.A.    Crown  Zvo.    3s.  6d. 

[Classical  Translations, 

SELECT  ORATIONS  (Pro  Milone,  Pro 

Murena,  Philippic  11.,  In  Catilinam).  Trans- 
lated by  H.  E.  D.  Blakiston,  M.  A.,  Fellow 

and  Tutor  of  Trinity  College,  Oxford. 
Crown  Zvo.     5s.        [Classical  Translations. 

DE  NATURA  DEORUM.  Translated 
by  F.  Brooks,  M.A.,  late  Scholar  of  Balliol 
College,  Oxford.    Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

[Classical  Translations. 
DE  OFFICIIS.  Translated  by  G.  B. 

Gardiner,  M.A.     Crown  87*0.    2s.  6d. 
[Classical  Translations. 

Clarke  (F.  A.),  M.A.     BISHOP  KEN. 
With  Portrait.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 
Cleather  (A.  L.)  and  Crump  (B.). 
RICHARD  WAGNER'S  MUSIC 
DRAMAS :  Interpretations,  embodying 

Wagner's  own  explanations.  In  Four 
Volumes  Fcap  8vo.  2s.  6d.  each. 
Vol.  1. — The  Ring  of  the  Nibelung. 
Vol.  11. — Parsifal,  etc. 

Clinch  (G.).  KENT.  Illustrated  by  F.  D. 
Bedford.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  3s. ; 
leather,  3s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Guides. 

THE  ISLE  OF  WIGHT.  Illustrated  by 
F.  D.  Bedford.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth, 
3s.;  leather,  3s.  6d.  net.         [Little  Guides. 

Clough  (W.  T.)  and  Dunstan  (A.  E.). 
ELEMENTARY  EXPERIMENTAL 
SCIENCE.  Physics  by  W.  T.  Clough, 
A.R.C.S.  Chemistry  by  A.  E.  Dunstan, 
B.Sc.  With  2  Plates  and  154  Diagrams. 
Crown  Zvo.    2s.  [Junior  School  Books. 

Coast  (W.  G),  B.A.  EXAMINATION 
PAPERS  IN  VERGIL      Crown  Zvo.    2s. 

Cobb  (T.).  THE  CASTAWAYS  OF 
MEADOWBANK.  Illustrated.  Demy 
i6mo.     2s.  6d.  [Little  Blue  Books. 

THE    TREASURY    OF    PRINCEGATE 
PRIORY.   Illustrated.  Demy  x6mo.  2S.6d. 

[Little  Blue  Books. 
THE  LOST  BALL.  Illustrated.  Demy 

\6mo.     2S.  6d.  [Little  Blue  Books. 
Collingwood  (W.  G.),  M.A.  THE  LIFE 

OF  JOHN  RUSKIN.  With  Portraits. 
Second  and  Cheap  Edition.  Cr.  Zvo.  6s. 
Also  a  Poplar  Edition.   Cr.  Zvo.   2s.  6d.  net. 

Coilins(W.E.),M.A.  THE  BEGINNINGS 
OF  ENGLISH  CHRISTIANITY.  With 

Map.  Cr.8vo.  3s. 6d.  [Churchman's  Library Colonna.  HYPNEROTOMACHIA  POLL 
PHILI  UBI  HUMANA  OMNIA  NON 
NISI  SOMNIUM  ESSE  DOCET 
ATQUE  OBITER  PLURIMA  SCITU 
SANE  QUAM  DIGNA  COMMEMO- 
RAT.  An  edition  limited  to  350  copies  on  ' 
handmade  paper.  Folio.   Three  Guineas  net. 

Combe  (William).  THE  TOUR  OF 
DR.  SYNTAX  IN  SEARCH  OF  THE 
PICTURESQUE.  With  30  Coloured 
Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.  Fcap.  Zvo. 

y.  6d.  net. Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 

paper.    -yts.net,   [Illustratd  Pocket  Library, 
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HE     TOUR     OF     DR.     SYNTAX     IN 
,  SEARCH  OF  CONSOLATION.      With 
24  Coloured   Plates   by  T.   Rowlandson. 
y.  td.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper,  -ios.net.  [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

•HE  THIRD  TOUR  OF  DR.  SYNTAX 
IN  SEARCH  OF  A  WIFE.  With  24 
Coloured  Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.  3s.  td. 
net 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japansee 
paper.     305.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
:HE    HISTORY    OF    JOHNNY    QUAE 
GENUS  :  The  Little  Foundling  of  the  late 
Dr.  Syntax.     With  24  Coloured  Plates  by 
Rowlandson.    Fcap.  8vo.    3s.  td.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30s.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
["HE  ENGLISH  DANCE  OF  DEATH, 
from  the  Designs  of  Thomas  Rowlandson, 
with  Metrical  Illustrations  by  the  Author 

of  'Doctor  Syntax.'  With  74  Coloured 
Plates.  Two  Volumes.  Fcap.  8vo.  gs.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30J.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
fHE  DANCE  OF  LIFE:    a  Poem.     Illus- 

trated  with   26    Coloured    Engravings    by 
Thomas  Rowlandson.    Fcap.  8vo.    3s.  td. 
net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30s.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
COOk  (A.  M.),  M.  A.     See  E.  C.  Marchant. 
Cooke-Taylor  (R.  W.).    THE  FACTORY 

SYSTEM.     Crown  Bvo.     zs.  6d. 
[Social  Questions  Series, 

Corelli (Marie).  THE  PASSING  OF  THE 
GREAT  QUEEN  :  A  Tribute  to  the  Noble 
Life  of  Victoria  Reg ina.     Small  ̂ to.     is. 

A  CHRISTMAS  GREETING.  Sm.  tfo.    is. 
Corkran   (Alice).     LEIGHTON.     With 

many  Illustrations.     Demy  ittno.     2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Books  on  Art. 

Cotes  (Rosemary).  dante'S  garden. With    a     Frontispiece.      Second    Edition. 
Fcap.  8vo.  cloth  2s.  6d.;  leather,  3s.  6d.  net. 

BIBLE   FLOWERS.      With  a   Frontispiece 
and  Plan.     Fcap.  8vo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

Cowley  (Abraham)  THE  ESSAYS  OF. 
Edited  by  H.  C.  Minchin.    Small.    Pott 
8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

(Little  Library. 

Cox  (J.  Charles),  LL.D.,  F.S.  A.  DERBY- 
SHIRE.  Illustrated  by  J.  C.  Wall. 
Small  Pott  Svo.  Cloth,  3s.  ;  leather,  35.  6d. 
net  [Little  Guides. 

HAMPSHIRE.  Illustrated  by  M.  E. 

Purser.  Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  3s.  '. 
Leather,  3s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Guides. 

COX  (Harold),  B.A.  LAND  NATIONAL- IZATION.   Crown  8vo.    2s.  6d. 
[Social  Questions  Series. 

Crabbe  (George),  SELECTIONS  FROM 
THE  POEMS  OF.  Edited  by  A.  C. 
Deane.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6d. 
net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.       (Little  Library. 

Craigie  (W.  A.).  A  PRIMER  OF  BURNS. 
Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

Craik  (Mrs.).  JOHN  HALIFAX,  GEN- 
TLEMAN. Edited  by  Annie  Mathe- 

son.  Two  Volumes.  Small  Pott  8vo. 
Each  Volume,  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather, 
2S.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

Crashaw  (Richard),  THE  ENGLISH 
POEMS  OF.  Edited  by  Edward  Hut- 
ton.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

Crawford  (F.  G.).     See  Mary  C.  Danson. 
Crouch  (W.).  BRYAN  KING.  With  a 

Portrait.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d.  net. 

Cruikshank  (G.)    the  loving  bal- lad OF  LORD  BATE  MAN.     With  11 
Plates.     Crown  16m o.     is.  td.  net. 
From  the  edition  published  by  C.  Tilt,  1811. 

Crump  (B.).     See  A.  L.  Cleather. 

Cunliffe  (F.  H.  E.),  Fellow  of  All  Souls'  Col- 
lege, Oxford.  THE  HISTORY  OF  THE 

BOER  WAR.  With  many  Illustrations, 
Plans,  and  Portraits.  In  2  vols.   Vol.  I.,  i$s. 

CuttS  (E.  L.),  D.D.  AUGUSTINE  OF 
CANTERBURY.  With  Portrait.  Crown 
8vo.     3s.  td.  [Leaders  of  Religion. 

DanielKG.W.),  M.A.  BISHOP  WILBER- 
FORCE.  With  Portrait.  Crown  8yo. 
3s.  6d.  [Leaders  of  Religion. 

Danson  (Mary  C.)  and  Crawford  (F.  G.). 
FATHERS  IN  THE  FAITH.    Small8vo. 

Dante.'  LA  COMMEDIA  DI  DANTE. The  Italian  Text  edited  by  Paget 
Toynbee,  M.A.,  D.Litt.  Crown8vo.  6s. 

THE  INFERNO  OF  DANTE.  Trans- 
lated by  H.  F.  Cary.  Edited  by  Paget 

Toynbee,  M.A.,  D.Litt.  Small  Pott  8vo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
THE     PURGATORIO    OF    DANTE. 

Translated   by   H.    F.   Cary.      Edited  by 
Paget  Toynbee,  M.A. ,  D.  Litt.  SmallPott 
8vo.  Cloth,  is.  td.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
THE    PARADISO    OF    DANTE.      Trans- 

lated by  H.  F.  Cary.     Edited  by  Paget 
Toynbee,  M.A.,  D.Litt.    Small  Pott  8vo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
See  also  Paget  Tovnbee. 

Darley  (George),  SELECTIONS  FROM 
THE  POEMS  OF.  Edited  by  R.  A. 
Streatfeild.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth, 
is.  td.  net;  leather,  2s.  td.  net. 

[Little  Library. 

Davenport  (Cyril).     MEZZOTINTS. 
With  40    Plates  in   Photogravure.      Wide 
RoyalZvo.  25s.  net. 

[Connoisseurs  Library. 
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JEWELLERY.  With  numerous  Illustrations. 
Demy  iomo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Books  on  Art. 

Dawson  (A.  J.).       MOROCCO.      Being  a 
bundle  of  jottings,  notes,  impressions,  tales, 
and    tributes.      With    many    Illustrations. 
Demy  Svo.     jos.  6d.  net. 

Deane  (A.  C).     A  LITTLE  BOOK  OF 
LIGHT  VERSE.  With  an  Introduction 
and  Notes.  Small  Pott  Svo.  Cloth,  is.  6d. 
net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Little  Library. 

Delbos  (Leon).   THE  metric  system. 
■•  8f>v».     is. 

Demosthenes  •     the    olynthiacs 
AND  PHILIPPICS.  Translated  upon  a 
new  principle  by  Otho  Holland.     Crown 
SVO.      2S.  td. 

Demosthenes.  AGAINST  CONON  AND 
CALLICLES.  Edited  with  Notes  and 
Vocabulary,  by  F.  Darwin  Swift,  M.A. 
Fcap.  Svo.    2S. 

Dickens  (Charles). 
THE  PICKWICK  PAPERS.  With  the  43 

Illustrations  by  Seymour  and  Phiz,  the 
two  Buss  Plates  and  the  32  Contemporary 
Onwhyn  Plates.     3s.  6d.  net. 

This  is  a  particularly  interesting  volume, 
containing,  as  it  does,  reproductions  of  very 
rare  plates.         [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

Dickinson  (Emily).  POEMS.  First  Series. 
Crown  Svo.  4s.  6d.  net. 

Dickinson  (G.  L.),  M.A.,  Fellow  of  King's 
College,  Cambridge.  THE  GREEK  VIEW 
OF  LIFE.  Third  Edition.  Crown  Svo. 
zs.  6d.  [University  Extension  Series. 

Dickson  (H.  N.),  F.R.S.E.,  F.R.Met.  Soc. 
METEOROLOGY.  Illustrated.  Crown 
Svo.     is.td.    [University  Extension  Series. 

Dilke  (Lady),  Bulley  (Miss),  and  Whitley 

(Miss).       WOMEN'S<  WORK.       Crcnvn Svo.     2S.  6d.  [Social  Questions  Series. 
Dillon  (Edward).      PORCELAIN.     With 

many  Plates  in  Colour  and   Photogravure. 
Wide  Royal  Svo.     25J.  net. 

[Connoisseurs  Library. 
Ditchfield(P.H.),M.A.,  F.S.A.  ENGLISH 

V'LLAGES.   Illustrated.     Crown  Svo.   6s. 
THE     STORY     OF     OUR     ENGLISH 
TOWN  S.        With       Introduction      by 
Augustus  Jessopp,  D.D.  Second  Edition. 
Crown  Svo.     6s. 

OLD    ENGLISH    CUSTOMS:    Extant    at 
the  Present  Time.      An  Account  of  Local 
Observances,  Festival  Customs,  and  Ancient 
Ceremonies  yet  Surviving  in  Great  Britain. 
Crown  Svo.    6s. 

Dixon  (W.  M.),  M.A.     A    PRIMER    OF 
TENNYSON.      Second  Edition.     Crown 
Svo.     zs.  6d. 

LISH   I'OETRY  FROM  BLAKE  TO 
BROWNING.      Second  Edition.     Crown 
Svo.     2S.  6d.     [University  Extension  Series. 

Dolo  (N.  H.)  FAMOUS  COMPOSERS. 

W  ith  Portraits.  '1  wo  Volumes.  Demy Svo.     12s.  net. 

Dowden  (J.),  D.D.,  Lord  Bishop  of  Edin- 
burgh.  THE  WORKMANSHIP  OF 
THE  PRAYER  BOOK:  Its  Literary 
and  Liturgical  Aspects.  Second  Edition, 

Crmvn  Svo.    y  6d.    [  Churchman's  Library. 
Driver  (S.  R.),  D.  D. ,  Canon  of  Christ  Church, 

Regius  Professor  of  Hebrew  in  t  h  e  University 
of  Oxford.  SERMONS  ON  SUBJECTS 
CONNECTED  WITH  THE  OLD 
TESTAMENT.     Crown  Svo.    6s. 

THE  BOOK  OF  GENESIS.  With  Notes 

and  Introduction.  Third  Edition.  Demy 
Sz'O.    10s.  6d.    [Westminster  Commentaries. 

DugUid  (Charles),  City  Editor  of  the 
Morning-  Post,  author  of  the  '  Story  of  the 
Stock  Exchange,'  etc.  THE  STOCK EXCHANGE.  Second  Edition.  Crown 
Svo.     2S.  6d.  net.  [Books  on  Business. 

Duncan  (S.  J.)  (Mrs.  Cotes),  Author  of 
'A  Voyage  of  Consolation."  ON  THE OTHER  SIDE  OF  THE  LATCH. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  Svo.     6s. 

Dunn  (J.  T.),  D.Sc.and  Mundella(V.  A.% 
GENERAL  ELEMENTARY  SCIENCE. 
With  114  Illustrations.    CrozvnSz'O.    3$.  6d. 

Dunstan  (A.  E.),  B.Sc    See  W.  T.  Clough. 
Durham  (The  Earl  of).  A  REPORT  ON 
CANADA.  With  an  Introductory  Note. 
Demy  Svo.    7s.  6d.  net. 

Dutt(W.  A.).  NORFOLK.  Illustrated  by 
B.  C.  Boulter.  Small  Pott  Svo.  Cloth, 
3-y.  ;  leather,  3J.  6d.  net.         [Little  Guides. 

A  POPULAR  GUIDE  TO  NORFOLK 
Medium  Svo.    6d.  net. 

SUFFOLK.  Illustrated  by  J.  Wylie. 
Small  Pott  Svo.  Cloth,  3$. ;  leather,  y.6d. 
net.  [Little  Guides. 

THE  NORFOLK  BROADS.  With 
coloured  and  other  Illustrations  by  Frank 
Southgate.      Large  Demy  Svo.     21s.  net. 

Earle  (John),  Bishop  of  Salisbury.  MICRO- COSMOGRAPHIE,  or  A  PIECE  OF 
THE  WORLD  DISCOVERED;  in 
Essayes  and  Characters.  Post  \6nto. 
2s.  net.  [Rariora. 

Reprinted  from  the  Sixth  Edition  pub- 
lished by  Robert  Allot  in  1633. 

Edwards  (Clement).     RAILWAY 
NATIONALIZATION.        Crown    Svo. 
2S.  6d.  [Social  Questions  Series 

Edwards  (W.  Douglas).    COMMERi  1  a  1 , 
LAW.     Crown  Svo.     2s. 

[Commercial  Series. 
Egan  (Pierce),    life  in  London,  or 

The  Day  and  Night  Scenes  of  Jkkky 
Hawthorn,  Esq.,  and  his  El 
Friend,  Corinthian  Tom.  With  36 
Coloured  Plates  by  I.  R.  and  G.  Cruik- 
siiank.  With  numerous  designs  on  wood. 

E'ca/>.  Svo    4s.  6d.  net. 
Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 

paper,  30s.net.  [Illustrated  Pocket  Library 
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REAL  LIFE  IN  LONDON,  or  the 
Rambles  and  Adventures  of  Bob 
Tallyho,  Esq.,  and  his  Cousin,  the  Hon. 
Tom  Dashall.  With  31  Coloured  Plates 
by  Alken  and  Rowlandson,  etc.  Two 
Volumes.     Fcap.  Zvo.     gs.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
THE  LIFE  OF  AN  ACTOR.  With  27 

Coloured  Plates  by  Theodore  Lane,  and 
several  designs  on  wood.  Tcap.8vo.  4s.  6d. 
net.  [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

Egerton(H.  E.),  M.A.    A  HISTORY  OF 
BRITISH  COLONIAL  POLICY.    Demy 
8vo.     12s.  6d. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Ellaby  (C.  G.).  ROME.  Illustrated  by 

B.  C.  Boulter.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth, 

2S.  ',  leather,  3J.  6d.  net.        [Little  Guides. 
Ellerton  (F.  G. ).     See  S.  J.  Stone. 
Ellwood  (Thomas),  THE  HISTORY  OF 

THE  LIFE  OF.  Edited  byC.  G.  Crump, 
M.A.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Engel  (E.).  A  HISTORY  OF  ENGLISH 
LITERATURE:  From  its  Beginning  to 
Tennyson.  Translated  from  the  German. 
Demy  8vo.     -js.  6d.  net. 

Fairbrother(W.H.),M.A.  THE  PHILO- 
SOPHY OF  T.  H.  GREEN.  Second 

Edition.     Crown  8vo.     y  6d. 
FELISSA;  OR,  THE  LIFE  AND 
OPINIONS  OF  A  KITTEN  OF 
SENTIMENT.  With  12  Coloured  Plates. 
Post  i6mo.     2s.6d.net.     (5iX3$). 

^From  the  edition  published  by  J.  Harris, 1811. 

arrer  (Reginald).    THE  GARDEN  OF 
ASIA.     Crown  8vo.  6s. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Ferrier(Susan).  MARRIAGE.  Edited  by 
Miss  Goodrich  Freer  and  Lord  Iddes- 
leigh.  Two  Volumes.  Small  Pott  87/0. 
Each  volume,  cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather, 
■2S.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

THE  INHERITANCE.  Two  Volumes. 
Small  Pott  8vo.  Each  Volume,  cloth,  is.  6d. 
net.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Little  Library. 

Finn  (S.  W.),  M.A.  JUNIOR  ALGEBRA 
EXAMINATION  PAPERS.  Fcap.  8vo. 
With  or  Without  Answers,  is. 

[Junior  Examination  Series. 

Firth  (C.H.),  M.A.  CROMWELL'S  ARMY: 
A.  History  of  the  English  Soldier  during  the 
Civil  Wars,  the  Commonwealth,  and  the 
Potectorate.     Crown  8vo.     "js.  6d. 

Fisher  (G.  W.),  M.A.  ANNALS  OF 
SHREWSBURY  SCHOOL.  With 
numerous  Illustrations.  De^iy8vo.  10s.  6d. 

FitzGerald (Edward).,  TPE  RUB'AIyAt OF  OMAR  KHAYYAM.  From  the  First 
Edition  of  1859.  Second  Edition.  Leather, 
is.  net.  [Miniature  Library. 

TIjE  RUB'AIYAT  OF  OMAR  KHAY- 
YAM.     Printed    from  the   Fifth  and  last 

Edition.      With    a    Commentary   by   Mrs. 
Stephen    Batson,   and  a    Biography  of 
Omar  by  E.  D.  Ross.    Crown  8vo.     6s. 

EUPHRANOR:     a    Dialogue    on    Youth. 
Demy  $2mo.     Leather,  2s.  net. 

[Miniature  Librar>\ 
POLONIUS:    or  Wise   Saws   and    Modern 

Instances.     Demy  ̂ 2tno.    Leather,  2s.  net. 
[Miniature  Library. 

FitzGerald  (E.   A.).      THE    HIGHEST 
ANDES.  With  2  Maps,  51  Illustrations, 
13  of  which  are  in  Photogravure,  and  a 
Panorama.     Royal  8vo.     30J.  net. 

Flecker  (W.  H.),  M.A.,  D.C.L.,  Headmaster 
of  the  Dean  Close  School,  Cheltenham. 

THE  STUDENTS'  PRAYER  BOOK. 
Part  1.  Morning  and  Evening  Prayer 
and  Litany.  With  an  Introduction  and 
Notes.     Crown  8vo.    2s.  6d. 

FlUX  (A.  W.),  M.A.,  William  Dow  Professor 
of  Political  Economy  in  M'Gill  University, 
Montreal  :  sometime  Fellow  of  St.  John's 
College,  Cambridge,  and  formerly  Stanley- 
Jevons  Professor  of  Political  Economy  in 
the  Owens  Coll.,  Manchester.  ECONOMIC 
PRINCIPLES.     Dcmy8vo.     qs.6d.net. 

Fortescue  (Mrs.  G.)    HOLBEIN.    With 
30  Illustrations.     Demy  i6mo.     25.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Books  on  Art. 
Fraser  (J.  F.).    ROUND   THE  WORLD 

ON  A  WHEEL.     With  100  Illustrations. 
Third  Edition    Crozvn8vo.     6s. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

French  (W.),  M.A.,  Principal  of  the  Storey 
Institute,     Lancaster.       PRACTICAL 
CHEMISTRY.     Part  I.     With  numerous 
Diagrams.     Crozvn  8vo.     is.  6d. 

[Textbooks  of  Technology. 
French  (W.),  M.A.,andBoardman  (T.H.), 
M.A.  PRACTICAL    CHEMISTRY. 
Part II.  With  numerous  Diagrams.  Crown 
8vo.     is.  6d.        [Textbooks  of  Technology. 

Freudenreich  (Ed.  von).     DAIRY 
BACTERIOLOGY.  A  Short  Manual  for 
the  Use  of  Students.  Translated  by  J.  R. 
Ainsworth  Davis,  M.A.  Second  Edition. 
Revised.  Crown  8vo.  2s.  6d. 

Fulford  (H.  W.),  M.A.  THE  EPISTLE 
OF  ST.  JAMES.  With  Notes  and  Intro- 

duction.    Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d.  net. 

[Churchman's  Bible. 
C.  G..  and  F.  C.  G.  JOHN  BULL'S ADVENTURES  IN  THE  FISCAL 
WONDERLAND.  By  Charles  Geake. 
With  46  Illustrations  by  F.  Carruthers 
Gould.  Second  Ed.  Crown  8vo.  2s. 6d.  net. 

Cambado(Geoffrey,Esq.).  AN  ACADEMY 
FOR  GROWN  HORSEMEN:  Contain- 

ing the  completest  Instructions  for  Walking, 
Trotting,  Cantering,  Galloping,  Stumbling, 
and  Tumbling.  Illustrated  with  27  Coloured 
Plates,  and  adorned  with  a  Portrait  of  the 

Author.     Fcap.  8vo.     35-.  6d.  net. 
[Illustrated  Pocket  Library- 
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Gasliell  (Mrs.)-  CRANFORD.  Edited  by 
E.  V.  Lucas.  Small  Pott8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6d. 
net;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Little  Library. 

Gasquet,  the  Right  Rev.  Abbot,  O.S.B. 
ENGLISH  MONASTIC  LIFE.  With 
Coloured  and  other  Illustrations.  Second  Ed. 

Demy8vo.    js.  6d.  tiet.    [Antiquary's  Books- 
George  (H.  B.),  M.A.,  Fellow  of  New  College, 

Oxford.  BATTLES  OF  ENGLISH 
HISTORY.  With  numerous  Plans.  Fourth 
Edition.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

A  HISTORICAL  GEOGRAPHY  OF  THE 
BRITISH  EMPIRE.   Cr.8vo.   3s.6dnet. 

Gibbins  (H.  de  B.),  Litt.D.,  M.A.  IN- 
DUSTRY IN  ENGLAND:  HISTORI- 

CAL OUTLINES.  With  5  Maps.  Third 
Edition.     Demy  8vo.     ios.  6d. 

A  COMPANION  GERMAN  GRAMMAR. 
Crown  8vo.     is.  6d. 

THE  INDUSTRIAL  HISTORY  OF  ENG- 
LAND. Tenth  Edition.  Revised.  With 

Maps  and  Plans.     Crown  8vo.     $s. 
[University  Extension  Series. 

THE  ECONOMICS  OF  COMMERCE. 
Crown  8vo.     is.  6d.        [Commercial  Series. 

COMMERCIAL  EXAMINATION 
PAPERS.     Crown  8vo.    is.  6d. 

[Commercial  Series. 
BRITISH  COMMERCE  AND  COLONIES 
FROM  ELIZABETH  TO  VICTORIA. 
Third  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     is. 

[Commercial  Series. 
ENGLISH  SOCIAL  REFORMERS. 

Second  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 
[University  Extension  Series. 

Gibbins  (H.   de  B.),  Litt.D.,  M.A.,  and 
Hadfleld  (R.  A.),  of  the  Hecla  Works, 
Sheffield.  A  SHORTER  WORKING 
DAY.     Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[Social  Questions  Series. 
Gibbon  (Edward).  THE  DECLINE  AND 
FALL  OF  THE  ROMAN  EMPIRE. 
A  New  Edition,  edited  with  Notes,  Appen- 

dices, and  Maps,  by  T.  B.  Bury,  M.A., 
Litt.D.,  Fellow  of  Trinity  College,  Dublin. 
In  Seven  Volumes.  Demy  8vo.  Gilt  top, 
8s.  6d.  each.     A  Iso,  Crown  Zvo.    6s.  each. 

MEMOIRS  OF  MY  LIFE  AND  WRIT- 
INGS. Edited,  with  an  Introduction  and 

Notes,  by  G.  Birkbeck  Hill,  LL.D. 
Crown  Zvo.    6s. 

Gibson  (E.  C.  S.),  D.D.,  Vicar  of  Leeds. 
THE  BOOK  OF  JOB.  With  Introduction 
and  Notes.     Demy  Zvo.    6s. 

[Westminster  Commentaries. 
THE  XXXIX.  ARTICLES  OF  THE 
CHURCH  OF  ENGLAND.  With  an 
Introduction.  Fourth  Editionin  One  Vol. 
DrmyZvn.  iis.6d.  [Handbooksof Theology. 

JOHN  HOWARD.     With     12  Illustrations. 
Fcap  Zvo.  Cloth,  3s.  6d.  ;  leather,  4s.  net. 

[Little  Biographies. 

Gilbert  (A.  R.)-     See  W.  Wilberforce. 

Godfrey  (Elizabeth).    A  BOOK  OF  Rl 
MEMBRANCE.    Demy  i6mo.  2s.  6d.  net. 

Godlev  (A.  D.),  M.A.,  Fellow  of  Magdale 
College,  Oxford.     LYRA    FRIVOL  A. 
Third  Edition.     Fcap.  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

VERSES    TO    ORDER.     Second  Edition. 
Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

SECOND  STRINGS.     Fcap.  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 
A  new  volume  of  humorous  verse  uniform 

with  Lyra  Frivola. 
Goldsmith  (Oliver).  THE  VICAR  OF 
WAKEFIELD.  With  24  Coloured  Plates 
by  T.  Rowlandson.  Royal  Zvo.  One 
Guinea  net. 
Reprinted  from  the  edition  of  1817. 

[Burlington  Library. 
Also   Fcap.    8vo.      3s.  6d.  net.      Also  a 
limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30s.  net.  [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
Also  Fcap.  2,2mo.   With  10  Plates  in  Photo- 
graphure  by  Tony  Johannot.     Leather, 2s.  6d.  net. 

Goudge  (H.  L.),  M.A.,  Principal  of  Wells 
Theological  College.  THE  FIRST 
EPISTLE  TO  THE  CORINTHIANS. 
With  Introduction  and  Notes.  Demy  8vo. 
6s.  [Westminster  Commentaries. 

Graham  (P.  Anderson).  THE  RURAL 
EXODUS.   Crown  8w.    2s.  6d.^ 

[Social  Questions  Series. 
Granger  (F.  S.),  M.A.,  Litt.D.     PSYCH- 
OLOGY.  Second  Edition.  Crown  8vo. 
2s.  6d.  [University  Extension  Series. 

THE  SOUL  OF  A  CHRISTIAN.  Crown 
8vo.     6s. 

Gray  (E.  M'Queen).  GERMAN  PASSAGES FOR  UNSEEN  TRANSLATION. 
Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

Gray  (P.  L.),  B.Sc,  formerly  Lecturer  in 
Physics  in  Mason  University  College,  Bir- 

mingham. THE  PRINCIPLES  OF 
MAGNETISM  AND  ELECTRICITY: 
an  Elementary  Text-Book.  With  181  Dia- 

grams.   Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 
Green    (G.    Buckland),    M.A.,    Assistant 

Master  at  Edinburgh  Academy,  late  Fellow 

of  St.  John's  College,  Oxon.  NOTES  ON GREEK  AND  LATIN  SYNTAX.  Crozun 
8vo.  -xs.  6d. 

Green  (E.  T.),  M.A.  THE  CHURCH  OF 
CHRIST.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

[Churchman's  Library. 
Greenidge  (A.  H.  J.),  M.A.    A  HISTORY 

OF  ROME:  During  the  Later  Republic 
and  the  Early  Principate.  In  Six  Volumes. 
Demy  Zvo.  vol.  I.  (133-104  B.C.).  10s.  6d. 
net. 

Green-well    (Dora),   THE    POEMS  OF. 
From  the  edition  of  1848.  Leather,  2s.  net. 

I  Miniature  Library. 
Gregory  (R.  A.)  THE  VAULT  OF 
HEAVEN.  A  Popular  Introduction  to 
Astronomy.  With  numerous  Illustrations. 
Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 
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Gregory    (Miss    E.  C.)      HEAVENLY 
WISDOM.  Selections  from  the  English 
Mystics.     Pott  Svo.     Cloth  2s. ;    leather, 
2S.  6d.  net. 

[Library  of  Devotion. 
Jreville  Minor.  A  MODERN  JOUR- 

NAL. Edited  by  J.  A.  Spender.  Crown 
Svo.     3s.  6d.  net. 

Jrinling  (C.  H.).  A  HISTORY  OF  THE 
GREAT  NORTHERN  RAILWAY, 
1845-95.  With  Illustrations.  Revised,  with 
an  additional  chapter.   Demy  Svo.    10s.  6d. 

*rubb  (H.  C).  BUILDERS'  QUAN- TITIES. With  many  Illustrations.  Crown 
Svo.     4s.  6d.        [Textbooks  of  Technology. 

Zuiney  (L.  I.).  RICHARD  HURRELL 

FROUDE.  Illustrated.  DetnySvo.  -i.os.bd. net. 

"rwynn  (M.  L.).  A  BIRTHDAY  BOOK. Royal  Svo.     12s. 
lacliett  (John),  B.D.  A  HISTORY  OF 
THE  ORTHODOX  CHURCH  OF 
CYPRUS.  With  Maps  and  Illustrations. 
Demy  Svo.    15s.  net. 

iladdon  (A.  C),  Sc.D.,  F.R.S.  HEAD- 
HUNTERS,  BLACK,  WHITE,  AND 
BROWN.  With  many  Illustrations  and  a 
Map.     Demy  Svo.     15s. 

ladfield  (R.  A.).     See  H.  de  B.  Gibbins. 
aaU  <R.  N.)  and  Neal  (W.  G.).    THE 
ANCIENT  RUINS  OF  RHODESIA. 
With  numerous  Illustrations.  Second  Edi- 

tion, revised.  Demy  Svo.  xos.  6d.  net. 
lall  (R.  N.).  THE  GREAT  ZIMBABWE. 
With  numerous  Illustrations.  Royal  Svo. 
2\s.  net. 

Iamilton(F.  J.),  D.D.,  and  Brooks (E.W.). 
ZACHARIAH  OF  MITYLENE.     Trans- 

lated into  English.   Demy  Svo.   12s.6d.net. 
[Byzantine  Texts. 

lammond  (J.  L.).    Charles  james 
FOX  :  A  Biographical  Study.  Demy  Svo. 
xos.  6d. 

lannay  (D.).  A  SHORT  HISTORY  OF 
THE  ROYAL  NAVY,  From  Early 
Times  to  the  Present  Day.  Illustrated. 
Two  Volumes.  Demy  Svo.  js.  6d.  each. 
Vol.  I.    1200-16S8. 

lannay  (James  0.),  m.a.    the  spirit 
AND  ORIGIN  OF  CHRISTIAN 
MONASTICISM.     Crown  Svo.     6s. 

THE  WISDOM  OF  THE  DESERT. 
Crown  Svo.     35.  6d.  net. 

3are,  (A.  T.),  M.A.  THE  CONSTRUC- 
TION OF  LARGEINDUCTION  COILS. 

With  numerous  Diagrams.    Demy  Svo.    6s. 
larrison  (Clifford).     READING  AND 
READERS.     Fcap.  Svo.     2s.  6d. 

la-wthorne (Nathaniel).  TPIE  SCARLET LETTER.     Edited  by  Percy  Dearmer. 
Small  Pott     Svo.       Cloth,     is.  6d.    net; 
leather,  as.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

IEALTH,    WEALTH    AND    WISDOM. 
Crown  Svo.     is.  net. 

Heath  (Dudley).    MINIATURES.    With 
many  Plates  in  Photogravure.  Wide  Royal 
Svo.     25s.  net.  [Connoisseurs  Library. 

Hedin  (Sven),  Gold  Medallist  of  the  Royal 
Geographical  Society.  THROUGH  ASIA. 
With  300  Illustrations  from  Sketches  and 
Photographs  by  the  Author,  and  Maps. 
Two  Volumes.    Royal  Svo.     36s.  net. 

Hello  (Ernest).  STUDIES  IN  SAINT- 
SHIP.  Translated  from  the  French  by  V. 
M.  Crawford.     Fcap  Svo.     3s.  6d. 

Henderson  (B.  W.),  Fellowof  Exeter  College, 
Oxford.  THE  LIFE  AND  PRINCI- 
PATE  OF  THE  EMPEROR  NERO. 
With  Illustrations.  Demy  Svo.  10s.  6d.  net. 

Henderson  (T.  F.).  A  LITTLE  BOOK  O  F 
SCOTTISH  VERSE.  Small  Pott  Svo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
ROBERT   BURNS.     With  12  Illustrations. 

Fcap.  Svo.    Cloth,  3J.  6d.  \  leather,  t,s.  net. 
[Little  Biographies. 

Henley  (W.   E.).     ENGLISH  LYRICS. 
Crown  Svo.     Gill  top.     3J.  6d. 

Henley  (W.  E.)  and  Whibley  (C).  A 
BOOK  OF  ENGLISH  PROSE.  Crown 
Svo.     Buckram,  gilt  top.     6s. 

Henson  (H.  H.),  B.D.,  Canon  of  Westminster. 
APOSTOLICCHRISTIANITY:  As  Illus- 

trated by  the  Epistles  of  St.  Paul  to  the 
Corinthians.     Crown  Svo.     6s. 

LIGHT  AND  LEAVEN  :  Historical  and 
Social  Sermons.     Crown  Svo.    6s. 

DISCIPLINE  AND  LAW.  Fcap.  Svo. 
2s.  6d. 

THE  EDUCATION  ACT— AND  AFTER. 
An  Appeal  addressed  with  all  possible 
respect  to  the  Nonconformists.  Crown Svo.     is. 

Herbert  (George).    THE    TEMPLE. 
Edited,  with  an  Introduction  and  Notes, 
by  E.  C.  S.  Gibson,  D.D.,  Vicar  of  Leeds. 
Small  Pott  Svo.  Cloth,  2s.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Library  of  Devotion. 

Herbert  of Cherbury  (Lord),  THE  LIFE 
OF.    Written  by  himself.    Leather,  2s.  net. 

From  the  edition  printed  at  Strawberry 
Hill  in  the  year  1764. 

[Miniature  Library. 
Hewins(W.A.S.),B.A.  ENGLISH  TRADE 
AND  FINANCE  IN  THE  SEVEN- 

TEENTH CENTURY.  Crown  Svo. 
2s.  6d.  [University  Extension  Series. 

Heywood  (W.).  PALIO  AND  PONTE  : 
A  Book  of  Tuscan  Games.  Illustrated. 
Royal  Svo.     21s.  net. 

Hilbert  (T.).  THE  AIR  GUN:  or,  How 
the  Mastermans  and  Dobson  Major  nearly 
lost  their  Holidays.  Illustrated.  Demy 
i6mo.     2s.  6d.  [Little  Blue  Books. 

Hill  (Clare),  Registered  Teacher  to  the  City 
and  Guilds  of  London  Institute.  MILLIN- 

ERY, THEORETICAL,  AND  PRAC- 
TICAL. With  numerous  Diagrams.* 

Cr.  Svo.    2s.       [Textbooks  of  Technology/. 
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Hill  (Hemy),  B.A.,  Headmaster  of  the  Boy's High  School,  Worcester,  Cape  Colony.  A 
SOUTH  AFRICAN  ARITHMETIC. 
Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

This  book  has  been  specially  written  for 
use  in  South  African  schools. 

Hobhouse  (Emily).    THE  BRUNT  OF 
THE  WAR.     With  Map  and  Illustrations. 
Crown  8vo.    6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Hobhouse  (L.  T.),  Fellow  of  C.C.C.,  Oxford. 
THE  THEORY  OF  KNOWLEDGE. 

Demy8z>o.    21s. 
Hobson  (J.  A,),  M.A.  PROBLEMS  OF 
POVERTY :  An  Inquiry  into  the  Indus- 

trial Condition  of  the  Poor.  Fourth 
Edition.     Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[Social  Questions  Series. 
THE  PROBLEM  OF  THE  UNEM- 

PLOYED.    Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 
[Social  Questions  Series. 

INTERNATIONAL  TRADE:  A  Study 
of  Economic  Principles.  Crown  8vo. 
2S.  6d.  net. 

Hodgkin  (T.),  D.C.L.  GEORGE  FOX. 
THE  QUAKER.  With  Portrait.  Crown 
8vo.     3s.  6d.  [Leaders  of  Religion. 

Hogg  (Thomas  Jefferson).     SHELLEY 
AT  OXFORD.     With  an  Introduction  by 
R.  A.  Streatfeild.      Fcap.  8vo.   2s.  net. 

Holden-Stone  (G.  de).  THE  AUTO- 
MOBILE INDUSTRY.  Fcap.  _  8vo. 

2s.  6d.  net.  [Books  on  Business. 

Holdich  (Sir  T.   H.).   K.C.I.E.     THE 
INDIAN  BORDERLAND:  being  a  Per- 
sonal  Record  of  Twenty  Years.    Illustrated. 
Demy  8vo.     155.  net. 

Holdsworth  (W.  S.).  M.A.    A  HISTORY 
OF  ENGLISH  LAW.     In  Two  Volumes. 
Vol.  I.     Demy  8vo.     10s.  6d.  net. 

Holyoake  (G.  J.).    THE  CO-OPERATIVE 
MOVEMENT  TO-DAY.     Third  Edition. 
Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[Social  Questions  Series. 
Hoppner,    A    LITTLE    GALLERY    OF. 

Twenty  examples   in   photogravure  of  his 
finest  work.     Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Galleries. 
Horace:    THE    ODES    AND    EPODES. 

Translated  by  A.  D.  Godley,  M.A.,  Fellow 
of  Magdalen  College,  Oxford.     Crmvn  8vo. 
2s.  [Classical  Translations. 

Horsburgh  (E.  L.  S.),  M.A.   WATERLOO : 
A  Narrative  and  Criticism.      With  Plans. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     5s. 

SAVONAROLA.      With   Portraits   and 
Illustrations.     Second  Edition.    Fcap.  8vo. 
Cloth,  3*.  6d.  ;  leat/ur,  as.  net. 

[Little  Biographies. 
Horton  (R.  P.),  D.D.     JOHN    HOWE. 

With  Portrait.    Crown  8v*.    31.  6d. 
[Leaders  of  Religion. 

Hosie  (Alexander).  MANCHURIA."  With Illustrations  and  a  Map.  Second  Edition. 
Demy  8vo.  10s.  6d.  net. 

HOW  (F.  D.).  SIX  GREAT  SCHOOL- 
MASTERS. With  Portraits.  Demy  8vo. 

-,s.  6d. 

Howell  (G.).  TRADE  UNIONISM— NEW 
AND  OLD.  Third  Edition.  Crown  8vo. 
2S.  6d.  [Social  Questions  Series. 

Hudson    (Robert).     MEMORIALS    OF 
A  WARWICKSHIRE  PARISH.  With 
many  Illustrations.  Demy  8vo.  15$. 

net. 
Hughes  (C.  E.).  THE  PRAISE  OF 
SHAKESPEARE.  An  English  Anthology. 
With  a  Preface  by  Sidney  Lee.  Demy 
8vo.     3s.  6d.  net. 

Hughes    (Thomas).      TOM    BROWN'S SCHOOLDAYS.  With  an  Introduc- 
tion  and  Notes  by  Vernon  Rhndall. 
Leather.     Royal  32V10.     2s.  6d.  net. 

Hutchinson    (Horace  G.).     THE  NEW 
FOREST.  Described  by.  Illustrated  in 
colour  with  50  Pictures  by  Walter 
Tyndale  and  4  by  Miss  Lucy  Kemp 
Welch.    Large  Demy  8vo.    21s.  net. 

Hutton  (A.  W.),  M.A.    CARDINAL  MAN- 
NING.   With  Portrait.  Crown8vo.  3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 
Hutton  (R.  H.).  CARDINAL  NEWMAN. 

With  Portrait.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 
[Leaders  of  Religion. 

Hutton  (W.H.),  M.A.  THE  LIFE  OF  SIR 
THOMAS  MORE.  With  Portraits. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  8vo.    5J. 

WILLIAM  LAUD.  With  Portrait.  Second 
Edition.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 
Hyett  (F.  A.).     A    SHORT    HISTi 

OF    FLORENCE.     Demy  8vo.     7s.   6d. 
net. 

HYPNEROTOMACHIAPOLIPHILI  UB1 
HUMANA  OMNIA  NON  NISI  SOM- 
NIUM  ESSE  DOCETATQUE  OBITER 
PLURIMA  SCITU  SANE  QUAM 
DIGNA  COMMEMORAT.  An  edition 
limited  to  350  copies  on  handmade  paper. 
Folio.     Three  Guineas  net. 

Ibsen  (Henrik).  BRAND.  A  Drama.  Trans- 
lated by  William  Wilson.  Third  Edition. 

Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 
Inge  ( W.  R. ),  M.A. ,  Fellow  and  Tutor  of  Hert- 

ford College,  Oxford.  CHRISTIAN  M 
TICISM.     The  Bampton  Lectures  for  1899. 
Demy  8vo.     12s.  6d.  net. 

LIGHT,  LIFE,  AND  LOVE:  A  Selection 
from  the  German  Mystics.  With  an  Intro- 

duction and  Notes.  Small Pott  8vo.  Cloth 
2s.  ;  leat/ur,  2s.  6d.  net. 

I  Library  of  Devotion. 
Innes(A.D.),  M.A.  A  HISTORY  OFTHK 

BRITISH  IN  INDIA.  With  Maps  and 
Plans.    Crown  %vo.     ys.  6d. 
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Jackson (3.),  M.A.  A  PRIMER  of  busi- 
ness. Third  Edition.  Crown  Zvo. 

is.  6d.  [Commercial  Series. 

Jackson  (F.  Hamilton).    SICILY.    With 
many  Illustrations  by  the  Author.  Small 
Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  3-r.  ;  Leather,  3s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Guides. 
Jacob  (F.),  M.A.  JUNIOR  FRENCH 
EXAMINATION  PAPERS.  Fcap.  Zvo. 
is.  [Junior  Examination  Series. 

Jeans  (J.  Stephen).    TRUSTS,  POOLS, 
AND  CORNERS.     Crown  Zvo.     2*.6d. 

[Social  Questions  Series. 

JeJreys  (D.  Gwyn).  DOLLY'S  THE- ATRICALS. Described  and  Illustrated 
with  24  Coloured  Pictures.  Pott  \to. 
2S.  6d. 

JenkS  (E.),  M.A.,  Reader  of  Law  in  the 
University  of  Oxford.  ENGLISH  LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT.     Crown  Zvo.  _  2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 
Jessopp    (Augustus),    D.D.       JOHN 

DONNE.      With    Portrait.      Crown    Zvo. 
3s.  6d.  [Leaders  of  Religion. 

Jevons  (F.  B.),  M.A.,  Litt.D.,  Principal  of 
Hatfield    Hall,   Durham.     EVOLUTION. 

Crown  Zvo.    3s.  6d.   [Churchman's  Library. AN     INTRODUCTION    TO    THE 
HISTORY     OF     RELIGION.      Second 
Edition.     Demy  Zvo.     10s.  6d. 

[Handbooks  of  Theology. 

Johnston  (Sir  H.  H.),  K.C.B.  BRITISH 
CENTRAL  AFRICA.  With  nearly  200 
Illustrations  and  Six  Maps.  Second 
Edition.     Crown  \to.     iZs.  net. 

Jones  (H.).    A  GUIDE  TO  PROFESSIONS 
AND  BUSINESS.     CrownZvo.  _  is.  6d. 

[Commercial  Series. 

Jones  (L.  A.  Atherley),  K.C.,  M.P.,  and 
Bellot  (Hugh  H.  L.).  THE  MINERS- 
GUIDE  TO  THE  COAL  MINES' REGULATION  ACTS.  Crown  Zvo. 
2S.  6d.  net. 

Julian  (Lady)  of  Norwich.  REVELA- 
TIONS OF  DIVINE  LOVE.  Edited  by 

Grace  W arrack.     Crown  Zvo.    3s.  6d. 
Juvenal,  THE  SATIRES  OF.  Translated 

by  S.  G.  Owen.     Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 
[Classical  Translations. 

Kaufmann   (M.).      SOCIALISM     AND 
MODERN     THOUGHT.        Crown    Zvo. 
2S.  6d.  [Social  Questions  Series. 

KeatingCJ.  F.),  D.D.    THE  AGAPE  AND 
THE  EUCHARIST.    Crown  Zvo.    3s.  6d. 

KeatS  (John),  THE  POEMS  OF.  With  an 
Introduction  by  L.  Binyon,  and  Notes  by 
J.Masefield.  SmallPottZvo.  Cloth,  is.  6d. 
net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.       [Little  Library. 

KeatS.  THE  POEMS  OF.  Edited  with 
Introduction  and  Notes  by  E.  de  Selin- 
court,  M.A.     Demy  Zvo.    js,  6d.  net. 

Keble  (John).  THE  CHRISTIAN  YEAR. 
With  an  Introduction  and  Notes  by  W. 
LOCK,  D.D.,  Warden  of  Keble  College. 
Illustrated  by  R.  Anning  Bell.  Third 
Edition.  Fcap.  Zvo.  3s.  td ;  padded 
morocco,  5s. 

THE  CHRISTIAN  YEAR.  With  Intro- 
duction and  Notes  by  Walter  Lock, 

D.D.,  Warden  of  Keble  College.  Second 
Edition.  Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  2s. ; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Library  of  Devotion. 

LYRA  INNOCENTIUM.  Edited,  with 
Introduction  and  Notes,  by  Walter  Lock, 
D. D.,  Warden  of  Keble  College,  Oxford. 
Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  2s. ;  leather, 
2s.6d.net.  .       [Library  of  Devotion. 

Kempis  (Thomas  A).    THE  IMITATION 
OF  CHRIST.  With  an  Introduction  by 
Dean  Farrar.  Illustrated  by  C.  M. 
Gere  Seco?id  Edition.  Fcap.  Zvo.  3s.  6d.  ; 
padded  morocco,  $s. 

THE  IMITATION  OF  CHRIST.  A  Re- 
vised Translation,  with  an  Introduction  by 

C.  Bigg,  D.D.,  late  Student  of  Christ 
Church.  Third  Editio...  Small  Pott  Zvo. 

Cloth,  2S.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 
[Library  of  Devotion. 

A  practically  new  translation  of  this  book 
which  the  reader  has,  almost  for  the  first 
time,  exactly  in  the  shape  in  which  it  left 
the  hands  of  the  author. 

The  Same  Edition  in  large  type.  Crown 
Zvo.    3s.  6d. 

Kennedy  (James  Houghton),  D.D.,  Assist- 
ant Lecturer  in  Divinity  in  the  University 

of  Dublin.  ST.  PAUL'S  SECOND AND  THIRD  EPISTLES  TO  THE 
CORINTHIANS.  With  Introduction, 
Dissertations  and  Notes.     Crown  Zvo.  6s. 

Kestell  (J.  D.).  THROUGH  SHOT  AND 
FLAME  :  Being  the  Adventures  and  Ex- 

periences of  J.  D.  Kestell,  Chaplain  to 
General  Christian  de  Wet.    Crown  Zvo.    6s. 

Kimmins  (C  W.),  M.A.  THE  CHEM- ISTRY OF  LIFE  AND  HEALTH. 
Illustrated.     Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 

Kinglake  (A.  W.).  EOTHEN.  With  an 
Introduction  and  Notes.  Small  Pott  Zvo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 

Kipling  (Rudyard).    BARRACK -ROOM 
BALLADS.     13rd   Thousand.      Cr.  Zvo. 
Twentieth  Edition.     6s. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

THE     SEVEN     SEAS.      62nd   Thousand 
Ninth  Edition.     Crown  Zvo,  gilt^  top,  6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
THE    FIVE    NATIONS.      41st  Thousand. 

Second  Edition.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

DEPARTMENTAL  DITTIF.S.     Sixteenth 
Edition.     Crotvn  Zvo.     Buckram.     6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
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Knowling  (R.  J.),  M.A.,  Professor  of  New 
Testament  Exegesis  at  King's  College, 
London.  THE  EPISTLE  OF  S.  JAMES. 
With  Introduction  and  Notes.  Demy  Zvo. 
6s.  [Westminster  Commentaries. 

Lamb  (Charles  and  Mary),  THE  WORKS 
OF.  Edited  by  _  E.  V.  Lucas.  With 
Numerous  Illustrations.  In  Seven  Volumes. 

Demy  Zvo.     "js.  64.  each. 
THE  ESSAYS  OF  ELIA.  With  over  ico 

Illustrations  by  A.  Garth  Jones,  and  an 
Introduction  by  E.  V.  Lucas.  Demy  Zvo. 
jos.  6d. 

ELIA,    AND    THE    LAST    ESSAYS  OF 
ELIA.  Edited  by  E.V.Lucas.  Small  Pott 
Zvo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
THE  KING  AND  QUEEN  OF  HEARTS  : 

An  1805  Book  for  Children.  Illustrated  by 
William  Mulready.  A  new  edition,  in 
facsimile,  edited  by  E.  V.  Lucas,     js.  6d. 

Lambert  (F.  A.  H.).  SURREY.  Illustrated 
by  E.  H.  New.  Small  Pott  Zvo,  cloth, 
■\s.  '  leather,  3s.  6d.  net.        [Little  Guides. 

Lambros    (Prolessor).      ECTHESIS 
CHRONICA  Edited  by.  Demy  Zvo. 
'js.  6d.  net.  [Byzantine  Texts. 

Lane-Poole  (Stanley),   a  history  of 
EGYPT    IN    THE    MIDDLE    AGES. 
Fully  Illustrated.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Langbridge(F.)M.A.  BALLADS  OF  THE 
BRAVE  :  Poems   of  Chivalry,  Enterprise, 
Courage,  and  Constancy.     Second  Edition. 
Crcr.vn  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

Law  (William).   A  SERIOUS  CALL  TO  A 
DEVOUT  AND  HOLY  LIFE.     Edited, 
with  an  Introduction,  by  C.   Bigg,  D.P.. 
late    Student    of    Christ   Church.       Third 
Edition.       Small    Pott    Zvo,    cloth,    is. ; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Library  of  Devotion. 

This  is  a  reprint,  word  for  word  and  line 
for  line,  of  the  Editio  Princess. 

Leach  (Henry).  THE  DUKE  OF  DEVON- 
SHIRE.    A  Bioe-raphy.     With  12  Illustra- 

tions.    Demy  Zvo.     12s.6d.net. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Lee  (Captain  Melville).  A  HISTORY  OF 
POLICE  IN  ENGLAND.  Crown  Zvo. 
■js.  6d. 

Loi-h  (Percival).  THE  COMIC  ENG- 
LISH GRAMMAR.  Embellished  with 

upwards  of  50  characteristic  Illustrations  by 
John  Leech.     Post  \6mo.  2s.  6  /.  net. 

Lewes(V.B.),  M.A.  AIR  AND  WATER. 
Illustrated.     Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 

Lisle    (Miss  F.   fie).      BURNE-JOXES. 
With  30  Illustrations.  Deny  xGmo.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Li1  tie  Books  on  Art. 

Littlehales  (H.).     See  C.  Wordsworth. 
Lock  (Walter),  D.D.,  Wnrden  of  Keble 

Collet.  ST.  PAUL,  THE  MASTER- 
BUILDER.     CrownZvo.     3s.  6d. 

JOHN  KEBLE.  With  Portrait.  Crown 
Zvo.     y  §d.  [Leaders  of  Religion. 

Locker  (?.).  LONDON  LYRICS.  Edited 
by  A.  D.  Godlev,  M.A.  Small  Pott  Zvo, 
cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
Longfellow,  SELECTIONS  FROM. 

Edited  by  Lilian  M.  Faithfull.  Small 
Pott  Zvo,  cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Library. 

Lorimer  (George  Horace).    LETTERS 
FROM   A   SELF-MADE  MERCHANT 
TO  HIS  SON.   Eleventh  Edition.    Crown 
Zvo.    6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Lover  (Samuel).    HANDY  ANDY.  With 

24  Illustrations  by  the  Author.     Fcaf>.  Zvo. 
2S.  6d.  net.  [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

E.  V.  L.  and  C.  L.  G.  ENGLAND  DAY 

BY  DAY  :  Or,  The  Englishman's  Hand- book to  Efficiency.  Illustrated  by  Georgb 
Morrow.  Fourth  Edition.  Fcap.  +to.  is. 

net. 
A  burlesque  Year- Book  and  Almanac. 

Lucian.  SIX  DIALOGUES  (Nigrinus, 
Icaro-Menippus.  The  Cock,  The  Ship,  The 
Parasite,  The  Lover  of  Falsehood).  Trans- 

lated by  S.  T.  Irwin,  M.A.,  Assistant 
Master  at  Clifton ;  late  Scholar  of  Exeter 
College,  Oxford.    Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

[Classical  Translations. 

Lyde  (L.  W.),  M.A.  A  COMMERCIAL 
GEOGRAPHY  OF  THE  BRITISH 
EMPIRE.  Third  Edition.  Crown  Zvo. 
2s.  [Commercial  Series. 

Lydon  (Noel  S.).  A  junior  geo- 
metry. With  numerous  diagrams. 

Crown  Zvo.     2s.  [Junior  School  Books. 

Lyttelton(Hon.  Mrs.  A.).  WOMEN  AND 
THEIR  WORK.     Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

M.  M.      HOW  TO  DRESS  AND  WHAT 
TO  WEAR.     Crown  Zvo,  is.  net. 

Macaulay(Lord).  CRITICAL  AND  HIS- TORICAL ESSAYS.  Edited  by  F.  C. 
Montague,  M.A.  Three  Volumes.  Cr. 
Zvo.     iZs. 
The  only  edition  of  this  book  completely 

annotated. 

M'Allen   (J.  E.  B.),  M.A.      THE   PRIN- CIPLES     OF      BOOKKEEPING      BY 
DOUBLE  ENTRY.     Crcnvn  Zvo.     2s. 

[Commercial  Series. 
MacCullOCh    (J.    A.).      COMPARATIVE 

THEOLOGY.     Crcnvn  Zvo.     6s. 

[Churchman's  Library. 
MacCunn(F.).    JOHN  KNOX.   With  Por- 

trait.    Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 
[Leaders  of  Religion. 

McDermott,  (E  R.),  Editor  of  the  Railioay 
News,    City  Editor  of  the  Daily   News. 
RAILWAYS.     Crown  Z-o.     2s.6d.nrt. 

[Looks  on  Business 
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M'Dowall  (A.  S.).  CHATHAM.  With  12 
Illustrations.  Fcap.  8vo.  Cloth,  3s.  6d. ; 
leather,  4s.  net.  [Little  Biographies. 

Mackay  (A. M.).  THE  CHURCHMAN'S INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  OLD 
TESTAMENT.     Crown  8vo.    3s.  6d. 

[Churchman's  Library. Magnus  (Laurie),  M.A.    A  PRIMER  OF 
WORDSWORTH.     Crown  Bvo.     2s.  6d. 

Mahaffy(J.  P.),Litt.D.  A  HISTORY  OF 
THE  EG\  PT  OF  THE  PTOLEMIES. 
Fully  Illustrated.     CroivnZvo.     6s. 

Maitland  (F.W.).  LL.  D. ,  Downing  Professor 
of  the  Laws  of  England  in  the  University  of 
Cambridge.  CANON  LAW  IN  ENG- 

LAND.    Royal  8vo.     7s.  6d. 

Maiden  (H.  E.),  M.A.#  ENGLISH  RE- 
CORDS. A  Companion  to  the  History  of 

England.     Crown  8to.     3J.  6d. 
THE  ENGLISH  CITIZEN  :  HIS  RIGHTS 
AND  DUTIES.     CrownZvo.     is.  6d. 

Mar/Chant  (E.  C),  M.  A. ,  Fellow  of  Peterhouse, 
Cambridge.  A  GREEK  ANTHOLOGY. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     35.  6d. 

Marchant(E.  C),  M.A.,  and  Cook  (A.  M.). 
M.A.        PASSAGES      FOR      UNSEEN 
TRANSLATION.  Second  Edition.  Crown 
8vo.     3 j.  6d. 

Marr  (J.  E.),   F.R.S.,  Fellow  of  St  John's College,  Cambridge.    THE  SCIENTIFIC 
STUDY  OF  SCENERY.    Second  Edition. 
Illustrated.     Crown  8r><?.     6.?. 

AGRICULTURAL  >   GEOLOGY.         With 
numerous  Illustrations.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Marvell  (Andrew).    THE  POEMS  OF. 
Edited  by  Edward  Wright.     Small  Pott 
8vo,  cloth,  js.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
MaskelKA.)    IVORIES.    With  many  plates 

in  Collotype  and  Photogravure.   Wide  Royal 
8vo.  25s.  net.  [Connoisseurs  Library. 

Mason   (A.  J.),  D.D.     THOMAS    CRAN 
MER.    With  Portrait.   Crown  8vo.    3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 
Massee  (George).  THE  EVOLUTION  OF 
PLANT  LIFE:  Lower  Forms.  With 
Illustrations.     Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 
Masterman(C.  F.  G.),  M.A.  TENNYSON 

AS  A  RELIGIOUS  TEACHER.  Crown 
8vo.     6s. 

May  (Phil).  THE  PHIL  MAY  ALBUM. 
Secona  Edition.     \to.  is.  net. 

Mellows (EmmaS.).    A  SHORT  STORY 
OF  ENGLISH  LITERATURE.  Crown 
8vo.     3s.  6d. 

Michell  (E.  B).  THE  ART  AND  PRAC- 
TICE OF  HAWKING.  With  3  Photo- 

gravures by  G.  E.  Lodge,  and  other 
Illustrations.     Demy  8vo.     10s.  6d. 

Millais(J.G.)  THE  LIFE  AND  LETTERS 
OF  SIR  JOHN  EVERETT  MILLAIS, 
President  of  the  Royal  Academy.     With  319 

Illustrations,   of   which    9    are    in    Photo- 
gravure.    2  vols.     Royal  8vo.     20s.  net. 

Millais.  A  LITTLE  GALLERY  OF. 
Twenty  examples  in  Photogravure  of  his 
finest  woik.     Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Galleries. 
MilliS  (C.  T.),  M.I.M.E.,  Principal  of  the 

Borough  Polytechnic  College.  TECH- 
NICAL ARITHMETIC  AND  GEO. 

METRY.  With  Diagrams.  Crown  Zvo. 
3s.  6d.  [Textbooks  of  Technology, 

Milne  (J.  G.),  M.A.  A  HISTORY  OF 
ROMAN  EGYPT.  Fully  Illustrated. 
Crown  8vo      6s. 

Milton,  John,  THE  POEMS  OF,  BOTH 
ENGLISH  AND  LATIN,  Compos'd  at 
several  times.    Printed  by  his  true  Copies. 
The  Songs  were  set  in  Musick  by  Mr. 

Henry  Lawes,  Gentleman  of  the  Kings 
Chappel,  and  one  of  His  Majesties  Private 
Musick. 

Printed  and  publish'd  according  to  Order. 
Printed  by  Ruth  Raworth  for  Humph- 

rey Moseley,  and  are  to  be  sold  at  the 
signeof  the  Princes  Armes  in  Pauls  Church- 

yard, 1645. 

THE  MINOR  POEMS  OF  JOHN  MIL- 
TON. Edited  by  H.  C.  Beeching,  M.A., 

Canon  of  Westminster.  Small  Pott  8vo, 
cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 

Minchin  (H.  C),  M.A.  A  LITTLE 
GALLERY  OF  ENGLISH  POETS. 
Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net.    [Little  Galleries. 

Mitchell  (P.  Chalmers),  M.A.  OUTLINES 
OF     BIOLOGY.       Illustrated.        Second 
Edition.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 
A  text  -  book  designed  to  cover  the 

Schedule  issued  by  the  Royal  College  of 
Physicians  and  Surgeons. 

-'Moil  (A.)-'  MINING  AND  MINING INVESTMENTS.  Crown  Bvo.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Books  on  Business. 

M0ir(D.  M.).  MANSIEWAUCH.  Edited 
by  T.  F.  Henderson.  Small  Pott  8vo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
Moore  (H.  E.).     BACK  TO  THE  LAND  : 

An  Inquiry  into  the  cure  for  Rural  Depopu- lation.    Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[Social  Questions  Series. 
Morflll  (W.    R.),    Oriel  College,  Oxford.     A 
HISTORY  OF  RUSSIA  FROM  PETER 
THE   GREAT   TO   ALEXANDER    II. 
With  Maps  and  Plans.   Crown  8vo.    7s.  6d. 

Morich   (R.    J.),    late    of    Clifton    College. 
GERMAN    EXAMINATION  PAPERS 
IN  MISCELLANEOUS  GRAMMAR 
AND  IDIOMS.     Sixth  Edition.     Crown 
8vo.     2s.  6d.       [School  Examination  Series. 

A    Key,  issued   to   Tutors   and    Private 
Students  only,  to  be  had  on  application 
to    the    Publishers.     Second  Edition. 
Crown  8vo.    6s.  net. 
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MoniS  (J.  E.).  THE  NORTH  RIDING 
OF  YORKSHIRE.  Illustrated  by  R.  J. 
S.  Bertram,  Small  Pott  Zvo,  cloth,  3s.  ; 
leather,  3s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Guides. 
Morton    (Miss    Anderson).     See    Miss 

Brodrick. 

MOUle  (H.  C.  G.),  D.D. ,  Lord  Bishop  of  Dur- 
ham.    CHARLES  SIMEON.     With  Por- 
trait.    Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 
Mnir  (M.    M.   Pattison),    M.A.      THE 
CHEMISTRY  OF  FIRE.#  The  Ele- 

mentary Principles  of  Chemistry.  Illus- 
trated.    Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 
Mtmdella  (V.  A),  M.A.     See  J.  T.  Dunn. 
Naval  Officer  (A).  THE  ADVENTURES 

OF  A  POST  CAPTAIN.  With  24  coloured 
plates  by  Mr.  Williams.  Fcap.  Zvo.  v.  6d. 
net.  [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

Neal  (W.  G.).     See  R.  N.  Hall. 
Newman  (J.   H.)  and  others.     LYRA 
APOSTOLICA.  With  an  Introduction 
by  Canon  Scott  Holland,  and  Notes  by 
Canon  Beeching,  M.A.  Small  Pott  Zvo. 
Cloth,  2S.;  leather,  25.  6d.  net. 

[Library  of  Devotion. 

Nichols  (J.  B.  B.).  A  LITTLE  BOOK  OF 
ENGLISH  SONNETS.  Small  Pott Zvo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  is.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 

Nicklin  (T.),  M.A.  EXAMINATION 
PAPERS    IN    THUCYDIDES.      Crown 
ZvO.       2S. 

Nimrod.  THE  LIFE  AND  DEATH  OF 
JOHN  MYTTON,  ESQ.  With  18 
Coloured  Plates  by  Henry  Alken  and 
T.  J.  Rawlins.  Third  Edition.  Fca/.Zvo. 
3s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30s.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
THE  LIFE  OF  A  SPORTSMAN.  With 

35  Coloured  Plates  by  Henry  Alken. 
Fcap.  Zvo.     4s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30J.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

Norway  (A.  H.),  Author  of  Highwaysand  By- 

ways in  Devon  and  Cornwall.'  NAPLES  : PAST  AND  PRESENT.  With  many 
Illustrations.     Crozvn  8vo.    6s. 

Novalis.  THE  DISCIPLES  AT  SAlS 
AND  OTHER  FRAGMENTS.  Edited 

by  Miss  Una  Birch.     Fcap.  8.-':'.     3s.  6d. 
01iphant(Mrs.).  THOMAS  CHALMERS. 

With  Portrait.     Crown  Svo.     3s.  6d. 
[  Leaden  of  Religion. 

Oman  (C.  W.),  M.A.,   Fellow  of  All  Souls', Oxford.      A   HISTORY  OF  THE   ART 

OF  WAR.  Vol.  11.:  The  Middle  Ages, 
from  the  Fourth  to  the  Fourteenth  Century. 
Illustrated.     Demy  Zvo.    21s. 

Ottley  (R.  L.),  D.D.,  Professor  of  Pastoral 
Theology  at  Oxford  and  Canon  of  Christ 
Church.  THE  DOCTRINE  OF  THE 
INCARNATION.  Second  and  Cheaper 
Edition.     Demy  Zvo.     12s.  6d. 

[Handbooks  of  Theology. 

LANCELOT  ANDREWES.  With  Por- 
trait.     Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 

Overton  (J.  H.),  M.A.  JOHN  WESLEY. 
With  Portrait.     Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

[Leaders  of  Religion. 

Owen  (Douglas),  Barrister-at-Law,  Secretary 
to  the  Alliance  Marine  and  General  Assur- 

ance Company.  PORTS  AND  DOCKS. 
Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Books  on  Business. 

Oxford  CM.  N.),  of  Guy's  Hospital.  A HANDBOOK  OF  NURSING.  Second 
Edition.    Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

Pakes  (W.  C.  C).  THE  SCIENCE  OF 
HYGIENE.  With  numerous  Illustrations. 
Demy  Zvo.    15^. 

Parkinson  (John).  PARADISI  IN  SOLE 
PARADISUS  TERRISTRIS,  OR  A 
GARDEN  OF  ALL  SORTS  OF  PLEA- 

SANT FLOWERS.     Folio.    £2,  2s.  net. 
Also  an  Edition  of  20  copies  on  Japanese 

vellum.     Ten  Guineas  net. 

Parmenter(John).  HELIOTROPES, OR 
NEW  POSIES  FOR  SUNDIALS,  1625. 
Edited  by  Percival  Landon.  Quarto. 

3s.  6d.  net. 
Parmentier  (Prof.  L6on)  and  Bidez  (M.). 

EVAGRIUS.       Demy  Zvo.     10s.6d.net. 

[  Byzantine  Texts. 
Pascal,    THE    THOUGHTS   OF.      With 

Introduction  and  Notes  by  C.  S.  Jerram. 
Small  Pott  Zvo.     2s.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Library  of  Devotion. 
Paston  (George).  AUTHORS  AND 

ARTISTS  OF  ENGLISH  COLOURED 
BOOKS.  Illustrated.  Fcap.  Zvo.  zs.  6d. 
net. 

ROMNEY.  With  many  Illustrations.  Demy 
\6mo.     2S.  6d.  net.       [Little  Books  on  Art. 

Patterson  (A.  H.).  NOTES  OF  AN  EAST 
COAST  NATURALIST.  Illustrated  in 
Colour  by  F.  Southgate.    Cr.  Zvo.     6s. 

Peacock  (MiSS).  MILLET.  With  30  Illus- 
trations.    Demy  \6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

Pearce  (E.  H.),  M.A.  THE  ANNALS  OF 
CHRIST'S  HOSPITAL.  With  many 
Illustrations.     Demy  Zvo.    js.  6d. 

Peary  (R.  E.),  Gold  Medallist  of  the  Royal 
Geographical  Society.  NORTHWARD 
OVER  THE  GREAT  ICE.  With  over 800 
Illustrations.     2  vols.    Royal  Zvo.    22s.net. 
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Peel  (Sidney),  late  Fellow  of  Trinity  College, 
Oxford,  and  Secretary  to  the  Royal  Com- 

mission on  the  Licensing  Laws.  PRACTI- 
CAL LICENSING  REFORM.  Second 

Edition.    Crown  8vo.     is.  6d. 

Peters  (J.  P.),  D.D.  THE  OLD  TESTA- 
MENT AND  THE  NEW  SCHOLAR- 

SHIP. Cr.  8vo.  6s.   [Churchman's  Library. 
Petrie  (W.  M.  Flinders ),  D.  C.  L. ,  LL.  D. ,  Pro- 

fessor of  Egyptology  at  University  College. 
A  HISTORY  OF  EGYPT,  from  the 
Earliest  Times  to  the  Present  Day. 
Fully  Illustrated.  In  six  volumes.  Crown 
8vo.    6s.  each. 

Vol.  i.  Prehistoric  Times  to  XVIth 
Dynasty.     Fifth  Edition. 

Vol.  ii.  The  XVIIth  and  XVIIIth  Dy- 
nasties.    Fourth  Edition. 

Yol.  iv.  The  Egypt  of  the  Ptolemies. 
J.  P.  Mahaffy,  Litt.D. 

Vol.  v.    Roman  Egypt.    J.  G.  Milne,  M.  A. 
Vol.  vi.  Egypt  in  the  Middle  Ages. 

Stanley  Lane-Poole,  M.A. 
RELIGION  AND  CONSCIENCE  IN 

A.NCIENT  EGYPT.  Fully  Illustrated. 
Crown  8vo.     vs.  6d. 

SYRIA  AND  EGYPT,  FROM  THE  TELL 
EL  AMARNA  TABLETS.  Crown  8vo. 
2s.  Cd. 

EGYPTIAN  TALES.  Illustrated  by  Trist- 
ram Elli>.  hi  Two  Volumes.  Crown  8vo. 

?s.  61.  each. 
EGYPTIAN  DECORATIVE  ART.  With 

120  Illustrations.     Crown  8ro.     y  6^- 

Phillips  (W.  A.).  CANNING.  With  12 
Illustrations.  Fcap.  8vo.  Cloth,  3s.  6d.  ; 
leather,  as.  net.  [Little  Biographies. 

Pliillpotts  (Eden).  MY  DEVON  YEAR. 
With  38  Illustrations  by  J.  Ley  Pethy- 
biudge.  Second  and  Cheaper  Edition. 
Large  Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Pienaar  (Philip).     WITH  STEYN  AND 
DE  WET.  .Second  Edition.  Crown  8vo. 
3s.  6d. 

PlautUS.  THE  CAPTIVI.  Edited,  with 
an  Introduction,  Textual  Notes,  and  a  Com- 

mentary, by  W.  M.  Lindsay,  Fellowof  Jesus 
College,  Oxford.     Verity  8vo.     10s.  6d.  net. 

Flo\7den-Y7ardla-w(J.T.^B.A..King,sColl. Cam.      EXAMINATION    PAPERS    IN 
ENGLISH  HISTORY.   Crown 8yo. 2s.  6d. 

[School  Examination  Series. 
TocOCk  (Roger).      A  FRONTIERSMAN. 

Third  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Podmore     (Frank).      MODERN 
SPIRITUALISM.    Two  Volumes.    Demy 
8r'^.     sis.  net. 

A  History  and  a  Criticism. 
Poor   (J.  Patrick   La).      A    MODERN 

LEGIONARY;     CrownZvo.     6s. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Pollard  (Alice)  and  Birnstingl  (Ethel). 
COROT.      With   30   Illustrations.      Demy 
i6mo.  [Little  Books  on  Art. 

A 

Pollard  (A.  W.).  OLD  PICTURE  BOOKS. 
With  many  Illustrations.  Deviy  8vo. 

7s.  6d.  net. Pollard  (Eliza  F.).  GREUZE  AND 
BOUCHER.     Demy\6mo.     2s.6d.net. 

[Little  Books  on  Art. 

PollOCk  (David),  M.I.N. A.,  Author  of 
Modern  Shipbuilding  and  the  Men  engaged 

in  it,'  etc.,  etc.  THE  SHIPBUILDIN  G INDUSTRY.     Cro^vn  8vo.     2s.  6d.  net. 
[Books  on  Business. 

Potter  (M.  C),  M.A.,  F.L.S.  A  TEXT- 
BOOK OF  AGRICULTU RAL  BOTANY. 

Illustrated.  Second  Edition.  Crown  Zvo. 
as.  6d.  [University  Extension  Series. 

Potter  B07  (An  Old).    WHEN  I  WAS  A 
CHILD.     Crown  8vo.    3s.  6d. 

Pradeau  (G.).  A  KEY  TO  THE  TIME 
ALLUSIONS  IN  THE  DIVINE 
COMEDY.  With  a  Dial.  Small  quarto. 

3s.  6d. Prance  (G.).     See  R.  Wyon. 
Prescott  (0.  L.).  ABOUT  MUSIC,  AND 
WHAT  IT  IS  MADE  OF.  Crown  8vo. 

3s.  6d.  net. 
Price  (L.  L.),  M.A.,  Fellow  of  Oriel  College, 

Oxon.  A  HISTORY  OF  ENGLISH 
POLITICAL  ECONOMY.  Fourth 
Edition.        Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 
Primrose     (Deborah).      A    MODERN 

BCEOTIA.     Cr.  8vo.     6s. 
PROTECTION  AND  INDUSTRY.  By 

various  Writers.     Crown  8vo.     is.  6d.  net. 

Pugin  and  Rowlandson.  THE  MICRO- 
COSM OF  LONDON,  or  London  in 

Miniature.  With  104  Illustrations  in 
colour.      In  Three  Volumes.      Small  $to. 

"Q."  THE  GOLDEN  POMP.  A  Proces- 
sion of  English  Lyrics.  Arranged  by  A.  T. 

Quiller Couch.  Crown8vo.  Buckram.  6s. 
QUEVEDO  VILLEGAS,  THE  VISIONS 

OF  DOM  FRANCISCO  DE,  Knight  of 
the  Order  of  St.  James.  Made  English 

by  R.  L. From  the  edition  printed  for  H.  Herring- 
man,  1668.     Leather,  2s.  net. 

[Miniature  Library*. 

G.  R.  and  E.  S.  THE  WTOODHOUSE CORRESPONDENCE.     Crown8vo.    6s. 

P.ackham  (R.  B.),  M.A.    THE  ACTS  OF 
THE  APOSTLES.  With  an  Introduction 
and  Notes.  Detny8vo.  New  and  Cheaper 
Ed.  10s.  6d.  [Westminster  Commentaries. 

Randolph  (B.  \V.),  D.D.,  Principal  of  the 
Theological  College,  Ely.  THE  PSALMS 
OF  DAVID.  With  an  Introduction  and 
Notes.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  2s.; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.     [Library  of  Devotion. 

Rannie  (D.  W.),  M.A.  A  STUDENT'S HISTORY  OF  SCOTLAND.  Cr.  Zvo. 

3s.  6d. 
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Rashdall  (Hastings),  M.A.,  Fellow  and 
Tutor  of  New  College,  Oxford.  DOC- 

TRINE AND  DEVELOPMENT.  Crown 
8vo.    6s. 

Rawstorne      (Lawrence,      Esq.). 
GAMONIA:  or,  The  Art  of  Preserving 
Game  ;  and  an  Improved  Method  of  making 
plantations  and  covers,  explained  and  illus- 

trated by.  With  15  Coloured  Drawings  by 
T.  Rawlins.     Fcap.  8vo.     3s.  6d.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
A  Real  Paddy.  REAL  LIFE  IN  IRE- 

LAND, or  The  Day  ?.nd  Night  Scenes  of 
Brian  Eoru,  Esq.,  and  his  Elegant  Friend, 

Sir  Shawn  O'Dogherty.  With  19  Coloured 
Plates  by  Heath,  Marks,  etc.  Fcap.  8vo. 
3s.  6d.  net.         [Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

Reason  (W.),  M.A.  UNIVERSITY  AND 
SOCIAL  SETTLEMENTS.  Crown  8vo. 
2-f-  €>d.  [Social  Questions  Series. 

Redfern  (W.  B.),  Author  of  ■  Ancient  Wood 
and  Iron  Work  in  Cambridge,'  etc.  ROYAL 
AND  HISTORIC  GLOVES  AND 
ANCIENT  SHOES.  Profusely  Illus- 

trated in  colour  and  half-tone.  Quarto, 
£2,  2s.  net. 

Reynolds,  a  little  gallery  of. 
Twenty  examples  in  photogravure   of  his 
finest  work.     Demy  167/10.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Galleries. 
Roberts  (M.  E.).     See  C.  C.  Channer. 
Robertson,  (A.),  D.D.,  Lord  Bishop  of 

Exeter.  REGNUM  DEI.  The  Bampton 
Lectures  of  1901.     Demy  8vo.     12s.  6d.  net. 

Robertson  (C.  Grant),  M.A.,  Fellow  of  All 
Souls'  College,  Oxford,  Examiner  in  the Honour  School  of  Modern  History,  Oxford, 
1901-1904.  SELECT  STATUTES,  CASES, AND  CONSTITUTIONAL  DOCU- 

MENTS, 1660-1832.  Demy  8vo.  10s.  6d. net. 

Robertson  (Sir  G.  S.)K.  C.S.I.  CHITRAL: 
The  Story  of  a  Minor  Siege.  With  numer- 
us  Illustrations,  Map  and  Plans.  Fourth 

Edition.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Robinson  (A.W.),  M.A.  THE  EPISTLE 
TO  THE  GALATIANS.  With  an  Intro- 

duction and  Notes.  Second  Edition.  Fcap. 
8vo.    is.  6d.  net.  [Churchman's  Bible." Robinson  (Cecilia).  THE  MINISTRYOF 
DEACONESSES.  With  an  Introduction 
by  the  late  Archbishop  of  Canterbury. 
Croiun  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

Rochefoucauld  (La),  the  maxims  of. 
Translated  by  Dean  Stanhope.  Edited  by 
G.  H.  Powell.  Small  Pott  8vo,  cloth,  is.6d. 
net;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.         [ Little  Library. 

ROdwell  (G.),  B.A.  NEW  TESTAMENT 
GREEK.  A  Course  for  Beginners.  With 
a  Preface  by  Walter  Lock,  D.D.,  Warden 
of  Kehle  College.     Fcaf>.8vo.     ?s.  6d. 

Roe  (Fred).  A  N  CI  E  N  T  CO  F  FE  RS  AND 
CUPBOARDS:    Their    History  and    De- 

scription. With  many  Illustrations.  Quaria 

£3>  3s-  net- Rogers  (A.  G.  L.),  M.A.,  Editor  of  the  las: 
volume  of  The  History  of  Agriculture  ant 
Prices  in  England.       THE    AGRICUL 
TURAL   INDUSTRY.      Crown    8vo. 
2S.  6d.  net.  [Books  on  Business, 

itomney.    A    LITTLE    GALLERY    OF. 
Twenty  examples   in   Photogravure  of  his 
nest  work.     Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Galleries, 
R0SC0e(E.S.).  ROBERT  HARLEY.EARL 

OF  OXFORD.     Illustrated.      Demy  8vo. •js.  6d. 

This  is  the  only  life  of  Harley  in  existence. 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.     Illustrated 

by  F.  D.  Bedford.    Small  Pott  8vo,  cloth 
3s.;  leather,  3s.  6d.  [Little  Guides. 

Rose  (Edward).    THE  ROSE  reader. 
With  numerous  Illustrations.  Crown  8ro. 
2S.  6d.  Also  in  4  Parts.  Parts  I.  and  II. 
6d.  each  ;  Part  III.  8d. ;  Part  IV.  iod. 

Rubie  (A.  E.),  M.A.,  Head  Master  of 
College,  Eltham.  THE  GOSPEL  AC- 

CORDING TO  ST.  MARK.  With  three 
Maps.     Crown  8vo.    is.  6d. 

[Junior  School  Books. 
THE  ACTS  OF  THE  APOSTLES.  Croivn 

%vo.     2S.  [Junior  School  Eooks. 
THE  FIRST  BOOK  OF  KINGS.  With 

Notes.     Crown  8vo.     is.  6d. 

_  [Junior  School  Books. Russell  (W.  Clark).  THE  LIFE  ol 
ADMIRAL  LORD  COLLINGWOOD. 
With  Illustrations  by  F.  Br  angwyn.  Fourth 
Edition.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
St.  Anselm,  THE  DEVOTIONS  OF. 

Edited  byC.  C.  J.  Webb,  M.A.  Small  Pott 
8vo.  Cloth,  2S.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Library  of  Devotion. 
St.  Augustine,  THE  CONFESSIONS  of. 

Newly  Translated,   with    an    Introduction 
and  Notes,  by  C.  Bigg,  D.D.,  late  Student 
of  Christ  Church.     Third  Edition.     Small 
Pott  8vo.     Cloth,  2s  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

•  „    ,..,-..  —  [Library  of  Devotion. Sakl   (Munro  H.).     REGINALD.     Fcap. 2S.  6d.  net. 

Sales  (St.  Francis  de).    ON  THE  LOVE 
OF  GOD.  Edited  by  W.  J.  Knox-Littlf, 
M.A.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  2s.  ;  leather, 
2s.6d.net.  [Library  of  Devotion. 

Salmon  (A.  L.).  CORNWALL.  Illustrated 
by  B.  C.  Boulter.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth, 
3s.  ;  leather,  3s.  6d.  net.        [Little  Guides. 

A  POPULAR  GUIDE  TO  DEVON. 
Medium  8vo.     6d.  net. 

Sargeaunt  (J.),  M.A.  ANNALS  OF WESTMINSTER  SCHOOL.  With 
numerous  Illustrations.    Devry  Er-o     7<t  6d 

Sat :  tas  (0.X  T  HE  HISTORY  "  O  F J'    l.LLUS.     Demy8vo.     15J.  net. 
[Byzantine  Texts. 
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Schmitt  (John).  THE  CHRONICLE  OF 
MORE  A.     Demy  Zvo.  15s.net. 

[Byzantine  Texts. 
Seeley(H.G.)F.R.S.  DRAGONS  OF  THE 
AIR.  With  many  Illustrations.  Crcnvn 
Zvo.    6s. 

Sells  (V.  P.).  M.A.  THE  MECHANICS 
OF  DAILY  LIFE.  Illustrated.  Crown 
Zvo.     2S.  6d.    [University  Extension  Series. 

Selous  (Edmund).     TOMMY    SMITH'S ANIMAL-.  Illustrated  by  G.  W.  Okd. 
Second  Edition.     Fcap.  Zvo.     is.  6d. 

Settle   (J.    E.)-       ANECDOTES     OF 
BRITISH    SOLDIERS.         Crown    Zvo. 
3J.  6d.  net. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Shakespeare  (William). 
THE  FOUR  FOLIOS,  1623;  1632;  1664; 

1685.  Each  Four  Guineas  net,  or  a  com- 
plete set,  Twelve  Guineas  net. 

The  Arden  Shakespeare. 
Demy  Zvo.  35-.  6d.  each  volume.  General 
Editor,  W.  J.  Craig.  An  Edition  of 
Shakespeare  in  single  Plays.  Edited  with 
a  full  Introduction,  Textual  Notes,  and 
a  Commentary  at  the  foot  of  the  page. 

HAMLET.  Edited  by  Edward  Dowden, 
Litt.D. 

ROMEO  AND  JULIET.  Edited  by 
Edward  Dowden,  Litt.D. 

KING  LEAR.     Edited  by  W.  J.  Craig. 
JULIUS    CAESAR.      Edited  by  M.    Mac- 

MILLAN,  M.A. 
THE    TEMPEST.        Edited    by    Morton 

Luce. 
OTHELLO.    Edited  by  H.  C.  Hart. 
CYMBELINE.  Edited  by  Edward  Dowden. 
TITUS  ANDRONICUS.     Edited  by  H.  B. 

Baildon. 
THE    MERRY  WIVES    OF   WINDSOR. 

Edited  by  H.  C.  Hart. 
MIDSUMMER     NIGHT'S     DREAM. 

Edited  by  H.  Cuningham. 
KING  HENRY  V.    Edited  by  H.  A.  Evans. 
TITUS  ANDRONICUS.      Edited  by  H.  B. 

Baildon. 

ALL'S    WELL    THAT     ENDS    WELL. 
Edited  by  W.  O.  Brigstocke. 

THE     TAMING     OF      THE     SHREW. 
Edited  by  R.  M.  Bond. 

The  Little  Quarto  Shakespeare.    Pott 
i6mo.    Leather,  price  is.  net  each  volume. 

TWO  GENTLEMEN  OF  VERONA. 
A  COMEDY  OF  ERRORS. 
THE  TEMPEST.    Second  Edition. 
THE  MERRY  WIVES  OF  WINDSOR 
MEASURE  FOR  MEASURE. 

LOVE'S  LABOUR'S  LOST. 
A  MIDSUMMER  NIGHT'S  DREAM. 
MUCH  ADO  ABOUT  NOTHING. 
AS  YOU  LIKE  IT. 
THE  MERCHANT  OF  VENICE. 

ALL  'S  WELL  THAT  ENDS  WELL. 

A  WINTER'S   I  ALE. 
THE  TAMING  OF  THE  SHREW. 
TWELFTH  NIGHT. 
KING  JOHN. 
KING  RICHARD  II. 
KING  HENRY  IV.     Parti. 
KING  HENRY  IV.     Part.  11. 
KING  HENRY  V. 
KING  HENRY  VI.     Part  1. 
KING  HENRY  VI.     Part  n. 
KING  HENRY  VI.     Part  111. 
KING  RICHARD  III. 
KING  HENRY  VIII. 
TROILUS  AND  CRESSIDA 
CORIOLANUS. 
TITUS  ANDRONICUS. 
ROMEO  AND  JULIET. 
TIMON  OF  ATHENS. 

JULIUS  C/ESAR. 
Sharp  (A.).   VICTORIAN  POETS.    Crown 

Zvo.     2s.  6d.     [University  Extension  Series. 

Sharp   (Mrs.    E.  .A.).     REMBRANDT. 
With  30  Illustrations.  Demy  Zvo.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Books  on  Art. 

ShedlOCk  (J.  S.).  THE  PIANOFORTE 
SONATA:  Its  Origin  and  Development. 
Crown  Zvo.     5s. 

Shelley  (Percy  B.).    ADONAIS ;  an  Elegy 
on  the  death  of  John  Keats,  Author  of 
Endymion,  etc.  Pisa.  From  the  types  of 
Didot,  1821.     2S.  net. 

SherwelK Arthur),  M.A.  LIFE  IN  WEST 
LONDON.  Third  Edition.  Crown  Zvo. 
2s.  6d.  [Social  Questions  Series. 

Sichel  (Walter).    DISRAELI :  A  Study  in 
Personality  and  Ideas.     With  3  Portraits. 
Demy  Zvo.    12s.  6d.  net. 
A  Colonial  PMition  is  also  published. 

BEACONSFIELD.     With   12   Illustrations 

Fcap,  Zvo,  cloth,  35.  6d.;  leather,  4s.  net. 
[Little  Biographies. 

Sime_(J.).     REYNOLDS.    With  many  Illus- trations.    Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 
[Little  Books  on  Art. 

Simonson   (G.   A.).        FRANCESCO 
GUARDI.  With  32  Plates.  Royal  folio. 

£2,  2s.  net. 
SketchleyOt.  E.  D.).    WATTS.    With 

many  Illustrations.  Demy  161110.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Bcoks  on  Art. 

Skipton  (H.  P.  R.).     HOPPNER.    With 
numerous  Illustrations.  Demyi6mo.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Books  on  Art. 

Sladen  (Douglas).    SICILY.    With  over 
200  Illustrations.     Crown  Zvo.     $s.  net. 

Small  (Evan),  M.A.     THE  EARTH.     An 
Introduction  to  Physiography.     Illustrated. 
Crown  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series. 
Smallwood,  (M.  G.).     vandyck.    with 

many  Illustrations.  Demy  i6mo.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Books  on  Art. 
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Srnedley  (F.  E.).     frank  fairlegh. 
With  28  Plates  by  George  Cruikshank. 
Fcap.  8vo.     3J.  6i.  net. 

[Illustrated  Focket  Library. 
Smith  (Adam).      THE    WEALTH    OF 
NATIONS.  Edited  with  an  Introduction 
and  numerous  Notes  by  Edwin  Cannan, 
M.A.    Two  volumes.    DemyZvo.    21s.net. 

Smith  (Horace  and  James).  REJECTED 
ADDRESSES.  Edited  by  A.  D.  Godley, 
M.A.  Small  Pott  8vo,  cloth,  is.  6d.  net. ; 
leather,  zs.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 

Snell  (F.  J.).  A  BOOK  OF  EXMOOR. 
Illustrated.     Crown  8vo.    6s. 

Sophocles.  ELECTRA  AND  AJAX. 
Translated  by  E.  D.  A.  Morshead,  M.A., 
Assistant  Master  at  Winchester.     25-.  6d. 

[Classical  Translations. 
Sornet  (L.  A.),  andAcatos(M.  J.),  Modern 

Language  Masters  at  King  Edward's  School , Birmingham.  A  JUNIOR  FRENCH 
GRAMMAR.     Crown  8vo.     vs. 

[Junior  School  Books. 
South  (Wilton  E.).  M.A.  THE  GOSPEL 
ACCORDING  TO  ST.  MATTHEW. 
Crozvu&vo.     js.6d.    [Junior  School  Books. 

Southey  (R.)    ENGLISH    SEAMEN. 
Vol.i.  (Howard, Clifford,  Hawkins,  Drake, 

Cavendish).     Edited,  with  an  Introduction, 
by   David    Hanway.        Second   Edition. 
Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Vol.   11.    (Richard    Hawkins,    Grenville, 
Essex,  and  Raleigu).     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Sr>ence  (C.H.),  M.A..  Clifton  College.     HIS- 

"TORY    AND    GEOGRAPHY    EXAM- INATION   PAPERS.     Second  Edition. 

Crown  8vo.     2s.  ( '  d. 
[School  Examination  Series. 

SttOOner  (W.  A.),  M.  A.,  Warden  of  New  Col- 
lege, Oxford.  BlilOP  BUTLER.  With 

Portrait.     Crown  8vo.     3;.  6d. 
[Leaders  of  Religion. 

Stanbridge  (J.W.),  F..D.,  late  Canon  of  York, 

and  sometime  Fin  >w  of  St.  John's  College, Oxford.  A  BOOK  OF  DEVOTIONS. 
Second  Edition.  Small  Pott  8z>o.  Clothes.; 
leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Library  of  Devotion. 

'Stanclifife.'  GOLF  DO'S  AND  DONT'S. 
Second  Edition.     J 'cap.  8vo.     is. 

Stedman  (A.  M.  M.),  M.A. 
INITIA  LATINA:  Easy  Lessons  on  Eie- 
mentary    Accidence.       Seventh   Edition. 
Pea  p.    8vO.       IS. 

FIRST  LATIN  LESSONS.  Eighth  Edi- 
tion.    Croivtt  8vo.     2S. 

FIRST  LATIN  READER.  U  ith  Notes 
adapted  to  the  Shorter  Latin  Primer  and 
Vocabulary.  Sixth  Edition  revised.  i8mo. 
is.  6d. 

V    SK  LECTIONS     FROM     CESAR. 
The     Helvetian     War.      Second   Edition. 

EASY  SELECTIONS  FROM  LIVY.  Parti. 

The  Kings  of  Rome.  i8mo.  Second  Edi- 
tion,    is.  6d. 

EASY  LATIN  PASSAGES  FOR  UNSEEN 
TRANSLATION.  Ninth        Edition. 

Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d. 
EXEMPLA  LATINA.  First  Exercises  in 

Latin  Accidence.  With  Vocabulary.  Third 
Edition.     Crown  8vo.     is. 

EASY  LATIN  EXERCISES  ON  THE 
SYNTAX  OF  THE  SHORTER  AND 
REVISED  LATIN  PRIMER.  With 
Vocabulary.  Ninth  and  Cheaper  Edition, 
re-zvritten.  Croivn  8vo.  is.  6d.  Kev, 
35.  net.     Original  Edition.     2s.  6d. 

THE  LATIN  COMPOUND  SENTENCE: 
Rules  and  Exercises.  Second  Edition. 
Crown  8vo.    is.  6d.    With  Vocabulary.    2s. 

NOTANDA  QUAEDAM  :  Miscellaneous 
Latin  Exercises  on  Common  Rules  and 
Idioms.  Fourth  Edition.  Fcap.8vo.  is.6d. 
With  Vocabulary.     2s.     Key,  2s.  net. 

LATIN  VOCABULARIES  FOR  REPETI- 
TION :  Arranged  according  to  Subjects. 

Twelfth  Edition.     Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d. 
A  VOCABULARY  OF  LATIN  IDIOMS. 

i8mo.    Second  Edition,     is. 

STEPS  TO  GREEK.  Second  Edition,  re- 
vised.    iBmo.     is. 

A  SHORTER  GREEK  PRIMER.  Crown 
8vo.     is.  6d. 

EASY  GREEK  PASSAGES  FOR  UNSEEN 
TRANSLATION.  Third  Edition,  revised. 
Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d. 

GREEK  VOCABULARIES  FOR  REPETI- 
TION. Arranged  according  to  Subjects. 

Third  Edition.     Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d. 
GREEK  ^  TESTAMENT  SELECTIONS. 

For  the  use  of  Schools.  With  Introduction, 
Notes,  and  Vocabulary.  Third  Edition. 
Fcap.  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

STEPS  TO  FRENCH.  Sixth  Edition. 
18  wo.     8d. 

FIRST  FRENCH  LESSONS.  Sixth  Edi- 
tion, rc7  ised.     Crmun8vo.     is. 

EASY  FRENCH  PASSAGES  FOR  UN- 
SEEN TRANSLATION.  Fifth  Edi- 

tion, revised.     Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d. 
EASY  FRENCH  EXERCISES  ON  ELE- 
MENTARY  SYNTAX.  With  Vocabulary. 
Fourth  Edition.  Crown8vo.  2s.  6d.  Key. 

3*.  net. 
NCH   VOCABULARIES    FOR     I 

PETITION  :  Arranged  according  to  Sub- 
jects.    Twelfth  Edition.     Fcap.  8vo.     is. 

FRENCH  EXAMINATION  PAPERS  IX 
MISCELLANEOUS  GRAMMAR  AND 
IDIOMS.     Twelfth  Edition.     Crown8:o. 
2S.  6d.  [School  Examination  Series. 

A   Key,   issued   to  Tutors   and    Private 
Students  only,  to  be  had  on  application 
to     the     Publishers.        Fifth    Edition. 
Crown  8vo.     os.  net. 
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ENERAL  KNOWLEDGE  EXAMINA- 
TION PAPERS.  Fifth  Edition.  Cr<nvn 

Svo.     2S.  6d.       [School  Examination  Series. 
Key  (Third  Edition)  issued   as  above. 

7.y.  net. 
.    EXAMINATION   PAPERS    IN 

MISCELLANEOUS  GRAMMAR  AND 
IDIOMS.     Seventh  Edition,     Crown  Svo. 
2S.  6d,  [School  Examination  Series. 
Key  (Third  Edition)  Ljued   as   above. 

6s.  net. 

VTIN  EXAMINATION  PAPERS  IN 
MISCELLANEOUS  GRAMMAR  AND 

IDIOMS.  Twelfth  Edition.^  Crown  Svo. 
2S.  6d.  [School  Examination  Series. 
Key  (Fifth  Edition)  issued  as  above. 

6s.  net. 
.eel  (R.  Elliott),  M.A..  F.C.S.  THE 
WORLD  OF  SCIENCE.  Including 
Chemistry,  Heat,  Light,  Sound,  Magnetism, 
Electricity,  Botany,  Zoology,  Physiology, 
Astronomy,  and  Geology.  147  Illustrations. 
Second  Edition.  Crorun  Svo.  2s.  6d. 
rIYSICS  EXAMINATION  PAPERS. 
Crown  Svo.     2s.  6d. 

[School  Examination  Series. 
jephenSOll  (C),  of  the  Technical  College, 
Bradford,  and  SUddardS(F.)  of  the  York- 

shire College,  Leeds.  ORNAMENTAL 
DESIGN  FOR  WOVEN  FABRICS. 

■  Illustrated.  Demy  Svo.  Second  Edition. 
•js.  6d. 
jephenson  (J.),  M.A.  THE  CHIEF 
TRUTHS  OF  THE  CHRISTIAN 
FAITH.     Crcnvn  Svo.     3s.  6d. 
:erne  (Laurence).    A  SENTIMENTAL 
JOURNEY.  Edited  by  H.  W.  Paul. 
Small  Pott  Svo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net;  leather, 
2s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library. 
ierry  (W.),  M.A.  ANNALS  OF  ETON 
COLLEGE.  With  numerous  Illustrations. 
Demy  Svo.     js.  6d. 
fceuart(Katherine).  by  ALLAN  WATER. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  Svo.    6s. 

cevenson  (R.  L.).  THE  LETTERS  OF 
ROBERT  LOUIS  STEVENSON  TO 
HIS  FAMILY  AND  FRIENDS. 
Selected  and  Edited,  with  Notes  and  Intro- 

ductions, by  Sidney  Colvin.  Sixth  and 
Cheaper  Edition.     Crozvn  Svo.     1 2s. 
ibkary  Edition.  Demy  Svo.  2vols.  25s.net. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
AILIMA    LETTERS.      With   an    Etched 
Portrait    by    William    Strang.     Fourth 
Edition.     Crown  Svo.     Buckram.     6s. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  aLso  published. 
HE  LIFE  OF  R.  L.  STEVENSON.  See 
G.  Balfour. 

tevenson  (M.  I.).  FROM  SARANAC  TO 
THE  MARQUESAS.  Being  Letters 
written  by  Mrs.  M.  I.  Stevenson  during 
1887-8  to  her  sister,  Miss  Jane  Whyte 
Balfour.        With     an      Introduction    by 

George    W.    Balfour,    M.D.,    LL.D., 
F.R.S.S.    CrownSvo.    6s.  net. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 
Stoddart  (Anna  M.)  ST.  FRANCIS  OF 
ASSISE  With  16  Illustrations.  Fcap. 
Svo.      Cloth,  3s.  6d. ;  leather,  45.  net. 

[Little  Biographies. 
Stone  (E.  D.),  M.A.,  late  Assistant  Master  at 

Jton.  SELECTIONS  FROM  THE 
ODYSSEY.     Fcap.  Svo.     is.  6d. 

Stone  (S.  J.).  POEMS  AND  HYMNS. 
With  a  Memoir  by  F.  G.  Ellerton,  M.A. 
With  Portrait.     Crown  Svo.     6s. 

Straker  (F.),  Assoc,  of  the  Institute  of 
Bankers,  and  Lecturer  to  the  London 
Chamber  of  Commerce.  THE  MONEY 
MARKET.     Crown  Svo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Books  on  Business. 

Streane  (A.  W.),  D.p.    ECCLESIASTES. 
With  an  Introduction  and  Notes.  Fcap. 

Svo.     is.  6d.  net.  [Churchman's  Bible. 
Stroud  (H.),  D.Sc,  M.  A.,  Prof-ssor  of  Physics 

in  the  Durham  College  of  Science,  New- 
castle-on-Tyne.  PRACTICAL  PHYSICS. 
Fully  Illustrated.    CrcnunSvo.    3s.  6d. 

[Textbooks  of  Technology. 

Strutt  (Joseph).  THE  SPORTS  AND 
PASTIMES  OF  THE  PEOPLE  OF 
ENGLAND.  Illustrated  by  many  engrav- 

ings. Revised  by  J.  Charles  Cox,  LL.D., 
F.S.A.     Quarto.     21s.  net. 

Stuart  (Capt.  Donald).  THE  struggle 
FOR  PERSIA.  With  a  Map.  Crown 
Svo.     6s. 

Suckling  (Sir  John).     FRAGMENT  A 
AUREA  :  a  Collection  of  all  the  Incom- 

parable Peeces,  written  by.  And  published 
by_  a  friend  to  perpetuate  his  memory. 
Printed  by  his  own  copies. 

Printed  for  Humphrey  Moseley,  and 
are  to  be  sold  at  his  shop,  at  the  sign  of  the 

Princes  Arms  in   St.   Paul's    Churchyard, 
1646. 

Huddards  (?.).     See  C.  Stephenson. 
Surtee3  (R.  S.).     handley  cross. 

With  17  Coloured  Plates  and  ico  Woodcuts 
in  the  Text  by  John  Leech.  Fcap.  Svo. 
i,s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 

paper.     30s.  net. [Illustrated  Pocket  Librarv. 

MR.     SPONGE'S     SPORTING     TOUR. 
With  13  Coloured  Plates  and  90  Woodcuts 
in  the  Text  by  John  Leech.     Fcap.  Svo. 

35.  6d.  net. 
Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 

paper.     30s.  net. 
[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 

JORROCKS'  JAUNTS  AND  JOLLIT1 1 ,.'>. With   15  Coloured  Plates  by   H.  Alken. 
Fcap.  Svo.     3s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30J.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
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ASK  MAMMA.  With  13  Coloured  Plates 
and  70  Woodcuts  in  the  Text  by  John 
Leech.    Fcap.  8vo.    35.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese 
paper.     30J.  net. 

T illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
Swift  (Jonathan).    THE  JOURNAL  TO 
STELLA.  Edited  by  G.  A.  Aitken. 
Crown  8vo.    6s. 

Symes  (J.  E.),  M.A.  THE  FRENCH 
REVOLUTION.  Second  Edition.  Crown 
8vo.    2S.  6d.      [University  Extension  Series. 

Syrett  (Netta).  A  SCHOOL  YEAR.  Illus- 
trated.   Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d. 

[Little  Blue  Books. 
TacitUS.  AGRICOLA.  With  Introduction, 

Notes,  Map,  etc.  By  R.  F.  Davis,  M.A., 
late  Assistant  Master  at  Weymouth  College. 
Crmun  8vo.     2s. 

GERMAN  I  A.     By  the  same  Editor.     Crown 
8vO.       2S. 

AGRICOLAAND  GERMANIA.  Translated 
by  R.  B.  Townshend,  late  Scholar  of 
Trinity  College,  Cambridge.  Crown  8vo. 
2S.  6d.  [Classical  Translations. 

Tauler(J.).  THE  INNER  WAY.  Being 
Thirty-six  Sermons  for  Festivals  by  John 
Tauler.  Edited  by  A.  W.  Hutton,  M.A. 
Small  Pott  8vo.  Clot  A,  25. ;  leather, 
2s.6d.net.  [Library  of  Devotion. 

Taunton  (E.  L.).  A  HISTORY  OF  THE 
JESUITS  IN  ENGLAND.  With  Illus- 

trations.    Demy  8vo.     21s.  net. 

Taylor  (A.  E.).  THE  ELEMENTS  OF 
METAPHYSICS.   DemySvo.    10s.6d.net. 

Taylor  (F.  G.),  M.A.  COMMERCIAL 
ARITHMETIC.  Third  Edition.  Crown 
8vo.     is.  6d.  [Commercial  Series. 

Taylor  (Miss  J.  A.).  SIR  WALTER 
RALEIGH.  With  12  Illustrations.  Fcap. 
8vo.     Cloth,  3s.  6d. ;  leather,  4s.  net. 

[Little  Biographies. 
Taylor  (T.  M.),  MA.,  Fellow  of  Gonville  and 

Ca'.us  College,  Cambridge.  A  CONSTI- TUTIONAL AND  POLITICAL  HIS- 
TORY OF  ROME.     Crown  8vo.     7s.  6d. 

Tennyson  (Alfred,  Lord).    THE  EARLY 
POEMS  OF.  Edited,  with  Notes  and  an 
Introduction,  by  J.  Churton  Collins, 
M.A.     Crown  Zzo.     6s. 

IN  MEMORIAM,  MAUD,  AND  THE 
PRINCESS.  Edited  by  J.  Churton 
Collins,  M.A.    Crown  8vo.    6s. 

MAUD.  Edited  by  Elizabeth  Words- 
worth. Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6d. 

net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Little  Library. 
IN  MEMORIAM.  Edited  by  H.  C.  Beech- 

ing,  M.A.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  is.6d. 
met:  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.      [Little  Library. 

'I  1 1  V,  EARLY  POEMS  OF.  Edited  by  J.  C Collins, M.A.  Small  Fott8To.  Cloth, is. 
6d.  net;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.  [  Little  Library. 

II 

( 

THE  PRINCESS.      Edited  by  Elizabet^I 
Wordsworth.    Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  1 
6d.  net;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.  [Little  Librar 

Terry  (C.  S.).  THE  YOUNG  PR] 
TENDER.  With  12  Illustrations.  Fca, 
8vo.     Cloth,  35.  6d. ;  leather,  4s.  net. 

[Little  Biographie 
Terton  (Alice).  LIGHTS  AND  SHADOW 

IN  A  HOSPIT  \L.     Crown  8vo.     is.  6d. 

Thackeray  (W.   M.).     VANITY  FAlf 
Edited  by  Stephen  Gwtnn.  Thr 
Volumes.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Each  volutn, 
cloth,  is.  6d.  net  1  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Libran'  * PENDENNIS.  Edited  by  Stephen  Gwyn> 
Three  Volumes.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Eac 
volume,  cloth,  is.  6d.  net;  leather,  2s.  6c 
net.  [Little  Librar} 

ESMOND.  Edited  by  Stephen  Gwynh 
Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather 
25.  6d.  net.  [Little  Library 

CHRISTMAS  BOOKS.  Edited  by  Stephe. 
Gwynn.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Cloth,  is.  6a 
net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.       [Little  Library 

Theobald  (F.  W.),  M.A.  INSECT  LIFE 
Illustrated.     Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[University  Extension  Series 

Thompson  (A.  H.).  CAMBRIDGE  ANI, 
ITS  COLLEGES.  Illustrated  by  E.  H 
New.  Small  Pott  8vo.  Clothes.  ;  leather 
2S.  6d.  net.  [Little  Guides 

Tileston(MaryW.).  DAILY  STRENGTH 
FOR  DAILY  NEEDS.  Fcap.8vo.  3s.  6d 
Also  editions  in  superior  binding  55.  and&r 

Tompkins  (H.  W.),  F.R.H.S.      HERTl 
FORDSHIRE.    Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New 
Small  Pott8vo.  Cloth,  35.  ;  leather,  35.  6d 
net.  [Little  Guides^ 

Townley  (Lady  Susan).    MY  chinesp 
NOTE-BOOK.        With    16    Illustrations 
Demy  8vo.     10s.  6d.  net. 
A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

Toynbee  (Paget),  M.A.,  D.Litt.    dan  Tt 
STUDIES    AND    RESEARCHES. 
Demy  8vo.  10s.  6d.  net. 

DANTE  ALIGHIERI.      With   12   Illustra«| 
tions.     Third  Edition.     Fcap.8vo.    Cloth 
2,s.  6d.;  leather,  45.  net. 

[Little  Biographies*; 
Trench  (Herbert).  DEIRDRE  wed  :  and 

Other  Poems.     Crown  8vo.     55. 
Trevelyan  (G.  M.),  Fellow  of  Trinity  Col 

lege,   Cambridge.      ENGLAND  UNDER 
THE  STUARTS.    Demy  8vo.   10s.6d.net. 

Troutbeck (G.  E.).   w e s t m  inster, 
ABBEY.  Illustrated  by  F.  D.  Bedford. 
Small  PottZvo.  Cloth,  35.  ;  leather,  3s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Guides, 

Tuckwell  (Gertrude).  THE  STATE  AM 
ITS  CHILDREN.     Croum8vo.     2s.  6d.    ' 

[Social  Questions  Series. 
Twining  (Louisa),  work  HOUSES  AND 

PAUPERISM.     Crown  8vo.    2s.  6d. 
[Social  (Questions  Series. 
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yier  (E.  A.),  B.A.,  F.C.S.  A  JUNIOR 
CHEMISTRY.    Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d. 

[Junior  School  Books. 

'yreli-Gill    (Frances).       TURNER. 
>  Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Books  on  Art. 

'aughan  (Henry),   THE    POEMS    OF. Edited  by  Edward  Hutton.     Small  Pott 
Zvo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather  ,2s.  6d.net. 

[Little  Library. 

'oegelin  (A.),  M.A.    JUNIOR  GERMAN 
EXAMINATION   PAPERS.    Fcap.  8yo. 
is.  [Junior  Examination  Series. 

fade  (G.  W.),  D.D.      OLD  TESTAMENT 

'  HISTORY.    With  Maps.    Second  Edition. Crown  8vo.    6s. 
This  book  presents  a  connected  account 

of  the  Hebrew  people  during  the  period 
covered  by  the  Old  Testament ;  and  has 
been  drawn  up  from  the  Scripture  records 
in  accordance  with  the  methods  of  historical 
criticism. 

7agner  (Richard).    See  A.  L.  Cleather. 
/all  (J.  C.)  DEVILS.  Illustrated  by  the 
Author.     Demy  8vo.     4s.  6d.  net. 

/alters  (H.  B.).  GREEK  ART.  With 
many  Illustrations.  Demy  i6mo.  2s.  6d. 
net.  [Little  Books  on  Art. 

Walton  (Izaac)  and  Cotton  (Charles). 
THE  COM  PLEAT  ANGLER.  With  14 
Plates  and  77  Woodcuts  in  the  Text. 
Fcap  Zvo.     3s.  6d.  net. 

[Illustrated  Pocket  Library. 
This    volume    is    reproduced    from    the 

■  beautiful  edition  of  John  Major  of  1824-5. 
'HE  COM  PLEAT  ANGLER.    Edited  by 
J.  Buchan.   Small  Pott  8vo.    Cloth,  is.  6d. 
net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net.       [Little  Library. 

rarmelo(D.S.Van).    ON  COMMANDO. 
With  Portrait.     Crown  8vo.     y.  6d. 

iTaterhouse  (Mrs.  Alfred).     A  LITTLE 
BOOK     OF     LIFE      AND      DEATH. 
Selected.    Fourth  Edition.   Small  Pott  8vo. 
Cloth,  is.  6d.  net;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Library. 
/ITH  THE  SIMPLE-HEARTED  :  Little 
Homilies  to  Women   in    Country    Places. 
Fcap.  8vo.     2S.  net. 

/eatherhead  (T.  C),  M.A.  EXAMINA- 
TION  PAPERS  IN  HORACE.     Crown 

%VO.       2S. 

UNIOR    GREEK    EXAMINATION 

I  PAPERS.     Fcap.  8yo.     is. 
[Junior  Examination  Series. 

7ebb    (W.     T.).       A    BOOK    OF    BAD 
CHILDREN.      With   50   Illustrations  by 
H.  C.  Sandy.     De»<y  i6mo.    2s.  6d. 

[Little  Blue  Books. 
fehber  (F.  C.)-  CARPENTRY  AND 
JOINERY.        With     many    Illustrations. 
Fourth  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

fells  (Sidney  H.).     PRACTICAL    ME- 
,  CHANICS.      With    75    Illustrations    and 

Diagrams.  Second  Edition.  Crown  Zvo. 
3s.  6d.  [Textbooks  of  Technology. 

Well3(J.),  M.A. ,  Fellowand  Tutor  of Wadham 
College.  OXFORD  AND  OXFORD 
LIFE.  By  Members  of  the  University. 
Third  Edition      Crown  8vo.     %s.  6d. 

A  SHORT  HISTORY  OF  ROME.  Fifth 
Edition.  With  3  Maps.  Cr.  8vo.  3J.  6d. 

This  book  is  intended  for  the  Middle  and 

Upper  Forms  of  Public  Schools  and  for 
Pass  Students  at  the  Universities.  It  con- 

tains copious  Tables,  etc. 
OXFORD  AND  ITS   COLLEGES.      Illus- 

trated  by  E.   H.    New.       Fifth    Edition. 

Pott  8vo.     Cloth,  35-. ;  leather,  y.  6d.  net. 
[Little  Guides. 

Wetmore (Helen C).  THE  LAST  OF  THE 
GREAT  SCOUTS  (' Buffalo  Bill').  With Illustrations.  Second  Edition.  DemyZvo.  6s. 

Whibley  (C).     See  Henley  and  Whibley. 
Whibley  (L.),  M.A.,  Fellow  of  Pembroke 

College,  Cambridge.  GREEK  OLIGAR- 
CHIES: THEIR  ORGANISATION 

AND  CHARACTER.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Whitaker  (G.  H.),  M.A.  THE  EPISTLE 
OF  ST.  PAUL  THE  APOSTLE  TO 
THE  EPHESIANS.  With  an  Introduc- 

tion and  Notes.     Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d.  net. 

[Churchman's  Bible. 
White  (Gilbert).  THE  NATURAL  HIS- 

TORY OF  SELBORNE.  Edited  by 
L.  C.  Mi  all,  F.R.S.,  assisted  by  W. 
Warde  Fowler,  M.A.     Crown  8vo.    6s. 

Whitfield  (E.  E.).  PRECIS  WRITING 
AND  OFFICE  CORRESPONDENCE. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  Zvo.     2s. 

[Commercial  Series. 
COMMERCIAL  EDUCATION  IN 
THEORY  AND  PRACTICE.  Crown 

8vo.     55-.  [Commercial  Series. 
An  introduction  to  Methuen's  Commercial 

Series  treating  the  question  of  Commercial 
Education  fully  from  both  the  point  of  view 
of  the  teacher  and  of  the  parent. 

Whitehead  (A.  W.).     COLIGNY.     With 
many  Illustrations.   DemyZvo.    12s.6d.net. 

Whitley  (MiSS).     See  Lady  Dilke. 
Whyte  (A.  G.),  B.Sc,  Editor  of  Electrical Investments.  THE  ELECTRICAL 

INDUSTRY.     Crown8vo.    2s.6d.net. 

[Books  on  Business. 
Wilberforce  (Wilfrid)  and  Gilbert  (A.  R.)- 
VELASQUEZ.  With  many  Illustrations. 
Demy  x6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

[Little  Books  on  Art. 
Wilkins  (W.  H.),  B.A.  THE  ALIEN 

INVASION.     Cro7vn  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

[Social  Questions  Series. 

Williamson  (W.).  THE  BRITISH  GAR- DENER.  Illustrated.    Demy  Zvo.    10s.  6d. 

Williamson  (W.),  B.A.  JUNIOR  ENG- LISH EXAMINATION  PAPERS. 

Fcap.  8vo.    is.   [Junior  Examination  Series. 
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Messrs.  Methuen's  Catalogue 

A  JUNIOR  ENGLISH  GRAMMAR.  With 
numerous  passages  for  parsing  and  analysis, 
and  a  chapter  on  Essay  Writing.  Second 
Edition.  Cr.  Zvo.  2s.  [Junior  School  Books. 

A  CLASS-BOOK  OF  DICTATION 
PASSAGES.  Ninth  Edition.  CrownZvo. 
is.  6d.  [Junior  School  Books. 

EASY  DICTATION  AND  SPELLING. 
Third  Edition.    Fcap.  Zvo.     is. 

Wilmot-Buxton  (E.  M.).    THE  MAKERS 
OF  EUROPE.     CrownZvo.     Second  Edi- 

tion,    js.  6d. 
A  Text-book  of  European    History    for 

Middle  Forms. 
THE  STORY  OF  THE  ANCIENT 

WORLD.  With  Maps  and  Illustrations. 
Crown  Zvo.     3s.  &d. 

Wilson  (Bishop).  SACRA  PRIVATA. 
Edited  by  A.  E.  Burn',  B.D.  Small  Pott 
Zvo.    Cloth,  2S. ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

[Library  of  Devotion. 

'.Villson  (Beetles).       LORD    STRATH- CONA  :  the  Story  of  his  Life.     Illustrated. 
Demy  Zvo.    -js.  Gd. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

\VilSOn  (A.  J.),  Editor  of  the  Investor's Review,  City  Editor  of  the  Daily 
Chronicle.  THE  INSURANCE  IN- 

DUSTRY.    Crown  8vo.     zs.  6d.  net. 
[Books  on  Business. 

./ilson  (H.  A.).  LAW  IN  BUSINESS. 
CrownZvo.   2s.6d.net.   [Books on  Business. 

Wilton  (Richard),   M.A.     LYRA    PAS- 
TORALlS  :  Songs  of  Nature,  Church,  and 
Home.     Pott  Zvo.     2s.  6d. 

A  volume  of  devotional  poems. 
V/inbOlt  (S.  E.),  M.A.,  Assistant  Master  in 

Christ's     Hospital.       EXERCISES      IN LATIN  ACCIDENCE.  CrownBvo.  is.Gd. 
An  elementary  book  adapted  for  Lower 

Forms    to    accompany  the   Shorter   Latin 
Primer. 

LATIN  HEXAMETER  VERSE:    An  Aid 
to  Composition.    Crown  Zvo.    $s.  Gd.    Key, 
5s.  net. 

Windle(B.  C.  A.),  D.Sc,  F.R.S.  SHAKE- 
S PE ARE'S  COUNTRY.  Illustrated  by E.  H.  New.  Second  Edition.  Small  Pott 
Zvo.  cloth,  3J.;  leather,  3s. 6d.  net. 

[Little  Guides. 
THE  MALVERN  COUNTRY.  Illustrated 

by  E.  H.  New.  Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth, 
js.;  leather,  3.?.  6d.  net.         [Little  Guides. 

REMAINS  OF  THE  PREHISTORIC 
AGE  IN  ENGLAND.  With  numerous 
Illustrations  and  Plans.  Demy  Zvo.  7s.  6d. 

net.  [Antiquary's  Books. 

CHESTER.  Illustrated  by  E.  H.  Ne 
Crown  Zvo.    3s.  6d.  net.       [Ancient  Citit 

Winterbotham(Canon),M.A.,B.Sc.,LL. 
THE  KINGDOM  OF  HEAVEN  HER 
AND  HEREAFTER.    Crown  Zvo.   y.  6 

[Churchman's  Librar 
Wood  (J.  A  E.).      HOW   TO    MAKE 

DRESS.       Illustrated.       Third    Editio 
Cr.  Zvo.    is.  Gd.    [Textbooks  of  Technolog 

Wordsworth  (Christopher),  M.A.,  ai 
Littlehales  (Henry).  OLD  SERVIC 
BOOKS  OF  THE  ENGLIS 
CHURCH.  With  Coloured  and  oth 
Illustrations.     Demy  Zvo.     7s.  Gd.  net. 

[Antiquary's  Book 
Wordsworth  (W.).  SELECTION: 

Edited  by  No-well,  C.  Smith,  M.. 
Small  Pott  Zvo.  Cloth,  is.  6d.  net;  leathe 
25.  Gd.  net.  [Little  Librar 

Wordsworth  (W.)  and  Coleridge  (S.  T. 
LYRICAL  BALLADS.  Edited  by  Georc 
Sampson.  Small  Pett  Zvo.  Cloth,  is.  6. 
net\  leather,  2s.  Gd.  net.      [Little  Librar 

Wright  (Arthur),  ALA.,  Fellow  of  Queer. 
College,  Cambridge.  SOME  NET 
TESTAMENT  PROBLEMS.  Crou 

Zvo.     Gs.  [Churchman's  Librar; 
Wright  (Sophie).     GERMAN  VOCABl 

LARIES    FOR    REPETITION.     Fcat 
Zvo.     is.  Gd. 

Wylde  (A.  B.).     MODERN  ABYSSINI/ 
With  a  Map  and  a  Portrait.     Demy  Sz>< 
155.  net. 

Wyndham  (G.),  M.P.    THE  POEMS  O 
WILLIAM  SHAKESPEARE.     With  a 
Introduction  and  Notes.   Demy  Zvo.   Buck 
ram,  gilt  top.     10s.  Gd. 

Wyon (R.)  and  Prance  (G.).    THE  LAN] 
OF  THE  BLACK  MOUNTAIN.     Bein 
a    description    of    Montenegro.      With    4 
Illustrations.     Crown  Zvo.     Gs. 

A  Colonial  Edition  is  also  published. 

YeatS   (W.    B.).     AN   ANTHOLOGY   01 
IRISH  VERSE.     Revised  and  Enlarge^ 
Edition.     Crown  Zvo.     35.  Gd. 

Yendis(M.).    THE  GREAT  RED  FROG 
A    Story    told    in    40    Coloured    Pictures 
Fcap.  Zvo.     is.  net. 

Young    (Filson).       THE     C0MPLET1 
MOTORIST.      With    many    Illustrations 
Demy  Zvo.     12s.  Gd.  ?iet. 

Young  (T.  M.).  THE  AMERICA* 
COTTON  INDUSTRY  :  A  Study  o 
Work  and  Workers.  With  an  Introductioi 
by  Elijah  Helm,  Secretary  to  the  Man 
Chester  Chamber  of  Commerce.  CrownZvo 
cloth,  2S.  Gd.  ;  paper  boards,  is,  Gd. 
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a  English  Monastic  Life.     By  the  Right  Rev. 
Abbot  Gasquet,  O.S.B.  Illustrated.  Second  Edition. 
Detrt  v  81  '.    7s.  6d.  tie*. 

REMAINS  OF  THE  PREHISTORIC  AGR  IN  ENG- 
I  and.  By  B.  C.  A.  Windle,  D.Sc,  F.R.S.  With 
numerous  Illustrations  and  Plans.  Demy8vo.  is. 
L..I.  net. 

Old  Service  Books  of  the  ENGLISH  Church. 
By  Christopher  Wordsworth,  M.A.,  and  Henry 
Littlehales.  With  Coloured  and  other  Illustra- 

tions. Demy  8vo.  js.  6d.  net. 
CELTIC  Art.  By  J.  Romilly  Allen,  F.S.A.  With 

numerous  Illustrations  and  Plans.  Demy  ivo.  is. 
Od.  net. 

Business,  Books  on 
Crown  8vo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

The  first  Twelve  volumes  are — 
SlPORTS  AND  DOCKS.    By  Douglas  Owen. 
iJ  Railways.    By  F.  R.  McDermott. 
The  Stock  Exchange.    By  Chas.  Duguid.   Second 

Edition. 
The  insurance  Industry.    By  A.  J.  Wilson. 
The  Electrical  industry.     By  A.  G.  Whyte, 

B.Sc. 
The  Shipbuilding  Industry.   By  David  Pollock, 

M.I.N.A. 

The  MONEY  Market.    By  F.  Straker. 
THE  AGRICULTURAL  INDUSTRY.      By   A.   G.    L. 

Rogers,  M.A. 
LAW  IN  BUSINESS.     By  H.  A.  Wilson. 
THE  BREWING  INDUSTRY.     By  Julian  L.   Baker, 

F.I.C.,  F.C.S. 
The  Automobile  Industry.   By  G.  de  H.  Stone. 

MINING  AND  MINING  INVESTMENTS.   By  '  A.  Moil. 

Byzantine  Texts 
Edited  by  J.  B.  BURYLM.A.LLitt.D. 

ZACHARIAH  OF  MlTYLENE.  Translated  by  F.  J. 
Hamilton,  D.D.,  and  E.  W.  Brooks.  Demy  8vo. 
12s.  6d.  net. 

EVAGRIUS.     Edited  by  Leon    Parmentier  and  M. 
Bidez.    Demy  8vo.     10s.  6d.  net. 

Edited  byC.  Sathas. The  History  of  Psellus. 
Demy  8vo.    i^s.  net. 

Ecthesis  Chronica.    Edited  by  Professor  Lamb- 
ros.     Demy  8vo.     ys.  6d.  net. 

The  Chronicle  of  Morea.     Edited  by  'John 
Schmitt.    Demy  810.     15s.  net. 

Churchman's  Bible,  The 
General  Editor,  J.  H.  BURN,  B.D.,  F.R.S.E. 

The  volumes    are   practical    and    devotional,    and  the  text   of  the  Authorised 
Version  is  explained   in   sections,  which   correspond  as  far  as  possible  with   the 
Church  Lectionary. 
The  Epistle  to  the  Galatians.  Edited  by 

A.  W.  Robinson,  M.A.  Second  Edition.  Fcap. 
8vo.    is.  6d.  net. 

ECCLESIASTES.  Edited  by  A.  W.  Streane,  D.D. 
Fcap.  8z'o.     is.  Cd.  net. 

THE  EPISTLE  TO  THE  PHILIPPIANS.  Edited 
by  C.  R.  D.  Biggs,  D.D.    Fcap.  8vo.    is.  6d.  net. 

The  Epistle  of  St.  James.      Edited  by  H.  W 
Fulford,  M.A.    Fcap.  8vo.     is.  6d.  net. 

Isaiah.     Edited  by  W.  E.  Barnes,  D.D.,  Hulsaean 
Professor  of  Divinity.     7»«  Volumes.    Fcap.  8vo. 
2S.  net  each.     With  Map. 

The  Epistle  of  St.  Paul  the  Apostle  to  the 
EPHESIANS.     Edited  by  G.  H.  Whitaker,  M.A. 
Fcap.  8110.     is.  6d.  net.\ 

Churchman's  Library,  The 
General  Editor,  J.  H.  BURN,  B.D.,  F.R.S  E., 

Evolution.  By  F.  B.  Jevons,  M.A.,  Litt.D. 
Croiun  8vo.    3s.  6d. 

The  Old  Testament  and  the  New  Scholar- 
ship.   By  J.  W.  Peters,  D.D.    Crown  8vo.    6s. 

The  Churchman's  Introduction  to  the  Old 
Testament.  Edited  by  A.  M.  Mackay,  B.A. 
Crown  8vo.    $s.  6d. 

The  Church  of  Christ. 
Crown  8vo.    6s. 

Comparative  Theology. 
Crown  8vo.    6s. 

The  Beginnings  of  English  Christianity 
By  W.  E.  Collins,  M.A.  With  Map.  Crown  8vo. 
3s.  6d. 

Some  New  Testament  Problems.     By  Arthur 
Wright,  M.A.     Crown  8vo.    6s. 

The  Kingdom  of  Heaven  Here  and  Here- 
after. By  Canon  Winterbotham,  M.A.,  B.Sc, 

LL.B.    Crown  8vo.    3s.  6d. 
The  Workmanship  of  the  Prayer  Book  :  Its 

Literary  and  Liturgical  Aspects.  By  J.  Dowden, 
D.D.    Second  Edition.    Crown  Zvo.    3s.  6d. 

ByE.  T.  Green,  M.A. 

By  J.  A.  MacCulloch. 

Classical  Translations 
Edited  by  H.  F.  Fox,  M.A. ,  Fellow  and  Tutor  of  Brasenose  College,  Oxford. 

Croivn  Svo. 
Horace— The  Odes  and   Epodes.     Translated  by 

A.  Godley,  M.A.     2s. 
yESCHYLUS— Agamemnon,  Choephoroe,  Eumenides. 

Translated  by  Lewis  Campbell,  LL.D.    5s. 

Cicero— De  Oratore  I.      Translated  by  E.   N.  P. 
Moor,  M.A.    3s.  6d. 

CICERO— Select  Orations  (Pro  Milone,  Pro  Mureno, 
Philippic  II.,  in  Catilinam).    Translated  by  H.  E. 
D.  Blakiston,  M.A.    5J. 

Cicero— De   Natura   Deorum.      Translated   by  F. 
Brooks,  M.A.    3s.  6d. 

Cicero— De  Officiis.    Translated  by  G.  B.  Gardiner, 
M.A,    ss.  6d, 

LUCIAN — Six  Dialogues  (Nigrinus,  Icaro-Menippus, 
The  Cock,  The  Ship,  The  Parasite,  The  Lover  of 
Falsehood).  Translated  by  S.  T.  Irwin,  M.A. 

3s.  6d. Sophocles— Electra  and  Ajax.  Translated  by  E. 
D.  A.  Morshead,  M.A.    qs.  6d. 

Tacitus— Agricola  and  Germania.  Translated  by 
R.  B.  Townshend.     2s.  6d. 

The  Satires  of  JuVenal.  Translated  by  S.  G. 
Owen.     Crown  Zvo,     2s.  6d. 
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Commercial  Series,  Methuen's 
Edited  by  H.  de  B.  GIBBINS,  Litt.D.,  M.A. 

Crown  Svo. 

, 

Commercial  Education  in  Theory  and 
Practice.    By  E.  E.  Whit6eld,  M.A.    5^. 

An  introduction  to  Methuen's  Commercial  Series 
treating  the  question  of  Commercial  Education  fully 
from  both  the  point  of  view  of  the  teacher  and  of 
the  parent. 

British  Commerce  and  Colonies  from  Eliza- 
beth to  Victoria.  By  H.  de  B.  Gibbins, 

Litt.D..  M.A.     Third  Edition.    ?s. 
Commercial  Examination  Papers.  By  H.  de 

B.  Gibbins,  Litt.D.,  M.A.    is.  6d. 
The  economics  of  Commerce.  By  H.  de  B. 

Gibbins,  Litt.D.,  M.A.    is.  6d. 
A  German  Commercial  Reader.  By  S.  E.  Bally, 

With  Vocabulary.    ?s. 
A  Commercial  Geography  of  the  British 

EMPIRE.  By  L.  W,  Lyde.M.A.  Third  Edition,  is. 

By  S.  Jackson,   M.A 

By    F.    G.    Taylor, 

A  Primer  of  Business, 
Third  Edition,     is.  6d. 

Commercial  arithmetic 
M.A.     Third  Edition,     is.  6d. 

French  Commercial  Correspondence.    By  S. 
E.  Bally.     With  Vocabulary.     Third  Edition,    zs. 

German  Commercial  Correspondence.  By 
S.  E.  Bally.    With  Vocabulary.    2s.  6d. 

A  French  Commercial  Reader.  By  S.  E.  Bally. 
With  Vocabulary.     Second  Edition,    2s. 

Precis  Writing  and  Office  Correspondence. 
By  E.  E.  Whitfield,  M.A.    Second  E nit ion.     ?s. 

A  Guide  to  Professions  and  business.    By  H. 

Jones,    is.  6d. The  Principles  of  Book-keeping  by  Double 

ENTRY.     By  J.  E.  B.  M'Allen,  M.A.     2J. Commercial  Law.    By  W.  Douglas  Edwards.    2s. 

Connoisseurs  Library,  The 
Wide  Royal  Svo.     25s.  net. 

The  first  volumes  are — 
Mezzotints. 
Miniatures. 

By  Cyril  Davenport. 
By  Dudley  Heath. 

Porcelain.    By  Edward  Dillon. 
Ivories.    By  A.  Maskell. 

Devotion,  The  Library  of 
With  Introductions  and  (where  necessary)  Notes. 
Small  Pott  Svo,  cloth,  2s.  ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 

The  Confessions  of  St.  Augustine.  Edited  by 
C.  Bigg,  D.D.     Third  Edition. 

The  Christian  Year.  Edited  by  Walter  Lock, 
D.D.    Third  Edition. 

The  Imitation  of  Christ.  Edited  by  C  Bigg, 
D.D.     Second  Edition. 

A  BOOK  OF  DEVOTIONS.  Edited  by  J.  W.  Stan- 
bridge,  B.D.     Second  Edition. 

LYRA  InN'OCENTIUM.   Edited  by  Walter  Lock.  D.D. 
A  Serious  Call  to  a  Devout  and  Holy  Life. 

E   ited  bv  C.  Big?.  D.D.     /  hird  Edition. 
THE  TEMPLE.     Edited  by  E.  C.  S.  Gibson,  D.D. 
A  GUIDE  TO  ETERNITY.  Edited  by  J.  W.  Stan- 

bridge,  B.D. 
The  Psalms  of  David.  Edited  by  B.  W.  Ran- 

dolph. D.D. 
Lyra  Apostolic  A.  Edited  by  Canon  Scott  Holland 

and  Canon  H.  C.  Beeching,  M.A. 
THE  INNER  WAY.    Edited  by  A.  W.  Hutton,  M.A. 
The   Thoughts  of  Pascal.     Edited  by  C.  s. 

Jerram,  M.A. 

ON    THE  Love  of  God.      By  St.  Francis  de  Sales 
Edited  by  W.  J.  Knox-Little,  M.A. 

A  Manual  of  Consolation  from  the  Saints 
and  Fathers.    Edited  by  J.  H.  Burn,  B.D 

The  SONG  OF  Songs.    Edited  by  B.  Blaxland,  M.A. 
The  Devotions  of  St.  Anselm.     Edited  by  C 

C.  J.  Webb,  M.A. 
Grace  Abounding.    By  John  Bunyan.    Edited  by 

S.  C.  Freer,  M.A. 

Bishop  Wilson's  Sacra  Privata.    Edited  by A.  E.  Burn,  B.D. 

LYRA  SACP  A  :  A  Book  of  Sacred  Verse.    Edited  by 
H.  C.  Beeching,  M.A.,  Canon  of  Westminster. 

A  Day  Book  from  the  Saints  and  Fathers. 
Edited  by  J.  H.  BURN,  B.D. 

HEAVENLY  Wisdom.    A  Selection  from  the  English 
Mystics.    Edited  by  E.  C.  Gregory. 

LIGHT,   Life,   AND    Love.    A  Selection  from  the 
German  Mystics.    Edited  by  W.  R.  Inge,  M.A. 

Illustrated  Pocket  Library  of  Plain  and  Coloured  Books,  The 

Fcap.  Svo.     3 J1.  6d.  net  to  4s.  6d.  net  each  volume. 
A  series,  in  small  form,  of  some  of  the  famous  illustrated  books  of  fiction  and 

general  literature.      These  are  faithfully  reprinted  from  the  first  or  best  editions 
without  introduction  or  notes. 

COLOURED    BOOKS 
HaNDLBY  CROSS.  By  R.  S.  Surtees.  With  17 

Coloured  Plates  and  100  Woodcuts  in  the  Text  by 
John  Leech.     4s.  id.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 

30J.  net. Mr.  Sponge's  Sporting  Tour.  By  R.  s.  Surte«s. 
With  13  Coloured  Plates  and  90  Woodcuts  in  the 
Text  by  John  I.eech._   %s.  td.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 

301.  net. [Continued, 

THE  LIFE  AND   DEATH   OE   JOHN    MYTTON,   ESQ. 
By  Nimrod.       With  18  Coloured  Plates  by  Henry 
Aiken  andT.  J  Rawlins.    Third  Edition.  3S.6d.  net. 
Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 

3&r.  net. 

Thf  Life  o"  a  Sportsman.    By  Nimrod.    With 
35  Coloured  Plates  by  Henry  Aiken.     4^-  t>d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
3or.  net. 
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The  Illustrated  Pocket  Li  BRARY~r£« //«««•</. 

Jorrocks'  Jaunts  and  Jollities.  By  R.  S. 
Surtees.  With  15  Coloured  Plates  by  H.  Aiken. 
y.  6d.  ttet. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30J.  net. 

This  volume  is  reprinted  from  the  extremely  rare 

and  costly  edition  of  1843,  which  contains  Aiken's 
very  fine  illustrations  instead  of  the  usual  ones  by 
Phiz. 

ASK  MAMMA.  By  R.  S.  Surtees.  With  13  Coloured 
Plates  and  70  Woodcuts  in  the  Text  by  John  Leech. 
3 j.  Cd.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30 J.  net. 

The  Analysis  of  the  Hunting  Field.  By 
R,  S.  Surtees.  With  7  Coloured  Plates  by  Henry 
Aiken,  and  43  Illustrations  on  Wood.    3-r.  6d.  net. 

The  Tour  of  Dr.  Syntax  in  Search  of  the 
Picturesque.     By  William  Combe.       With  30 
Coloured  Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.      3.?.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30s.  net. 

The  Tour  of  Doctor  Syntax  in  Search  of 
CONSOLATION.      By    William    Combe.      With   24 
Coloured  Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.    3s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30J.  net. 

The    Third    Tour    of    Doctor    Syntax    in 
Search  of  a  Wife.    By  William  Combe.    With 
24  Coloured  Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.    3^.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30 j.  net. 

The  History  of  Johnny  Quae  Genus:  the 
Little  Foundling  of  the  late  Dr.  Syntax.  By  the 
Author  of  '  The  Three  Tours.'  With  24  Coloured 
Plates  by  Rowlandson.  3s.  6d.  net.  100  copies 
on  large  Japanese  paper.     21s.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30J.  net. 

The  English  Dance  of  Death,  from  the  Designs 
of  T.  Rowlandson,  with  Metrical  Illustrations  by 
the  Author  of  '  Doctor  Syntax.'      Two  Volumes. or.  net. 
This  book  contains  76  Coloured  Plates. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30.J.  net. 

THE  Dance  OF  Life  :  A  Poem.    By  the  Author  of 

'  Doctor    Syntax.'      Illustrated   with    26    Coloured 
Engravings  by  T.  Rowlandson.     3s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 
30s.  net. 

LIFE  IN  LONDON  :  or,  the  Day  and  Night  Scenes  of 
Jerry   Hawthorn,   Esq.,   and   his  Elegant  Fnend, 

Corinthian    Tom.      By    Pierce    Egan.      With    36 
Coloured  Plates  by  I.  R.  and  G.  Cruikshank.    With 
numerous  Designs  on  Wood.    \s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 

30J.  net. Real   Life   in   London:  or,   the  Rambles  and 
Adventures  of  Bob  Tallyho,  Esq.,  and  his  Cousin, 
The  Hon.  Tom  Dashall.     By  an  Amateur  (Pierce 
Egan).      With  31   Coloured  Plates  by  Aiken  and 
Rowlandson,  etc.     Two  Volumes,    qs.  net. 

THE  Life  of  an  Actor.     By  Pierce  Egan.    With 
27  Coloured  Plates  by  Theodore  Lane,  and  several 
Designs  on  Wood.    4s.  6d.  net. 

The  Vicar  of  Wakefield.    By  OHverGoidsmith. 
With   24    Coloured    Plates    by    T.    Rowlandson. 

3s.  6d.  net. Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 

30J  net. A  reproduction  of  a  very  rare  book. 
The     Military     Adventures     of     Johnny 

NEWCOME.      By   an   Officer.      With   15   Coloured 
Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.    3s.  6d.  net. 

The    National   Sports   of   Great   Britain. 
With    Descriptions    and    51    Coloured    Plates    by 
Henry  Aiken.  4s.  6d.  net. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper. 

30s.  net. This  book  is  completely  different  from  the  large 
folio  edition  of  '  National  Sports  '  by  the  same  artist, 
and  none  of  the  plates  are  similar. 

The  Adventures  of  a  Post  Captain.    By  A 
Naval  Officer.     With  24  Coloured  Plates  by  Mr. 

Williams.    3X.  6a'.  net. 
GAMONIA*  or,  the  Art  of  Preserving  Game  ;  and  an 

Improved    Method    of   making    Plantations    and 
Covers,   explained    and   illustrated   by    Lawrence 
Rawstorne,  Esq.     With  15  Coloured  Plates  by  T. 
Rawlins.    3s.  61/.  net. 

An  Academy  for  Grown  Horsemen  :  Contain- 
ing the  completest  Instructions  for  Walking, 

Trotting,  Cantering,  Galloping,  Stumbling,  and 
Tumbling.  Illustrated  ^ith  27  Coloured  Plates, 
and  adorned  with  a  Portrait  of  the  Author.  By 
Geoffrey  Gambado,  Esq.    3s.  6d.  net. 

Real  Life  in  Ireland,  or  the  Day  and  Night 
Scenes  of  Brian  Boru,  Esq., and  his  ElegartFriend, 
Sir  Shawn  O'Dogherty.  By  a  Real  Paddy.  With 
19  Coloured  Plates  by  Heaths,  Marks,  etc.  3.*.  6d. net. 

The  Adventures  of  Johnny  Newcome  in  the 
Navy.  By  Alfred  Burton.  With  16  Coloured 
Plates  by  T.  Rowlandson.    3s.  6d.  net. 

PLAIN 
THE  GRAVE  ;  A  Poem.  By  Robert  Blair.  Illustrated 

by  12  Etchings  executed  by  Louis  Schiavonetti 
from  the  Original  Inventions  of  William  Blake. 
With  an  Engraved  Title  Page  and  a  Portrait  of 
Blake  by  T.  Phillips,  R.A.    3s.  6d.  net. 
The  Illustrations  are  reproduced  in  photogravure. 

Also  a  limited  edition  on  large  Japanese  paper, 
with  India  proofs  and  a  duplicate  set  of  the  plates. 
15J.  net. 

Illustrations  of  the  Book  of  Job.    Invented 
and  engraved  by  William  Blake.     3s.  6d.  net. 

These  famous  Illustrations — 21  in  number— are 
reproduced  in  photogravure.  Also  a  limited 
edition  on  large  Japanese  paper,  with  India 
proofs  and  a  duplicate  set  of  the  plates.     15J.  net. 

jSiSOP'S  Fables.  With  380  Woodcuts  by  Thomas 
Bewick.    3*.  6d.  net. 

Windsor  Castle.     By    W.   Harrison    Ainsworth. 

BOOKS 
With  22  Plates  and  87  Woodcuts  in  the  Text  by 
George  Cruikshank.    3*.  6./.  net. 

The     Tower     of     London.     By  W.    Harrison 
Ainsworth.     With  40  Plates  and  58   Woodcuts  in 
the  Text  by  George  Cruikshank.    3s.  6d.  net. 

FRANK  FAIRLEGH.      By  F.  E.  Smedley.     With  30 
Plates  by  George  Cruikshank.    3s.  6d.  net. 

Handy     Andy.      By     Samuel     Lover.      With   24 
Illustrations  by  the  Author.    3s.  6d.  net. 

THE   COMPLEAT  ANGLER.    By  Izaak  Walton  and 
Charles  Cotton.    With  14  Plates  and  77  Woodcuts 
in  the  Text.    3s.  6d.  net. 

This  volume  is  reproduced  from  the  beautiful 
edition  of  John  Major  of  1824. 

THE    PjCKWiCK    PAPERS,      By    Charles   Dickens, 
With  the  43  Illustrations  by  Seymour  and  Phiz. 
the  two   Buss  Plates,  and  the  32   Contemporary 
Onwhyn  Plates.    3s.  6d.  net. 
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Junior  Examination  Series 
M.  Stedman,  M.A. 

By  F, 

Edited  by  A.  M 
Junior  French  Examination  Papers 

Jacob,  B.A. 
Junior   Latin   Examination  Papers.    Second 

Edition.     By  C.  G.  Botting,  M.A. 
Junior  English  Examination  Papers.    By  \V. 

Williamson,    B.A. 
Junior    Arithmetic    Examination  Papers. 

By  W.  S.  Beard.    Second  Edition. 
Junior  Algebra  Examination  Papers.     By 

S.  \V.  Finn,  M.A. 

Junior  School-Books,  Methuen's Edited  by  O.  D.  Inskip,  LL.D.,  and  W.  Williamson,  B.A. 
A  CLASS-BOOK  OF  DICTATION  PASSAGES.      By  W 

Williamson,  B.A.      Eighth  Edition. 
is.  6d. 

the  Gospel  According  to   St. 
Edited  by  E.  Wilton  South,  M.A. 
is.  6d. 

The  gospel  According  to  St.  Mark.    Edited 
by  A.  E.  Rubie,   M.A..    Headmaster    of  College, 
Elthara.    With  Three  Maps.    Crown  Zvo.    is.  6J. 

A  Junior  English  grammar.    By  w.  Williamson, 

Crown  Zvo. 

Matthew. 
Crown  Zvo. 

"B.A.    With  numerous  passages  for  parsing sis,  and  a  chapter  on  Essay  Writing.    C; 

and 
rown analysis 

Zvo.     2S.  . 
A  JUNIOR  CHEMISTRY.     By   E.   A.  Tyler.  B.A., 

F.C.S.,     Science    Master    at    Swansea    Grammar 
School,    With  73  Illustrations.   Crown  Zvo.   as.  6d. 

Fcap.  Zvo.     is. 
Junior  Greek  Examination  Papers.    By  T. 

C.  Weatherhead,  M.A. 
Junior  General  Information  Examination 

Papers.     By  W.  S.  Beard. 
Junior  Geography  Examination  Papers.   By 

W.  G.  Baker,  M.A. 

Junior  German  Examination  Papers.    By  A. 
Voegelin,  M.A, 

The  Acts  of  the  apostles.  Edited  by  A.  E. 
Kubie,  M.A.,  Headmaster  of  College,  Eltham. 
Crown  Zvo.    2s. 

The  First  Book  of  Kings.  Edited  by  A.  E. 
Rubie,  M.A.    Crown  Zvo.     is.  6d. 

A  Junior  French  Grammar.  By  L.  A.  Somet 
and  M.  J.  Acatos.  Modern  Language  Masters  at 

King  Edward's  School,  Birmingham.    Cr.  Zvo.  2s. 
Elementary  Experimental  Science. 

Physics  by  W.  T.  Clou?h,  A.R.C.S.  Chemis- 
try by  A.  E.  Dunstan,  B.Sc.  With  2  Plates  and 

154  Diagrams.     Crown  Zvo.    us. 
A  Junior  Geometry.  By  Noel  S.  Lydon.  With 

239  Diagrams.    Crown  Zvo.    2s. 

Leaders  of  Religion 
Edited  by  H.  C.  BEECHING,  M.A.,  Canon  of  Westminster.      With  Portraits. 

Crown  Zvo.     3*.  6d. 

A  series  of  short  biographies  of  the  most  prominent  leaders  of  religious  life 
and  thought  of  all  ages  and  countries. 
Cardinal  Newman.    By  R.  H.  Hutton. 
John  Wesley.    By  J.  H.  Overton,  M.A. 
Bishop  Wilberforce.    By  G.  W.  Daniell,  M.A. 
Cardinal  Manning.    By  A.  W.  Hutton,  M.A. 
Charles  Simeon.    By  H.  C.  G.  Moule,  D.D. 
JOHN  Keble.    By  Walter  Lock,  D.D. 
THOMAS  CHALMERS.    By  Mrs.  Oliphant. 
Lancelot  andrewes.    By  R.  L.  Ottley,  M.A. 
Augustine  of  Canterbury.     By  E.  L.  Cutis, 

D.D. 
William  Laud.    By  W.  H.  Hutton,  M.A. 

John  Knox.    By  F.  MacCunn. 
JOHN  HOWE.    By  R.  F.  Horton,  D.D. 
BISHOP  Ken.    By  F.  A.  Clarke,  M.A. 
GEORGE    FOX,  THE    QUAKER.      By  T.    Hodgkin 

D.C.L. 
JOHN  DONNE.    By  Augustus  Jessopp,  D.D. 
THOMAS  CRANMER.     By  A.  J.  Mason,  D.D. 
Bishop  Latimer.     By  R.  M.  Carlyle  and  A.  J. 

Carlyle,  M.A. 
BISHOP  BUTLER.    By  W.  A.  Spooner,  M.A. 

Little  Biographies 
Each  volume,  cloth ,  3^.  6d. Fcap.  Svo. 

DANTE  Alighieri.  By  Paget  Toynbee.  M.A. 
D.Litt.    With  xa  Illustrations.    Third  Edition. 

Savonarola.  By  E.  L.  S.  Horsburgh,  M.A.  With 
12  Illustrations.    Second  Edition. 

JOHN  HOWARD.  By  E.  C.  S.  Gibson,  D.D.,  Vicar  of 
Leeds.     With  12  Illustrations. 

Tr.NNYSON.  By  A.  C.  Benson,  M.A.  With  9  Illus- 
trations. __  __  , 

Walter  Raleigh.  By  J.  A.  Taylor,  ̂ ith 
12  Illustrations. 

ERASMUS.  By  E.  F.  II.  Capey.  With  12 
Illustrations. 

The  Young  Pretender. 
12  Illustrations. 

ROBERT  BURNS.    By  T.  F. 
Illustrations. 

CHATHAM.  By  A.S.  M'Dowall.  With  12  Illustrations. 
ST.  FRANCIS  OF  ASSISI.      By  Anna  M.   Stoddart. 

With  16  Illustrations. 
CANNING.     By  W.  A.  Phillips.    With  12  Illustrations. 

BEACONSFIELD.     By  Walter  Sichel.     With  12  Illus- 
trations. 

GOETHE.     By  H.  G.  Atkins.     With  12  Illustrations. 

Little  Blue  Books,  The 
General  Editor,  E.  V.  LUCAS. 

Illustrated.     Demy  \6mo.     2s.  6d. 
THE  CASTAWAYS 

Cobb. 
Till1.      BEECHNUT     BOOK 

Edited  by  E.  V.  Lucas. 

OF   MEADOWBANK.      By  T. 

By   Jacob    Abbott. 

leather,  4s.  not. 
ByC.  S.  Terry.     With 

Henderson.     With   12 

3.  THE  AIR  GUN.    By  T.  Hllbert. 
4.  A  School  Year.    By  Netta  Syrett. 
5.  THE   l'l  RLES    AT   THE    CAPITAL.       By    Roger 

Ash:on. 

[Continued. 
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The  Little  Blue  Books— continued. 
6.  The  Treasure    of    Princegate    Priory. 

By  T.  Cobb. 
7.  Mrs.  Barberry's  General  Shop.  By  Roger Ashton. 

8.  A Book 
Webb. 

The  Lost  ball. 

Bad    Children.       By  W. 

By  Thomas  Cobb. 

T 

Little  Books  on  Art 
Demy  \6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

Greek  Art.    H.  B.  Walters. 
Bookplates.    E.  Almack. 
Reynolds.   J.  Sime. 
ROMNEY.    George  Paston. 
Watts.    Miss  R.  E.  D.  Sketchley. 
LEIGHTON.    Alice  Corkran. 
Velasquez.    Wilfrid  Wilberforce  and  A.  R.  Gilbert. 
Greuze  and  Boucher.    Eliza  F.  Pollard. 
Vandyck.    M.  G.  SmaUwood. 

Turner.    F.  Tyrcll-Gill. 
Durer.    Jessie  Allen. 
HOPPNER.    H.  P.  K.  Skipton. 
Holbein.     Mrs.  G.  Fortescue. 
Millet.    Miss  N.  Peacock. 
BURNE-JONES.     Miss  F.  de  Lisle. 
Rembrandt.    Mrs.  E.  A.  Sharp. 
COROT.    Alice  Pollard  and  Ethel  Birnstingl. 

Little  Galleries,  The 
Demy  i6mo.     2s.  6d.  net. 

A  Little  Gallery  of  Reynolds.  I  A  Little  Gallery  of  Hoppner. 
A  Little  Gallery  of  Romney.  |  A  Little  Gallery  of  Millais. 

A  Little  Gallery  of  English  Poets. 

Little  Guides,  The 
Small  Pott  8vo,  cloth,  p.;  leather,  3s.  6d.  net. 

Oxford  and  its  Colleges.    By  J.  Wells,  M.A. 
Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New.     Fourth  Edition. 

Cambridge  and  its  Colleges.    By  A.  Hamilton 
Thompson.     Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New. 

The  Malvern  Country.    By  B.  C.  A.  Windle, 
D.Sc,  F.R.S.     Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New. 

Shakespeare's  Country.    By  B.  C.  A.  Windle, 
D.Sc,  F.R.S.     Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New.    Second 
Edition. 

SUSSEX.     By  F.  G.  Brabant,  M.A.    Illustrated  by  E. 
H.  New. 

Westminster  Abbey.      By    G.    E.   Troutbeck. 
Illustrated  by  F.  D.  Bedford. 

NORFOLK.    By  W.  A.  Dutt.     Illustrated  by  B.  C. 
Boulter. 

CORNWALL. 
Boulter. 

Brittany. 
Wylie. 

Hertfordshire.    By  H.  W.  Tompkins,  F.R.H.S. 
Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New. 

By  A.  L.  Salmon.    Illustrated  by  B.  C. 

By  S.  Baring-Gould.    Ulustrated  by  J. 

The  English  Lakes.  By  F.  G.  Brabant,  M.A. 
,  Illustrated  by  E.  H.  New.  4s.  ;  leather,  *s,  6rf. 
net. 

KENT.    By  G.  Clinch.    Illustrated  by  F.  D.  Bedford. 
ROME.  By  C.  G„  Ellaby.  Illustrated  by  B.  C. Boulter. 

The  Isle  of  Wight.  By  G.Clinch.  Illus- 
trated by  F.  D.  Bedford. 

SURREY.  By  F.  A.  H.  Lambert.  Illustrated  by 
E.  H.  New. 

Buckinghamshire.  By  E.  S.  Roscoe.  Illustrated 
by  F.  D.  Bedford. 

Suffolk.    By  W.  A.  Dutt.    Illustrated  by  J.  Wylie. 
DERBYSHIRE.  By  J.  Charles  Cox,  LL.D.,  F.S.A. 

Illustrated  by  J.  C.  Wall. 
THE  NORTH  RIDING  OF  YORKSHIRE.  By  J.  E. 

Morris.     Illustrated  by  R.  J.  S.  Bertram. 
Hampshire.  By  J.  C.  Cox.  Illustrated  by  M.  E. Purser. 

SICILY.  By'  F.  H.  Jackson.  With  many  lllustra- 
tions  by  the  Author. 

Little  Library,  The 
With  Introductions,  Notes,  and  Photogravure  Frontispieces. 

Small  Pott  Svo.     Each  Volume,  cloth,  is.  6d.  net ;  leather,  2s.  6d.  net. 
Edited   by 

Vanity  Fair.    By  W.  M.  Thackeray, 
S.  Gwynn.     Three  Volumes. 

PENDENNIS.     By  W.  M.  Thackeray.    Edited  by  S. 
Gwynn.     Three  Volumes. 

Esmond.      By    W.    M.    Thackeray.      Edited    by 
S.  Gwynn. 

Christmas  BOOKS.    By  W.  M.  Thackeray.    Edited 
by  S.  Gwynn. 

SELECTIONS  FROM  GEORGE  CRABBE.     Edited  by 
A.  C.  Deane. 

John   Halifax,   Gentleman.     By   Mrs.   Craik. 
Edited  by  Annie  Matheson.     Two  Volumes. 

PRIDE  and  Prejudice.     By  Jane  Austen.    Edited 
by  E.  V.  Lucas.     Two  Volumes. 

Northanger  ABBEY.    By  Jane  Austen.    Edited 
by  E.  V.  Lucas. 

The  Princess.    By  Alfred,  Lord  Tennyson.   Edited 
by  Elizabeth  Wordsworth. 

Maud.     By   Alfred,    Lord   Tennyson.     Edited   by 
Elizabeth  Wordsworth. 

IN  Memoriam.    By  Alfred,  Lord  Tennyson.    Edited 
by  H.  C.  Beeching,  M.A. 

The  Early  Poems  of  Alfred-  l.ord  Tennyson. 
Edited  by  J.  C.  Collins,  M.A. 

A    LITTLE    BOOK    OF    ENGLISH    LYRICS.      With 
Notes.  , 

The  Inferno  of  Dante.    Translated  by  H.  F. 
Cary.    Edited  by  Paget  Toynbee,  M.A.,  D.Litt.  1 

THE  Purgatorio  OF  Dante.    Translated  by  H. 
F.  Cary.    Edited  by  Paget  Toynbee,  M.A.,  D.Litt. 

THE  Paradiso  OF  Dante.    Translated  by  H.  F. 

Cary.    Edited  by  Paget  Toynbee.  M.A.,  D.Litt.  ■* 
[Continued. 
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The  Little  Library — continued. 
A  Little  Book  of  Scottish  Verse.    Edited  by 

T.  F.  Henderson. 
A  Little  Book  of  Light  Verse.    Edited  by  A. 

C.  Deane. 
A  Little  Book  of  English  sonnets.    Edited 

by  J.  B.  B.  Nichols. 
Poems.    By  John  Keats.    With  an  Introduction  by 

L.  Binyon,  and  Notes  by  J.  Masefield. 
A  complete  Edition. 

The  Minor  Poems  of  John  Milton.     Edited 
by  H.  C.  Beeching,  M.A. 

THE  POEMS    OF    Henry   VAUGHAN.    Edited  by 
Edward  Hutton. 

SELECTIONS    FROM    WORDSWORTH.       Edited    by 
Nowell  C.  Smith. 

SELECTIONS  FROM  THEEARLY  POEMS  OF  ROBERT 
Browning.    Edited  by  W.  Hall  Griffin,  M.A. 

The  English  Poems  of  Richard  Crashaw. 
Edited  by  Edward  Hutton. 

Selections  from  William  Blake.    Edited  by 
M.  Perugini. 

Selections   from  the    Poems    of    George 
DARLEY.     Edited  by  R.  A.  Streatfeild. 

Lyrical  Ballads.    By  w.  Wordsworth  and  S.  T. 
Coleridge.    Edited  by  George  Sampson. 

Selections   from   Longfellow.     Edited  by 
Lilian  M.  Faithfull. 

Selections  from  the    Anti- Jacobin;    with 
George   Canning's  additional  Poems.    Edited  by Lloyd  Sanders. 

The  Poems  of  Andrew  Marvell.     Edited  by 
Edward  Wright. 

A  Little  Book  of  Life  and  Death.    Edited  by 
Mrs.  Alfred  Waterhouse.    Fourth  Edition. 

A  Little  Book  of  English  Prose.    Edited  by 
Mrs.  P.  A.  Barnett. 

EOTHEN.    By  A.  W.  Kinglake.    With  an  Introduction 
and  Notes. 

Edited  by  E.  V. 

Edited  by  F. 

Edited 

CRANFORD.     By   Mrs.   Gaskell. Lucas. 

LAYENGRO.      By   George    Borrow. 
Hindes  Groome.     Two  Volutnes. 

THE  Romany  Rye.     By  George  Borrow. 
John  Sampson. 

The  History  of  the  Caliph  Vathek.    By 
William  Berkford.    Edited  by  E.  Denison  Ross. 

The    Compleat    Angler.      By   Izaak    Walton. 
Edited  by  J.  Buchan. 

Marriage.     By  Susan  Ferrier.     Edited    by  Miss 
Goodrich  -  Freer     and    Lord     Iddesleigh.      Two 
Volutnes. 

THE  INHERITANCE.    By  Susan  Ferrier.    Edited  by 
Miss  Goodrich-Freer  and  Lord  Iddesleigh.     Two Volumet. 

ELI  A,  AND  THE  LAST  ESSAYS  OF  ELIA.    By  Charles 
Lamb.    Edited  bv  E.  V.  Lucas. 

The  essays  of  Abraham  Cowley.    Edited  by 
H.  C.  Minchin. 

The  Essays  of  Francis  Bacon.    Edited  by 
Edward  Wright. 

The  Maxims  of  la  Rochefoucauld.    Trans- 
lated by  Dean  Stanhope.    Edited  by  G.  H.  Powell. 

A  Sentimental  Journey.    By  Laurence  Sterne. 
Edited  by  H.  W.  Paul. 

Mansie   Wacch.    By  D.  M.  Moir.    Edited  by  T. 
F.  Henderson. 

The  Ingoldsby  LEGENDS.    By  R.    H.   Barham. 
Edited  by  J.  B.  Atlay.     Two  Volutnes. 

The  Scarlet  Letter.    By  Nathaniel  Hawthorne. 
Edited  by  P.  Dearmer. 

Rejected    Addresses.    By  Horace  and  James 
Smith.     Edited  by  A.  D.  Godley,  M.A. 

London  Lyrics.     By  F.  Locker.    Edited  by  A.  D. 
Godley,  M.A. 

A  reprint  of  the  First  Edition. 

Miniature  Library,  Methuen's 
EUPHRANOR :  a  Dialogue  on  Youth.  By  Edward 

FitzGerald.  From  the  edition  published  by  W. 
Pickering  in  1851.     Demy  jptno.    Leather,  vs.  net. 

POLONIUS  :  or  Wise  Saws  and  Modern  Instances.  By 
Edward  FitzGerald.  From  the  edition  published  by 
W.  Pickering  in  1852.  Detnyyitno.  Leather,  is.  net. 

THE  RUBAIYAT  OF  OMAR  KHAYYAM.  By  Edward 
FitzGerald.  From  the  1st  edition  of  1859.  Second 
Edition.    Leather,  is.  net. 

The  Life  of  Edward.  Lord  Herbert  of 
CHERBURY.  Written  by  himself.  From  the 
edition  printed  at  Strawberry  Hill  in  the  year  1764. 
Medium  j,imo.     Leather,  is.  net. 

The  Visions  of  Dom  Francisco  de  Quevedo 
ViLLEGAS,  Knight  of  the  Order  of  St.  James. 
Made  English  by  R.  L.  From  the  edition  printed 
for  H.  Herringman,  1668.     Leather,  is.  net. 

POEMS.  By  Dora  Greenwell.  From  the  edition  of 
1848.    Leather,  is.  net. 

School  Examination  Series 

Edited  by  A.  M.  M.  STEDMAN,  M.A.     Crown  Ivo.     2s.  6  J. 

CH  Examination  Papers.     By  A.  M.  M. 
Stedman,  M.A.     Twelfth  Edition. 
A  KEY,  issued  to  Tutors  and  Private  Students 

only,  to  be  had  on  application  to  the  Publishers. 
Fifth  Edition.     Crown  %vo.    6s.  net. 

latin  Examination  Papers,     By  a.  m.  m. 
Stedman,  M.A.     Twelfth  Edition. 
KEY  [Fourth  Edition)  issued  as  above.    6s.  net. 

CAMINATION     PAPERS.      By    A.    M.    M. 
Stedman,  M.A.    Seventh  Edition. 

K  BY  (Second  Edition)  issued  as  above.     6s.  net. 
German  Examination  Papers.    By  R.  J.  Morich. 

Fifth  Edition. 
KEY  (Second  Edition)  issued  as  above.    6s.  net. 

History  and  Geography  Examination  Pah-rs. 
By  C.  H.  Spence,  M.A.,  Clifton  College.  Second 
Edition. 

Physics  Examination  Papers.    By  R.  E.  Steel, 
M.A.,  F.C.S. 

general  Knowledge  examination  papers. 

By  A.  M.  M.  Stedman.  M.A.    Fourth  Ed. 
KEY  ( Third  Edition)  issued  as  above,    js.  net. 

Examination  Papers  in  English  History.    By 
J.  Tait  Plowden-Wardlaw,  B.A. 



General  Literature 

3i 

Social  Questions  of  To-day 
Edited  by  H.  de  B.  GIBBINS,  Litt.D.,  M.A. 

Crown  8vo.      2s.  6d. 

'RAnp.  Unionism— New  and  Old.    By  G.  Howell. Third  Edition. 

"he  Co-operative  Movement  To-Day.    By  G. I.  Ilolyoake.    Second  Edition, 
us  of  Poverty.    Byj.  a.  Hobson,  m.a. 

Fourth  Edition, 
run  commerce  of  Nations.    By  C.  F.  Bastable, 

M.A.     Third  Edition. 
The  alien  Invasion.    By  W.  H.  Wiikins,  B.A. 
THE  RURAL  Exodus.  By  P.  Anderson  Graham. 
.and  Nationalization.  By  Harold  Cox,  B.A. 
V  Shorter  Working  Day.    By  H.  de  B.  Gibbins 

and  R.  A.  Hadfield. 
JACK   TO   THE    Land  :     An    Inquiry    into    Rural 

Depopulation.    By  H.  E.  Moore. 
Trusts,   Pools,  and  Corners.    By  J.   Stephen 

leans. 

["HE  FACTORY  SYSTEM.     By  R.  W.  Cooke-Taylor. 

The  State  and   its  Children.     By  Gertrude 
Tuckwell. 

WOMEN'S  Work.     By  Lady  Dilke,  Miss  Bulley,  and Miss  Whit, 
SOCIALISM     AND      MODERN     THOUGHT.        By     M. 

KaufTinann. 
The  Housing  of  the  Working  Classes.    By 

E.  Bowniaker. 
The  Problem  of  the  unemployed.    By  j.  A. 

Hobson,  M.A. 
LIFE  IN  WEST  LONDON.     By  Arthur  Sherwell,  M.A. 

T'h  ird  Edition. 
Railway  Nationalization.     By  Clement  Ed- wards. 

Workhouses  and  pauperism.    By  Louisa  Twin- 

ing. 

University  and  Social  Settlements.    By  w. 
Reason,  M.A. 

Technology,  Textbooks  of 
Edited  by  Professor  J.  WERTHEIMER,  F.I.C. 

Fully  Illustrated. 
low  to  Make  a  Dress.     By  J.  A.  E.  Wood. 

T hird  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     is.  6d. 

ULRPENTRY    AND    JOINERY.      By   F.    C.    Webber. 
Fourth  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6rf. 

Practical  Mechanics.     By  Sidney   H.  Wells. 
Secoiui  Edition.    Crown  %vo.    3s.  61/. 

Practical  Physics.    By  H.  Stroud,  D.Sc,  M.A. Crown  8vo.    3s.  6d. 

By 

Millinery,  Theoretical  and  Practical. 
Clare  Hill.     Crown  8vo.    2s. 

Practical  Chemistry.    By  W.   French,  M.A. 
Crown  Svo.  Part  I.  Second  Edition,  is.  6d.  Part  11. 

Technical  Arithmetic  and  Geometry.    By 
C.  T.  Millis,  M.I.M.E.    With  Diagrams.     Crown 
8vo.    3s.  6d. 

Builder's  Quantities.    By  H.  C.  Grubb.    With 
many  Illustrations.     Crown  Svo.    4s.  6d. 

The  XXXIX.  Articles  of  the  Church  of 
ENGLAND.      Edited    by    E.   C.   S.   Gibson,  D.D. 
Third  and   Cheaper  Edition    in    One    Volume. 
Demy  Zvo.    12s.  6d. 

4n  Introduction   to    the  History 
of  Religion.     By  F.  B.  Jevons,  M.A.,  Litt.D. 
Second  Edition.    Demy  Zvo.    xos.  6d. 

The  Doctrine  of  the  Incarnation.  By  R.  L. 
Ottley.M.A.  Second  and  Cheaper  Edition.  Demy 
Zvo.     12s.  6d, 

Theology,  Handbooks  of 
An  Introduction  to  the  History  of  the 

CREEDS.      By    A.    E.    Burn,    B.D.      Demy  8zo. 10s.  6d. 

The  Philosophy  of  Religion  in  England  and 
AMERICA.     By    Alfred    Caldecott,    D.D.     Demy 
8vo.    xos.  6d. 

A  History  of  Early  Christian  Doctrine. 

By  J.  F.  Bethune-Baker,  M.A.,  Fellow  of  Pem- 
broke College,  Cambridge.    Demy  8vo.    xos.  6d. 

University  Extension  Series 
Edited  by  J.  E.  SYMES,  M.A., 

Principal  of  University  College,  Nottingham. 
Crown  Svo.     Price  {with  some  exceptions)  2s.  6d. 

A  series  of  books  on  historical,  literary,  and  scientific  subjects,  suitable  for  exten- 
sion students  and  home-reading  circles.     Each  volume  is  complete  in  itself,  and  the 

subjects  are  treated  by  competent  writers  in  a  broad  and  philosophic  spirit. 
The  Industrial  History  of  England.    By  H. 
•  de   B.   Gibbins,    Litt.D.,    M.A.      Tenth    Edition. 
Revised.    With  Maps  and  Plans,    3s. 

\  History  of  English  political  Economy. 
By  L.  L.  Price,  M.A.     Third  Edition. 

Victorian  Poets.    By  A.  Sharp. 
The  French  Revolution.    By  J.  E.  Symes,  M.A. 
Psychology.    By   F.    S,    Granger,    M.A.    Second 

Edition. 
The  Evolution  of  Plant  Life:  Lower  Forms. 

By  G.  Massee.    Illustrated. 
AIR  AND  WATER.    By  V.    B.   Lewes,  M.A.    Illus- 

trated. 
The  Chemistry  of  Life  and  Health.    By  C. 

W.  Kimmins,  M.A.    Illustrated. 
The  Mechanics  of  Daily  Life.    By  V.  P.  Sells, 

M.A.    Illustrated. 
English    Social  Reformers.     By  H.   de   B. 

Gibbins,  Litt.D.,  M.A.     Second  Edition. 
English  Trade  and  Finance  in  the  Seven 

teenth  Century.    By  w.  A.  S.  Hewins,  B.A. 

The  Chemistry  of  Fire.     By  M.  M.  Pattison 
Muir,  M.A.    Illustrated. 

A  Text-Book  of  Agricultural  Botany-.    By 
M.  C.  Potter,   M.A.,   F.L.S.    Illustrated.    Second 
Edition,    t,s.  6d. 

THE  Vault  OF  Heaven.    A  Popular  Introduction 
to  Astronomy.    By  R.  A.  Gregory.    With  numerous 
Illustrations. 

Meteorology.      By    H.    N.    Dickson,    F.R.S.E., 
F.R.  Met.  Soc.     Illustrated. 

A  Manual  of  Electrical  Science.    By  George 
J.  Burch,  M.A.,  F.R.S.    Illustrated.    3s. 

THE   EARTH.      An  Introduction   to    Physiography. 
By  Evau  Small,  M.A.     Illustrated. 

INSECT  LIFE.      By  F.  W.  Theobald,  M.A.       Illus- trated. 
English  Poetry  from  Blake  to  Browning. 

By  W.  M.  Dixon,  M.A.     Second  Edition. 
English  Locai  government.   ByE.Jenks.M.A. 
The  Greek  View  of  Life.    By  G.  L.  Dickinson. 

Third  Edition. 
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Westminster,  Commentaries  The 
General  Editor,  WALTER  LOCK,  D.D.,  Warden  of  Keble  College, 

Dean  Ireland's  Professor  of  Exegesis  in  the  University  of  Oxford. 

i 

THE  BOOK  of  Genesis.  Edited  with  Introduction 
and  Notes  by  S.  R.  Driver,  D.D.,  Canon  of  Christ 
Church,  and  Regius  Professor  of  Hebrew  at  Oxford. 
Second  Edition.    Demy  8vo.     10s.  6d. 

The  Book  of  Job.  Edited  by  E.  C.  S.  Gibson, 
D.D.    DemyZvo.  6s 

The  Acts  of  the  Apostles.     Edited  by  R.  B. 

Rackham,  M.A.   Demy  Zvo.    Second  and  Cheaper 
Edition.      xos.  6d. 

The  First  Epistle  of  Paul  the  Apostle  to 
the  Corinthians.  Edited  by  H.  L.  Goudge, 
M.A.    DemySvo.    6s. 

The  Epistle  of  St.  James.  Edited  by  R.  J. 
Knowling,  M.A.    DemyZvo.    6s. 

Part  II. — Fiction 
Marie  Corelli's  Novels. 
Crown  Zvo     6s.  each. 

iiy 

A  ROMANCE  OF  TWO  WORLDS. 
Twenty -Fifth  Edition. 

VENDETTA.     Twentieth  Edition. 

THELMA.     Thirty-First  Edition. 

ARDVTH:  THE  STORY  OF  A  DEAD 
SELF.     Fifteenth  Edition. 

THE  SOUL  OF  LILITH.  Twelfth  Edit. 

WORMWOOD.     Thirteenth  Edition. 

BARABBAS:  A  DREAM  OF  THE 

WORLD'S  TRAGEDY.  Thirty-Ninth Edition. 

1  The  tender  reverence  of  the  treatment 
and  the  imaginative  beauty  of  the  writing 
have  reconciled  us  to  the  daring  of  the  con- 

ception. This  "Dream  of  the  World's 
Tragedy"  is  a  lofty  and  not  inadequate 
paraphrase  of  the  supreme  climax  of  the 

inspired  narrative.' — Dublin  Review. 

THE  SORROWS  OF  SATAN.  Forty- 
Eighth  Edition. 

'  A  very  powerful  piece  of  work.  .  .  . 
The  conception  is  magni6cent,  and  is  likely 
to  win  an  abiding  place  within  the  memory 
of  man.  .  .  .  The  author  has  immense  com- 

mand of  language,  and  a  limitless  audacity. 
. .  .  This  interesting  and  remarkable  romance 
will  live  long  after  much  of  the  ephemeral 
literature  of  the  day  is  forgotten.  ...  A 
literary  phenomenon  .  .  .  novel,  and  even 

ublime.' — W.   T.    Stead  in  the  Review 
of  Reviews. 

THE  MASTER  CHRISTIAN. 

[165  th  Thousand. 
'  It  cannot  be  denied  that  "The  Master 

Christian  "  is  a  powerful  book  ;  that  it  is  one 
likely  to  raise  uncomfortable  questions  in 
all  but  the  most  self-satisfied  readers,  and 
that  it  strikes  at  the  root  of  the  failure  of 

the  Churches — the  decay  of  faith — in  a 
manner  which  shows  the  inevitable  disaster 
heaping  up  .  .  .  The  good  Cardinal  Bonpr6 
is  a  beautiful  figure,  fit  to  stand  beside  the 

good  Bishop  in  "  Les  Mis£rables."  It  is  a book  with  a  serious  purpose  expressed  with 
absolute  unconventionality  and  passion  .  .  . 
And  this  is  to  say  it  is  a  book  worth  read- 

ing.'— Examiner. 
TEMPORAL    POWER:    A    STUDY   IN 
SUPREMACY.  [150/A  Thousand. 

1  It  is  impossible  to  read  such  a  work  as 
"  Temporal  Power  "  without  becoming  con- 

vinced that  the  story  is  intended  to  convey 
certain  criticisms  on  the  ways  of  the  world 
and  certain  suggestions  for  the  betterment 
of  humanity.  .  .  .  If  the  chief  intention  of 
the  book  was  to  hold  the  mirror  up  to 
shams,  injustice,  dishonesty,  cruelty,  and 
neglect  of  conscience,  nothing  but  praise 

can  be  given  to  that  intention.' — Morning Post. 

GOD'S  GOOD  MAN  :  A  SIMPLE  LOVE 
STORY.      Third  Edition. 

Anthony  Hope's  Novels. Crow?i  2>vo 
THE  GOD  IN  THE  CAR.  Tenth  Edition. 

'A  very  remarkable  book,  deserving  of 
critical  analysis  impossible  within  our  limit ; 
brilliant,  but  not  superficial ;  well  con- 

sidered, but  not  elaborated  ;  constructed 
with  the  proverbial  art  that  conceals,  but 
yet  allows  itself  to  be  enjoyed  by  readers 
to  whom  fine  literary  method  is  a  keen 

pleasure.'—  The  World. 

A  CHANGE  OF  AIR.     Sixth  Edition. 

•A  graceful,   vivacious  comedy,  true  to 

6.?.  each. 
human  nature.     The  characters  are  traced 

with  a  masterly  hand.' — Times. 
A  MAN  OF  MARK.     Fifth  Edition. 

'Of  all  Mr.  Hope's  books,  "A  Man  of 
Mark"  is  the  one  which  best  compares  with 
"  The  Prisoner  of  Zenda."  ' — National  Ob- 
server. 

THE   CHRONICLES   OF  COUNT 
ANTON  IO.     Fifth  Edition. 

'It  is  a  perfectly  enchanting  story  of  love 
and  chivalry,  and  pure  romance.  The 
Count  is  the  most  constant,  desperate,  and 
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modest  and  tender  of  lovers,  a  peerless 
gentleman,  an  intrepid  fighter,  a  faithful 

friend,  and  a  magnanimous  foe.' — Guardian. 

•HROSO.     Illustrated  by  H.   R.  Millar. 
Sixth  Edition. 

4  The  tale  is  thoroughly  fresh,  quick  with 
|      vitality,  stirring    the    blood.' — St.  James's Gazette. 

IIMON  DALE.    Illustrated.   Sixth  Edition. 

1  There   is  searching  analysis  of  human 
nature,  with  a  most  ingeniously  constructed 
plot.     Mr.  Hope  has  drawn  the  contrasts 

of  his  women  with  marvellous  subtlety  and 

delicacy.' — Times. 
THE  KING'S  MIRROR.  Fourth  Edition. 

'  In  elegance,  delicacy,  and  tact  it  ranks 
with  the  best  of  his  novels,  while  in  the  wide 
range  of  its  portraiture  and  the  subtilty 
of  its  analysis  it  surpasses  all  his  earlier 
ventures. ' — Spectator. 

QUISANTE.     Fourth  Edition. 
'  The  book  is  notable  for  a  very  high  liter- 

ary quality,  and  an  impress  of  power  and 

mastery  on  every  pasje.' — Daily  Chronicle. THE  DOLLY  DIALOGUES. 

W.  W.  Jacobs'  Novels 
Crown  Zvo      ̂ s.  6d.  each. 

ty-SeventhEdition.     LIGHT  FREIGHTS. 
Edition. SEA  URCHINS.     Tenth  Edition. 

K     MASTER     OF     CRAFT.      Illustrated. 
Sixth  Edition. 

'  Can  be  unreservedly  recommended  to 
all  who  have  not  lost  their  appetite  for 

wholesome  laughter.' — Spectator. 
'  The  best  humorous  book  published  for 

many  a  day.' — Black  and  White. 

Illustrated.     Fourth 

'  His  wit  and  humour  are  perfectly  irresis- 
tible.    Mr.  Jacobs  writes  of  skippers,  and 

mates,  and  seamen,  and  his  crew  are  the 

jolliest  lot  that  ever  sailed.' — Daily  News. 
1  Laughter  in  every  page.' — Daily  Mail. 

Lucas  Malet's  Novels 
Crown  Zvo.     6s.  each. 

COLONEL    ENDERBY'S  WIFE.      Third 
Edition. 

A.  COUNSEL  OF   PERFECTION.      New 
Edition. 

LITTLE  PETER.     Second  Edition.     3s.  6d. 
THE  WAGES  OF  SIN.  Fourteenth  Edition. 
THE  CARISSIMA.     Fourth  Edition. 
THE    GATELESS     BARRIER.      Fourth 

Edition. 

'  In  "  The  Gateless  Barrier  "  it  is  at  once 
evident  that,  whilst  Lucas  Malet  has  pre- 

served her  birthright  of  originality,  the 
artistry,  the  actual  writing,  is  above  even 
the  high  level  of  the  books  that  were  born 

before. ' —  Westminster  Gazette. 

THE  HISTORY  OF  SIR  RICHARD 
CALMADY.  Seventh  Edition.  A  Limited 
Edition  in  Two  Volumes.  Croivn%vo.  12s. 

'A  picture  finely  and  amply  conceived. 
In  the  strength  and  insight  in  which  the 
story  has  been  conceived,  in  the  wealth  of 
fancy  and  reflection  bestowed  upon  its 
execution,  and  in  the  moving  sincerity  of  its 

pathos  throughout,  "  Sir  Richard  Calmady" 
must  rank  as  the  great  novel  of  a  great 
writer. ' — Literature. 

'  The  ripest  fruit  of  Lucas  Malet's  genius. 
A  picture  of  maternal  love  by  turns  tender 
and  terrible.' — Spectator. 

'A  remarkably  fine  book,  with  a  noble 
motiye  and  a  sound  conclusion.' — Pilot. 

Gilbert  Parker's  Novels 
Crown  Zvo.     6s.  each. 

PIERRE  AND  HIS  PEOPLE.    Fifth  Edi- 
tion. 

'  Stories  happily  conceived  and  finely  ex- 
ecuted.     There  is  strength  and  genius   in 

Mr.  Parker's  style.' — Daily  Telegraph. MRS.  FALCHION.     Fourth  Edition. 

'  A  splendid  study  of  character.' — A  thenawm. 
THE   TRANSLATION    OF  A  SAVAGE. 

Second  Edition. 
THE    TRAIL    OF   THE  SWORD.     Illus- 

trated.    Eighth  Edition. 

'A  rousing  and  dramatic  tale.      A  book 

like  this  is  a  joy  inexpressible.' — Daily  Chronicle. 
WHEN  VALMOND  CAME  TO  PONTIAC: 

The    Story  of    a   Lost    Napoleon.     Fifth Edition. 

'Here  we  find  romance — real,  breathing, 
living  romance.  The  character  of  Valmond 

is  drawn  unerringly.' — Pall  Mall  Gazette. 
AN  ADVENTURER  OF  THE  NORTH: 

The  Last  Adventures  of  'Pretty  Pierre.' Third  Edition. 
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raov- 
w '  The  present  book  is  full  of  fine  and  raov 

ing  stones  of  the  great  North.' — Glasgoz Herald. 

THE  SEATS  OF  THE  MIGHTY.     Illus- 
trated.    Thirteenth  Edition. 

_ '  Mr.  Parker  has  produced  a  really  fine 
historical  novel.' — Athenceum. 

1 A  great  book.' — Black  and  White. 
THE  BATTLE  OF  THE  STRONG:  a 

Romance  of  Two  Kingdoms.     Illustrated.*' Fourth  Edition. 

'  Nothing  more  vigorous  or  more  human  ' 
has  come  from  Mr.  Gilbert  Parker  than  this 
novel. ' — Literature. 

THE    POMP    OF    THE     LAVILETTES. 
Second  Edition.     3*.  6d. 

'Unforced  pathos,  and  a  deeper  know- 
ledge  of  human  nature  than  He  has  displayed 
before.  '—Pall  Mall  Gazette. 

Arthur  Morrison's  Novels 
Crown  Zvo.     6s.  each. 

TALES     OF  MEAN    STREETS.      Sixth 
Edition. 

1 A  great  book.  The  author's  method  is 
amazingly  effective,  and  produces  a  thrilling 
sense  of  reality.  The  writer  lays  upon  us 
a  master  hand.  The  book  is  simply  appalling 
and  irresistible  in  its  interest.  1 1  is  humorous 
also  ;  without  humour  it  would  not  make  the 

mark  it  is  certain  to  make.' — World. 
A  CHILD  OF  THE  JAGO.  Fourth  Edition. 

'The  book  is  a  masterpiece.'—  Pall  Mall Gazette. 
TO  LONDON  TOWN.    Second  Edition. 

'This  is  the  new  Mr.  Arthur  Morrison, 
gracious     and     tender,     sympathetic    and 

human.' — Daily  Telegraph. 

CUNNING  MURRELL. 

'Admirable.   .    .    .    Delightful  humorous 
relief  ...  a  most  artistic  and  satisfactory 

achievement. ' — Spectator. 
THE     HOLE    IN    THE    WALL.      Third 

Edition. 

1 A  masterpiece  of  artistic  realism.  It  has 
a  finality  of  touch  that  only  a  master  may 
command.' — Daily  Chronicle. 
'An  absolute  masterpiece,  which  any 

novelist  might  be  proud  to  claim.' — Graphic. 
'  "The  Hole  in  the  Wall"  is  a  masterly 

piece  of  work.  His  characters  are  drawn 

with  amazing  skill.  Extraordinary  power.' — Daily  Telegraph. 

Eden  Phillpotts'  Novels 
Crown  Svo.     6s.  each. 

LYING  PROPHETS. 
CHILDREN  OF  THE  MIST.  FifthEdition. 
THE  HUMAN  BOY.    With  a  Frontispiece. 

Fourth  Edition. 

'Mr.  Phillpotts  knows  exactly  what 
school-boys  do,  and  can  lay  bare  their  in- 

most thoughts  ;  likewise  he  shows  an  all- 
pervading  sense  of  humour.' — Academy. SONS  OF  THE  MORNING.  Second 
Edition. 

m  'A  book  of  strange  power  and   fascina- 
tion.'— Morning  Post. 

THE  STRIKING  HOURS.  Second  Edition. 

'  Tragedy    and    comedy,     pathos     and 
humour,   are   blended   to  a  nicety  in  this 
volume.' — World. 

1  The  whole  book  is  redolent  of  a  fresher 

and  ampler  air  than  breathes  in  the  circunv 

scribed  life  of  great  towns.' — Spectator. THE  RIVER.     Third  Edition. 
1 ' '  The  River ' '  places  Mr.  Phillpotts  in  the 

front  rank  of  living  novelists.  '—Punch. 
1  Since    "  Lorna  Doone "  we   have   had 

nothing  so  picturesque  as  this  new  romance.' . Birmingham  Gazette. 

t '  Mr.  Phillpotts's  new  book  is  a  master- . piece  which  brings  him  indisputably  into 

the  front  rank  of  English  novelists.' — Pall Mall  Gazette. 

'  This  great  romance  of  the  River  Dart. 
The  finest  book  Mr.   Eden  Phillpotts  has] 
written.' — Morning  Post. 

THE  AMERICAN   PRISONER.       Third 
Edition. 

S.  Baring-Gould's  Novels 
Crown  8vo.    6s.  each. 

A  R  M I  NELL.    Fifth  Edition. 
U R IT H .     Fifth  Edition . 
IN  THE  ROAR  OF  THE  SEA.    Seventh 

Edition. 
C I  \  I  A  V  I ACK  ZITA.     Fourth  Edition. 
MARGERY  OF  QU  ETHER.    Third 

Edition. 

THE  QUEEN  OF  LOVE.     Fifth  Edition. 
JACQUKTTA.     Third  Edition. 
KITTY  ALONE.    Fifth  Edition. 
NOEMI.     Illustrated.     Fourth  Edition. 

THE    BROOM-SQUIRE.    Illustrated. 
Fourth  Edition. 

DARTMOOR  IDYLLS. 
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:he    pennycomequicks.      Third 
Edition. 

RJAVAS    THE    TINNER.       Illustrated. 
Second  Edition. 

JLADYS.     Illustrated.     Second  Edition. 
)OMITIA.     Illustrated.    Second  Edition. 
'ABO  THE  PRIEST. 

WINIFRED.     Illustrated.    Second  Edition. 
THE  FROBISHERS. 
ROYAL   GEORGIK.     Illustrated. 
MISS  QUILLET.     Illustrated. 
LITTLE  TU'PENNY.   A  New  Edition.  6d. 
CHRIS  OF  ALL  SORTS. 
IN  DEWISLAND. 

Robert  Ban's  Novels 
Crown  Zvo.     6s.  each. 

N  THE  MIDST  OF  ALARMS.      Third 
Edition. 

1 A  book  which  has  abundantly  satisfied  us 
by  its  capital  humour.' — Daily  Chronicle. THE  MUTABLE  MANY.     Second  Edition. 

'  There  is  much  insight  in  it,   and  much 
excellent  humour.' — Daily  Chronicle. 

THE  COUNTESS  TEKLA.  Third  Edition. 

'  Of  these  mediaeval  romances,  which  are 
now     gaining     ground     "The     Countess 
Tekla"  is  the  very  best  we  have  seen.' — Pall Mall  Gazette. 

THE  LADY  ELECTRA. 

dbanesi  (E.  Maria).    SUSANNAH  AND 
ONE  OTHER.     Fourth  Edition.    Crown 
Zvo.    6s. 
THE  BLUNDER  OF  AN  INNOCENT. 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
CAPRICIOUS  CAROLINE.   Crown  8vo. 
6s. 
LOVE  AND  LOUISA.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
PETER,  A  PARASITE.    Crown  Zvo.   6s. 

Lnstey    (F.),    Author  of  'Vice  Versa."      A BAYARD  FROM  BENGAL.     Illustrated 
by  Bernard  Partridge.     Third  Edition. 
Crown  Zvo.     3*.  6d. 

Sacheller  (Irving),  Author  of  'Eben 
Holden.'  DARREL  OF  THE 
BLESSED  ISLES.  Third  Edition. 
Crown  Zvo.    6s. 

Sagot  (Richard).  A  ROMAN  MYSTERY. 
Third  Edition.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Salfour  (Andrew).     VENGEANCE  IS 
MINE.     Illustrated.  Crown  Zvo.     is.  net. 

Balfour  (M.  C).    THE   FALL  OF  THE 
SPARROW.     Crown  Zvo.     bs. 

3aring-G0Uld  (S.).      See  page  34  and   is. 
Novels. 

Barlow  (Jane).     THE  LAND  OF  THE 
SHAMROCK.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
FROM  THE  EAST  UNTO  THE  WEST . 
Crown  Zvo.     is.  net. 

Barr  (Robert).     See  page  35  and  is.  Novels. 
Begbie  (Harold).    THE  ADVENTURES 

OF    SIR    JOHN     SPARROW.      Crown 
Zvo.    6s. 

Belloc    (Hilaire)       MR.    BURDEN, 
DEALER  IN  HARDWARE.      With  36 
Illustrations     by     G.     K.     Chesterton. 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Benson  (E.  F.).    DODO  :  A  Detail  of  the 
Day.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
THE  CAPSINA.    Crown  Zvo.     xs.  net. 

Benson  (Margaret).     SUBJECT   TO 
VANITY.     Crown  Zvo.     3s.  6d. 

Besant  (Sir  Walter).  A  FIVE  YEARS' TRYST,  and  Other  Stories.  Crown  Zvo,  xs 
net. 

Bowles  (C.  Stewart).   A  STRETCH  OFF 
THE  LAND.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Bullock  (Sban.  F.).     THE  SQUIREEN. 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
THE  RED  LEAGUERS.  Crown  Zvo.    6s. 

Burton  (J.  BloundeUe).      THE  YEAR 
ONE :  A  Page  of  the  French  Revolution. 
Illustrated.     Crown  ^vo.     6s. 
DENOUNCED.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
THECLASHOFARMS.    CrownZvo.    6s. 
ACROSS  THE  SALT  SEAS.    Crown  Zvo. 
is.  net. 
THE  FATE  OF  VALSEC.  Cr.  Zvo.  6s. 
A  BRANDED  NAME.  Crown  Zvo.  6s. 

Cape3  (Bernard),  Author  of  '  The  Lake  of 
Wine.'  THE  EXTRAORDINARY  CON- 

FESSIONS. OF  DIANA  PLEASE. 
Second  Edition.     Cvown  Zvo.     6s. 

Chesney  (Weatherby).    THE  BAPTIST 
RING.    Crown  Zvo.    6s. 
THE    TRAGEDY    OF    THE    GREAT 
EMERALD.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
THE  MYSTERY  OF  A  BUNGALOW. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  Z7J0.     6s. 

Clifford  (Hugh).    A  FREE  LANCE  OF 
TO-DAY.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Cobb  (Thomas).    A  CHANGE  OF  FACE. 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Cobban  (J.  Maclaren).    THE  KING  OF 
ANDAMAN  :     A      Saviour     of    Society. 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
WILT  THOU  HAVE  THIS  WOMAN? 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 
THE  ANGEL  OF  THE  COVENANT. 
Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Corbett   (Julian).      A    BUSINESS    IN 
GREAT  WATERS.     Crown  Zvo.    6s. 

Corelli  (Marie).   See  page  32. 
CoteS  (Mrs.  Everard).     See  S.  J.  Duncan. 
Crane    (Stephen)   and    Barr   (Robert). 

THE  O'RUDDY.     Crown  Zvo.     6s. 

Crockett  (S.R.),  Author  of 'The  Raiders,' etc. LOCHINVAR.      Illustrated.      Second 
Edition.    Crown  Zvo.    6s. 
THE  STANDARD  BEARER.  Cr.  Zvo.  6s. 
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CrOker  (B.  M.).     ANGEL.     Third  Edition. 
Crown  Svo.     6s. 
PEGGY  OF  THE  BARTONS.      Sixth 
Edition.     Crown  8z>o.     6s. 
A    STATE    SECRET.       Third  Edition. 
Crown  8z>o.     3s.  6d. 
JOHANNA.    Second  Edition.    Cr.Svo.   6s. 
THE  HAPPY  VALLEY.   Second  Edition. 
Crown  Svo.    6s. 

Doyle    (A.    Conan).    Author    of   'Sherlock 
Holmes,'     'The     White     Company,'     etc. ROUND  THE   RED   LAMP.        Ninth 
Edition.     Crown  Sz>o.     6s. 

Duncan  (Sara  Jeannette)  (Mrs.  Everard 
Cotes),  Author  of  'A  Vovage  of  Consola- 

tion.' THOSE  DELIGHTFUL 
AMERICANS.  Illustrated.  Third  Edi- 

tion. Crown  8z>o.  6s. 
THE  PATH  OF  A  STAR.  Illustrated. 
Second  Edition.  Crown  Svo.  6s. 
THE  POOL  IN  THE  DESERT. 
Crown  Svo.     6s. 
A  VOYAGE  OF  CONSOLATION.     Cr. 
Svo.     3s.  &d. 

Fenn  (G.  Manville).     AN    ELECTRIC 
SPARK.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 
A  DOUBLE  KNOT.    Crown  Svo.     2s.  6d. 

Findlater(J.H.).  THE  GREEN  GRAVES 
OF   BALGOWRIE.    Fourth  Edition. 
Crown  Svo.     6s. 
A  DAUGHTER  OF  STRIFE.  Crown  Svo. 
is.  net. 

Findlater  (Mary).    OVER  THE  HILLS. 
Second  Edition.     Crozvn  ivo.     6s. 
BETTY  MUSGRAVE.    Second  Edition. 
Crown  Sz'O.     6s. 
A    NARROW    WAY.       Third    Edition. 
Crozvn  Sz'O.     6s. 
THE  ROSE  OF  JOY.      Second  Edition. 
Crown  Svo.     6s. 

Fitzstephen  (Gerald).     MORE    KIN 
THAN  KIND.     Crown  Svo.     6s. 

Fletcher(J.  S.).  THE  BUILDERS.  Crown 
Svo.     6s. 
LUCIAN     THE     DREAMER.       Crown 
Svo.     6s. 
DAVID  MARCH.     Crown  Svo.     6s. 

Francis  (M.   E.).     MISS  ERIN.     Second 
Edition.     Crown  Svo.     is.  net. 

Fraser   (Mrs.    Hugh),   Author  of   'The 
Stolen    Emperor.'      THE  SLAKING  OF THE  SWORD.     CrozvnSvo.     6s. 

Gallon  (Tom),  Author  of  'Kiddy.'     RICK- 
ERBY'S  FOLLY.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 

Gaunt  (Mary).     DEADMAN'S.      Crown Sz>o.     6s. 
THE  MOVING  FINGER.  Crown  Svo. 

2>s.  6d. 

Gerard  (Dorothea),  Author  of  '  Lady  Baby.' 
THE  CONQUEST  OF  LONDON. 
Second  Edition.  Crozvn  Svo.  6s. 
HOLY  MATRIMONY.  Second  Edition. 
Crown  Svo.    6s. 

THINGS  THAT   HAVE  HAPPENED. 
Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 
MADE  OF  MONEY.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 
THE  BRIDGE  OF  LIFE     Cr.  Svo.    6s, 

Gerard   (Emily).      THE    HERONS' TOWER.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 

Gilchrist  (R.   Murray).     WILLO  W- 
BRAKE.     Crown  Svo.    6s. 

GiSSing  (George),  Author  of  'Demos,'   'In 
the  Year  of  Jubilee,'  etc.      THE  TOWN TRAVELLER.     Second  Edition.     Crown 
Svo.     6s. 
THE  CROWN  OF  LIFE.  CrownSvo.  6s. 

Glanville   (Ernest).    THE  DESPATCH 
RIDER.     CrozvnSvo.     3s.  6d. 
THE  INCA'S  TREASURE.    Illustrated. 
Crown  Svo.     3s.  6d. 

Gleig  (Charles).     BUNTER'S  CRUISE. Illustrated.     Crown  Svo.     3$.  6d. 

GOSS  (C.  F.).  THE  REDEMPTION  OF 
DAVID  CORSON.  Third  Edition. 
Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 

Harrison  (Mrs.  Burton).    A  PRINCESS 
OF  THE  HILLS.   Illustrated.   Crown  Svo. 

6s. Herbertson   (Agnes    G.).      PATIENCE 
DEAN.     CrozvnSvo.     6s. 

Hichens     (Robert),    Author    of    'Flames,' etc.     THE  PROPHET  OF  BERKELEY 
SQUARE.      Second  Ed.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 
TONGUES  OF  CONSCIENCE.     Second 
Edition.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 
FELIX.    Fourth  Edition.  Crozvn  Svo.   6s. 
THE    WOMAN    WITH     THE     FAN. 
Fifth  Edition.     Cr.  Svo.     6s. 
BYEWAYS.     Crown  Svo.      3s.  6d. 
THE   GARDEN    OF   ALLAH.     Crown 
Szo.    6s. 

Hobbes  (John  Oliver),  Author  of  '  Robert 
Orange.'      THE    SERIOUS    WOOING, 
Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 

Hope  (Anthony).    See  page  32. 
Hough  (Emerson).    THE  MISSISSIPPI 

BUBBLE.     Illustrated.     Crozvn  Svo.     6s. 
Housman  (Clemence).  SCENES 
FROM  THE  LIFE  OF  AG LO VALE. 
Illustrated.     Crozvn  Svo.     3s.  6d. 

Hunt  (Violet).  THE  HUMAN  IN- TEREST.    Crozvn  Svo.    6s. 

Hyne  (C.  J.  Cutcliffe),  Author  of  'Captain 
Kettle.'  MR.  HORROCKS,  PURSER. 
Third  Edition.     Crozvn  Svo.    6s. 

JaCObS  (W.  W.).     See  page  33. 

James  (Henry),  Author  of  'What  Maisie 
Knew.'  THE  SOFT  SIDE.  Second 
Edition.  Crozvn  Svo.  6s. 
THE  BETTER  SORT.  Crown  Svo.  6s. 
THE  AMBASSADORS.  Second  Edition, 
Crozvn  Sz'O.  6s. 
THE  GOLDEN  BOWL.   CrozvnSvo.    6s. 

Janson  (Gustaf).  ABRAHAM'S  SACRI- FICE.   Crown  Svo.    6s. 
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.awless  (Hon.  Emily),     traits  and 
CONFIDENCES.    Crown  Bvo.    6s. 
MELCHO.     CrownBvo.     is.net. 

JaWSOH  (Harry),  Author  of  '  When  the  Billy 
Boils.*     CHILDREN  OF  THE   BUSH. 
Crown  8z>o.     6s. 

evett- YeatS   (S.).      ORRAIN.      Second 
Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

linden  (Annie).  A  WOMAN  OF  SEN- 
TIMENT.    CrownBvo      6s. 

Linton  (E.Lynn).    THE  TRUE  HISTORY 
OK  JOSHUA  DAVIDSON,  Christian  and 
Communist.  Twelfth  Edition.  Medium 
8vo.    6d. 

Long  (J.  Luther),  Co- Author  of  '  The  Dar- 
ling of  the  Cods.'     MADAME  BUTTER- FLY.    Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

SIXTY  JANE.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
Lorimer  (Norma).   MIRRYANN.   Crown 

Bvo.     6s. 

JOSIAH'S  WIFE.     Crown  Bvo.    6s. 
Lyall  (Edna),  DERRICK  VAUGHAN, 
NOVELIST.  42nd  Thousand.  CrownBvo. 
3  s.  6d. 

M'Carthy  (Justin  H.),  Author  of '  If  I  were 
King.'  THE  LADY  OF  LOYALTY HOUSE.     Crown  8vo.    6s. 

Mackie    (Pauline    Bradford).       THE 
VOICE  IN  THE  DESERT.  Crown  Bvo. 
6s. 

Macnaughtan(S.).    THE  FORTUNE  OF 
CHRISTINA  MACNAB.    Third  Edition. 
Crown  Bvo.   6s. 

Malet  (Lucas).     See  page  33. 

Mann  (Mrs.  M.E.).  OLIVIA'S  SUMMER. Second  Edition.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 
A   LOST    ESTATE.      A    New  Edition. 
Crown  8vo.     6s. 
THE    PARISH    OF    HILBY.     A    New 
Edition.     Crozun  Bvo.     6s. 
THE  PARISH  NURSE.    CrownBvo.    6s. 

GRAN'MA'S  JANE.     Crown  Bvo.    6s. MRS.  PETER  HOWARD.    Cr.  Bvo.    6s. 

A  WINTER'S  TALE.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 
THERE  WAS  ONCE  A  PRINCE.  Illus- 

trated.    Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 
WHEN  ARNOLD  COMES  HOME. 
Illustrated.     Crown  8vo.     3s.  6d. 

Marriott     (Charles),    Author    of    '  The 
Column.'  GENEVRA.  Second  Edition. 
Crown  8vo.     6s. 

Marsh    (Richard).       MARVELS    AND 
MYSTERIES.    Crown  8z>o.    6s. 
THE      TWICKENHAM       PEERAGE. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
A  METAMORPHOSIS.    Crown  8vo.    6s. 
GARNERED.     Crown  8vo.     6s. 
A  DUEL.     Crown  8vo.    6s. 

Mason  (A.  E.  W.),  Author  of  '  The  Courtship 
of  Morrice  Buckler,'  'Miranda  of  the  Bal- 

cony,'etc.    CLEMENTINA.     Illustrated. Crown  8vo.     Second  Edition.     6s. 

Mathers  (Helen),  Author  of   '  Comin'  thro' 
the    Rye.'      HONEY.      Fourth    Edition. Crown  8vo.     6s. 

GRIFF       OF        GRIFFITIISCOURT. 
Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
THE  FERRYMAN.     Crozun  Zvo.     6s. 

Meade  (L.  T.).     DRIFT.     CrownBvo,    6s. 
RESURGAM.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

'MiSS    Molly'    (The     Author    of).      THE GREAT  RECONCILER.    Crozun  Bvo.  6s. 

Mitford (Bertram).  TIN';  SIGN  ok  THE 
SPIDER.       Illustrated.      Sixth    Edition. 
Crozun  8vo.     3s.  6d. 
INTHE  WHIRL  OF  THE   RISING. 
Third  Edition.     Crozun  Bvo.     6s. 

Montresor(F.  F.),Authorof  '  Into  the  High- 
ways and  Hedges.'  THE  ALIEN.     Third Edition.     Crown  Bvo.    6s. 

Morrison  (Arthur).    See  page  34. 
Nesbit  (E.).    (Mrs.  E.  Bland).     THE  RED 

HOUSE.      Illustrated.      Fourth  Edition. 
Crown  8vo.    6s. 
THE  LITERARY  SENSE.   Cr.  8vo.   6s. 

Norris(W.  E.).    THE  CREDIT  OF  THE 
COUNTY.     Illustrated.     Second  Edition. 
Crown  Bvo.    6s. 
THE     EMBARRASSING     ORPHAN. 
Crozun  8vo.    6s. 
HIS  GRACE.   Third  Edition.  Cr.Bvo.  6s. 
THE  DESPOTIC  LADY.  CrownBvo.   6s. 
CLARISSA  FURIOSA.     CrownBvo.     6s. 
AN  OCTAVE.    Second  Edition.    Crown 
Bvo.     6s. 

NIGEL'S  VOCATION.     Crozun  Bvo.    6s. 
JACK'S  FATHER.     Crown8vo.     vs.  6d. LORD  LEONARD   THE  LUCKLESS. 
Crown  Bvo.     is.  net. 

01iphant(Mrs.).     THE   TWO   MARYS. 
Crozun  8vo.     6s. 

THE  LADY'S  WALK.     Crozun  Bvo.     6s. 
THE  PRODIGALS.    CrozunBvo.    is.net. 

CTlivant(Alfred).  OWD  BOB,  THE  GREY 
DOG  OF  KENMUIR.    Seventh  Edition. 
Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Oppenheim  (E.  Phillips).    MASTER  OF 
MEN.     Third  Edition.    CrownBvo.     6s. 

Oxenham    (John),     Author    of    '  Barbe    of 
Grand  Bayou.'    A  WEAVER  OF  WEBS. Second  Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Pain    (Barry).     THREE    FANTASIES. 
Crown  Bvo.     is. 
LINDLEY     KAYS.       Second    Edition. 
Crozun  8vo.    6s. 

Parker  (Gilbert).    See  page  33. 
Pemberton(Max).  THE  FOOTSTEPS  OF 

A  THRONE.  Illustrated.  Third  Edi- 
tion. Crozun  8vo.  6s. 

I  CROWN  THEE  KING.  With  Illus- 
trations by  Frank  Dadd  and  A.  Forrestier. 

Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Penny  (Mrs.  F.  E.).    A  MIXED  MAR- RIAGE.   Crozun8vo.    is.net. 
PhillpottS  (Eden).     See  page  34-  „ 
Pickthall  (Marmaduke).      SAID   THE 

FISHERMAN.     Fifth   Edition.     Crozun 
Bvo.     6s. 

Pryce  (Richard).     THE  QUIET  MRS. 
FLEMING.    CrownBvo.    3s.  6d. 
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*Q,'  Author  of  'Dead  Man's  Rock.'    THE WHITE  WOLF,    Second  Edition.   Crown 
%vo.     6s. 

Queux    (W.   le).      THE    HUNCHBACK 
OF  WESTMINSTER.      Third  Edition. 
Crown  3vo.     6s. 
THE  CLOSED  BOOK.    Crown  8w.    6s. 

Rhys  (Grace).    THE   WOOING  OF 
SHEILA.  Second  Edition.  Crown  Bvo.  6s. 
THE  PRINCE  OF  LISNOVER.  Crown 
Bvo.     6s. 

Ithys    (Grace)    and    Another.      THE 
DIVERTED    VILLAGE.      With    Illus-  I 
trations    by    Dorothy    Gwyn  Jeffreys. 
Crown  Bvo.    6s. 

Ridge   (W.    Pett).     LOST    PROPERTY. 
Second  Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
SECRETARY  TO  BAYNE,  M.P.  Crown  \ 
Bvo.     6s. 
ERB.  Second  Edition.  Crown  Bvo.  6s.  I 
A  SON  OF  THE  STATE.  Crown  Bvo.  \ 
3s.  6d. 
A  BREAKER  OF  LAWS.  Cr.  Bvo.  3s.  6d.  ' 
MRS.  GALER'S  BUSINESS.  Crown  \ Bvo.     6s. 

Ritchie  (Mrs.  David  G.).    THE  TRUTH- FUL LIAR.    Crown  Bvo.    6s. 
Roberts (C.G.D.).  THE  HEARTOFTHE 
ANCIENT  WOOD.     Crown  Bvo.    3s.  6d. 

Rnssell(W.Clark).  MY  DANISH  SWEET- 
HEART.     Illustrated.      Fourth   Edition.  \ 

Crown  8vo.    6s. 
ABANDONED.     Second  Edition.  Crown  ] 
Bvo.    6s. 

Sergeant  (Adeline).  Author  of 'The  Story  of 
a    Penitent  Soul.1      THE    MASTER  OF 
BEECHWOOD.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

BARBARA'S  MONEY.    Second  Edition. 
Croivn  Bvo.     6s. 

ANTHEA'S  WAY.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
THE    YELLOW    DIAMOND.      Second 
Edition.     Crcnvn  Bvo.     6s. 
UNDER  SUSPICION.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
THE     LOVE     THAT      OVERCAME. 
Crown  Bvo.    6s. 
THE  ENTHUSIAST.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
ACCUSED  AND  ACCUSER.  Cr.  Bvo.  6s. 
THE  PROGRESS   OF  RACHEL.     Cr. 
Bvo.  6s. 

Shannon  (W.  F.).     THE   MESS  DECK. 
Crown  Bvo.    3s.  6d. 

JIM  TWELVES.  Second  Edition.  Crow 
Bvo.    3s.  6d. 

Sonnichsen   (Albert).      DEEP    SEi 
VAGABONDS.     Crown  Bvo.    6s. 

Strain  (E.  H.).    ELMSLIE'S  DRAG-NET Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
Stringer  (Arthur).     THE    SILVEI 

POPPY.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Sutherland  (Duchess  of).    ONE  HOUI 
AND    THE    NEXT.       Third  Edition 
Crown  Bvo.     is.  net. 

Swan  (Annie).     LOVE  GROWN  COLD 
Second  Edition.      Crcnvn  Bvo.     is.  net. 

Swift  (Benjamin).   SIREN  CITY.  Crow* Bvo.    6s. 

Tanqueray  (Mrs.  B.  M.).    THE  ROYAI 
QUAKER.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Thompson    (Vance).     SPINNERS    01 
LIFE.     Crown  Bvo.    6s. 

Waineman  (Paul).  A  HEROINE  FROM 
FINLAND.     Crown  Bvo.     is.  net. 
BY  A  FINNISH  LAKE.    CrozunBvo.   6s, 
THE  SONG  OF  THE  FOREST.    Crown 

Watson  (H.  B.  Marriott).    ALARUMS 
AND  EXCURSIONS.    Cr.  Bvo.    6s. 
CAPTAIN  FORTUNE.    Second  Edition. 
Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Wells  (H.  G.)    THE  SEA  LADY.    Crown Bvo.     6s. 

Weyman  ( Stanley),  Author  of  'A  Gentleman! 
of  France.'     UNDER  THE  RED  ROBE. 
With   Illustrations  by  R.  C.  Woodville. 
Eighteenth  Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

White  (Stewart  E.)-  Author  of  '  The  Blazed 
Trail.'    CONJUROR'S  HOUSE.     A  Ro- mance of  the  Free  Trail.    Second  Edition. 
Crown  Bz>o.     6s. 

Williamson  (Mrs.  C.  N.),  Author  of  'The 
Barnstormers.'     PAPA.     Second  Edition. 
Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
THE   ADVENTURE    OF    PRINCESS 
SLYVIA.     Crcnvn  Bvo.    3*.  6d. 
THE  WOMAN  WHO  DARED.  Cr.Zvo.  6s. 
THE     SEA    COULD     TELL.      Second 
Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 

Williamson  (C.  N.  and  A.  M.).    THE 
LIGHTNING     CONDUCTOR  J    Being 
the  Romance  of  a  Motor  Car.     Illustrated. 
Seventh  Edition.     Crown  Bvo.     6s. 
THE  PRINCESS  PASSES.  Cr.  Bvo.  6s. 

Boys  and  Girls,  Books  for 

Crown  Svo.    y.  6d. 

the  Icelander's  Sword.    By  s.  Baring-Gould. 
Only  a  Guard-Room  Dog.    By  Edith  E.  Cuthell. 

By  Harry  Colling  - The  Doctor  of  the  Juliet. 
wood. 

Master  Rockafellar's  Voyagb, Russell. By  \V.  Clark 

SYD  BELTON  :  Or,  the  Boy  who  would  not  go  to  Sea 
By  G.  Manville  Fenn. 

THE  RED  GRANGE.    By  Mrs.  Molesworth. 
A  Girl  of  the  People.    By  L.  T.  Meade. 
HBFSY  Gipsy.    By  L.  T.  Meade.    2j.  6d. 

i  The  Honourable  Miss.    By  L.  T.  Meade. 
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Dumas,  The  Novels  of  Alexandre 
Price  6d.     Double  Volume,  is. 

he  Three  Musketeers.  With  a  long  introduc- 
tion by  Andrew  Lang.    Double  volume. 

he  Prince  of  Thieves.    Secottd  Edition. 
OBIN  Hood.    A  Sequel  to  the  above. 
he  corsican  Brothers. 
EORGES. 
HOP-EARED  JACQUOT. 
WENTY  YEARS  After.    Double  volume. 

he  Castle  of  Eppstein. 
he  Snowball. 
3CILE:  or,  The  Wedding  Gown. 
ctB. 
he  Black  Tulip, 
he  vlscomte  de  bragelonne. 

he  Convict's  Son. 
he  Wolf-Leader, 

anon  ;  or.  The  women's  War. _ . vuline;  mukat;  and  pascal  bruno. 
he  Adventures  of  Captain  Pamphile, 
ERNANDE. 
abriel  Lambert. 
he  Reminiscences  of  Antony. 
atherine  Blum. 

he  Chevalier  D'Harmental 

|  conscience Hltutrated  Edition. 
The  Three   MUSKETEERS.     Illustrated  In  Colour 

by  Frank  Adams. THE  Prince  OF  THIEVES.    Illustrated  in  Colour  by 
Prank  Adams. 

ROBIN  HOOD  THE  OUTLAW.    Illustrated  in  Colour 
by  Frank  Adams. 

The  CoRSiCAN  BROTHERS.    Illustrated  In  Colour 

bv  A.  M.  M'Lellan. FERNANDE.    Illustrated  in  Colour  by  Munro  Orr. 
THE  BLACK  TULIP.     Illustrated  in  Colour  by  A.  Orr. 
ACTE\     Illustrated  in  Colour  by  Gordon  Browne. 
GEORGES.    Illustrated  in  Colour  by  Munro  Orr. 
THE  CASTLE  OF  EPPSTEIN.    Illustrated  in  Colour 

by  A.  Orr. Twenty  Years  After.     Illustrated  in  Colour  by 
Frank  Adams. 

The  Snowball  and  sultanetta.     Illustrated 
in  Colour  by  Frank  Adams. 

The  Vicomte  de  Bragelonne.      Illustrated  in 
Colour  by  Frank  Adams. 

AMAURY.    Illustr?ted  in  Colour  by  Gordon  Browne. 
CROP-EARED  JACQUOT.     Illustrated  in  Colour  by 

Gordon  Browne. 

Methuen's  Universal  Library 
Edited  by  SIDNEY  LEE.  In  Sixpenny  Volumes. 

Iessrs.  Methuen  are  preparing  a  new  series  of  reprints  containing  both  books  of  classical 
;pute,  which  are  accessible  in  various  forms,  and  also  some  rarer  books,  of  which  no  satisfactory 
dition  at  a  moderate  price  is  in  existence.  It  is  their  ambition  to  place  the  best  books  of  all 
ations,  and  particularly  of  the  Anglo-Saxon  race,  within  the  reach  of  every  reader.  All  the 
reat  masters  of  Poetry,  Drama,  Fiction,  History,  Biography,  and  Philosophy  will  be  repre- 
jnted.  Mr.  Sidney  Lee  will  be  the  General  Editor  of  the  Library,  and  he  will  contribute  a 
Jote  to  each  book. 

The  characteristics  of  Methuen's  Universal  Library  are  five  : — 
i.  Soundness  of  Text.  A  pure  and  unabridged  text  is  the  primary  object  of  the  series, 

nd  the  books  will  be  carefully  reprinted  under  the  direction  of  competent  scholars  from  the 
est  editions.  In  a  series  intended  for  popular  use  not  less  than  for  students,  adherence  to  the 
Id  spelling  would  in  many  cases  leave  the  matter  unintelligible  to  ordinary  readers,  and,  as  the 
ppeal  of  a  classic  is  universal,  the  spelling  has  in  general  been  modernised. 

2.  Completeness.  Where  it  seems  advisable,  the  complete  works  of  such  masters  as  Milton, 
>acon,  Ben  Jonson  and  Sir  Thomas  Browne  will  be  given.  Tnese  will  be  issued  in  separate 
olumes,  so  that  the  reader  who  does  not  desire  all  the  works  of  an  author  will  have  the  oppor- 
unity  of  acquiring  a  single  masterpiece. 

3.  Cheapness.  The  books  will  be  well  printed  on  good  paper  at  a  price  which  on  the  whole 
5  without  parallel  in  the  history  of  publishing.  Each  volume  will  contain  from  100  to  350  pages, 
nd  will  be  issued  in  paper  covers,  Crown  8vo,  at  Sixpence  net. 

4.  Clearness  of  Type.     The  type  will  be  .1  very  legible  one. 
5.  Simplicity.  There  will  be  no  editorial  matter  except  a  short  biographical  and  biblio- 

Taphical  note  by  Mr.  Sidney  Lee  at  the  beginning  of  each  volume. 
Where  it  is  possible,  each  separate  book  will  be  issued  in  one  volume,  but  the  longer  ones 

mist  be  divided  into  several  volumes.  The  volumes  may  also  be  obtained  in  cloth  at  One 
Shilling  net,  and  where  a  single  book  is  issued  in  several  Sixpenny  volumes  it  may  be  obtained 
Q  cloth  in  a  double  or  treble  volume.  Thus  Gil  Blas  may  be  bought  in  _  two  Sixpenny 
■olumes,  or  in  one  cloth  volume  at  is.  6d.  net,  and  Shakespeare  will  be  given  in  ten  Sixpenny 
'olumes,  or  in  five  cloth  volumes»at  is.  6d.  each. 

The  Library  will  be  issued  at  regular  intervals  after  the  publication  of  the  first  six  books,  all 
if  which  will  be  published  together.  Due  notice  will  be  given  of  succeeding  issues.  The  order 
>f  publication  will  be  arranged  to  give  as  much  variety  of  subject  as  possible,  and  the  volumes 
ompo-ing  the  complete  works  of  an  author  will  be  issued  at  convenient  intervals. 

The  early  Books  are  in  the  Press 
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Novelist,  The 
Messrs.  Methuen  are  issuing  under  the  above  general  title  a  Monthly  Serie 

of  Novels  by  popular  authors  at  the  price  of  Sixpence.  Each  number  is  as  long  a 

the  average  Six  Shilling  Novel.  The  first  numbers  of  'The  Novelist'  are  a follows : — 

12. 

13- 

14. 

i.    Dead    Men    Tell   no   Tales.     By  E.  W. 
Hornung. 

a.  Jennie  Baxter,  Journalist.  By  Robert  Barr. 
3.  THE  INCA'S TREASURE.  Bv  Ernest  Glanville. 
4.  A  Son  of  the  State.    By  W.  Pete  Ridge. 
5.  FURZE  BLOOM.     By  S.  Baring-Gould. 
6.  bunter's  Cruise.    By  c.  G 
7.  The  Gay  Deceivers.    By  Arthur  Moore. 
8.  PRISONERS  OF  WAR.  By  A.  Boyson  Weekes. 
9.  A  Flash  of  Summer.    Bv  Mrs.  W.  K.  Clifford. 
0.  Veldt  and  Laager  :  Tales  of  the  Transvaal. 

By  E.  S.  Valentine. 
1.  THE  Nigger  Knights.    By  F.  Norrevs  Connel. 

A  Marriage  at  Sea.     By  w.  Clark  Russell. 
THE    Pomp     of     the     Lavilettes.       By 

Gilbert  Parker. 
A  Man  of  Mark.    By  Anthony  Hope. 

15.  The  Carissima.    By  Lucas  Malet. 
10.  The  Lady's  WALK.     By  Mrs.  Oliphant. 
17.  Derrick  Vaughan.    Bv  Edna  Lyall. 
18.  IN  the  Midst  of  Alarms.    By  Robert  Ban. 
19.  HIS  GRACE.     By  W.  E.  Norris. 
20.  Dodo.  By  E.  F.  Benson. 
21.  CHEAP  JACK  ZlTA.    By  S.  Baring-Gould. 
22.  When    V almond    came    to    Pontiac.     By 

Gilbert  Parker. 
23.  The  Human  Boy.    By  Eden  Phillpotts. 
24.  The  Chronicles  of  Count  Antonio.    By 

Anthony  Hope. 
25.  By  Stroke  of  Sword.    By  Andrew  Balfour. 
26.  Kitty  Alone.    By  S.  Baring-Gould. 
27.  Giles  Ingilby.    By  W.  E.  Norris. 
28.  URITH.     By  S.  Baring-Gould. 
29.  The  Town  Traveller.     By  George  Gissing. 
30.  Mr.  Smith.     By  Mrs.  Walford. 

A  CHANGE  Op  .MR.    Bv  Anthony  Hope. 
THE  KLOOF  BRIDE.    By  Lrnest  Gianvilie. 
ANGEL.     By  B.  M.  Croker. 
A  Counsel  of  Perfection.    By  Lucas  Male 
The  Baby's  Grandmother.    By  Mrs.  Walfarc 
THE  COUNTESS  TEKLA.     By  Robert  Barr. 
Drift.    Bv  L.  T.  Meade. 

33.  The  Master   of  Beechwood.    By  Adelin 
Sergeant. 

Clementina.  Bv  A.  E.  w.  Mason. 
THE  ALIEN.     By  F.  F.  Montresor. 
The  Broom  Squire.     By  S.  Baring-Gould. 
HONEY.    By  Helen  Mathers. 
The  Footsteps  of  a    Throne.     By  Ma 

Pemberton. 
Round  the  Red  Lamp.     By  A.  Conan  DoyU 

45.  Lost  Property.    By  w.  Pen  Ridge. 
46.  The   Twickenham    Peerage.     ByRichar 

Marsh. 
HOLY  MATRIMONY.    By  Dorothea  Gerard. 
THE    SIGN   OF    THE   SPIDER.       By    Bertrar Mitford. 

The  Red  House.    By  E.  Nesblt. 
The  HOLE  IN  THE  Wall.     By  A.  Morrison. 
A    ROMAN  MYSTERY.    By  Richard  Bagot. 
The  Credit  of  the  County.     By  w.  E 

Norris. 
A  Moment's  Error.    By  A.  W.  Marchant. PHROSO.    By  Anthony  Hope. 
I    Crown  thee  King.    Bv  Max  Pemberton. 

iOHANNA.     By  B.  M.  Croker. 
ARBARA'S  MONEY.    By  Adeline  Sergeant. 

58.  A  Newspaper  Girl,    By  Mrs  C.  N.  Williamson 
59.  THE  GODDESS.    By  Richard  Marsh. 
60.  MRS.  PETER  HOWARD      By  M.  E.  Mann. 

Sixpenny  Library 
By  Major-General 

By  Major-General 

The  Matabele  Campaign. 
Baden-Powell. 

The  Downfall  of  Prempeh, 
Baden-Powell. 

MY  Danish  Sweetheart.    By  W.  Clark  Russell. 
In    the    Roar   of  the     Sea.     By  S.    Baring- 

Gould. 
PEGGY  of  the  BARTONS.     By  B.  M.  Croker. 
The  Green  Graves  of  Balgowrie.    By  Jane 

H.  Findlater. 
The  Stolen  Bacillus.    Ry  H.  G.  Wells. 
Matthew  Austin.    Bv  W.  jE.  Norris. 
The  Conquest  ok  London.   By  Dorothea  Genrd. 
A  Voyage  of  Consolation     By  Sara  J.  Duncan. 
The  MUTABLE  MANY.    By  Robert  Barr. 
BEN  Urn.    By  General  Lew  Wallace. 
Sir  Robert's  Fortune.    By  m^.  oliphant. 
THE  FAIR  GOD.    By  General  Lew  Wallace. 
Clarissa  FURIOSA.     By  W.  E.  Norris. 
CRANFORD.     By  Mrs.Gaskell. 
NOEMI.      By  S.  Baring-Gould. 
THE  THRONE  OF  DAVID.     By  J.  IT.  Ingr.aham. 
ACROSS     THE     SALT     SEAS.        By  J.   Bloundelle 
Burton. 

Tin-.  Mill  on  the  Floss.    By  George  Eliot. 
Pi  1  BR  Simple.     By  Captain  Marryat. 

Mary  Barton.    By  Mrs.  Gaskell. 
Pride  and  Prejudice.    By  Jane  Austen. 
North  and  South.     By  Mrs.  Gaskell. 
Jacob  Faithful.    By  Captain  Marryat. 
Shirley.    By  Charlotte  Bronte. 
FAIRY  Tales  Re- TOLD.    By  S.  Baring  Gould. 
The  True  History  of  Joshua  Davidson.    Bj 
-Mrs.  Lynn  Linton. 

A  State  Secret.    By  B.  M  Croker. 
Sams  Sweetheart.    By  Helen  Mathers. 
HANDLEY  CROSS.     By  R.  S.  Surtees. 
Anne  MAULEVERER.    By  Mrs.  Caffyn. 
THE  ADVENTURERS.     By  II.  B.  Marriott  Watson. 
Dante's  Divine  Comedy.     Translated  by  H.  F. Carv. 

The  Cedar  Star.    By  M.  E.  Mann. 
Master  of  Men.    By  E.  P.  Oppenhehn. 
The  Trail  of  the  Sword.    By  Gilbert  Tarker. 
Those  Delightful  Americans.  Bv  Mrs.  Cotet. 
Mr.  Sponge's  sporting  Tour.  By  R.  s.  Surtees. 
Ask  Mamma.    By  R.  S.  Surtees. 
Grimm's  Fairy  Stories.     Illustrated  by  Georg 
Cruikshank. 

George  and  the  General.    By  AV.  Pett  Ridge. 
THE  Joss.     By  Richard  Marsh. 
Miser  HuADLEY  s  Secret.    By  A.  W.  Marchmonl 
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